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PREFACE

The papers in this volume orinated from the Workshop on the
Economics of Protected Areas at the lUCN-World Conservation Union
Fourth World Congress on National Parks and Protected Areas, held in
Caracas, Venezuela. during February 10-21, 1992. They.seek to bring the
techniques of ewvironmental economics to bear on the vital task of
improving the design and management of protected areas.

The workshop was organied jointly by the World Bank and the World
Conetion Union, and this volume has been prepared and issued in the-
same spirit of close coIlaboraton- We hope that it will be a useful and
practcal guide to the incmasing nmmbers of people concemed with
protected armas and making key decisions that affect them.

we are most grateful to the many participants who contributed to the
success of the sessions, particlarly the chapter authorSpecial thanks are
owed to thosewho helped to organize and manage,the Workshop, mcuding
May B. Dyson, James P Foley, and Walte J. Lusig (vice chairs), and
Cladia Alderman, Robert Healey, and Michael Wells (rapporters).
Thanks are due also to Noreen Beg and Stephanie Gerard, as well as to Jay
Doughety and Rebec Kay of Alpha-Omega Sevics, Inc, for assistance
n putting the volume together.

Partal funding for 'this work, pvided through grants from the
govenments of Norway and Sweden, is gratly admowledged.

Mohan Munasinghe Jeffrey McNeely

.. 
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An Introduction
to Protected Area Economics and Policy

Mohan Munasinghe and Jeffrey A- McNeely

THERE IS GROWING ACCEPTANCE, especially followinag
the 1992 Earth Summit in Rio and the adoption of
Agenda 21 by the community of nations, that sustainable
development has not only economic but also environ-
mental and social dimensions (Munasinghe, this volume).
Since environmental protection is a key requirement for
maintaining a sustainable way of life, we must ensure that
adequate measures are taken to avoid the depletion and
degradation of natural resources.

- . :~~
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Rather than creating an illur wealth by areas are not entirely self-contained, but also
depleting natural capital, we need to employ because the individual papers often have wide
all factors of production (the environment. coverage.
induded), in the most efficient way possible, so
that human society can derive benefits Economic policy and incentives
sustainably. For example, current intemational
timber prices tend to reflect only the commer-
cial value of tropical wood, ignoring the other ment and local economic development are.
functions of tropical forests as sources of intensifying in many parts of the world, de-
biological diversity, clean water, and - manding new approaches to protecting
nontimber forest products. However, recent biodiversityasweG asthe rights of peoplewho
work in the field of economics has sought to .live in and around protected areas. As Rodgers
value these latter benefits, thereby furthr (this volume) has pointed out, "The big picture
enhancing the value of forest resources and is one of more needs requirng satisfaction,.
encouraging the better management of such multplyng demands on resources, and more
assets-(Munasinghe 1992). . complexity than ever. As a result, no project,

. In purely economic terms, the production of regardless of mandate, financing or need, can:
a-good is economicallyjustified when the total long endure if consensus is not ensured.* This
benefits exceed the total costs this must-i- may require that at least some protected areas
dlude the s-caled external costs of dealing be managed for multiple benefits, perhaps
with pollution anldenvironmental degradation. through agroecological zoning or other ap-
However, the productionof the goodemaytwello proaches. For example, Siebert, Belsky, and
be profitable in a commercial sense, even if it a (this volume) have argued for establish-
is not economic. There are many situations ing zones for the collection of rattan in theish not ecnonuc. There.us are manysituatioas -Kerinci-Seblat National Park in Sumatra,where true economic returns are negative as
nature is destroyed, while f -jwcial returns Indonesia-pointing out that it could generate
(that neglect external costs) are positive, and approximately $5 per hectare per year, on a
private profits are made because of inadequate sustained-yield basis. Some issues arising from
poliy pregulations, or monitoring Thisbook the concept of integrated conserva-policy, rgltosormitrn.Tibok tion-developmcnt projects (ICDPs). are ex-
consists of a stimulating set of papers pre-
sented during the Workshop on the Economics plored by Munasinghe (this volume).

Protected areas have a valuable economicof Protected Areas, at the Fourth World cratec-ms of he benefits ofo-
Congress on National Parks and Protected tcharacaeristic-most of the benefits of a pro-
Areas in Caracas,- Venezulela, in -February tected area can be 'consllmed7 by one person
Areas ItinCaracas; Voenezuonmelata Februar without affecting the ability of another person
1992. It examines how environmental econom- to also benefit from the protected area. Such
ics can bridge the gap and contibute to the areas, therefore, oould be exploited by large
more effective design and management of numbers of people, both directly and indi-
protected areas. An overview of the volume rectly Protected areas are not something s
and a summary of the main conclusions of the aside" from the mainstream of sustainable

development of a country-rather, they are
part of the- development process, and there-

Overview of this Volume fore, economics has much to say about how
such areas might best contnbute to this pro-

The papers in this volume are grouped intoThe apes i thi voumeare roued nto cess. Economics could, for example, help to
three sections: (a) economic policy and incen- the inheren conflc etween th
tives; (b) economic valuation of protected pursuit of individual self-interest and the
areas; and (c) ecotourism and funding mecha- collective self-interest of the
nsms. Nevertheless, there .is considerable
overlap, not only because these broad subect
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Protected areas also enable environmental- the more widespread the market system be-
ists to actually achieve some tangible gains. comes, the greater will be the need for govern-
"Defining manageable portions of the problem ments to establsh protected areas as a part of
to be taclded seems to be an important strate- the official development policy. Natural habi-
gic device ... it is simply too overwhelming to tats are likely to remain relatively intact even
think concurrently of whole litanies of prob- without official protection, when little eco-
lems; the response is to sink into passive de- nomic development and growth are taking
spair. Instead, building a series of 'small wins' place. However, once the economy starts to
creates a sense of control, reduces frstration grow, natural resources begin to be perceived
and anxiety and fosters continued enthusiasm" as a capital stock which could be dramwn upon
(Heinen and Low 1992). At the same tine, it is to finance development and to provide a
necessary aLso to maintain a more comprehen- cushion against economic shotks, such as.a
sive outlookL sudden deterioration in the balance of pay-

All protected areas programs reflect. a ments. In the early and intermediate stages.of
conflict of interests between alternative uses of economic growth, natural resources are vulner-
scarce resources, and therefore, invokve an able to exploitation, and it is difficut politi-
economic component. Additionally, the rea- caly for governments to protect them. At this
sons for desiring conservation of the natural critical stage, financial assistance and support
environment and reduced pollution differ for establishing and managing protected areas
among nations. In afEluent countries, the focus is important risdelrs analysis suggests that, as
on envronmental protection has been for economies develop further and reach a mature
recreational or aesthetic reasons. In poorer stage, political support for protection of natu-
Counties, the immediate concem is the disap- ral areas increases, but by this time much
pearance of the resource base on which the biodiversity may have been lost. At this rela-
very survival of billions of people depends. tively mature stage, protected areas are then

Some economists argue that evuironmen- much more dependent on government fund-
tal degradation can be accepted so long as the ing, which in tum depends on political factors.
gains from the activities causing the degrada- Therefore, the involvement of effective conser-
tion (such as clearing a forest for agriculture) vation lobbies at an early stage becomes essen-
are greater than the benefits of preserving the tial to ensure the security of protected areas.
areas in their natural form. The idea that there
is some optimal stock of natural assets based Economic valuation of protected areas
on this comparison of costs and benefits is
central .to modern economic thinking But it hspecies contained therein, their mass, their
assumes that the full benefits of preserving the
areas in their original form can be assessed a nt, and other relevant information
accurately, and that the gains from the activi- This is the ecosystem's standing

- stodc-natures free goods. The functions ofties are also accurately assessed as the balance
of benefits over costs. Many environmentalists an ecosystem, on the other hand, are charac-
quesdonhowwelifesupportfunctions, u terized by the ways in which the components of
as contributions to geochemical cycles, photo- the system interact They provide naturs free
synthesis, polluon control, and evolution, can services, maintaining. ean air, pure water, a
be captured by cast-benefit analysis. .7he green earth, and a balance. of creatures, en-
suggestuinsead that in the face of uncertainty abling humans to obtain food, fiber, energy,
suggest instead that in the face of uncertainty and other material needs for survivaL Evaluat-
and irreversibility conserving what remains ing the contribution of ecosystem functioning
often might be a sound risk-averse strategy ma

0?earce et aL 1990). - ~to human welfare is a~ compIex task, invohving(Pearc et at 1990).
AS Tisdell (this volume) points out, the - human social values and political factors.

firther economic development proceeds, and
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One of the key tools of economic analysis is and moral value. It is often necessury to con-
the full valuation of.costs and benefits and trast what is financially beneficial to private
application of cost-benefit analysis (CBA).. individuals against what is broadly beneficial to
When traditional valuation methods fail, other society as a whole-and clearly, the latter
techniques like multicriteria analysis can be judgnent is ultimately a political one. A recog-
employed, as described by Munasinghe (this nition of the political nature of collective
volume). This type of assessment is seen as decisionmaking is described by Zinke (this
essential to maintaining protected areas and volume), in a discussion on the formation of
specifying the place that such areas occupy in the 70-member nongovernmental organization
a modem socety. Romero (this volume) finds (NGO) alliance-an initiative named 'Eco-
that in Venezuela, such an assessment argues logical Bricks for our Common House of
for decentralization of protected areas, and for Europe."
the involvement of nongovernmental sectors in Protected areas are expensive to establish
protected area management. and operate. However, it is less costly to pro-

A corollary to valuation is the integration tect their ecological integrity and manage the
of natural resources and environmental infor- array of goods and services that they provide
mation into the system of national accounts. to the surrounding region, than it is to replace
Once such a framework has been established, them once their biodiversity, watershed, and
it becomes possible to apply the preferred (and other environmental values have been lost.
relevant) method of resource valuation on Economists can help to quantify compensation
various measures, such as begminng imventory, when envronmental damage is an inevitable
flows (net change), or ending quantity (Cacha, side effect of development, as is the case with
this volume). Such information would be the exploration and extraction of oil (Acosta
useful in the development and management of Arias, this volume). Economics also helps to
protected areas. quantify alternative uses of protected areas,

In order for citizens to communicate to for example, through assessing the net value of
decisionnakers their true desires about the alternative opportunities .foregone. Hyde,
maintenance of the natural environment and Kanel, and Mvisomali (this volume) conclude
the pace of development, it is essential for the that the social costs of conserving endangered
public to have a clear idea of the benefits they species are generally low. Economics also
obtain from nature in its undeveloped could help to identify the kinds of incentives
state-in other words, the value of protected that will encourage the maintenance of pro-
areas (Westman 1977). The economic value of tected areas by society, while motivating pri-
a protected area depends greatly on the man- vate landowners to engage in conservation
agement regime applied to that area. In other measures on their own land.
words, value is influenced not only by biologi- Avariety of economicvaluation techniques
cal and economic factors, but also by the have been used to assess the costs and benefits
institutions that are established to manage the of rainforest management in Madagascar by
resources contained in the protected area. Kramer et al. (this volume). Potential conflicts

Of course, economics has its limits. As that could arise among different objectives like
Morowitz (1991) put it, 'we are often left development of the resource for ecotourism,
trying to balance the 'good' of ethics with the biodiversity conservation, and protecting the
'goods' of economics." It is difficult to assign rights of local people, are also explored.
economic values to species preservation be- Many protected areas provide substantial
cause of the factors of ireversibility accompa- economic benefits to the countries in which
nying species extinction, difficulties in measur- they are located. For example, the 8,728 hect-
ing the preferences of future generations, the are Sarawak Mangroves Forest Reserve in
problem of present costs and future benefits, Malaysia supports mare fisheries worth $21.1
and the distinction between commodity value million per annum and up to 3,000 jobs, timber
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products worth $123,217 per year, and a tourist areas harbor many of the species on which this
industry worth $3.7 million per year. If the trade depends.
mangroves were to be damaged, all the fisher- Knowledge and cultural association are
ies and timber and many of the tourism bene- public or collective goods, ditinable from
fits would be lost,. while highly expensive civil the private goods of market economics. In such
engineering works would be required tLj pre- cases,-markets often do not reflect true eco-
vent coastal erosion, flooding, and other damr- nomic values and the -invisible hand" has to
age (Bennett and Reynolds 1993). Burgstrom be supplemented by a social contract involving
and Cordell (1991) estimated the total net regulations. Such public goods are clearly the
economic value of outdoor recreation activities province of government interventions; because
in the United States at $122 billion annualy, of the likelihood of market failure.
much of which was directly attributable to Protected areas. also serve a valuable
protected areas. De Groot (this volume) has "insurance function." Uncertainty is a crucial
calculated that the conservation value of part of all environmental decisionmaking. For
Galapagos National Park amounts to $64 -per example, it is higbly uncertain what the priori-
hectare per year. In some instances, wildlife ties of future. generations might be. In the
resources are valuable for consumption pur- extreme case, it may be. that conserving too
poses within the local population, as opposed many resources now and restraining invest-
to touristic use-this is the case with bushmeat ment in technology might make future genera-
in Ghana (Addo et al., this volume). Since tions worse off, even if they do have a larger
most of the bushmeat catch is not traded, but endowment of biological resources. On the
consumed locally, the hfll value of the resource other hand, when budgets are tight, it is rela-
is not easy to calculate accurately.. tively easy to cut parts of the budget designed

Nonmarket conservation values of pro- to benefit future generations, since they do
tected landscapes have been estimated in not, as yet, have an effective voice in
Australia, using both the contingent valuation decisionmaking.
(GVM) and travel cost methods (De Lacy and. For many economists, the prospect of the
Lockwood, this volume). However, in a contin- environmental agenda interfering with market
gent valuation study performed in England to forces or undermining the principle of compar-
capture nonuser values for the Mersey Estay ative advantage in the course of open interna-
(an internationally important wetland harbor- tional trade, has threatening conse-
ing diverse wildlife), Bickmore and Williams quences-both environmental and economic.
(this volume), found that the application of At the same time, for many leaders in develop-
CVM to derive option and existence values ing countries, the prospect of a global eviron-
was sfill problematic, due to the wide range of mental agenda that limits their ability to ex-
nonuser values that would have to be incorpo- ploit and trade natural resources would be an
rated to render any survey effective. unacceptable form of economic imperialism.

Protected areas are crucial for conserving
biodiversity, which itself has considerable Ecotourism and funding mechanisms
value. The U.S. National Cancer Institute has.. . ._A . . . . ~~~~~~Tourism Is clearly a highly significantidentified 3,000 plants that are active against
cancer cells, 70 percent of which come from economic use of protected areas. For example,
the rainforest (Bird 1991) and can best be the expenditures in Nepal of tourists whoseIn 1980, te nvisits are directly attributable to the existencepreserved in protected areas. In 1980, the
marketvein poeUted States aloneforprescrp- of protected areas, are very conservatively

marke in the United Staes ae fr psc- estimated to have been about $9 million intons contammg active principles from plants
was worth more tha $8 bfflion, with .the world 1988, while thie annual protected. ar.ea manage-
wasure worth moretan $80 billion, wi othcthewld ment budget was only about $3 million (Wells,figure now exceeding $50 billion. Protected voue.Tiaprntyhgbn-this volume)- This apparently high bene-
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fit-to-cst ratio implies that there is inade- In bief, the authors in this section gener-
quate public sector investment to ensure the ally feel that income from tourism could con-
effectie management of these protected trbute significantly to the betermaagement
areas-due to inffwient appreciation of the of protected area, and outwetgh the disadvan-
economic contribution of protected areas, and tages of tourism (which can be signficantly
to significant imbalances between economic redd by eologically sustainable practices).
costs and benefits at local levels. In the latter Lawrence (this volume) suggests that a
case, the communities in and around protected tourist survey should be compared with a
areas are particularly important, and economic Delphi analysis to evaluate the acceptability of
strategies need to be devised to redistnbute important environmental social changes for an
the benefits of tourism, existing or proposed tourism project If the

Furmore,Fion, Fley, and Jacquemot touris views differed greatly from the views
(this volume) estimated that in 1988, some 235 of local residents, it would perhaps suggest
million people particpated in iternational that such visits were inoompatible with chosen
torim to enj and appreciate nature, gener- social and environmental goals, and tourism
ating economic benefits (or contnrutions to promotional campaigns might have to be
the national income of the countries involved) reassessed. The importance of innovative
amounting to as much as $233 billion. ITis plannng to forea changes in aggregate
impressive figure can be put into perspective tourism demand, particularly in terms of
by considering that domestic tourism, which is nature-related tourism in Austalias Great
not included in these figures, is larger than Barier Reef Marine Park, is highlighted by
international tomism by a ratio of 10 to 1. Craik (this volume).
However, travel coss would be less for domes- At every phase of protected area esblih-
tic tourism, and for many developing cuntries, meri, new and different sources of fumds may
such tourism will not generate badly needed be requid because donor interst and com-
foreign exchange revenues. These authors mitments vary considerably over time. A large
mndicated that some 32 percent of tour donation can engender complacency which
stated that scenery, nature, and wildlife were threatens the success of an area if the next
the most enjoyable part of their trip, while source of support is not already being culti-
appronimately 80 percent of tourists come to vated. Planning cost are often relatively mod-
Kenya and Zimbabwe primarily for the wild- est, while the establishment phase can be
life. In North America, some 70 percent of extremely eqensive if it involves land acquisi-
Japanese and European tourist visit national tion. A-more significant problem is long-term
pars In five Latin Amercan count*, 41 to funding of recurrent costs. Tkust funds to
75 percent of foreign touit visited protected spport proteced areas are currently m place
areas. in Cosa Rica; Bolivia, Ecuador, Jamaica,

Bird-watchers visitmg the Point Pelee Meico, Brazil, Argenatina, Panama, Bhutan,
National Park in Canada, a prime location for and Indonesia. A pioneering approach is being
observing the spring migration of passerinae underken in Zimbabwe, where the CoMMu-
birds, brings in at least $6 million per year in nal Area Management Programme for Indige-
net econom;c value (Butler, Hvenegaard, and nous Resources (CA FIRE), is attempting
Krystoflak, this volume). In a prelimi to use donor funds to make investments into
study, Wescott (this volume) demonstrates, the institution building process for sustinable
within a limited scope of preliminary mdica- natural resource management, and is even
tors, that there was some economic berefit discussing the possibility of isuing a levy on
(for example, increased demand for hotel and members to inance overhead costs (MetcaLfe,
motel rooms) as a result of an imcrease m this volume).
tourism corresponding to the creation of the A major chalenge to protected areas is
Grampians Nadonal Park in Australia. finding ways of ntainig well-trained and
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highly experienced staff at a time when the gap rents, commissions, and other sources of
between public and private sector salaries is revenue.
growing and many protected areas provide One implication of economic analysis is
only the most basic of working conditions. This that the efficient management of protected
suggests that alternatives to public ownership areas maybe enhanced if at least some of them
of protected areas might be worth investigat- are privately owned and managed. Alderman
ing. Under current economic conditions, many (this volume) has shown that private protected
countries are finding it difficult to justify areas have considerable potential to comple-
current, much less increased, expenditures on ment the national protected. area system.
protected areas-especially when such costs While govemments can provide economic
are augmented by local and regional opportu- policies and regulations to enable nature
nity costs which bring about land use conflicts tourism to flourish, they are generally not
with local government and local populations. efficient as tour operators or hoteliers-thus,
A partial solution would be to devolve control the private sector can contribute to sustinable
of the protected areas to local communities, development and conservation strategies.
although it is essential that this process be Alderman identifies some 69 private protected
backed up by a legal and policy framework areas in Latin-America and 24 in Africa. Many
empowering local communities to assume of these areas are adjacent to govermment-
responsibility and authority for natural re- established protected areas, but include tour-
sources management and land management ism facilities which supplement the infastruc-
contracts with representatives of the govern- ture of the established protected areas.
ment (Lusigi, this volume). Private reserves generate considerable

Economics may also help societies in employment for local communities. Economic
finding ways to improve the funding of pro- policies by governments that would promote
tected areas. For example, LaPage (this the establishment of private protected areas
volume) describes how the state park ystem of include (a) recognizing nature tourism as a
New Hampshire became a self-funded agency valid use of forested land (thus obviating the
as of April 1991. Consisting of 24 natural necessity to clear the forest to establish owner-
areas, 12 historic sites, and 34 recreation areas, ship); (b) allowing foreign investment in tour-
the system now retains all earnings and rein- ism; (c) enabling the establishment of non-
vests its profit in new programs, expansion of profit foundations to ensure the continued
services, and accelerated maintenance. Inde- management of the land as a reserve; (d)
pendence from the budgeting process of the economic incentives such as lower taxes; and
state government has led to innovative sources (e) commitments on the part of govemment
of funding, as well as measures like an ex- not to expropriate the lands.
tended volunteer corps and a growing array of Alderman concludes that the economic
innovative partnership programs. This is avery success of private protected areas are often
encouraging initiative, which strikes a respon- dependent upon nonconservation factors such
sive chord in managers of protected areas who as accessiility, management, and the political
seek freedom from the oppressiveand destruc- situation of the country in which they are
tive constraints of the "general fund' budget located. Those with the highest ecological
philosophy. However, other state park systems value are not necessarily the oneswhich attract
in the United States, including those in both the most tourists and therefore can do well
California and Florida, have not been nearly so financially. Ecologically important, but finan-
successful in their efforts to become self-sup- cially weak, reserves shouldbe given assistance
porting. An essential policy step needs to be by conservation groups to help such areas
taken in countries wishing their protected area concentrate on research and conservation,
systems to become more self-reliant in fund- using tourism only to supplement funds.
ing, especially to enable them to retain fees,
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In the case of Eastem Europe, Zupancic- Valuation of biodiersity itself has been
Vicar (this volume) notes that reprivatization Lmied by the availability of scientific informa-
is a serious conceru to environentalists in the tion and knowledge of the relationships among
region, who believe that the right of ownership speces, ecosystems, and the physical envron-
should not be absolute, but should contain ment. It is important to recognize that eco-
some protective measures involving the state. nomic analysis cannot esimate all of the costs

and benefits relating to protected areas-and
Main Conclusions of the Workshop that existing tecniques must be used cau-

tiously. When monetary evaluation is not
The aim of the workshop on the economics possible, other methods such as mullciteda

of protected areas was to present the state of analsis could be used to give appropriate
the art in assessing the economic contributions weight to nonvalued environmental impacts
that protected areas make to society, and to
address the policy and institutional changes Mscrorwoomic azna4u
that are required to enable protected areas to Most theoretical and empnical work has
enhance their economic contribution to society concentrated at the micro leveL It is recom-
(for example, changes in ownership and land mended that this work now provide the basi
tenure). The foaiwing helped to manage tihe for an expansion of case studies to demon-
sessions-chair: Mohan Munasinghe; vice strate the practical feasibility of site-specific
chairs Mary Dyson, James ley, and Walter analsis, especially in developing counLties
Lusigi; -and rapporteurs: Claudia Aldennan, Specicmicroeconomicareasrequmgrther
Robert HIealey, and Michael Wells.

Tlhe workshop covered both teestrial and
marine environments, and included efforts at * the distribution of costs and benefits
different levels (that is, local regional, na-
tional, and international levels). Approxi- * treatment of intergenerational effects
mately 125 people attended the workshop. * finacial viability of investments in
¶venqr-six papers and nine short interventions potected areas
were presented. Three smaler groups dpsr
cussed economic analysis, multiple use strate- * maimizg rent capture through ap-
gies, and economics of tourism, respectively. propriate pricing (for example, park

entry fees)
Economic analysis: techniques and * use of incentives to mitigate local
applications - financial burdens

Significant progress has been made in the
application of econonnic analysis to protected Expanding the analysis
areas, particularly in valuing some of the It is recommended that site-specific eco-
nonmarket costs and benefits. However, :fur-- nomic analyses of protected areas be expanded
ther work is required on the irreversibility of beyond prtected area boundaries to encom
biodiersity loss, intergenerational effects and o land use and other decisions involving
inequitable income distribution. In developmg local commnuities and linkao e with regional
countries, where economic growth has high economic planning and development
priontry and there are large numbers of poor
people, special emphasis must be placed both Macroeconomic anarysi
on methods of economic analysis and on
practical policy instruments that will simulta- Greatly expanded attention should be
neously protect natural habitats and alleviate given to linkages between the environment and
poverty, economy-wide processes and policies in macro

policies (such as soil, exchange rate manage-
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ment, and trade policis); and specific sectoral mcentives which foster deforestation and
policies, such as energy pricing. In both cases, infingement should be remove- Positive legal
the emphasis should be on identifying and status should be reinforced, rather than d;e
correcting market distortions and getting facto ownership.
prices to reflect full economic costs, including Eonomc dwortions, such as water subsi-
environmental extemalities. dies which promote abuse of water and ulti-

The proposed biodiversity Convention on mately affect catchment areas, should be
Biological Diversity (signed in June 1992 by abolished. People should be educated and
157 countries) should be subiject to appropriate motivated so that they wil give up trading in
economic analysis, particuiarly to identify endangered species or other forms of behavior
effects on the distribution of costs and benefits that threaten biodiesity.
of biodiversity conservation among countries, Instutional mandates should not be self-
communities, and individuals contradictory and self-defeating, and institu-

tions should not provide incentives for misuse
Multiple-use strategy and impacts on local of resources.
residents

Protected areas can meet the needs of Manging tourists and tourism
society only if soial analysis is fully integrated It has been estimated that tourism to
with economic and ecological-biological analy- appreciate and enjoy nature accounts for 40
ses in their application to protected areas. percent to 60 percent of all intemational
Areas will not be protected unless their man- tourism. The economic impact worldwide is in
agement is acceptable to the local communities the range of hundreds of billions of dollars
and they themselves are involved in, and bene- But tourism is not just big business-it is an
fitted by, their existence. activitv that can be hamessed as a tool for

Compromises and souions between con- conservation. Lice all forms of tourism,
servation and development issues are site- nature-based tourism should not degrade the
speciic, and a site-specific approach is the best resource and should contnrbute actively to
hope of a culturally appropriate solution. sustaiable development
Socioeconomic analysis should be the first step
in evaluating the potential sustainahlity of a Undranding towsm and towist
protected area. Part of such analysis would Nature-based tourism is difficult to defie
entail establishing local use of a protected area am er tou rists" ae
and identifying local needs and preferences as bemuse, among other thmgs, "ecotomiste are
a means of providing incentives towards posi- often also cultural tourists and because many
tive acceptance of any burdens or limits put on parks are visited by both tourist and local

recreatioraists. As the IUCN-World Conserva-
local communities by others in the process of erainsAsteIG-olCnev-
their land being bprotectein tion Union becomes involved in nature-based

Etilatond is the primao y means of provid- tourism, it needs to define the term better, and
inducaponmisthe prim devemeans tofl prod- examies its interactions with other types of

ing opportunities for development to all peo- tourism and recreation. Research is needed on
ple, and it is usually recognized as such by the alo rism to receas the
subsistence4evel and illiterate communnities. the scale of tourism to protected areas, thesubsitenc-levl an illterae comuniies. motivation and satisfaction of the tourists and
Basic subsistence needs, such as health and

water,would also be high priorities, on the tourism life cycles of particular areas.
wEr, woulwork and new technologies to The World Tourism Organization (WTO) and
Extenin wokadnwtcnlge o tourism researchers should be involved. In

improve use of available land to reduce pres- touri s tould ared. It
sure on protected areas should be researched promoting tourism to protected areas, it
and promoted. should be realized that most tourists demand

Land tenure needs to be secure~, whether a high-quality product. There is alimit to what
for communities or individuals. Perverse legal they are willing to pay, partularly if the
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product is perceived to be of insufficient qual- Cang capacity

ity- More information is needed on the carry-
Involvement of local people ing capacity of destinations, and that informa-

tion should be put in the hands of local park
Many parks that receive tourists are sur- managers. Carrying capacity information can

rounded by poverty. At present, the tourism be useful in zoning tourism areas and in setting
business is in the hands of only a few relatively visitation limits. The possibilities and the costs
wealthy people, while responsibFlity for care of of replenishing or restoring areas degraded by
protected area resources is diffuse. Much of unsustainable tourism also need to be better
this responsibility lies with local communities understood.
that lack the funds for proper management In
order to compensate local people for the loss Access
of use of nearby resources, and to obtain their -t t o
colaboration in protecting parks, -a lairger c ttorsoprunieshldbcolabraioninprtecin prk, a a~r widely available, incuding access for local
proporton of tourism revenues should be
recycled localy. More attention should be paid people and for the handicapped. Access helps

to develog n l ,e acreate a constituency for parks.to developing national as well as msnun
tour operators, and smaller-scale enterprises, Biogphy
induding community-controlled enterprises.

Batisse, MicheL 1992. SThe Struggle to Save
Our World Heritage." Enironmnent

Education is necessary for both the tourists 34(10):12-20 and 28-32.
and the local people. Tourism to protected Bennett, Elisabeth I, and Colin . Reynolds.
areas may be considered a form of adult edu-- 1993. 'The Value of a Mangrove Area in
cation, and sophisticated toursts are demand- Saralck" Biodwveisy and Conrenstion
ing a high level of knowledge on the part of 2:359.75.
tourist guides Some areas are considering Bird, Chris. 1993. -Medicines from the
certification or licensing of guides so as to Rainforest." New Sden5c, 17 August, pp.
ensure a high quality of service. Local people 34-39.
need to be informed of the potential benefits Burgstrom, John C, and IL Ken CordelL 1991.
of tourism Exchanp of information is needed 'An Analsis of the Demand for and
among all those with a stake in tourism. Local Value of Outdoor Recreation in the
people and tourists can be involved in projects, United States."Joumal ofLeisue Rsewrh
firtheringmutual understanding Tourism by 23(1):67-86-
nationals should be promoted since it is a Heinen, Joel T, and Roberta S. Low. 1992.
powerful form of education and can build a -"Human Behavioural Ecology and Envi-
constituency for protected area systems. romnental Conservation. EnvironmenaW

Consenaion 19(2):105-16.
Appropriateprcing Morowitz, Herald J. 1991. 'Balancing Species

Ways must be found to extract revenues Preservation and Economic Consider-
from tourism for the support of protected ations." Science253:752-54.
areas, without discouraging their use by na- Munasinghe, Mohan. 1992. "Biodiversity PIo-
tionals. Entrance fees that differentiate among tection Polisy: Environmental Valuation
classes of visitors offer considerable promise an-d Distrbution Issues." Amho 21(3),
and are already used in many countries, in- May.
cduding the Galapagos Islands of Ecuador and Munasinghe, Mohan. 1993. "Environmental
St Kithe -s Economics and Sustainable Develop-

SLKts
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menU' Environment Paper no. 3. Wash- "Rare Species, the Coincidence of Diver-
ington, D.C.: World Bankl sity Hotspots and Conservation Strate-

Pearce, David, E Barbier, and A. Markandya. gies." Natue 365:335-37.
1990. Sustable Developnent Economics Westman, Walter E. 1977. '¶ow Much Are
andEnviomnme in the Thrd WorliL Lon- Nature's Services Worth?" Science
don: Edward Elgar Itd. 197:960-64.

Prendergast, I R, R ML. Quin, J. H. Lotten,
B. IL Evershain, and D. W. Gibbons. 1993.
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Economic and Policy Issues
in Natural Habitats and Protected Areas

Mohan Munasinghe

IN RECENT TMES, the degradation of the environment
has emerged as a major worldwide concem. In particular,
pollution in the industrial countries has become a serious
threat to the quality of life-hitherto measured mainly in
terms of growth in material output These wealthier
countries which have achieved reasonably adequate
broad economic goals have begun to reorient their
national objectives by placing greater emphasis on
improved environmental quality.

15
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At the-samne time, developing nations are defisionmaldngrameworkfor socially sustain-
beginning to realize that natural resource able development.
degradation is a serious -impediment to their The ecological view of susinaility focuses
central goals of economic development and on the stability of biological and physical
the alleviation of poverty. Thus these poorer systems. Of partcular importance is the viabil-
countries are seeking sustainable development ity of subsystems that are critical to the global
paths that will permit them to simultaneously stability of the overall ecosystem (Perrings
address both socioeconomic and enirronmen- 1991). Protection of biologial diversity is a key
tal concerns.The concept of sustnable devel- aspect of the ecological view. Furthermore,
opment encompasses three major points of natural systems may be interpreted to include
view: economic, socil and ecological, as all aspects of the biosphere, including man-
shown in Figure 2-1. It is a formidable task to made environnents such as cities. The empha-
reconcile these various concepts and imple- sis here is on preserving the resilience of these
ment them as a means of achieving sustainable systems, as well as on their dynamic ability to
development adapt to cage, rather than on the conserva-

The economic approach to sustainability is tion of some ideal static state.
based on the Gicks-Lindabl concept This One serious manifestation of ecological
concept defines the maximum flow of income unstainabdity is the accelerated de on
that could be generated while maintainig or of natural habitats in the second half of this
Increasing the stock of assets or capital that century, due to the increased burden that
yield these benefits (Solow 1986; Maler 1990). humnn economic activity has placed on these
TheHicks4indahl concept incudes an under- habtats. The status of forests and biological
lying concept of optimality and economic diversity provides an illustative example-
efficiency applied to the use of scarce re- Forests account for about 28 percent of the
sources. Problems of interpretation arise in world's land area, or 3.6 billion hectares-
identifying the kinds of capital to be main- Currently, about 17-20 million hectares of
tamed, whether manufctued, natural, or forest area are lost per year worldwide, of
hu ma Problems may also arise in their sub- which the major share is tropical moist forests
stitutability, as well as in valuing assets like (World Bank 1991). Tiopical moist forests fall
ecological resources. The issues of uncertainty, primarily within the developing counties and
frevemibity, and catastrophic collapse pose account for over half the world's biodiversity.
additional difficulties (barce and Turner Since many species are endemic to relatively
1990). small areas, ecologists estimate that more than

The social concept of sustainable develop- several hundred species are becoming extinct
nent is people-oriented, and seeks to maintain each year (McNeely 1990). Other habitats such
the stability of socidal and cultural systems, as temperate forests, wetlands, and marine
including the reduction of destuctive conflicts ecosystems have also been significantly af-
(United Nations Evironment Progamme and fected or are under threat due to human inter-
others 1991). Both intragenerationai equity, ventions.
especially elimiation of poverty, and Another consequence of deforestation is the
intergenerational equity, involing the rights of acceleration in the build-up of greenhouse
future generations, are important aspects of gases, caused by the loss of carbon sinks and
this approach. Human society needs to pursue the buming of forests. The forests of the world
the preservation of cultural diversity across the hold about 1,200 bilion metric tons of carbon,
globe and the better use of knowledge con- 60 percent more than is contained in the
cerning sustainalle practices embedded in less atmosphere at present (Ramana and
dominant cultures. Modem society needs to Woodwell 1991). Over the last century, defor-
encourage and harness pluralism and grass- estation has contnbuted about 125 billion
roots participation into a more effective metric tons of carbon to the atmosphere, as
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compared to approximately 200 billion metric The environment, including natural habitats
tons of carbon released from worldwide com- and ecosystems, provides three main types of
bustion of fossil fuels over that same period, services to mankdnd. The specific role of for-
the great majority of these emissions having ests as one key type of nantral habitat is sum-
originated in the now industrial world. Be- marized in Table 2-1. First; the enviromnent is
cause of their high per unit density of biomass, a source of essential raw materials that support
tropical moist for-es account for 55 percent of human activities In particular, natural habitats
the world's organic carbon. Their dearance by pomvide the basis for food and cash crops, fish
burning contibutes significantly to the build- stocks, forests, domesticated and wild animals,
up of carbon in the atmosphere, with the and other natural assets, all of which benefit
potential long-term consequences of induced human society.
global climate change (World Bank 1991). The generation and maintenance of soils is

an example of a less obvious yet crucial pro-
Rationale for Protecting ductive service provided by ecosystems The

Natual Habitats and Biodiversity living components of soil ecosystems contrib-
ute crucial services to the support of crops and

Mankind's relationship with the environ- forests. In some foress where trees appear to
ment has gone through several stages, as be the most visible organisms, their vey exis-
shown in Figure 2-2. In primitive societies, tence is dependent upon the functioning of
human beings lied in a ste of symbiosis with mycorrhizal fungi in the soil Ecosystems may
nature. As civlization advanced, mn increas- act as a natural pest-control mechanism, as
ingly sought to master nature, culminatin some species of insects prey on the herbivo-
the industial age. In the twentieth century, as rous insects that attack cops lich 1990).
the scale of economic activities has expanded, l are inherently renewable if sthe
the adverse effects of those activities on natu- are welled, thereby providing sain-
ml resources have increasingly demanded ableYieldsforindeiniteperiodsoftime.
more attention. This has led to a reactive Second, the environment serves as a sink
approach to environmental damage, through that absorbs and reycles the waste products of
increased cleanup and mitigation actits. In economic activity, normally at little or no cost
the past several decades, our attitude toward to society. Once again, the physical and biolog-
the environment has progressed to the point ical systems in natural habitats play an essen-
where there is a gowing emphasis on proac- ial part in accepting and breaking down pol-
tive design of projects and policies to antici- lutants andrecycling nutrients For example,
pate and avoid environmental degradation. decomposers in soil break wastes down into

Recently, mankind has begun to look for suipler constituents that in turn serve as fresh
practical sustinable development options that nutrients such as oxygen, phosphorus, and
will permit continued improvements in-the other elements, essential to the growth of
quality of life with a lower intensity of resource green plants.
use. This focus will permit future generations Third, the environment provides ineplace-
to inherit an undiminished or even enhanced able lfe support functions without which life
stock of natural and other assets. A symbolic on earth would be drasticaly altered &r even
long-run hope held by a few determined envi- destryed. In this contex ecosystems-for
ronmentalists envisages humanity achieving a esample, forest and marine ecosystems-play
state of deep ecology that would bring us an impoTtant role in stabilizing cimate and
closer to our orginal symbiosis with the envi- hydrologyand also inmaintaining the essential
ronmenL An important element of the curent gen pool whose diversity helps to presere the
search for sustainable development is the re andicnessofgoan
protection of natural habitats and biological It is the preservaion of this global web of
diversity, life, whose complexity is still poorly under-
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stood, that underlies the basic concern for the At the national and subnational levels, air
protection of biological diversity. A vast ge- pollution, water contamination, and land
netic libray ests that is stil largely untapped. degradation are caused by a range of ur-
Only a small portion of plant species have ban-industrial and nrual-agricultural activities.
been screened for potential medical value,1 These effects on the enviromnent degrade
and only 7,000 plant species are currently used natural habitats on the local scale, threaten the
for food, out of a possible total of 75,000 sustainability of living species, and diminish
plants reported to have edible parts (Ehrlich biodiversity. Some of the specific enviromnen-
1990). Tropical moist forests comprise a siguif- tal functions that are threatened by the de-
icant segment of the genetic hibrary, containing struction of tropical forests are summarized in
between 50 and 90 percent of all species. lTble 2-1. Many biologists believe that there

Apart from the direct uses manldnd has for will be a critical tbreshold beyond which re-
biodiversity, it could be argued that diversity is omainimg foiests will be unable to maintain the
inherently more interesting and attactive than dlimate necessay for regeneration. The defor-
its loss. There is a growing body of environ- estation of watersheds affercts the regional
mentalis who argue in favor of a moral obli- hydrological cycle, leading to higher incidence
gation to protect our only known living com- of alternating floods and drought, and aquifer
panions in the univese-many of which pro- depletion.
vide us with pleasure through the mere knowl- Degradation of the physical environment
edge of their existence. Humanity appropriates has already begun to underiine the long-term
25 percent of global net primary production basis for ssinable development Moreover,
and 40 percent of all net prmary production the accelerating loss of large numbers of spe-
generated on land? 'The foregoing suggests cies continues to disrupt highly interconnected
that humanity has an ethical resibility to biological systems, with unforeseenu and very
at least attempt to redress this inequity, by likely damaging consequences for humanity.
actively protecing biodiverity. Most orgaims are highly adapted to their

Looking at the problem from a somewhat habitats. If dramatic changes to ahabitat occur
different viewpoint, if emironmental issues are there is a risk that most or all the plants, ani-
ordered according to geographic scale, natural mals, and micro-organisms that once occupied
habitats and ecosystems are important at every it wfll migrate or die out Clearly, the protec-
leveL First, among the truly global enwron- tion of biological diversity is a crucial subject,
mental issues, the preservation of biodirversity as recognized by the recently published Global
has be iterationl accepted as a priority Bivaersily S gtey (1992).
that is comparable with other global and trans-
national issues such as global climate change, The Role
ozone layer deterioration, and water resource of Environmental Economics
degradation. In the same context, ecosystems
suh as forests play a vital role in regulating onmental economicsplyalkyrole in
the planetary climate. Deforestation plays a identifying efficient natural resource manage-
significant role in altering the "albedo,n or ment options for sustaiable development
reflectivity, of a region, that changes he (Munasghe 1993). It is an essential bridge
amount the earth's surface is heated by the between the traditional techniques of

-decisionnaking and the more environmentally
sensitive approach, now emergig.

Quinine, a plant compound, is stif a prmary defese FrmeworkforPolicyAnalys
agama~~~~~~~~~~nmwr for PbiyAayi

2Environmental economics helps us to incor-
2 EhrIi& defins net prmy producio as roughly the totl porate ecological concerns into the conven-
fwod supply of aU anls and decomposers-
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tional framework of human society, as shown policy), mining of minerals (industrial sector
in Figure 2-3. The right side of the diagram policy), land clearing encouraged by incentive
indicates the hierarchical nature of modem land-taxes (fisl policy), and so on. Disentan-
society, where the global and transnational gling and prioritizing these multiple causes,
level consists of sovreign nation states. In the seen on the left side of Figure 2-3 and their
next level are individual countries, each having effects, seen on the right side, will involve a
a multisectoral macroeconomic structure. complex environmental assessment exercise.
Vrious economic sedors, such as energy, Meanwhile, the usual decisionmaking pro-
industiy, agriculture, and tansport, exist cess on the right side of Figure 2-3 relies on
within the macroecnomic structure of each techno-engineering, and on financial and
country. Fnally, each ofthese sectors consists economic analyses of projects and policies. In
of different subsectors, projects, and local particar,wenotethat conventional economic
schemes. analsis has been well developed over the past

Unfortunately, the analysis of the environ- several decades, and uses techniques induding
ment cannot be readily caried out using the project evaluation or cost-benefit analyis,
above socioeconomic structuring. As shown on sectoral or regional studies, multisectoral
the left side of Figure 2-3, one convenient macroeconomic analyis, and mternational
breakdown recogni environmental issues economic analysis at the various hierarchical
that are (a) global and tranational such as levels.
climate change or ozone layer depletion; (b) Figure 2-3 also shows how environmental
natural habitat suh as forests and other eco- economics plys a bridging role by mapping
system; (c) land such as agricultral zones; (d) the envinmental assessment results onto the
water resource such as river basin, aquffer, or amewoik of conventional economic analysis.
watershed; and (e) urban-industri such as Once again, a variety of enironmental eco-
metropolitan area, or airshed. In each case, a nomic techniques including economic valua-
holistic envronmental analysis would seek to tion of ennental effects at the local or
study physical or ecological system in their project leel, integrated resource management
entirety. Complications arise because such at the sector or regional level, enviromental
natural systems tend to cut across the macroeconomics and environnental account-
decisionmnaking stmcture of human society. ing at the economy-wide, multisectoral level,
For example, a forest ecosysem such as the and global or tranmational environmental
Amazon could span seeral counties, and also economics at the interational level facilitate
itera wift many differ t economic sectors this process of incorporating enionment
within each of those countries. issues into traditional decisionmakig We

Envionental degadation may be said to note that there is considerable overlap among
arise from human activity, leaving aside for the the analytical techniques described above, and
moment natural disasters and other events of therefore conclude that we should not inter-
nonan origin. Therefore, we begin on the pret this c ual categorization too rigidly.
right side of Figure 2-3. The physical, includ-
ing biological and social, effects of socioeco- Issues n Practical Policy Formulation
nomic decisions on thie tnhmmn must thenflou decsion on he eviromentmustthenEstablishing a precise value on environinen-
be traced through to the left side. The tech- g a l resoues nimrtanep

tal andl natural resource is an i*rat stepmqie ofenvironmental assessment (emnvron-
mental aemet) have been develop - incoorating the costs and benefits of using

mental a.cssment) have been developed to such resources into the conventional calculusfacilitate this difficult analysis. For example, o e d. . . . .- . ~~~~~~of economic decisio mmlakng. The failure of
deforestation of a primary moist tioEpcal f5est m m
mayr be caued y ydroelectric dams (energ makt mecham'sms and the, waste or overuse
may beo g caueds lwlwdroelectric dams (enerof scarce environmental assets maybe caused
sector po.icy), roads .Uunsport sector p..y.. -by the absence of property rights over environ-sdash-andum fhnmin (agricuIture sector -
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mental resources. The failure may also be economic value on the environmental effects is
caused by the ability of some economic agents the second step in taking the environment into
to use natural resources while imposing the account. Fmally, we may redesign projects and
burden of their external costs on others. Parks policies to mitigate harMful environmental and
and natural habitats are particularly vulnerable social effects. The development of policy tools
to such market failures. Remedial policies to and the strengthening of human resources and
address these issues should be based on sound institutions is particularly important in order
valuation of the emnironment, from the view- to manage natural resources on a sustainable
point of society as a whole. basis.

In the same context, there is a growing body From an economic viewpoint, the valuation
of empirical evidence showing that an insignifi- of enviromnental resources and effects is a key
cant overlap exist between groups who benefit step toward the sustainable management of
most from the loss of natural habitats, and natual resources (Munasinghe 1993). Concep-
those who bear the costs. This leads to classic - tually, the total economic value of a resource
etmernality issues involving both efficiency and consists of its use value and nonuse value. Use
equity among economic agents within a given values may be broken down further into the
country, as well as among different countries, direct use value, the indirect use value and the
at a global leveL option value, or potential use value. It is im-

Once the analysis -is complete, we must portant that we not double count both the
redesign projects and policies in order to value of indirect supporting functions and the
reduce their enviromental effects and to shift value of the resulting direct use (Aylward and
the development process toward a more sus- Barbier 1992). One major category of nonuse
tainable path. Cearly, the formulation and value is existence value. We may write: TEV =
implementation of such policies are them- UV + NUV or TEV = jDUV + IUV + OV]
selves dfult tasks (see the section entitled + [NUV]?
Policy nplmles).Ion Lw). In the deforesta- Figure 2-4 shows this disaggregation of
don example used above, the decisionmakers total economic value in schematic form. Below
who wish to protect this single mosstem are each valuation concept, the figure provides a
like to face problems in coordinating poicies short description of its meaning and a few
in a large number of disparate and (usually) typical examples of the environmental re-
noncooperating ministries and line insttutions sources underlying the perceived value. Thus,
(such as energy, transport, agiculture, indus- the contribution an environmental asset makes
try, finance, or forestiy). to current production or consumption deter-

mines its direct use value. Indirect use value
Valuing the Environment includes the benefits derived basically from

Dfactional services that the environment pro-
Detemnun th envronmnta effcts f a vides to support current production and con-

project or policy is the first step toward incor- vidpto Opton vueit presen willin-
porating envixonmental concerns into conven- sumption. Option value is the present wfflmng-
poonal economic menalioncernese bioIog- ness to pay based on the future benefit to be
tional,ecnoic, decisionmald effe;cte bioflog- derived fmm an unutilized asset when the
ical, physical, and oci effects are determined option to use it will be exercised (for a more

by coparig th "wih" an the"witout" detailed explanation, see Bisop 1982). Exis-
project scenarios. To determine such effects, detale ariom the Bishop of
the economist willhave to rely on the expertise tee value arises om the satisfaction of
of engineers, ecologists, agronomists, social merelknowing tat the asset exsts, although
scientists, and other experts. An important
issue, outside the scope of this chapter, is that
such physical effects are complex and often 3
poorly understood. The establi ent of an -NUV conise vaue, DUIV is diret use value, iuV is

indirct use valuc, and OV is option value.
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the person assigning the value has no intention Nevertbeless, whatever the conceptual basis
of using it of economic value, there are several practical

Option values and nonuse values are shaded techniques that permit us to estimate a mone-
in the figure, to caution the analyst concerning tary value for many environmental assets and
some of the ambiguities associated With defin- effects. The basic concept of economic valua-
ing these concepts. As shown in the examples, tion underlying all these techniques is the
they can spring from sinilar or identical re- individual's willingness to pay for an environ-
sources. Economic theory clearly defmes total mental service or resource (for details, see
usevalue (see the section entitled Poly lpnk- Braden and Kolstad 1991; Randall 1991). This
mentation Issues), but there tends to be consid- willingness to pay is based on the area under
erable overlap and ambiguity in the breakdown the compensated or Hicksian demand curve
categories, especially with regard to nonuse that indicates how demand varies with price
values. Therefore, these categories are useful while keeping the user's utility level constant.
mainly as an indicative guide. The distinctions Equivalently, the willingness to pay for an
often become irrelevant in pracdcal estimation environmental asset could be defined in terms
since the objective is to measure total use of the difference between the values of two
value rather than its components (Randall expenditure functions. The latter are the
1991). Use values tend to be conceptualy minimUM amounts required to achieve a given
clearer, whereas nonuse values are linked to level of utility (or welfare) before and after
more altruistic motives (Schechter and Free- varying the price of access to, or quality of the
man 1992). environmental resource in question, while

Option value, as defned technicaly by keeping all other aspects consnt Problems of
Smith (1987a), is the algebraic difference measurement arise because the commonly.
between the c ante option price (a sum paid to estimated demand curve is the Masballian
preserve the environmental option regardless demand curve that indicates how demand
of the future state of the environment) and a varies with the price of the einronmental
poast expected consumer surplus (consumer good, whie keeping the user's income level.
surplus from use value, weighted by the proba- constant. In practice, it has been shown that
bilities of the respective states of nature). the MarshalWan and Hicksian esimates of
Randall (1991) notes the discrepancies that willifgness to pay are in good agreement for a
may arise from combining eapost measures of variety of conditions. In a few cases, we may
option value with e ante measures of other derive the lHikkian function, once we have
values. Quasi-option value, which focuses on estimated the Marshallian demand function
the intertemporal aspects of development, is (Wiflig 1976; Kolstad and Braden 1991). An
perhaps most relevant to environmental econ- economic measure related to wilingness to pay
omists in deciding whether to delay a project, is what people are wiing to accept as compen-
given the possibility of irreversible environ- sation for environmental damage. wilingnes
mental losses. Quasi-option value arises from to pay and willingness to accept could diverge
new information that might emerge in the (Cropper and Oates 1992). In practice, either
future regarding the value of a natural re- or both measures are used for valuation.
source that would be irreversibly lost if the Therefore references to wvillngness to pay
project was undertaken today (Arrow and below may be broadly interpreted to include.
Fisher 1974). FLsher and Hanemann (1987) wilingness to accept.
condude that [quasi-]option value can be Tible 2-2 categorizes valuation methods,
calculated empirically given appropriate bio- according to which type of market they rely on,
logical, engineerng, and economic data and and by considering how they make use of
that it may be substantial relative to conven- actual or potential behavior (for more details
tionally estimated benefits" on these techniques, see Annex A).
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In certain cases, we may use direct market- * The normal range of opportunity cost of
based tecbniques, including the evaluation of capital (that is, 6-12 percent) may be used
reduced production due to degradation of as the discount rate.
natural habitats, loss of income due to sickmes
and death, or the actual costs of measures
needed to conserve protected areas. More pensating investments offset capital stock
sophisticated but indirect approaches for degradationsarisngfrompolicyandproject
estimating the economic value of enviromnen- decsons.
tal resources are also available. Among these, * In the case of prciects leading to irrevers-
hedonic wage and pnce techniques seek to ible damage, cost-benefit analysis should be
compare wage rates and property values in adapted to the etent possible in order to
enviromnentaly degraded areas as against the include the foregone benefits of preserva-
same indicators in environmentally undam- tion in the computation of costs.
aged regions. The differences in such market
indicators are ascnred to thevalue that people Risk and uncertainty also raise fresh issues
place on an undamaged environment AMother in enviromnental anabsis, especally when
indirect approach uses travel costs. In this potentially irreversible and castrophic envi-
case, the willingness of tourists or visitors to ronmental effcts might occur. AnnexD exam-
bear increased transport and other costs to ines these problems.
reach scenic or receational areas provides an
indicator of the intinsic value of such areas. Policy Implementaton Issues

We may also use the hypothetical cost of
replacing a damaged environmental asset, After we have used the analytical tools of
icluding a shadow project or the replacement envronmental economics as effectively -as
ODSt, to value the environment Artificial possie to address the valuation issue, practi-
markets are used to piot test the wilness to cal polices must be devised to implement the
pay for new environmental products or ser- resulng decisions. The most obious question
vices. Fmally, the contingent valuation tech- to ask is how the valuation of envirnmental

ique uses surves and hypothetical questons effects of a policy or project should affect its
to determine consumer willingness to pay for deign andimplementaon.
proctig or improving environmental qualityX
In certain cases where economic valuation is Economy-Wide Polices and the
not feasible, multi-objective decsionmaig Evironent
methods may be used to trade off the incorm-
mensurabledamagetonaturalhabitatsandthe Fisal and monetary policies, stuctural
diminution of biodiversity against other ec« adjustment programs, and stabilization mea-
nomic coss and benefits (see Annex B fior sres all have an effect on the nahtual resourcenomicemm ad benfits(see nnex for base. These complicated interactions, never-
details). The recent application of this ap- -- not wellunderstood. Teieal

pmachmadevelopugcoul decied- theless, are not well understood. The idealproach in a developing country is described in aproc is a general equilixium analysis that
Meier and Munasinghe (1992). sagnrleqimiassta

Thediscoa tiatnsae antparameter traces both the economic and enviromentalThe iscunt ateis n imortnt pramter effects of economywide, policy reforms. Such
which is applied to futre costs and benefits in
order to compare them with those of the comprehensie methods, however, are not
present. We may reach the following concl- possible in developing countries where data
sionsbased onthe more detied discussion in and skills are scarcer. Partial approaches that
Annex C, within the context of envionmental help to identify the most important effects of
cost-benefit analysis: -ecmomy-wide policies may be more practcaL

Simple genealizations are not possile.
Many istances of environental damage,
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however, are due to market filures and policy commonly used system of national accounts,
distortions, exacerbated by unemployment, and proposed methods to develop environ-
landlessness and poverty (Munasinghe and mentally adjusted net domestic product and
others 1993). Broad policy reforms that usually net income, are described further in Annex E.
promote efficiency or reduce poverty, there-
fore, should also be generally beneficial for the Policy inplementation Constraints
environmenL Some of these reforms may have Pblems of environmental policy imple-
negative environmental effects, depending on mentation that particularly hamper efforts to
pre-existing, and often localized constraints, preserve biodiversity include: weak. analytcal
such as inadequately defined property or toos, lof sllhman resuesmade-

. ~~~~tools, laclc of skilled human resources, inde-
resource Tights. The challenge is to trace the a t w
complicated paths by which such policy quot framework T i e t analyt-

, . . . - h~~~~~~~~tonal frameworks. The diffiulties wit nailyt-
changes ultimately effect incentives for effi- i t have been dicsed already, and
cdent resource use at the frm or household

learL Te oRjet*eisntneewaHyt moffy could be remedied only gradually throughlevel.The objective is not necessarily to modify greater efforts to improve scientific under-
the origimal broader policies which have con-
ventional economic or poverty related goals, stadig of complex ecosstems, and improv-

. . .. _ . ................ . mg economic valuation methods. The lack of
but rather to design more specific or localizedu m . T. . ....................... trained personnel and poHticlwl to tae
complementary measures. The latter woulda

helpmeeffects or enhance -sometimes unpopular measures are also dhifi-
help mitigate negative effects . . culties that loom especially large in developing
positive effects of the original policies on the countries beset by a host of other pressing
environment. Such complementary actions problems including poverty and starvation.
would include both market-based approaches,.
such as Pigouvian taxes on environmental The issue of o nal framework is
externalities or allocation of limited pollution ned n more detail below.
rights coupled with marketable permits, as wel The fragmentation of institutions is a sen-
as nonmarket methods, such as command-and- ow problem, because ofthewayhumansodet-

techniques. This process of articulating ies are structured. Environmental problems
control . . - are essentially holistic and best studied in
a range of policies becomes more difficult t

whe ecnom-wd reor prgas-ds terms of complete natural resource svstems.
when economy-wide reform programs address Thus, we might analyze the pollution of air,

very broad macroeconomic issues. . '
ye in u mor wor is neddto'n water and land resources, or the degradationIn particular, more work is needed to un-.. --

derstand the adverse effects of economy-wide Of a natural habitat in terms of these systems.
and setoral policy decisions on natural lial,i- Nevertheless, the causes of environmental
tats and parks. These effects often dwarf the prblems are rooted in socioeconomic systs

. ~~~~~~~that are sMited quite differenty from- these
efforts of those working to protect natural t a
habitats at the local level (see the section natural resource systems. For example, theand D .ve bp- destruction of a forest ecosystem may arise
entitled Intwzming Consavaton and DeveAV-.. 
entitled Inmelrate C onservtio from tax policies that encourage land clearing

by large landowners, agrcultural and land
hion process as described below. tion process as described below, settlement policies that increase migration and

Recently, enviromental accounting has population pressures in the forested area,
highlighted the growing importance of valuing e s a p p t .ou
environmental assets in order to prepare a set A p p ta ,cu

of additional national income statistics. These age fuelwood use by industries and house-
statistics would supplement convention-l holds, the constuction of a road that suddenlystatistics would supplement coonventional 

indices such asgrosnationlproopens up the forest hinterland, orjust the basic
andinet primary pross .uctionul inmacroecoP survival needs of desperately poor people. Theand net prlmary production used in macroeco --. 

-overall results of these combined effects wHlnomic decisionmaldng (L.utz and Munasinghe-nomicdeciionmking(Lutzand unasnghe accelerate deforestation. However, addressing
1991). The drawbacks of reling solely on the
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the underlying causes will requimre a series of withn protected areas in developing countries
policy changes by a large number of disparate are the most adversely affected. They suffer
ministies and line agencies that might cover because of the progrssive loss of the flora and
finance, agriculture, land settlement, migra- fauna that provide them with basic necessities
tion, energy, transport, and so on. It is aformi- for subsistence, including fresh water, meat
dable task in itself to-effEtively coordinate the and fish, fuits and vegetables, herbs and
separate actions of such a large number of medicines, and timber and other materials.
institutions. Meanwhile, loss of irrigation water to farners,

Environmental economics and the valuation watershed degradation, siltation of reservoirs
of environmental effects play a critical role m and rivers, and damage to downstm fresh-
providing a common numeraire or basis for water and marine habitats, could also affect
comparing a variety of differt outoDmes, the welfare of many others. -
from the viewpoints of many sectos They also On the other hand, the beneficiaries of
play a key role in faciitating pragmatic and nonsustainable use, such as deforestation, are
efficient tradeoffs among alternatives. Further- mainly wealthier tmber merchants and other
more, where economy-wide measures such as nonresident exploitems. Since they are able to
those applied to achieve nonenvironmental externalize the costs of their overexploitation,
goals (for instance, reducing inflation or in- there is a strong icentive to use the resources
creasng exports) have adverse enviromnental nonsusi nab, while reaping quick profits.
consequences at the local leve, further articu- Poorly conceived policies may exacerbate
lation of policy can be carried out by fine- matters For example, many developing coun-
tuning micro-level measures that offset the tries have oded timber nghts m public forests
negative effects of macro-level policies. to afew wealthy concessionaires, at a minimal

cost (Repetto and Gillis 1988). Two classic
The Distribution of Costs and Benefits studies by Mahar (1989) and Binswanger

A better understanding of who bears the (1989) highlight how distorted public policies
costs and who reaps the benefits is an impor- have worsened envrnmental problems in the

t.nt requireen . the formulo. Brazilian Amazon region over several decades.
tant requrement in the formulation and im- Maa shwdta orad acespaat
plementation of effective policies to preseive have showed th poor and landless pasa
natural habitats. Fis from a general o- econtibuted to deforestution, basically
nomic vewpoint, ensurming that fhose who resondngto icentivessuchashihways that
derive the benefits also pay the costs will lead open up jungle areas, goverment land grants,- ^_ . w ~~~~~~~~~~~~~access to pubIici re andcah subsi-to the more efficient use of naural resources. a t
In this context, it is especialy important that dles.

- . - _ . . ^ . . . ~~~~~~Some of the blame is attnutbe&clowe prevent beneficiaries from imposing enn- Some ofthbme i atributa Irazit
ronmental externality costs on others. Second, government settlement projects. In Brazi,
social equity normally requiires that costs and - large-scale livestock operations as well as iron

benefits are fairly .d_s.tr l...te..lore smelting have contnbuted to land degrada-

there is increasing concedn that the degrada- tion. Bmnswanger, focasing on the agricultural
tion of protected areas should not allow the sector, argues that tax and land distributon
rich to gain at the expense ofDthe poor. policies and the provision of credit to farmersrich to gain at the expensw of the poor. not only encourage deforestation but alsoThere are two facets to the question of the g

distibution of costs and benefits: that is, who worsen income distibution by favoring larger
.. .. . . .......... landowners. More re=etly, Scbneider andare the losers and wmners when natural hall- s Me 

tats are: (a) overexploited, and (b) conserved others (1993) argue that destuction of the
(MeNeely 1990). Amazon is the result of fmers, ranchers, and

To address the overexploitation issue fst, loggers responding predictably and rationally
to distorted incentives arising frora poor gov-vey often the poorest groups who live near or edinentices and poti itly

- ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~emment policies and political binstabiity.
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Turning next to the issue of conservig ment. Therefore, their own scarce resources
protected areas, again, those who bear the are likely to be used for conserving protected
costs of the conservation are not necessary its areas only to the extent that this application
main beneficiaries. From a global perspectve, also promotes broader development goals.
the most valuable natural habitats with the The industrial counmtries have an important
greatest biodiversity and species endemism, role to play, to the extent that protecting
are in the very tropical countries that are natural habitats and conserving biodiversity
among the world's poorest Moreover, conser- yield signficant global benefits. They have
vation policies that rely on denial of access to already attained most reasonable goals of
protected areas or on admission fees impose a development, and thus could commit resources
large opportunity cost on the poorest groups to global environmental protection. Tlansfers
lving contiguously to those areas, who had of capital, knowledge, and technology from the
hitherto relied on these same natural resources developed to the developing natio ns are essen.-
for survivaL It is both unrealistic and unfair to tial to enable the developing countries to share
expect poorer countries and the poorerogups in the effort of protecting the aglobal com-
within those countries to shoulder the main mons," of which natural habitats are a major
burden of preserving natural habitats. element (Munasighe and Munasinghe 1991)-

Much of the benefit of nature conservation Presently, disussions are underway among
are likely to accrue to citizens of wealthier govemments and world bodies to define effec-
countries who have indicated willingness to tive criteria and mechanism for both generat-
payto preserve such assets, as well aswealthier ing and disbursing funds to address global
groups within the developing world such as environmental issues. Whereas a broad work-
hotel owners and tour operators. This suggests able agreement wil not be easily achieved,
that public policy should seek to extract eco- global financing issues may be analyzed and
nomic rents from those who are willing and resolved through a tradeoff involving several
able to pay, to preserve natual habitats. The criteria affordability. additionality, fainess or
international implications of this conclusion equity, and economic efficiency (Munasinghe
are discussed in the next section. 1990).

Frst, many developing counties can hardly
Global and fransnational Polcy Issues afford to finmce their existing development

Decisionmakrs, as well as ordinary citizen eforts themsel Therefore, i order to
ins the developing countries, share the world- address global environmental issues they wil
wide concerns about environmental issues need financial assistance, such as grants, on

concessionary terms in addition to existing
generally, and degradation of natural habitats conventional thermore the tt will

in prtiular 1^the rooss o intitudag conventional aid. Furthermore, the latter wiin particular. In the process of imntituing need to be mcreased, to deal with local envi-
policies to improve natural resource manage- ronmental issues in the developing world.
ment as an essential step toward sustainable Second, the disparity in enerl g use per
development, these countries also seek to
conserve protected areas. However, such capita beeen the industial countries and
efforts are constrained by the fact that the developing countries ses issues in the con-text of current global environmental concerns,
poorer nations must simultaneously confront and the heavy burden placed on mankind's
other urgent issues such as poverty and malnu- andrth resuc base y past onomie
trition. The paucity of resources available to natr resource base by past ecnomic
address these pressng problems limits the growth. A good example of this is the accumu-
ability of these countries to protect natural latonofgreenhousegases,particularlycarbon
habitats. They have to reconcile development diaoide, in the atmosphere due to the buming
goals and the struggle to eliinate poverty, of fossil fuels. The industrial countries, repre-
with responsible stewardship of the environ- senting about 25 percent of theworlds popula-

tion, accounted for over 80 percent of such
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cumulative worldwide emissions during eral fund of about $1.5 billion, implemented as
1950-86. On a per capita basis, the contrasts a pilot program during 1991-93. This fund is
are even more stark. The average North Amer- financing investment, technical assistance, and
ican emitted over 20 times more carbon diox- institutional development activities in four
ide than a resident of the developing countries. areas global climate change, ozone depletion,
The developed countries as a whole were protection of biodiversity, and water resource
responsible for over eleven times as much total degradation. One important and distinct
cumulative carbon dioxide emissions as the element of the Global Environment Facility is
developing countries during that period. the Ozone Fund of about $200 million, set up

Clearly, the development of industrial to help implement measures to reduce
countries has effectively exhausted a cblorofluorocarbon (CFC) emissions underthe
disproportionately large share of global re- Montreal Protocol. Both funds are being
sources. These resources include those that are managed under a collaborative arrangement
consumed in productive activity, such as oil, between the United Nations Development
gas, and minerals, and the environmental Programme, United Nations Environment
assets, such as natural habitats, that absorb the Programme, and the World Bank. The pilot
waste products of economic activity, as well as phase of the Global Environment Facility has
those that provide irreplaceable life support just been completed, and it is now moving into
functions, such as the high altitude ozone another multiyear implementation phase with
layer. Indeed this development path has signif- a replenishment of about $2-3 billion.
icantly indebted the industial countnes to the In particular, the Global Environment
rest of the global community (WCED 1987). If Facility is funding activities to protect
the division of responsibility in the worldwide biodiversity and natural habitats that would
effort to resolve global environmental prob- provide cost-effective benefits to the global
lemswere to be based faidy on the unbalanced environment. These activities would not have
use of common resources in the past, then the been undertaken by individual countries with-
industrial countries would be required to out concessions because the measurable bene-
assume a larger role than the developing fits to a national economy are too low to
countries in protecting the global commons. trigger their own investment. It is particularly
This approachwould also help determine how troubling that natural habitats that need to be
the remaining finite global resources may be protected in perpetuity will need a permanent
shared more equitably and used sustainably. stream of funds, whereas the Global Environ-

Fimally, the economic efficiency critenon ment Facility projects must necessarily have a
indicates that the Lpolluter pays" principle finite operational lifetime. The use of trust
may be applied to generate revenues, to the funds to generate such long term streams of
extent that global environmental costs of income are being explored as a potential
human activity can be quantified. For example, solution to this problem.
in the case of carbon dioxide discussed above, A second issue is the concern that the
if total emission limits are established under a sudden infusion of large sums of money to
permit system, then trading in emission per- support relatively short-term, high-visibility
mits among nations and other market mecha- projects maybe counterproductive, resulting in
nisms can be harnessed to increase efficiency. timne, attention, and government monies being

The principle of international assistance to diverted from lower-profile issues that are
developing countries for global environmental central to the conservation of biodiversity in
protection efforts, specifically in terms of the long run (McNeely 1991). According to
technology transfer and financial support, is this viewpoint, biodiversity conservation prob-
already well established. One assistance mech- lems may be better addressed by adopting an
anism that has recently been established is the approach that is less capital-intensive, but that
Global Environment Facility, a core multilat- can be implemented -over the long termL Pro-
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jects should be developed based on a reflection lessons learned from 23 ongoing ICDPs in
of local needs and perceptions, that can be Africa, Asia, and Latin America (Wells,
modified to meet changing conditions. One Brandon, and Hannah 1991). Some key impli-
promising approach to implementing both cations of the study results stretch beyond the
national and global natural habitat conserva- realm of protecting biodiversity in parks and
tion projects is discussed below. reserves. These findings broadly encompass

the protection and- management of tropical
Integating Conservation forest areas, in the increasingly common situa-

and Development tion where there is a potential conflict of
interest between local people and those re-

A new group of pilot schemes called inte- sponsible for forest protection and manage-
grated conservation-development projects ment.
CICDPs) has been started recently. These Pwgress in most of the case study projects
projects include biosphere reserves, multiple- has been modest up to now, because these
use areas, and a variety of rural development proects are:
initiatives on the boundaries of national parks
(including buffer zones), as well as regional less than five years old.
land use schemes with protected area compo- * relatively small scale, most having annual
nents. They are attempting to link the conser- operating budgets below $100,000.
vation of protected areas with the social and
economic development of local communities - invol wliges and issues that are complex
near, or sometimes within, protected area andnotwellunderstood,asyet
boundaries. As mentioned earlier, such local
populations frequently bear the cost of the Despite these caveats, the earlyexperiences of
establishment of parks and reseves through the case sLudyICDPs offer the following useful
denied resource access, while receiving few inights:
benefits in return. These projects aim to
achieve their conservation goals by promoting -Ofen, the main problems are not caused by
development and providing local people vwth local people, the targeted beneficiares of
altemative incme sources that sustai rther ICDPs. Pressures on natural ecosystems can
than threaten the flora and fanna in natural ultimately arise fom pooij designed laws,
habitats. The projects are based on the prem- policies; social changes, and economic
ise that protected area management-must forces over which poor rural people have no
reach beyond traditional conservation activi- tluence and which cank severely curtai
ties inside park and reserve boundaries to their options. Park management cannot
address the needs of contiguous local commu- therefore be regrded solel as a local issue.
nities. * Some of the ICDPs have led to the reduced

The establishment of field-level linkages incidence of legal park use, although these
between conservatdon and development has improvements appear to be attnibutable
been promoted by the 1980 World Conserva- primarily to intensified enforcement
tion Strategy, the 1982 World Parks Congress through the deployment of additional
in Bali, and the 1987 Bnmndtand Report guards. In some cases, hostie relations
Therefore, the ICDP approach has received between park personnel and local commu-
increasing attention from multHateral and nities have become substantially more
bflateral development institutions, as well as amicable as a result of project personnel
conservation organizations and govement performing a mediation role.
agencies.

The World Bank recently completed it * Public agencies responsible for protected
'People and Parks" study, which reviewed area management tend to lack bot finn-
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cial and human resources as well as political In another comprehensive survey on resi-
support These factors,in combination with dents and national parks (West and Brechin
the traditional orientation of such organiza- 1991), several case studies demonstrate a
tions toward a policing or enforcement role, commonality in the methods employed to
inhibit their ability to either carry out their incorporate local people into the planning
original mandate of park protection or to process. In many projects, public relations
participate effectively in ICDPs. have been confused with true participation.

- * Serious design and implementation flaws Rather than serving as a vehicle for local
have hampered several ICDnPs. In some participation and power sharing, participation
cases, errors known to have hampered exercises tended to focus on educating the
earlier rural development projects have local people in order to facilitate plans already
been needlessly repeated. Another draw- determined by te athorities Of course, the
back has been the rather modest capabilities hfimportance of education cannot be ignored,

but care should be taken to ensure that it is not

zations, parotlarly i terms of their dwel- used to propagate a predefined policy, under
opment experienceu i the guise of participation. West and Brechin

also point out the dangers of formal coopta-
* Genuine local participation in ICDPs is tion to preempt conflict, or the token involve-

difficult to achieve. However, some of the ment of local communities without true decen-
case study projects have shown signs of triationof decisiomnaking. Such tactics lead
promise in terms oft to a loss of confidence in the authorities, and

wiml reduce the likelihood of cooperative poli-
wining the trust and confidence of local cies in the future. In any power-sharing agree-
people. ment, the project should be continually mon-

* eliciting the participation of community tored to ensure that the local elite does not
members in prcject-initiated activities. domiate the proect to the detment of the

rural poorwho are intnded to be the primary
* staring institutions for local resource beneficiaries. Real participation is best

managemenit decisionmaking. achieved by confidence-building and conflict
resolution measures that entail a genuine and

- These ICDPs may offer the greatest poten- realistic apportionment of decisionmaking
tial for eventual success. However, there is power.
little evidence so far that these steps could Cermea (1992) warns of the social complica-
lead to the achievement of proect conserva- tons and costs ang from the involuntay
tion goals or sustainable improvements in resettlement of forest dwellers, caused by il-
local communities once the oginal project conceived approaches to protection of forest
has finished, areas, often implemented by local or foreign

* Largely because of confused land and re- agencies who have litte kowledge of the
source access rights, conservation projects sociological issues. He points out that three
have had difficulty in designing approaches broad groups of inhabitants live within or near
that reflect different degrees of forestmdigenous, or tribal people, more
indigenousness in local populations. For recent settlers; and nonresidents who periodi-
example, both established, traditional soci- cally extract forest resources. Each group has
eties and recent immigrants tend to have distinct characteristics and requires specific
vastly different needs and aspirations. The policies to enlist their SUppOrt for sustinable
impact of their activities on the natural management of natural habitats.
habitat may differ significantly- conclude, ICDPs my offer an important

new alterative to traditional approaches that
strssed policing and anti-encroachment mea-
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sures for conserving protected areas. Increas- countries may pursue both environmental and
ing resource demands from growing rural developmental goals in a complementaxy
populations and continuing large-scale conver- manner.
sion or degradation of natural ecosystems will The acceleration in natural habitat destruc-
continue to impose increasing pressure on tion in the latter half of this century is pnmar-
parks and reserves. Although traditional en- ily attributable to the increased burden of
forcement will continue to play a critical unsustainably managed human economic
role-and in many cases it needs to be signifi- activity. A more accurate valuation of such
cantly strengthened-it is inconceivable that resources would lead to a greater realization of
networks of protectedareas can be maintained the often irreversible environmental damage
indefinitely by policing. Innovative ICDPs that being incurred. The establishment of an emni-
constructively address people-park issues and ronmental economic framework facilitates the
elicit the support of local communities are incorporation of environmental economic
therefore an essential component of sustain- concerns into conventional economic analysis,
able development thereby improving decisiomnaking at the
* There appear to be five principal constaint economy-wide, sectoral, and micro levels.

to increasing the effectiveness of initial ICDPs, The chapter reviewed a policy framework
and later replicating promising approaches on and identified constraints to policy implemen-
a scale that could have more extensive effects: tation, particularly in developing countries. It

is evident that there is a need for a set of policy
- measures that wil more adequately reconcile* the limited effectiveness of the agencies

responsible -orprotected area management private and social costs and benefits.- These
responsible for protected area manlagement.

policy measures need to address the issue of
* inadequate long-termfunding comm ents unequal distribution between tose who bear

from lenders and donors. the costs of degradation and conservation of
- the lack.ofcmmitmentfromgovrnmeprotected areas, and those who are the benefi--* the lack of commitmnent from goverrmnents,

ciares. To the exitent that the beneficiaries arein many cases tied to insufficient financial aelbteen httebnfinsar
inemaourcases. tied to insufficientfinancial wealthy, as individuals or as nations, it wouldresources.

seem appropriate for public policy to extract
* legislative and policy environments that are economic rents from those who are wiling and

not conducive to the implementation of able to pay for conservation.
ICDP development activities outside park The linkage of protected area management
boundaries. with soda and economic development of local

-* Iimited capacities to identiif, plan, and communities has been attempted through
impleme.nt proects, both among responsi- integrated conservation development projects
ble government agencies and among imple- (CDPs). These ICDPs were developed as an
menting nongovernmental organizations. altemrative to traditional approaches that

stressed policing and anti-encroachmeat mea-

Conclusions sures. A review of ICDPs suggests that, if such
programs constructively address people-park

This chapter has emphasized that the con- issues and win the tust and support of local

seThation of naptral habitats and the protec- communities, they can play an important roleseto of sustanabl habtat an th prtec
tion of biological diversity is important for in sustainable development.

sustainable dn aIn conclusion, the following are specific
sustamable development at all levels rangingfmhgattlaBiontaspects that merit more detailed attention-
from the global to the locaL By'im the
incomes and welfare of local communities and

simutaneustyresuingpysiclandioloi- *A greater emphasis netds to be placed on
caI systems in protected areas dwe oping the comprehensive valuation of natural

cal systems in protected areas developing habitats and their associated physical and
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biological systems, in terms of their eco- relating to preservation of biodiversity, and
nomic contnbution to society, rather than see to facilitate technology transfer for
focusing on them simnply as sources of tim- conservation and the sustable manage-
ber or land to be deared for agicltu An ment of biodwsity.
examination of the value of eirmental e ion of the relati p between
assyets can then be used to improve and Crfcto fterltosi.bten
redetsig then deveopmento assistance pols conservation of natural habitats and alter-
'redesign development assiswice poEles native strategies is needed in order to man-
and projects Thi exammation may eventu- age these enviromental assets, determine
ally be used to modify national income how local es eoples' knowledge of natural
accounts so that economic loss resulting habitats can be optimally utilized, and
from degradation of natural resources and h abtuitac be e participation of
biodiversity loss is reflected in GDE women in conservation arni management

o Better undestandingis needed of the distri- prqects.
bution of costs and benefits of the exploita- , . understandig is needed of
don and conservation of natural habitats; the relationship between macreconomic
explore the role of private agents in the andsectoral policies and pr outside
wnservation and management of parks; and ad sector The focus needs to turn to
improve the use of incentive structures to tax polcies, currency devauations, agil-
make this involvement more effetive. tural and energy pricmg policies, land set-

* Mobilization of large scale concessionary tlement policies, as well as to resource
funding needs to be continued to protect degradation and loss of biodiversity n
national habiats. An effective example of natural habitat, including marine, coast,
this fumding is the Global Envirnment and forest ecosystems.
Faiility that addresses tanmsational issues
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Table 2-1. Ervionmental Functions of Forests

Source of maerials and ser-
vices Sinkfor wastes Ge,neml and lfe support

Timber Absorption of waste Genetic pool
Fuelwood Recdycling nutrients Climate regulation
Other business products Watershed protection Carbon fixing
Nonwood products Protecting soil quality and ero- Habitat for people, flora and
Genetic resources sion resistance faiuna
Agricultul production Aesthetic and spiritual source
Recreation and tourism Scientific data

Soume: Adapted from World Wide Fund, Economic Analysis of Conservation Inriatve, WWF-UK,
London, October 1990.

-zTabe 2-2 Txononv ofRelvant Vahuton Technique

Conventiona market Implcit market Construnsed market

Based on actual * Effect on production - . Travel cost * Artificial market
behavior a Effect on health * Wage differ-

* Defensive or preven- ences
tive cost Prperty values

Surrogate
goods

Based on potential - Replacement cost * Contingentvalua-
behavior * Shadow project tion
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Figure 2-1. Evolution of Human Attitudes Toward the Environment
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Figure 2-2. Incorporating Environmental Concerns
Into Decislonmaking
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Figure 2-3. Categories of Economic Values Attributed to Environmental Assets
-(withoExamples from a Tropical Forest)

Total Economic Value

II
Use Values Non-Use Values

-I~~~~~~~~F
Direct Use Indlrect Use V

Output that Functional Future direct Value from
can be benefits and Indirect knowledge of
consumed use values continued
directly existence

* Food 0 Ecological functions *Blodiverslty Habitats
* Biomass 0 Flood control * Conserved habitats * Endangered species
* Recreation 0 Storm protection
* Health

Decreaslng 'tangIbIlItyt of value to Individuals
Source., Ae

Sourcer Adapted from Pearce (1992). l
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Figure 2-4

Pareto Optimal Curve and Isopreference Curves
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Annex 2-A
Techniques for Valuing

Environmental Costs and Benefits

The various techniques of enviromental ment or preventive expenditure. The above
valuation are described in relation to Table measure assumes that earnings reflect the
2-2, found in the main text. value of marginal product and that medical

treatment costs are well defined. The method
encounters difficulties when the cause-effect

-DirectEffects link between environmental quality and Il
Walued on Conventional Markets health is unclear, or when the sickness is

chronic, or of long duration. This technique
seeks to avoid ethical controversies associated

Methods considered in this section are with valuing a single life attempting instead to
based on how a change in environmental place a value on the statstcal probability of ill
quality directly affects actual market-related health or death. This is comparable to the
production. actuarial values used by IfHe insurance compa-

nies. Moreover, governments and public health
Effect on Production authorites outinely set priorities and allocate

health expenditures that affect human well-
An investment decision often has environ- being> This in turn provides a baseline for

mental effects that in tum affect the quantity, determining implicit values placed by society
quality, or production costs of a range of on vanous health risks.
outputs that may be readily valued in eco-
nomic terms Increased production from Defmfre orPreventie Costs
conserved land is estimated in a case study on
soil conservation in Lesotho (Bojo 1991). The- ^ - ~~~~~~~~~~Often, costs may have been voluntanly
values of dffereat production schemes are icurred by communities or indviduals to
compared in the valuation of a Peruvian mitigate or correct the dmage caused by an
rainforest (Peters and others 1989). Other adverse envwionmental impact For example, if
examples include effects on tropical wetlands the driking water is polluted, extra filtration
(Barbier and others 1991) and the effects of or purifying chemicals, or both, may be
sedimentation on coral diversity and fish needed. In that case, additional defensive or
production (Hodgson and Dixon 1988). preventive expenditures could be taken as a

minimum estimate of the benefits of mitiga-
Effect on Health tion- The assumption is that the benefits of

avoided environmental degradation at least
This approach is based on health effects exceed the costs of avoidance. The advantage

caused by pollution and emironmental degra- of the technique is that defensive or preventive
dation. A relevant practical measure is the outlays which have already been made are
value of human output lost due to ill health or easier to determine than the value of the
premature death. The loss of potential net original environmental damage. One weakness
earnings, called the human capital technique, of this technique is that the defensive actions
is one proxy for foregone output, to which the are sometimes arbitrarily determined with
costs of health care may be added as a replace- little reference to market forces, so that the
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costs bear little relation to the potential envi- construction caused some forest land to be
ronmental benefit. Recently, Harrington and inundated, then the shadow project might
others (1989) evaluated the economic damages involve the replanting of an equivalent area of
of awaterorne disease outbreak, emphasizing forest eLsewhere Often, the equivalency crite
that the valuation of averting behavior requires rion is hard to satisfy precisely. In the above
the establishment of a relationship between example, the two tracts of forest may have the
observable defensive expenditures, and same volume of biomass, but could differ
nonobservable willingness to pay. widely in terms of biodiversity.

Potential Expenditures Valuation Using Implicit

Walued on Conventional Markets or Surrogate Markets

This section summarizes techniques in Often, relevant market data to value envil-
which future actions could be valued in con-- ronmental resources are not available in a
ventional markets to provide a measure of dietly usable form. In such ases, analysis of
environmental degradation, provided there is indirect market data using, for instance, statis-
a high degree of certinty that such actions wil tical and econometric methods, permits the
be undertaken. valuation to be carried out implicitly. A variety

Of such surrogate market-based methods,
Cost-and Shadow 1'n~ indluding travel cost, the hedonic methods andReplacement Cost and ShadowrlProject proxy goods, as'well as their applicabiity under

different circumstances, are described below.1f an environ nental resouIce that has been
impaired is likely to be replaced in the future
by another asset that provides equivalent Itel Cost
services, then the costs of replacement may be
used as a proxy for the eniromental damage. This method seeks to determine the de-
This is an e awe measure similar to the impost mand for a recreational site, based, for in-
defensive costs approach. It may be argued stance, on the number of visits per year to a
that the benefits from the eavironmental park, as a function of variables such as con-
resource should be at least as valuable as the sumer income, price, and various socioeco-
replacement expenses. The replacement cost nomic characteristics. The price is usualy the
approach has been applied to protecting sum of observed cost elements such as (a)
groundwater resources in the Phippines by entry price to the site; (b) costs of traveling to
determining the cost of developing alternative the site; and (c) foregone eamings or opportu-
water sources (Munasinghe 1990c). nity cost of time spent. The consumer surplus

A shadow project is usually designed specif- associated wit the demand curve provides an
ically to offset the environmental damage estimte of the value of the recreational site in
caused by another project. The cost of the question. More sophisticated versions include
shadow project reflects an institutional judg- comparisons using regression lysis across
ment on the value of environmental assets that sites, where enionmental quality is also
are thereby restored. This approach has been included as a variable that affects demand.
discussed in .the context of prciect-level Until a few years ago, most applications of this
sustainability. The original project and shadow technique were found in the market econo-
project together form a sustainable package mies, but quite recently, seral examples have
that helps to maintain undiminished some vital emerged involving developing world applica-
stock of environmental resources. For exam- tions. The travel cost for domestic trips to a
ple, if the original project was a dam whose forest is estimiated in a Costa Rica case study
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(ibbias and Mendelsohn 1991). In another information on occupational hazards must be
study on the value of elephants in Kenya, the high for private individuals to make meaning-
travel cost of tourists from Europe and North ful tradeoffs between health risk and remuner-
America i; used to estimate consumer surplus ation. Fmally, the effects of all factors other
(Brown and Henry 1989). than environment (for example, age, sdll level,

job responsiblity, and so forth) that might
- -alue influence wages must be accounted for, to

Property alue eliminate bias and isolate the effects of envi-

In areas where relatively competitive mar- ronment.
kets exist for land, it is possible to decompose
real estate pices into components attbutable Proxy Marketed Goods
to different characteristics such as house and
lot size, prximty to schools, shops and parks, This method is useful when an environmen-
and so forth (Cropper and Oates 1992). To tal good or service has no readily determined
value an environmental variable such as air or market value, and a close substitute exists that
water quality, the method seeks to determine does have a competitively determined price. In
that component of the property value attnbut- -suh a case, the market price of the substtute
able to the relevant environmental variable. may be used as a proxy for the value of the
Thus, the marginal willingness to pay for environmental resource. Barbier and others
improved local environmental quality is re- (1991) provide an example involvig mariketed
f-lected. in the increased price of housing in and nonmarketed fish substitutes.
cleaner neighborhoods. This method has
limited applicability in developing oountries,
because it requires a well-functioning housing aluaton Using
market as well as sophisticated information Constructed Markets
and tools of statistical analysis. Iimenez (1983)
used this technique to explain changes in
housing pnces in a Manila slum area, upIn cases where market information cannot
graded partly due to water and sanitation be used directly or indirectly, market-like
service improvements. behavior needs to be deduced through con-

struction or simulation. The methods summa-
rized below depend on direct questions, sur-

Wage Differences veys or marketing experiments.

As in the case of property values, the wage
differential method attempts to relate dhanges Afiacl Markets
in an economic price variable (the wage rate),
to environmental conditions. The underlying Such markets are constructed for exper-
assumption is that there is some component of mental purposess to determine consuvmer
the wage that is determined by the environ- wilingness to pay for a good or service For
mental pc'lution or hazard associated with the example, a home water purification kit might
job or work site. The technique is relevant be marketed at various price levels, or access
when competitive labor markets eist, and to agame reserve maybe offered on the basis
where wages that reflect the marginal product of different admission fees, thereby facilitating
of labor equilibrate the supply and demand for the respective estimation of values placed by
labor (see earlier discussion on shadow pric- individuals on water purity or on the use of a
ing). One concem is that the approach relies eabonM facilit.
on prWate valuations of health rislk, rather
than social ones. In this context, the level of
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Contingent Valuation and interpreted to overcome the above men-
tioned difficulties, as well as other types of

When relevant market behavior is not bias.4 Munasinghe (1990b) provides several
observable, the contingent valuation method early examples of the application of the contin-
puts direct questions to individuals to deter- gent valuation method to value the quality of
mine how much they might be willing to pay electricity services in developing countries.
for an environmental resource, or how much A review by Pearce and Markandya (1989)
compensation they would be willing to accept compared valuation estimates obtained from
if they were deprived of the same resource. market-based techniques and the contingent
The contingent valuation method- is more valuation method, using results from seven
effective when the respondents are familiar studies carried out in industrial nationt They
with the enviromnental good or service (for found that the corresponding estimates over-
example, water quality) and have adequate lapped within an accuracy range of plus or
information on which to base their prefer- minus 60 percent The conclusion is that the
ences. The contingent valuation method is contingent valuation method, cautiously and
licely to be far less rehable when the object of rigorously applied, could provide rough esti-
the valuation exercise is a more abstract as- mates of value that would be helpful in eco-
pect, such as existence value. nomic decisionmaling, especially when other

Generally, declared the willingness to ac- valuation methods were unavailable. The case
cept tends to be significantly greater than the study usmg the contingent valuation method
corresponding willingness to pay. This may be for etmating the value of elephants in Kenya
partly attributable to strategic bias where (see below) shows that it is possible to achieve
respondents feel they would be better off an understandingof the order of magnitude of
inflating the amounts they would receive the benefits through modest methods. The
rather than the sums to be paid out, if the other study, on willingness to pay for water
hypothetical questions posed were somehow to services in southern Haiti, tests the contingent
become a reality in the future. In the case of valuation method for different biases, indicat-
poorer individuals, the wilingness to pay may ing the limits of its reliability.
be limited by the ability to pay, whereas the
wilingnLess to accept is not. The questionnaires
have to be carefully designed, implemented, For detaiL& sac7he&rnay Journa1 1988.
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Annex 2B-B
Multi-Objective Decisionmaking

The methods described above seek to esti- A may be discarded. However, we cannot
mate costs and benefits of a given project in make such a simple choice between solutions
monetary terms. When environmental effects B and C since the former is superior to the
cannot be easily valued in monetary terms, latter with respect to objective 7Z1, but inferior
multi-objective decisionmaking is an alterna- to Z2. In general, more points or solutions such
tive approach that may facilitate better choices as B and C may be identified to define the set
among projects or polices available, of all nondominated feasible solution points

Desirable objectives need to be specified. that form an optimal tradeoff curve or curve of
These often exhibit a hierarchical structure. best options. This line is also analogous to the
The highest level represents the broad overal production possibility frontier or efficient
objectives often vaguely stated and, hence, not product transformation curve in the theory of
very practical such as improving the quality of the firm
life. Some of these, however, can be broken For an unconstrained problem, further
down into more operational lower level attrb- -ranling of altematives cannot be conducted
aites such as income, so that the extent to without the introduction of value judgments.
which the latter are met may be practically Specific nformation has to be elicited from the
assessed. Sometimes onlyproxies are avaiable. decisionmaker in order to determine the most
For example, if the objective is 'to enhance preferred solution- In its most complete form,
recreation opportunities," the attnbute -num- such information may be summarized by a
ber of recreation days" may be used. Value famiy of equipreference curves that indicates
judgments may be required to choose the the way in which the decisionmaker or society
proper attnrute, especially if proxies are trades off one objective against the other.
involved, but measurements do not have to be Typical equipreference curves are illustrated in
in monetary terms, which is the single criterion Figure 3. The preferred alternative is that
used in economic cost-benefit analysis. More which results in the greatest utility, that occurs
explicit recognition is given to the variety of (for continuous decision variables as shown
nonmonetary concerns associated with plan- here) at the point of tangency D of the best
ning decisions. equipreference curve, with the tradeoff curve.

An intuitive understanding of the funda- Several multicriteria methods have been
mentals of multi objective decisionmaking can developed (Romero and Rehman 1987; Petry
be provided by a two-dimensional graphic 1990; Munasinghe 1992). Which practical
exposition such as in Figure A2l1. Assume that method in particular is suitable to determine
a scheme has two noncommensurable and the best alternative available depends upon the
conflicting objectives, Z, and Z2. For example, nature of the decision situation. The advantage
Z1 could be the additional project cost re- of multi-objective decision models is that they
quired to protect biodiversity, and Z2 some allow for more accurate representation of
index indicating the loss of biodiversity. As- decision problems, since several objectives may
suMe further that alternative projects or solu- be accounted for. However, a key question
tions to the problem (A, B, and C) have been concerns whose preferences are to be consid-
identified. Clearly, point B is superior to or ered. Various interested groups will often
dominates A in terms of both Z, and Z2 be- assign different priorities to the respective
cause B exhibits lower costs as well as less objectives. Nevertheless, in constructing the
biodiversity loss relative to A Thus, alternative model the analyst communicates information
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about the nature of the problem, and clarfies (1992) seeks to incorporate nonvalued ervi-
why factors are important and how they inter- ronmental considerations into energy
act Although developing country applications decisionmaking in Sri Lanka.
are scarce, a study by Meier and Munasinghe
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Annex 2-C
The Discount Rate

Economists tpically use a forward-looking satisfying immediate food needs rather than
approach in which past or 'tsunlC costs and ensuring long term food security (Pearce and
benefits are ignored, though a discount rate is Turner 1990). Projects with social costs occur-
applied to future costs and benefits to yield ring in the long term and net social benefits
their present values. Standard criteria for occurring in the near term wil be favored by
cost-benefit analysis, such as the net present higher discount rates. Conversely, projects
value and internal rate of return are derived in with benefits accuing in the long run will be
this way. The issue of choosing an appropriate less likely to be undertaken under high dis-
discount rate has been discassed in the context count rates. Thus, some environmentalists
of general costbenefit analysis for many years have argued that discount rates should be
(Dasgupta and others 1972; Harberger 1976; lowered to facilitate environmentally sound
Little and Mlrrlees 1974). projects meeting the cost-benefit analysis

Two concepts help to shape the discount or criteria. However, this would lead to more
interest rate in a market economy. First, there investment project of all tpes, thereby possi-
is the rate of time preference of individuals bly threatening faie environmental resource
that determines how they compare present bases. Norgaard (1991) argues that lowering
consumption with future consumption. Sec- discount rates can in fact worsen environmen-
ond, there is the rate of return capital that tal degradation. By lowering the cost of capital
determines how an iNvestment made by fore- and thereby lowering the cost of production,
going today's consumption would yield a more is consumed in the near-term relative to
stream of future consumption, or the net of the case where discount rates were higher.
replacement In an idealy functioning market, Fthermore, using a very low discount rate to
the interest rate that equilbrates savings and protect future generations is inequitable, since
investment also equals both the marginal rates it would penalize the present generation and
of time preference and return on capitaL I inmcrease inequalities across time periods,
practice, government policy distortions and especially if the present generation included
market failures lead to divergences between widespread poverty (Pearce 1991).
the rates of time preference and return on In order to facilitate such intergenerational
capital. Furthermore, the social rate of time transfers, a sustainability constraint may be
preference may be less than the individual imposed, whereby current well-being is maid-
time preference rate since societies are likey mized without reducing the welfare of future
to have a greater stake in the future than the generations below that of the current genera-
comparatively short-lived individuals. tion. In practice, this would entail the monitor-

The long-term perspective required for ing and measurement of capital stocks, man-
sustainable development suggests that the made, human, and natural It would also entail
discount rate might play a critical role in a broad investment policy that sought to en-
intertemporal decisions concerning the use of sure that compensating investments offset
environmental resources (Lind and Arrow depreciation of existing assets (Pearce 1991).
1982). The rate of capital productivity is high Theoretically, the aim would be to ensure that
in many developing countries because of the overall stock of assets is preserved or
capital scarcity, and the rate of time preference enhanced for future generations. Practical
also is elevated because of the urgency of application of this principle would be difficult.
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Annex 2-D
Risk and Uncertainty

Risk and uncertainty are an inherent part of most pronounced effects on benefits and costs
economic decisions. Risk represents the likei- We note that although sensitivity analysis need
hood of occurrence of an undesirable event, not reflect the probability of occurrence of the
such as an oil spill. In the case of uncertainty, upper or lowervalues, itis useful for determin-
the future outcome is basically unknown. ing which variables are most important to the
Therefore, the risk of an event may be esti- success or failure of a project (Dixon and
mated by its probabilityof occurrence,whereas others 1988). More -sophisticated approaches
no such quantification is possible for uncer- to analyze risk and uncertainty are available
tainty since the future is undefined. The risk (Braden and Kolstad 1991).
probability and severity of damage could be The issue of uncertainty plays an important
used to determine an expected value of poten- role in environmental valuation and policy
tial costs, that would be used in the formulation. Option values and quasi-option
cost-benefit analysis. However, the use of a values are based on the existence of uncer-
single number (expected value of risk) does tainty. Option value is essentially the premium
not indicate the degree of variability or the that consumers are wiling to pay to avoid the
range of probability values that might be risk of not having something available in the
expected. Additionally, it does not allow for future. The sip of option value depends upon
individual perceptions of risk- The risk proba- the presen of supply or demand uncertainty,
bility may be used to devise an insurance or both, and on whether the consumer is risk-
scheme to protect against the risk - - averse or risk-loving. Quasi-option value is the

In the case of uncertainty, it is not possible value of preserving options for future use in
to estimate the exected value of costs or the expectation that knowledge wil grow over
insure against an unknown eventuality. The time. Ia development takes place that causes
mcreasing scale of human activity, the com- irreversible environmental damage, the oppor-
plexity of environmental and ecological sys- tnityto gain knowledge through study of flora
tems, and the lack of knowledge of how these and fauna is lost. Increased benefits to be
systems might be affected all emphasize the derived through future knowledge expansion,
need to deal with uncertainty more explicitly. independent of exloitation, leads to a positive
The key to dealing with uncertainty is a cau- quasi-option value. This suggests that the
tious approach. An illustrative example is resource exploitation should be postponed
global warming. In the past, the greenhouse until increased knowledge facilitates a more
effect of carbon dioxide emissions was not informed decision. If information growth
known or recognized as a risk At the present depends on the use taling place, unlikely in an-
time, there is still considerable uncertainty environmental context, then quasi-option value
about the future effects of global warming, but is positive (negative) when the uncertainty
given the large magnitude of potential conse- applies to the benefits of preservation (exploi-
quences, caution is warranted. tation) (Pearce and Turner 1990; Fisher and

The traditional and simple way of incorpo- Hanemann 1987).
rating risk and uncertainty considerations in Bromley (1989) suggests that the way in
project level cost-benefit analysis has been which policymakers address uncertainties
through sensitivity analysis. Using optimistic depends on their perception of the exisig
and pessimistic values for different variables, entitlement structure.- The interests of the
we can indicate which variables will have the future are only protected by an entitlement
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struct that imposes a duty on current gener- present In the face of uncertainty, the first
ations to consider the nghts of future genera- option might be the most efficient
tions (or, as he terms them, 'missing markets" Other important sources of uncertainy
because "future generations are unable to linked with eomental ises include
enter bids to protect their interests"). Without uncertainty over land tenure, which leads to
such a structure, decisionmakers may tend to deforestation and unsusle agricultural
igore costs to future generations, and tini- practices, and uncertainty of resource rights

nmize cost to current generations at the e- which can accelerate the rate of depletion of a
pense of the future. If the entitlement struc- nonrenewable resource. Policymakers can
ture is adjusted, the policymaker can then address these issues by instituting land re-
examine three policies to protect the intersts fors, and by designing appropriate taxation
of future generations (a) mandated polution policies that retur rents to public sources
abatemnent; (b) ful compensation for future rather than toppvate agents.
damages (taxation); and (c) an annuity to
compensate the future for costs imposed in the
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Annex 2-E
Environmental Accounting

and Macroeconomic Performance

To adequately include environmental con- To overcome these deficiencies, it is neces-
cerns in economic analyses, standard income sary to develop a system of national accounts
accounting techniques must be re-eamined, that will yield an environmentally-adjusted net
Gross domestic product (GDP) is the com- domestic product and an environmentally-
monly used growth measure, based on transac- adjusted net domestic income. National-level
tions in markets. GDP is the basis on which decisionmakers rely on the conventional Sys-
many aspects of macroeconomic policy are tem of national accounts to formulate eco-
determine&However,itsshortcomingsindude nomic policies. Thus, a supplementary
neglect of income tional concems, non- environmentally-adjusted system of national
market activities, and, even more crucially, accounts and corresponding performance
environmental degradation. In terms of the indicators would encourage them to reassess
environment, there are three weaknesses in the macroeconomic situation in light of envi-
the current national accounting framework: ronmental concerns, and to trace the links

between economy-wide policies and natural

0 National accounts may not represent wel- rsc ement (Muzondo and others
fare accurately, because the balance sheets 1)
do not fully include environmental and The World Bank has worked closely with
natural resources, and therefore, impor- the United Nations for the past decade to
tant changes in the status of such resources better incorporate environmental concerns
are neglected. into the present round of revisions of the

system of national accounts framework. The
- the depreciation of natural capital essen- interim system for environmentally-adjusted

tial for human lfe, such as a nations stock economic accounts has been proposed
of air, soil,water, minerals, and widerness (Bartelmus and others 1989). The system for
areas usually are not included in national environmentaly-adjusted economic accounts
accounts. seeks to naintain the essential integity of the

caisting system of national accounts, but at the
v cleanup costs, such as, expenditures in- saetmenorgsheolcinadsame time encourages the collection and

curred to restore the enviromnent, often compiation of relevant data on environmental
serve to inflate national income, while and natural resources through a new set of
offsetting environmental damages are not satellite accounts. These satellite accounts
included (Lutz and Munasinghe 1991). oonstitute an important step toward the even-

tual goal of computing the EDP and EDI
The resulting GDP estimates are incorrect (Repetto and others 1989; Peskin with Lutz

because harmful outputs such as pollution are 1990). Recently, the World Bank and UN
overlooked, whereas beneficial inputs related Statistical Office have completed two joint
to environmental needs are implicitly under- case studies for Mexico and Papua New
valued. Guinea, to deteraine how such accounts could

be prepared (van Tongeren -and others 1991;
Bartelmus and others 1991).
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Conservation, Protected Areas,
and the Global Economic System:

How Deb, Trade, Exchange Rates, Inflation,
and Macroeconomic Policy
Affect Biological Diversity

aem Tisdell

The Basic Global Economic System

THESE DAYS, MOST ENvIRoNMENTS and the lives of
virtually everyone are affected by the global economic
system. These effects anse from intemational trade in
goods and services, from international capital, from the
transfer of technology, and from expanded international
communication, as well as from direct environmental
spillovers from economic activities.
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Scientific and technical developments in trans- nisms. While it is usually argued that such
portation and communication have widened developments will reduce economic scarcity
the scope for the international exchange of and increase economic welfare, they can also
commodities and for the operation of mnarket have environmental and social costs, and any
systems. economic benefits or scarcity-reduction may

The global economic system is characterized be merely temporary or unsustainable. Thus
by such developments can result in one set of

problems being replaced by another..
- International specialization in production At the same time that market and monetary

by countries and regions. systems have been extended globally, other

* Greater specialization by individuals and institutional developments and changes have
occwrred.These include the rise of centralized

economic agents in productive and eco- states and centralized monetary and banking
nomnic activities than formerly. systems; the emergence of large companies

* Heavy dependence on capital-intensive and business organizations, including.multina-
technologies which rely for their operation tional enterprises and the development of
on the use of nonrenewable resources, such relatively large public sectors; and interna-
as fossil fuels, and on mechanical-chemical tional bureaucracies, including bodies such as
technologies, and mcreasingly on electronic the United Nations, the World Bank, and the
technologies, even in agriculture. International Monetary Fund. As a result, the

control of local communities over their own* Enormous and increasinag levels of eco- afarhsbenedc.Tecotlofdi
nomic production, which taxc the environ- affairs has been reduced. The control of indi-
nomict producthion which ta the envisirnon- raduals over their economic circumstances has
materials for this production and in terms increased in some respects but has been re-
maeits ablstv for thisimilate pcti and inlluter duced in other respects because of their grow-of its ability to assimilate wastes and pollut- indeneceootrsbtepdne
ants generated by the production. ong dependence on otheas but dependence

on others in the abstract, or rmpersonalby.

To function and maintain its viability, the Furthermore, where "economic development"
gobal economic sstem requires exchange of has proceeded furthest, most individuals lack
commodities on a gigantic scale. This direct access to the means of production and

* .- hsge, which makes £?r~bo~ti inproduc-. most sell their labor to survive. For example, aschange lc ae speaialdzatio1, produc
tion and economic activity possible, is facili- neconomic deve opmen proceeds, depd
tated (a) by the use of monetary systems (in ness becomes more common, thus deparving
which cash actually now plays a small part) and people of dect access to an important means
(b) by the extension of market systems. The of subistence. All these changes are occuing
use of market and monetary systems has al- against a background of considerble wealth
tered relationships between humanity, nature, and income inequality between developed and
and the enviromneDt in the ways discussed developing nations and within many nations
below. Efforts are continually being made to (cf Schor 1991).
etend and perfect these systems, for example, Given current trends, the global economic
by urging countries to remove or reduce re- system can be expected to become more perva-
strictions on intemational trade (for example, swve, drawing individuals and countries more
through the General Agreement onlibriffs and thoroughly into it, including those at present
Bade); by encouraging subsistence and semi- only barely dependent on it. This is likely to
-. subsistence communities to become more mean greater dependence on economic
cash-, monetary-, and exchange-oriented; and growth, markets, economic exchange, and
by exhorting centrally-planned socialist coun- monetay systems, and this culd pose m-
tnes to extend the.operation of market mecha- creased environmental dangers. What should
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be the political reaction of conservationists to consumption. Furthermore, extension of the
these trends? market system, a system widely adopted by

-One possibility is to oppose these economic biosphere people, results in impersonal and
trends, for example, by supporting the setting often anonymous links between communities.
up of small, almost self-sufficient communities For instance, consumers know nothing or little
(Schumacher 1973). Although such a system about the geographical origins of ingredients
has some economic cost because it results in used in products purchased by them, or about
loss of scale economies and loss of some eco- the environmental consequences of producing
nomic benefits from large markets, such as these products. Biosphere people are involved
productivity benefits of specialization, it is an in consumption satisfied by production that
option. Another option would be to support ous mainly in local ecosYstems remote from
centralized socialsm in order to foster planned them. Thus they externalize the en tal
control. However, not only does this run costs of economic activiy required for their
against the tide of prevailing political senti- consumption bypassing these principally onto
ment, but it is likely to have economic and local people eLsewhere or to future generations
other costs. Furthermore, most centralized (cf. Dasmanr 1975076). Furthermore, theY
socialist systems have had a poor record of show little concern for local ecosystems be-
environmental conservation. Yet another cause it is so easy for them to transfer their
ossibility is to accept the basic trend in the consumptionfromonelocalysteintoanother.

global economic system as described above, In addition, company structures and competi-
but to modify or transorm it so as to hamess tion between producers and economic agents
its characteristics to support conservation. This result in the neglect of environmental
may involve, for example, the establishment of spilovers by producers (ci Tisdeil 1990).
prvate propertyr nghts in natural resources, The modern socioeconomic sstem has
greater marketing of rights to use environmen- become depersonalized, and this has adverse
tal resources, and application of fiscal policies, consequences for nature and in some cas for
such as taxes or subsidies, in order to promote the mental health of many ind*iduals. For
conservation. This approach of "worling with exmmple, biosphere people often develop
the trend" and supporting the use of ewnomic anxieties about their economic security (for
instuments as a means to further consevation example, employment) or about economic
has been adopted to a large extent in the competition and suffer from a lack of a sense
update of the World Conservation Strategy of belonging due to loss of community cohe-
(ItCN-World Conservation Union-United sion and the impermanence of their social and
Nations Environment Programme-World economic relationships (cf Tofgler 1970). On
Wildlife Fund [WWF] 1991). the other hand, the modem economic system

results in less social pressure on individuals
International Economic and gives them greater geographical mobility.

Interdependence and Conservation So it provides greater personal freedom than
might have been typically the case among

Becausse of growinginternational economic ecosystem people.
interdependence, inividuals have been con- The main advantage of a global market
verted from being ecosystem people to being economy is claimed by most economists to be
biosphere people, that is, from being depen- r
dent upon their own local ecosystems to draw- international trade allows spedaization in
ing upon the resources of the whole biosp?here -- production according to comparative advan-
(R. Dasmann quoted i ofte 1980). Thus, tage, permits economies of scale in production
biosphere people show reduced concern for to be reaped, and allows (even in the absence
sustaining their own local ecosystems because of production advantages) welfare-enhancing
they are less dependent upon ecosystems for echanges given differences in resource en-
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dowments or differences in the preference of resources (Tlsdeil and Fairbaim 1984). Bangla-
individuals for commodities. Theoretically, the desh may be considered a case in point.
system permits greater economic production On the positive side, a fully developed
or human satisfaction to be achieved using the market system provides new policy opportuni-
same amount of resources as would be utilized ties for environmental control. It enables use
in its absence. to be made of market mechanisms and fiscal

Alternatively, with a global economy, it is policies (such as appropriate taxation policies)
possible to achieve the same level of produc- to achieve conservation objectives. For in-
tion of goods and services using fewer re- stance, it provides some (but not unlimited).
sources than in its absence. Potentially, there- scope for market-makdng in relation to envi-
fore, such a system provides greater scope for ronmental goods (for example, the creation of
conservation or reduced resource use than in markets in rights for environmental use). But
its absence. Although this is theoretically true, even in those advanced market economies
this potential is unlikely to be realized in where law and order is the norm, there are
practice. limits to these possibilities. In those developing

Westem economists claim that human countries which are socially and politically
desire for economic goods is infinite. If that is unstable and not yet transformed into a com-
so, the potenil of the system for greater plete market economy, there maybe much less
conservation is likely to be foregone for scope for such measures. Indeed, the conserva-
greater production and consumption. Further- tion of an area may sometmes be best secured
more, contact with amore developed" coun- by minimizing contact of the area with the
tries is likely to lead to greater emphasis on the international economy, for example, by avoid-
acquisition of material posessions and expand ing the constuion of access roads to an area
the range of perceived needs (Yelen 1990). until such time as the socioeconomic situation
Natural resource stocks, such as forests and enables resource-use in the area to be con-
minerals, can now be drawn on to provide trolled adequately by the govemment Pars of
income and funds for capital investment via Madagascar, for example, contain unique
international sales and may provide a spring- wildlife, but at present difficulties of access to
board to economic growth, as is reputed to these areas mean that they are not generally
have occurred in the case af Sweden. Re- visited by foreign tourists. Better access, al-
sources may now be utilized that were not - gthou it would encourage tourism, could lead
previously utilized or may be utilized more to other economic developments in the area
intensively. Capital and new technology may which m* endanger biodiversity there. At
flow in from abroad to speed up this process if the very least, the government's continuing
natural resource exploitation and the eco- ability to control the development pattern
nomic growth "imperative" becomes globally started by it needs to be considered before an
pervasive. This seems to be the reality. economic development project is launched.

Anotherpossible adverse impact on natural
resouirce conservation of drawing developing Trade Policies, Balance of Payments
economies into the international economic Difficulties, and Exchange Rates
system is that it may reduce limits to human
population growth in the countries concerned. Iternational trade extends the size of
The potential per capita income-enhancing markets for commodities and, as mentioned
benefits of international trade and exchange earlier, results in socioeconomic benefits as
may be frittered away because of Malthusian well as disadvantages. Mosteconomists believe
effects on the level of human population. In atthenetwelhrebenefitsfominterational
consequence, a country experiencing this ends trade are positive and that they usually support
up with a larger human population at subsis- policies to reduce barriers to trade, such as
tence level and less conservation of natural initiatives taken through the General Agree-

.~~~~~~~~~~~~nate tae hog h ee.Are
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ment on Tariffs and Trade or the type of Common Agrcultural Policy of Europe, for
-structural adjustment policies" being pursued example, has helped to maintain agricultural
by the Intemational Monetary Fund and the land use in Europe. In its absence, more land
World Bank. They are also sympathetic to the is likely to have reverted to woodland or forest.
slogan which was common, at least in the On the other hand, restrictions on agricultural
1970s, of 'trade not aid," that is, of allowing imports from the rest of the world may have
the exports of developing countries access to held back the expansion of agriculture else-
the markets of developed countries on favor- where.
able terms, or at least allowing such goods to Lutz (1990) suggests that the environmental
be imported without trade discrimination. effects of an agricultural trade liberalization in

Nevertheless, gains from international trade industrial countries are expected to be positive,
can be uneven. Some groups can lose from it. even though some adverse environmental
One can imagine conditions also in which effects from increased price variability or
international trade may not be advantageous uncertainty might partially offset the positive
on balance to a country, even though these conservation effects of lower agricultural
conditions may be rare. Such conditions have production intensity and output, asmg
been outlined by those proposing "de-develop- normal supply curves. On the other hand,
ment" theses based on the center-periphery agricultural trade liberalization in industrial
paradigm (for example, Frank 1971; Myrdal countries wil result in higher prices for agri-
1956). cultural produce in developing countries and

Even in cases where international trade is consequently greater intensification and exten-
judged to be economically advantageous, it sion of agricultural production with adverse
need not result in greater conservation of environmental impacts in developing coun-
natual resources, even though it theoretically tries. Talking the world as a whole, Lutz be-
provides scope for greater conservation. As lieves that the environmental effects of inter-
mentioned earlier, international trade may nationalagricultural trade lberalization woud
stimulate greater consumption by residents of be uncertain and that no firm conclusion can
a trading nation. Second, it may provide mar- be drawn without empirical work I would also
kets, or larger markets, for natural resources add that one needs to decide conceptuLly what
that would be little used in the absence of is and what is not an environmental improve-
access to the international market Thus, ment before any firm conclusion can be drawn.
international trade provides an enlared mar- That free international trade need not result
ket for timber resources or for wildlife prod- in optimal conservation outcomes is recog-
ucts. With international trade, countries with nized by the Convention on Intemational
a comparative advantage in supply of these Tlade in Endangered Species (CITES), which
commodities will exploit them more heavily. restricts international trade in products ob-
On the other hand, countries with a compara- tained from listed endangered species. By
tive disadvantage in supply of such natural reducing the market for such products, CITES
products may reduce their utilization of these. aims to make poaching less attractive and
For example, access to the natural resources of thereby reduce this practice. But, of course,
developing countries may have reduced pres- CITES does not address problems of preserv-
sure on the natural resources of Europe, but ing habitats (the disappearance of which is a
increased that in developing countries. How- principal cause of extinction of species) or the
ever, overall pressure on natural living re- difficulty of providing economic rewards for
sources has increased as a result of the exten- those who conserve species.
sion of the global economic system. In practice, most developing countries

Again, restrictions on trade have been experience balance of payment difficulties as a
unfavorable to conservation in some areas, but result of international trade. There are many
have assisted conservation elsewhere. The reasons for this. There has been a long-term
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tendency for the terms of trade to move be relatively rigid against reduction and effec-
against exporters of primary products. Most tive demand for labor. Employment can de-
developing countries rely on exports of pri- pend heavily on the extent to which the coun-
mary products. Many developing countries, try's balance of payments is in deficit or sur-
being short of capital, are also prone to live plus. Sudden reduction in exports of a develop-
beyond their means, financing their excess ing country can be expected to increase urban
expenditure by foreign borrowing. Govern- unemployment and reduce government reve-
ments of developing countries often borrow nues. This may be countered by govermments
from abroad to finance public consumption of developing countries by drawing detrimen-
and capital works because their tax bases are tally on their stock of conserved natural re-
weak and because domestic financial markets sources. For example, after the coup in Fqi in
are often limited. Where the countries con- May 1987, a sharp decline in international
cerned also have substantial defense expendi- receipts resulted in exports of giant clam meat
atre, additional pressure is placed on their being allowed, at least for a time, even though
balance of payments. Furthermore, many stocks of giant clams were dangerously low in
residents of developing countries try to invest Fiji-
in developed countries rather than at home.
All these factors have resulted in mountming Structural Adjustment and the
international debt for many developing coun- ktmtionl Economic Systens
tries, the effects of which wil be discussed lies f tion al Mont-

ater r~~~~~~~~oRcues of the Intemational Mone-later.
As a result of balance of payments difficul- tary d and theWorld Bank

ties, developing countries are liely to be
forced to devalue their currency. The conse- Developing countres, eally in Lati
quences of devaluation for conservation are econenica and SublSaharaniAnfica, experienoed
unclear, but, provided a devaluation is sus ecnomuc difculties duing the I980s lv-
tained and is not fully of1het by inflation, it ing balance of payments deficits, high interest
encourages the growth of exrt industrie, rates, reduced avbity of interational
reduces imports, and stimnulates aggregate finance, and falling terms of trade. In many
demand at home. It mny reduce consenration cases, these difficulties were compounded by
at home, but, as discused below and as s ~nadequate domestic economic policies and
pointed,out byLutz and Young, blracing the have left an unwelcome legacy for the 1990s.
effects of changes in macroeconomic policies Mpaor International finance agencies, pnaci-
on the national resource base is difficult as pally the Interational Monetary Fund and
interactions between the economicsystem and World Bank, have made it a condition of
the enironment are complex and our under- fiancial assistance to such countries that Wy
standing of them limited. Also a policy change adopt a package of policies aimed at mac
such as devaluation can hae both positive and economic stabilization and structural adjust-
negative effects.' ment of their economies. Sometimes, byway of

Indevelopingecountriesinteationaltrade shordtand, these are merely referred to as
In dvenopnge curbnnization. Urban elites Structural adjustment policies. Our interest in

may encourage urowth ain Urban te these policies is, first, that they are influential
often favor growth in international trade in the context of the global economic system
because it provides a base for taxation to - seconthat ome halaimed tem
support the public sector on which many urban and, second, that some have claimed that, on
groups depend for employment or economic balance, they are beneficial for conservation.
supporSL Such trade may also support a dual Before discussing the latter contention, let mesupport. Such~~belyotle h ntreo tmStutua
economy-a relatively advanced urban sector brie oustine the nature of these Structural
and a backward rural sector. In the urban adjustmentpolicies
sector of developing countries, wage rates may
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Structural adjustment policies basically enviromnentally favorable. Enviromnental
involve a two-pronged approach: (a) reduc- cffects can go either way.
tions in domestic aggregate demand, that is, But before discussing this difference in
expenditure reductions, especially by govem- point of vieW, a problem should be noted.
ment, with the aim of creating a smaUer public Discussants do not indicate their measure of
sector, and (b) measures to increase supplies, envirounental quality nor of the extent of
particularly by making greater use of free- conservation achieved. While one resource
market forces. The second prong involves (a) might show greater conservafion with a change
expenditure switching within the government in economic policy, another may show reduced
budget and within the economy of resources to conservation. For example, Sebastian and
more productive sectors, and between the Alicbusan (1989) suggest that devaluation will
home market and export markets via echange result in a higher price being paid to fanners
rate devaluation, (b) lberalization of controls for export crops. This, they suggest, will en-
on foreign trade, and (c) liberalization of the courage farmers to look upon their land as a
domestic price system, especay the pnces more valuable asset and pay more attention to
received by farmers for their output and those soil conservation. On the other hand, devalua-
paid by farmers for inputs such as ferdlizers tion may result in the extension of agriculture
and pesticides. and the increased destruction of the habitat of

Such measures are intended (a) to ensure native animals as the babitat is transformed to
that the resource demands of developing agricultural use, as well as a probable reduc-
countries are more m line with their means of tion in biodiversity. Sebstian and Alicbusan
meetmg these and (b) to mcrease their avai- ignore the latter effect and effects of structural
able supply of commodities by improving the adjustment policies on natural areas. Also,
efficiency of their allocation of resources effects on the environment may depend on the
between economic uses Although the pimaiy type of agriculture which is encouraged
aim of such policies is an environmental one, (Meamss 1991). For example, if the growing of
clanims have been made that a coincidental tree crops rather than field crops is encour-
spinoff from such policies is greater conserva- aged, this may be environmentally more ad-
tion. vantageous than if the opposite pattern is

Sebasian and Alicbusan (1989), after re- encouraged-
viewing the World Banks adjustment lending On the other hand, the elinination of
operations, conclude that "far from being a subsidies on pesticides and fertlizer use could
maor source of environmental degradation in have favorable environmental effects. Possibly,
developing countries, adjustment policies as Sebastian and Alicbusan suggest, a reduc-
appear, in balance, to have a bias in favor of tion in the size of the govermment budget and
the environment. With adequate complemen- expenditure could have favorable conservation
tary measures to make sure they are imple- effects. For example, such a reduction might
mented correctly, the policies can be manipu- result in less road building and thereby retard
lated to achieve enviromnental as well as the "development" of remote land areas with
economic obectives. natural vegetation cover. However, a reduction

Hansen suggests that his studies also sup- in government expenditure may also result in
port this broad conclusion in relation to the prning of govemmental expenditues, such as
Asian Development Bank (Hansen 1990b) and soil conservation services and a reduction in
with some qualifications more generally (Han- environmental education, to protect the envi-
sen 1990a, c). On the other hand, Mearns ronment Also, expenditure on national parks
(1991), after reviewing structual adjustment in and wildlfe services could be slashed, and few
Malawi, concludes that such policies could well if any new land areas may be acquired for state
be enviromnentally detrimental. There are, in protection. Indeed, national parks and wildlife
his view, no grounds for presuming these to be
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services seem as a rule to suffer severely when ket and effect some changes in their ex-
govermnent budgets are cut, change rate policies.

Naturally, developing countries,must live
within their means internationally in the long Clearly if this is the case, the structural
term. Therefore, where they are living beyond adjustment policies being praised by Sebastian
their means, they need to adopt appropriate and Alicbusan (1989), and others are in reality
adjustment policies. But the adjustment poli- not being put into effect.
cies suggested by the International Monetaiy
Fund and the World Bankl do not specifically International Capital Flows,
address conservation goals, so their impact on Multinational Enterprises,
conservation is liely to be mia In some
ciramstances, these policies could hasten the
disappearance of natural areas and endan- I c f a
gered species. We cannot rely on generalized .enabing capital e nowbe apurchase

.. . . . ~~~~~~~enabling capital equipment to be purchased
policies that lack a definite conservation an. from abroad, help to transfer technology and
Policies must be targeted specuically to the provide a means for economic growth. Such
conservational ais which are sought and 'mcoservatincals hims whichrequare sidouga ince flows may result, for example, from direct
certain cases this will require aid or income private investment (for instance, by multina-
transfeis to developing countnes from devel- o c t p a

-- . - . - ~~~~~~~~~~tional companies) through private and public
oped nations for thls specific purpose (cf. loans, through government aid, private aid,
Harris 1991). Intemational lending agencies

- - ~~~~~~~~~~~~~anld trangeTs (remittances). But such transers
such as the World Bank have started to recog- .not necessarily have frendly
nize this. Some funds (for example, Global effectsa

, -- -, ~~~~~effects-Environmental Facility) are now becoming
.~~~~~~~Itemnational capital filovws may enable

available on concessionary terms for projects
. . . ~~~~~~mcomes m recipient countries to rise and may

that have positive conservation benefits and promote urbanization. In the long term, but
that may provide favorable global spilovers

(Anonymous 1991). ~~~~not necessarnly m the short term, this may be
(Ano-wmous 1991). favorable to conservation. In the longer term,

Bauer (1989) has suggested that adjustmentBae-18)hss~se htajsmn population growth, for example, may be re-
policies promoted by bodies such as the Inter- population with ayhgerer

- ~~~~~~~~~~~duced, and a population with a higher pernational Monetary Find and the Wotld Bank capita income may be- more favorable to con-
in providing more aid to debtor countries that
agree not to repudiate their debts or to do so Commision on Eronment and Develo
immediately are rarely monitored or enforced. ment ion. au tavithout a riseinpe

Hr, says the following: ~ment 1987) argued that without a rise in per
capita incomes in developing countries, there
is little chance of conservation occurring in

Most [governmentj debtors, especially developing countries on a significant scale.
major debtors, rarely change their policies Perhaps a typical relationship eists be-

- ~~signfcantly under these arneet significantly under thesearrangements. ween the pursuit of conservation objectives
Policies such as the maintenance of a large a t s o

- - ~~~~~~~~~~~and the stage of economic 'development." At
state sector, extensive control over eco- low levels of per capita income and in the early
theo11cc accordvwith statheiport iontee s and mstages of economic development, environmen-

the h. accord wihhetal conservation is not a high priorty. Only
even be necesary for their political survla 
Thev be aneces for their onlyiticalntinue after substantial economic development has

They will abndnheolibeen achieved does environmental conserva-
pursuit would result in economic break-

, .. ........ - ~tion become a major goaL This seems to be
down threatening their own position. If they

r -. . . J because-the demand for environmental goods
are rescued they wll persist in their poliifes is income-elastic and also education-elastic.
though they may pay lip service to the mar-

This suggests that in the absence of substan,tial
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and effective foreign aid, pressure on the alternative investment possibilities, most
environments of developing countries is likely governments in developing countries are
to intensify as they attempt to achieve eco- reluctant to impose environmental controls.
nomic gowth. Many are still well below the Greater coordination of enviromnental poli-
stage of development where emnironmental cies between nations is needed to avoid com-
conservation is a high priority. The only type of petition between them at cost to the environ-
conservation that they are likely to favor at ment.
present is that of adding demonstrably to Loans can be an alternative or a supplement
production or income or in- certain cases de- to direct foreign ivestment in a country.
fensive conservation, that is, conservation Loans may be made by private lenders, in
demonstrably necessary to prevent a substan- which case they are purely commercial loans,
tial fall in their production or level of income. or they may be made by foreign governments

On the whole, international capital flows orby international bodies, such as the Interna-
seem to assist the economic growth of develop- tional Monetary Fund or the World Bank. In
ing countries, although some economists have the latter case, the terms of the loans may not
argued that they can be a source of "de-devel- be entirely commercial Nevertheless, borrow-
opment," that is, a source which keeps devel- ersneedto be reasonably sure that the benefits
oping countries in a dependent international expected from a loan exceed its costs and that
relationship and economically backward. In they have the capacity to repay the loan with-
the initial stages of economic development, out undue economic difficulty on the basis of
these flows are, in any case, likely to add to the agreed terms.
pressures on natural resources, especaly if The capacity of a government to repay a
investnent by multinational companies is foreign loan for a particular project does not
inrolved. depend solely on retun and cash flows from

Multinational enterpises, particularlywhen that particular project, but also on the govern-
they are part of a large public company, may ments overall forei commitments. For
not be sensitive to local environmental condi- example, the financial capacity of governments
dions and issues. Directors and shareholders of of some developing countries to repay other
the overseas parent company of a multina- foreign loans was reduced because of their
tional, being far away from the scene of opera- large foreign debt incurred for purchases of
tions of its subsidiary in a developing country, armaments (Bauer 1989). Armament pur-
for example, may have little knowledge of the chases resulted in a drain on foreign reserves
environmental effects of its operation and may and, although there is some debate about this
escape local criticism and social pressure that issue, were largely unproductive, did little to
might be eperienced by a local entrepreneur. relieve poverty, and possibly had adverse
Competition both m the market for capital and consequences, both directly and indirecty, on
commodities may also male a company insen- conservatioa The World Bank is considering
sitive to its environmental effects. Commercial refusing loans to govermnents of developing
enterprises aim to maximize their profits. As a countnes with large defense expenditures in
rule they wil only pay attention to environ- relation to their gross domestic product
mental effects that directly affect the profits of Soft loans may be made by lenders when
their firms (Iisdell 1990). Therefore, environ- they expect a beneficial, indirect spillover from
mental effects external to a firm will not be the loan The World Bank, for example, is to
taken into accountby it unless the government consider loans to countries at concesmonary
adopts appropriate environmental policies, rates of interest for projects that have global
such as taxing the firm on its unfavorable environmental benefits. These may, for exam-
environmental spillovers. But because many ple, be projects that assist in maintaiing
developing countries are eager to attract biodiversity of worldwide value or projects that
foreign investment and because investors have help to reduce global pollution. Nevertheless,
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the World Bank wfll stfill require the benefits about all sources of knowledge seems ap-
received by the borrowing country from the propiate.
project and the loan to equal or exceed the
concessionary rate of interest charged. National Debt

In foreign aid, environmental and and Debt-for-Nature Swaps
sustainabity factors are being increasingly
taken into account by donors, especially in In recent years the-foreign debt of many
bilateral aid. For instance, the Austlaian developingcountrieshasbeen largerthan they
International Development Assistance Bureau have been able or willing to service. Despite
has indicated that in giving aid it will, in the this, foreign debt can provide a net economic
future, place greater "emphasis on the redu- obenefit to a borrowing country. This will be so
lion of population growth, alleviation of po if the economic yields from the foreign loan
erly, the use of renewable resources, the sus1 exceed its cost The loan may, for exunple,
tamnable management of natural resources, enable capital equipment and technology
energy efficiency and pollution control" unavailable at home to be imported from
(AIDAB I990). abroad. As a result, it can help to speed up

While this new emphasis seems desirable, it economic growth. After 1979, for example,
is not without some difficulties. For example: China began to rely increasingly on foreign

Some developmg muntaes cop that loans to provide foreign imports to help it
@Some developing countres complain that modernize.
the effective amount of aid (or loans) made In the short run such economic growth may
available to them is reduced because of be unfavorable to the natural environment
environmental conditions and costs im- b it -eIatenatual resource utiliza
posed upon them. Some complain that their tion and increases pollution, for instance,
available funds go less far, and that their throughindustaliation and urbaniation. In
benefits as a proportion of global benefits the longer run, if such growth raises per capita
are reduced. This is a complex matter and incomes and reduces population growt i
wil be discussed laterwhen global spillovers could be favorable to the environment and to
are considered. conservation. With rsing mcomes, the demand

There can be problems in measuring and for improved environmental quality rises, and
valuing environmental spillovers. To some the real cost of supplying it is likely to decline.
extent, valuation methods are culture-spe- Nevertheless, the question remains unan-
cific. Western value systems are not unier- swered of whether environmentally the globe
sally accepted. There may also be a clash can sustain the existing world populadon at the
between what is locally predicted to be the standard of living of the more developed
environmental consequences of a project countries. For example, the industrialition of
and foreign predictions of these conse- China and India can be expected to add sub-
quences. The "truth" may reside with nei- standally to carbon dioxide emissions and may
therparty, and apyiori it may be impossible accelerate greenhouse effects (Myers and
to decide which party is likely to be closer to others 1990).
the tuth. Even though some conservation- The optimistic view is that developing
ists have argued that empowerment of local countries can follow a path of development
groups will result in improved environmen- smlr to that of present developed countries,
tal decisions, this result does not always and that in the longer term this wi be benefi-
follow (flsdell 1991a). Neither local experi- cial to the environment. The pessimistic view
ence nor foreign expertise ensures the cor- is that this policy is environmentally ipossible
rect environmental answer, even ff such an or unsu e (cE rTsdell 1991c). Therefore,
answer exists. Therefore, despite itspsycb- from a global perspectve, developing countries
logical incovenience, some agnosticism should be less ambitious in their economic

logical
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growth objectives, and developed countries say the following;
should to some extent reduce their pressures
on natural resources to provide greater envi- We advocate a line of action which requires
ronmental scope for economic growth by that economic growth and environmental
developing countries. In addition, it is argued protection go hand in hand. There are two
that environmentally defensive policies should aspects to the relationship between eco-
be supported, for example, maintenance of nomic growth and environmental protec-
biodiversity, family planning initiatives, refor- tion: While they are mutually contradictory,
estation, research into increased energy-use they are also mutually complementary.
efficiency, and alternatives to carbon fuels. Economic growth does bring along environ-
According to this view, the previous economic mental problems, but it can also strengthen
growthpath pursued by developed countries is man's hand in tackling these very problems
not avaiable to the bulk of remaining develop- whose successfil solution will, in tum,
ing countries for environmental reasons. Late create more favorable conditions for eco-
starters are subject to negative externalities nomic growth. This fact has been fully
fim early starters, and that raises the question borne out by the experiences a number of
of whether late starters should be compen- developed countries have gained in improv-
sated by t!ie early starters. ing the environment

The Brundtland Report (World Commis-
sion on Environment and Development 1987) China's environmental protection policies
on the issue of the extent to which economic are still evolving. In relation to wild animal
growth in developing countries is compatible and plants, Liu Guoguong and others (1987)
with environmental sustaiability seems equiv- states that China abounds in wild animals and
ocat however, it caims that economic growth plants, with over 400 species of mammals,
in developing countries is a precondition for 1,100 species of birds, and nearly 30,000 spe-
successfully dealing with environmental con- cies of higher plants, many of them rare But it
cerns. Basically, its remedy is more economic is necessary for China to enact and enforce
growth in developing countries but with an laws and regulations to give rare ammals really
increase globaly in environmentally defensive effective protection.
expenditure. As interpreted by the World In the future, greater attention will be given
Institute for Development Economics Re- to the economic benefits of better manage-
search of the United Nations University, ment of the environment in China. For exam-
Helsinki, this seems to require greater eco- ple, with the extension of the market sjstem.in
nomic growth both in developed and develop- China, polluters may more frequently be
ing countries, with defensive environmental required to pay for the environmental cost of
expenditure being largely financed by the their pollution (Hong and others 1991; Mao
"peace dividend," the reduction in global 1991). In addition, with China's opening up to
defense cxpenditure made possible by new the outside world, scope exists for China to
international relationships between the repub- attract more "ecotouristsW who are interested
lics of the former Soviet Union, Eastern Eu- inits rare aninals and plants, and to earn extra
rope, and the rest of the world (Jayawardena income from its conservation of its natural
1990). areas. Such possibilities, however, must be

The Brundtland position accords broadly followed up eftctive&.
with that of the People's Republic of China, Returning specifically to the foreign debt
which may be typical of the position of many issue, the foreign debt may ivolve (a) private
developing countries. For example, leading lending to private borrowers in the borrowing
members of the Institute of Economics, Chi- country, (b) private lending to the government
nese Academy df Social Sciences,- Uu in the borrowing country, and (c) nonprivate
Guoguang, bang Wensen and others (1987) lending to the government m the bormwing
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country. While in the first case only private in The WaMl Stret Journal (January 20, 1988)
risks are involved, failure to repay loans can entitled "What Do Monkeys in Bolivia Have to
influence perceptions of foreigners about the Do with the Debt Crisis?" gave some details
general credit-worthiness of a country and about a debt-for-nature swap involving the

-make it more difficult for the country to bor- Bolivian government, a Swiss bank, and Con-
row. Increased foreign debt held by govern- servation Intemational, a Washington-based
ments can have widespread adverse effects on nonprofit group. This conservation group
their communities. If, for example, a govern- purchased $650,000 of Bolivia's foreign debt
ment has difficulty in repaying a loan because from a Swiss bank for $100,000. It then
of a shortage of foreign exchange, it may ration swapped the $650,000 debt with the Bolivian
other users of the nation's foreign exchange or govermnent for an extension of 4 million acres
allow natural assets to be exploited at a faster to the El Porvenir conservation reserve, and
rate than desirable in order to sell such prod- the Bolivian government agreed to provide
ucts abroad and obtain much-needed foreign $250,000 in local currency for administration
exchange. For example, as mentioned earlier, of the reserve and to retain Conservation
after the coup d'6tat in Fiji in 1987, foreign International as an adviser. Apart from Bo-
exchange became short, and exports of clam livia, Costa Rica, Madagascar, and Mexico
meat from the already depleted natural stocks have been involved in debt-for-nature swaps
were allowed for a time to generate foreign (FYmacal! 7mes, March 21, 1991, p. 6). But so
exchange. far on a global scale, their impact on nature

Especially when foreign loans are obtained conservation has been very small.
for military purposes, those in power may be W Fhile debt-for-nature swaps provide -a
prepared to run down the capital and natural meanis for greater conservation, they are likely
assets of a country for their own short-term to impose some costs on the borrowing coun-
goals, particularly if actual war is occurring or try, especally if the benefits received from the
imminent or if the army is important domesti- conservation go mainly to foreigners. Land
ilay in maintaining the ruling group in power. used for conservation is likely to have some

Thus the effect of a foreign debt on resource opportunity costs locally, although both local
conservation in a country depends upon sev- and foreignL interests could gain from such
eral factors which must be considered simulta- conservation projects. But mutual benefit is
neously. not always the case. Secondly, the areas or

Bauer (1989) has argued that the foreignt species targeted for conservation under
debt crisis is a misnomer and that, in effect, it debt-for-nature swaps are unlikely to be.
is politically contrived and that servicing it determined systematically but are more likely
would not have affected living standards sub- to be determined piecemeal, as a result of
stantially. He rejects as fantasies any views that social and political processes. Swaps will de-
debt service is a major cadse of misery in the pend upon the eistence, particular focus, and
developing world. He suggests that "the crisis" relative drive of conservation groups.
has been used selectively to enhanze the power
of Westem governments, the Intemational Macroeconomic Policies:
Monetary Fund, and the World Bank. Inflation, FullEmployment,
trenchant comments should be noted, but have -an E miGowth

. . ;, ~~~~~and Economic Growth
yet to be empiricaUy tested.

The fact is that several governments in F s
developing countries, especially in Africa and hav dominte ecooi picies. Them
South America, have been unable or unwilinge in economic hae bee pcv
to meet foreign debt commitments in recent ones of conollin hinfatin,oaceng

years-~ Thi ha prvie opotnte fo as ones of controfling inflation, of achieving
years.Thishaps. provide oxamplounitidesfor full employment of labor (or of at least avoid-
debt-for-nature swaps. For example, an artice i u high levels of unemploy-
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ment), attaining a high rate of economic to be solved. Most likely, all these goals cannot
growth, and maintaining a satisfactory balance be simultaneously satisfied. Still too many
of payments or a satisfactory external account people want to have their income-employment
situation. aspirations met and hope to satisfy, as if by a

Policies have been directed towards (a) miracle, all their conservation-environmental
increasing effective aggregate demand without goals without any tradeoff. More attention
fostering an unaccetably high rate of inflation must be given to this fundamental issue.
and (b) expanding aggregate supplies of goods Should, for example, there be more job-shar-
and services so as to dampen inflation, achieve ing in developed countries to reduce unem-
greater economic growth, and increase inter- ployment and not raise production? Should
national competitiveness. The main interest of service industries that make few demands on
macroeconomists in microeconomic reform natural resources be encouraged? Should
has been as a vehicle to expand aggregate individuals give more attention to the "profit-
supplies and to increase international competi- able" use of their leisure time, and should
tiveness, thereby increasing exports. educational systems compared to current

Prevailing macroeconomic policies and practice provide more training for leisure
paradigms conflict to a considerable extent relative to that for work? Should our societies
with those proposed by conservationists such be less work oriented?
as Daly (1980), favoring steady state econo-
mies. In reality, the latter have little political Global Environmental Spillovers and
support Few individuals are prepared to the Economic System
follow Daly's prescription of limiting or reduc-
ing their level of consumption. Most still want The world has become a global village from an
to increase it. This means that in modem environmental point of view. Economic activi-
economies and in the modem sectors of devel- ties in a single country often have direct envi-
oping countries, wages tend to be inflexible ronmental impacts or consequences for other
downwards and to creep upwards over time. In countries (Tisdell 1990, 1991b). Consider, for
turn, this creates difficulties for maintaining example, add rain, nuclear pollution, green-
employment levels unless economic growth is house gases loss of biodiversity and loss of
always forthcomnmg to provide sufficient de- eence, option and bequest value as a result
mand for labor. The ssnar of moder ecn- of the loss of natural environments and species
omies gives rise to a fundamental employment of worldwide Significance. Such environmental
problem, a problem which requires continuing spillovers have had an impact on foreign aid
economic growth to avoid increasing unem- policies.
ployment Donors are giving more attention to the

Many developing countries are developing environmental consequences of the projects
the same economic structure as developed that they support by aid and soft loans. While
economies. Indeed, in most developing coun- this is desirable, leaders in some developing
tries a dual economy exists, and thus this coumrLries have expressed concen.IThey point
problem is already present in their urban or out that the net benefits to an aid recipient
modernized areas. Western economists are may be reduced by such considerations when a
encouraging the further development of this fixed aid allocation is available. An increased
system, encouraging the remainig subsistence amount of aid is said to be necessary to com-
sectors and socialist countries to join the penste for the "eta costs" imposed on
cash-market economy. developing countries or aid recipients of hay-

How to maintain full or near full empioy- ing to take environmental factors into account,
ment and satis income aspirations without for example, land which now must be kept
creating environmental problems and ecologi- undeveloped, or extra environmental protec-
cal disaster still remains the major policy issue tion controls on factories. This assumes that
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the aid recipient loses when allowance is made detrimental to the conservation of natural
for the envirorunmental effects in allocating living resources, even though in the medium
funds for economic projects. While this is term such changes may result in an improve-
possible, it is by no means the only possible ment of environmental quality judged from a
outcome. human perspective. In the longer run, such

A range of possible global welfare conse- developments may be increasingly beneficial
quences as summarized in Table 3-1 exists for - environmental protection. Thus to recapit-
systems which take enviromnental factors into uiate, the early stages of economic develop-
account in distributing aid funds. The welfare ment may be unfavorable to the state of the
changes are evaluated in relation to aid poli- environment, whereas development in its later
cies that do not pay particular attention to stages may be favorable, to the enrvironmentL
environmental considerations. In Table 3-1, Unfortunately, a number of environmental
the second column lists the sign of the possible changes occurring during the earlier stages,
welfare change in the developing country given such as extinction of particular species, are
aid and the third column that in the rest of the irreversible at the later stages.
world as a result of environmentally sensitive But even if economic development eventu-
aid. The fourth column indicates the direction ally results in a more favorable attitude toward
of change in global welfare increases in this the environment, it does not follow that eco-
context, provided one country is made better nomic growth for all nations is environmentally
off without another being made worse ofE feasible. The global environment may not be

Leaders in some developing countries are able to support the level of economic produc-
concerned that possibility 4 in Table 3-1 will tion that would be required to raise the per
prevaiL This involves a redistribution of wel- capita income of populations in developing
fare in favor of the rest of the developed world countries to the current level in developed
if environmentally sensitive aid programs are countrine (cE. Culbertson 1971, Tisdell 1991b).
followed. In this case, the net welfare benefits We still have to come to terms with this possi-
received by developing countries from aid will bility.
decline unless greater aid is supplied. How- But the early stages of economic growth and
ever, as can be seen, cases 1-3 are also possi- extension of the market system need to be as
bilities. In these cases, environmentally sensi- destructive of the environment as in the past
tive aid policies increase the welfare of recipi- We are now clearer about of the types of
ents of aicl We cannot a pnon rule out any of adverse environmental consequences that may
the sets of possibilities in Table 3-1, even occur and the circumstances in which state
possibility 6. Possibility 6 may, for example, intervention in the development process and
arise if the envirommental consequences of the market ystem is justified. Incidentally,-in
projects are inaccurately or falsely predicted. this regard we should not discount the possibil-

Of course, Table 3-1 glosses over many ity that state intervention to achieve environ-
problems of evaluation. Nevertheless, it does mental goals is likely to be easier or more
highlight some of the international distribution effective in a market system than in a relatively
issues raised by environmentally sensitive aid centralized socialist system.
policies. This all suggests that we need economic

policies specifically targeted at conservation of
Conclusions living natural resources. In particular, we

cannot rely solely on broad-brush macroeco-
Relationships between the global economic nomic or even microeconomic policies such as

system, conservation, and the provision and those recently supported by the Tnternational
safeguarding of protected areas are complex Monetary Fund and the World Bank Further-
In its early stages, economic growth and the more, we are still far from resolving the basic
extension of the market system seem to be conflict between objectives of traditional
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macroeconomic policy and those objectives One implication of the above discussion is
espoused by conservationists favoring steady- that the further economic.development pro-
state economies or reduced rates of economic ceeds, and the more widespread the market
growth. Greater employment and rising in- system becomes, and the more dominant the
comes remain high on political agendas, and presence of biosphere people, the greater is
those in employment do not seem to be ready the need for governments to maintain and
to share their jobs and their incomes with the protect naturai areas, thereby helping to main-
unemployed, or to accept lower incomes for tain biodiversity officially.-When there is little
conservation ends. This may be so for several economic development and growth, natural
reasons: (a) individuals may not believe that areas are likely to remain intact without offi-
rising incomes have adverse environmental cial protection. Natural areas become particu-
consequences; (b) they may take the view that larly vulnerable once economic growth and
only humanity should count and although development get under way. Natural resources
other species may suffer, rising incomes on provide a capital stock which can be drawn on
balance have positive consequences for hu- to finance development, but at the expense of
manity; (c) although it may be accepted that biodiversity. They also provide a cushion
rising incomes will have adverse consequences against economic misfortune, such as an exter-
for humanity as a whole, individual selfishness nal macroeconomic shock, for example, a
may lead individuals to follow the income- sudden and unpredicted deterioration in the
raising path. Thus, in this case, rational pursuit balance of payments, but at the expense of
of individual self-interest conflicts with collec- biodiversity. In such cases, natural capital may
tive self-interest The problem of a prisoner's be sacrificed to prevent a sudden decline in
dilemma exists. income or rise in unemployment; for example,

Finally, observe that there is considerable timber may be cut from 'protected' areas for
discussion in the literature about improvement export. In the early and intermediate stages of
and deterioration in the conservation of natu- economic growth, natural resources are very
ral resources without much attention to the vulnerable to exploitation and difficult for
concept itself HIow do we decide whether governments to protect politically. At this
conservation has increased if conservation of time, foreign aid and support for nature con-
some resources, such as soil, improves but that servation is of crucial importance for provision
of other resources declines. For example, if and maintenance of national parks and pro-
mcreased agricultural prices lead to greater tected areas. As economies develop further
conservation of soils used for agriculture but and reach a mature stage, political support for
result in extension of agriculture at the ex- protection of natural areas increases, but by
pense of survival of species or preservation of this time much biodiversity is usually lost.
natural areas, does this constitute greater Furthermore, availability of natural areas by
conservation? So far, biological diversity itself then is almost entirely dependent on govern-
has not been a focus in the structural adjust- ment funding and supply, which depend on
ment debate. This matter is not effectively political factors. Then the security of such
addressed in Sebastian and Alicbusan's (1989) areas and their extension becomes extremely
review of the World Bank's adjustnent lending depenLdent on the maintenance of effective
operations nor in a similar review of the Asian conservation lobbies.
Development Bank by Hansen (1990b).
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Table 3-1. Distribution ofPossible Net Gains and Losses fom Environmentally SensitiveAid
Policies: Global Wefare Consequences

Net benefit to aid recipi- Net benefit Global welfare
Possibility ent (demeloping countly) to rest of world change

1 + + +

2 + 0 +

3 +

4 +

5 0

6

7 0 +

8 0 0 0

9 0
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Conservation in the Big Picture:
Development Approaches

for the Next Decade

Kirk P. Rodgers and Richard E. Saunier

OUR ASSIGNED OBJECllVE is to look at some of the
emerging responses to the challenges that wildland
conservation will face in the next. decade. To do that we
will need briefly to review what some of these challenges
are. We will do so, however, from a viewpoint that clearly
is not mainstream conservation.
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This viewpoint can be perceived in a group of dissolution of the Eastern bloc, the end of the
three paintings by Thomas Moran which hang cold war and the dying out of the rhetoric and
in the National Museum of American Art in cost of the surrogate wars it spawned. One also
Washington, D.C finds a seemingly endless account of financial

The fist of the paintings, finished in 1872, scandals of worldwide scope: the AIDS epi-
is of the "Grand Canyon of the Yellowstone." demic; problems originating with the produc-
Some people, of course, recognize that it was tion, distution, and use of illegal drugs; and
this paining that helped convince a skeptical the plight of the world's poor on the one hand
U.S. Congress to establish Yellowstone Na- and the state of the global environent on the
tional Park. The second is the "Grand Canyon other. The search for ways to finance solutions
of the Colorado," painted from the north rim to problems and to assuage the more difficuit
of that wondrous area, and the third is a re- consequences of these events, of course, is high
statement of the first, showing 20 yeaxs of on everyone's agenda.
Moran's evolution as an artisL All three paint- The search for solutions to these problems
ings are immense, measuring on the order of 7 is especially important in the developingworld,
by 12 feet and all are worthy of the position where the finances rquired to solve its prob-
they hold in the gallery. However, despite the lems have steadily diminished relative to the
success of the paintings in capturing the gran- needs. As a result, managment and control of
deur of these scenic places, in reproducing development acivities have become more
their colors at but one moment in time, and in centralized, and while concerns at the local
suggesting the immensity of the real thing, level are freqently heard, they are not so
Moran himself correctly declared ftat these often heeded. And although a few of the
places 'were beyond the reach of hnman art?7 individual development sectors have gained in

One can repeatedly and comfortably visit strength, ioegatwn is a word once again heard
and explore these paintings for hours. But, at in the halls of academia and in the offices of
some time during the visit, one becomes aware development assistance istfttions.
that the paintings also contain people. Perhaps Theword on is mentioned for many
the artist put them there to provide a sense of reasons-economics being one of these. More
scale or, possibly, he put them there conscious importantly, the concept is being discused
that the scenes would have been less than because it is the appropriate response to the
whole had the human element been left out complexity and change that define the big
Our purpose for mentioning this here is to picture of today. This complexity is reflected in
make the point that, as much as we sometimes the barrage of numbers so often put on display
wish it were not so, humans, without excep- by many of our colleagues. These numbers
tion, are a part of the big picture and that no frequently are of dubious origin and suspect
matter how earnestly many of us may respect methods, and they are meant to convince us of
an ethic which teaches conservation of nature a particular point of view as much as they are
for its own right, our efforts at conservation meant to keep us informed. Estimates of
always have to do with people: their likes and annual deforestation rates in Amazonia, for
dislikes, their needs and desires, their artifacts example, vary from 2.3 million hectares per
and presence, and their activities and institu- years as reported by the Brazilian Space
tions. Agency (National Space Research Institute of

Brazil 1989) to 8 million hectares per year as
The Big Picture reported by nongovernmental organizations of

the north (World Resources Institute 1990).
A reading of recent headlines easily lays a Along with the forests themselves, species also

groundwork for describing the big picture. disappear, but the estimates of how many
What one finds there are hundreds of column disappear also depend on who is making the
inches dedicated to reports and analyses of the estimate and why. For example, rates of from
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100 (Kaufmann and Malloy 1986) to 100,000 ideology. Declining social and economic wel-
(Mann 1991) to 150,000 a year (Goodland fare, global financial chaos, recession, a new
1991) can be found in recent literature. world order, and the greatly expanded number

Such figures shock us-as indeed they were of people who now wish to speak for them-
meant to do. But for many, even more shock- selves are also involved.
ing numbers appear in the Human Develop- Hoped-for funds for conservation from a
ment Report of the United Nations Develop- "peace dividend" have not appeared. Indeed,
ment Proramme (1991). Tble 4-1, for exam- the requirement for additional funding to solve
ple, is adapted from this source. It suggests the problems related to ending the cold war
that there is much more to the big picture than itself has resulted in a general scarcity of fimds
what we conservationists would like to see. In elsewhere, and the avaaibility of certain kinds
addition to people, their problems and activi- of financing for conservation may even de-
ties,weseethatthebigpicture isfraughtwith crease in the short and medium terms The
complexity and rapid change. elimination of the equipment and inffastruc-

Given a world in which we lament the so- ture of war, the repatriation of armed forces,
calledhomogenitionof humanity, these data care for the refugees of conflict, and valid
indicate some starting differences: 77 percent responses to the aspirations of newly indepen-
of the world's people earn 15 percent of its dent peoples are all expensive items
income, and the average gross national prod- The activities of wildland conservation also
uct for the industrial countries is $12510, reflect the increased complexty and faster
while for those counties still developing, it is pace. Indeed, they have grown to the degree
S710. One fifth of the population still goes that the field now appears hyperactive. Here,
hungry every day, and more than 1 billion as elsewhere, the earlier endeavors were un-
adults are illiterate-including half the rural complicated and, possibly, even naive. Being
women over 15 years of age. Basic health care able to establish a national park or other
is still lacking for some 1.5 billion people; over conservation area with little more than the
15 billion do not have safe water, and over 2 addition of a line to a map followed by the
bilLion lack adequate mnitation. Fifteen mil- stroke of a polician's pen is now unthinkable.
lion new cases of HIV infection will be re- We have been forced to realize that there are
ported in the 1990s-the majority in people people on those landscapes whose demands
between 15 and 49 years of age- Natural haz- and activities have made complexity a part of
ardous events, such as cyclones, earthquakes, the big picture. Working with, and within, that
and floods, have caused three million deaths complexity will require much of our attention
over the last two decades and violent disloca- from now on regardless of our objectives.
tion for at least 1 billion people.

These are frightening numbers. What is Emerging responses
even more frightening, however, is that the Several responses to the problems men-
technical know-how and conceptual under- tioned above are now evolvig. Each has
standing required to solve virtually all such feates that are use as wel as quEcstion-
problems exists but they go largely unused. able. Only time will rove their adequac and
Most of the 24 million children and young
adults who die each year die from preventable which, if any, will carry the day. They include
causes. Why the technical kmowledge and thefollowigtopics.
conceptual understanding go unused is both a
part and a consequence of a complex set of
problems that includes competition from Conservation over the next few years will
nonconservation interests such as markets, require an estimated $50 billion per year
geopolitics, protectionism, competition, and (World Resources Institute 1989). Although
historical conflicts of increasing variety and funds have not generally accrued from a peace
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dividend, they have become available because ted for wildland conservation competes with
of the previous misfortune and indebtedness of other important global issues, including global
the developing countries. Through mecha- warming, ozone depletion, and protection of
nisms such as "debt-for-nature swaps' and, international waters. Despite a formal organi-
regionally, through the "Enterprise for the zation, sta, mandate, and the fact that taets
Americas initiative, some of the indebtedness need to be met, progress has been slow, and,
of the developing world is now being used for so far, none of the disbursements has been to
conservation purposes. Funding from this conserve the so-called biodiversity hot spots of
source-now on the order of $100 mllion-is the developing worlid.
significant compared with previous amounts The biodiversity convention being proposed
for wildland conservation, but it is relatively appears to be another vchide of promise. As it
insignficant compared with the $13 trilion is being negotiated, it calls for a Multilateral
capacity of the initiative (World Resources Tliust Fund of $500 million as a beginning
Institute 1989). (Tolba 1991a). But it too is having problems,

The potential for making additional debt- and we must wait for the results of the United
for-nature swaps does est Brazil, for exam- Nations Conference on Envirom ent and
ple, has recently agreed to make such a swap Development before we can see just what
for the first time, and will allow up to $100 financing arrangements are negotiated for
mfllion in outstanding loans to be exchanged wildlands conservation.
to sponsor "environmentaIl activities. Here, What one hears on the frnges of interna-
international nongovernmental orgnizations tional debate on the financing of environmen-
wil buy the ouManding debt at a reduced rate tal projects, however, casts a shadow over the
and sell it back to the Government, where possibilities. Here, the demands that such
about 75 percent of the original market value funding be -new and additional" appear more
of the debt will be invested in environmental and more difficult for those whose view covers
programs. the also urgent needs of the newly indepen-

However, despite the success of the debt- dent countries of Europe andAsia. The nego-
for-nature formula, there are indications that tiations at the United Nations Conference on
fascination with the process as currently struc- Enviromnent and Development on the issues
tured is waning. For example, a spring 1991 of financing will be some of the more impor-
meeting of the Intemational Facilitation tant to take place at a confe.rence full of im-
Committee attended by a number of Latin portant issues.
American nongovernmental organizations
requested that no further backing be provided Economc valuation of environmental services
for debt-for-nature swaps until governments

This response Ls an extension of bene&L-tcostand nongovernmental organzations can work calculations that have been a part of economic
out terms for these agreements. Some south- aalysis fran yars The dfeeceois

ern ongoermnntalargaizatons eel hat, analysis for many years. The difference is theem nongovernmentl organizations feel t, extension of such calculations to the many
as currently designed, the swaps place them on

unqa fotn coprdwt.h ot services provided by ecosystem structure andunequal footing compared with the North f~ Wa snwi o h dutet
when negotiating the terms of the loan repay- funbeion. What is new is not the athustments
ments (Anonymous 1991). being made in economic analysis. Rather, it is

Ina some cases funding may become accesi- the pioneering work of a number of ecologists
ble through the use of theC;lobalEnvirounment who elucidated ecosystem functioning and
ble tou the use of theGobl Inir en then showed the value of this functioning inFacilty of the World Bank and the UIJted ghmndads(oelkad
Nations Environment Programme. The Global
Environment F-acility is a pilot effort that looks others 1973; Lugo and Brinsom 1979). At the
toward disbursement of nearly $1.5 billion global level, the concept was championed by

before 1994. Butevenhere,theamountallot- the World Conservation Organization in 1980
before 1994. But even herc, the amount allot--
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(International Union for the Conservation of dies to compefting land uses, are looked into in
Nature and Natural Resources [IUCNJ and order to find imbalances and identify the
others 1980). offenders (World Resources Institute 1988).

Instead, what is new, innovative, and of And there are many offenders around, the
great significance to conservation resides not number being equal to the number of sugges-
only in the long-awaited adjustments being tions offered to solve anything seen by some-
made in economic valuation but also in the one as a problem. From the point of view of
fundamental difference in the way we view many, but not all, conservationists, these
natural resources. The classical view of natural involve the elimination of all subsidies of any
resources-consisting of forests and other kind on the use of natural resources. Better
vegetation, water, atmosphere, soils, wildlife, would be the rehabilitation of existing infra-
metallic and nonmetallic materials, petroleum, structure rather than the proposition of new
fish, and perhaps scenery-has now been projects; reduction of fertier and pesticide
supersededc Replacing these dozen or so use, and subsidies and reallocation of develop-
natural resources is a perception of the thou- ment efforts toward susainable small faimer
sands of goods and services made available to technologies; the reformation of forest reve-
us by the natural structure and fumction of nue ysems to discourage short-run profiteer-
ecosystems. ing; and reduction of excessive protection to

The list of real and potential services is forest-based industries and investnent of
growing, and economists are malkng helpful greater resources in forest management
efforts to valuate specific examples of these. Although few people would contradict such
The advantages are, of course, that the list of ideas, there are several things here that must
potential externalities is decreasing and, since be remembere Sectoral policies are always
we can now be much more specific in what we generated first to protect or enhance individ-
want to conserve, the justification for conser- ual sectors and their interests-even if those
vation becomes much more valid. There are interests are conservationist As a conse-
also disadvantages, however, and these relate quence, sectoral policies wil generally be at
to the concem that conservationists have the expense of other sectors in terms of budget
always had in their dealings with economists: and additional forms of support. Competition
there are some things that can only be valued, for space, professional slots, and agenda time,
not valuated (Tblba 1991b). as well as for budget, can be very stiff in times

of austerity.
Environmental accoundng and sectoralpolicy Sectoral activities always change the quality
rejbrmn and quantity of the environmental services

Pressure for sectoral policy reform has mentioned above that are available to other
sectors. There, is no doubt-that taxes, credits,come about as an extension of the interest im

economists in conservation. Sectoral policy incentives, and subsidies favor the target
reform involves studies, often based on the sectors and that these may do harm to the
valuation of services as mentioned above interests of others. To- the target group,

valuanon~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~~wetc it berce dasr farmersd or iIHadoner
which hold that tax, credit, and other economic whether It be daiy farmers orwidiand conser-

- - ~~~~~~~~vationists, howvever, the incentives in questionpolicies of government not only have resulted
in large economic and fiscal losses but that are neither poor, excessive, nor inappropriate..

in large Given the varying needs and wants of hu-they have resulted m the detenoration or loss i ra risg
of -natural resources as well (Organization of mansit wisn surprie tat diffrenesi
American States 1991). Consequently, natural opinon will surface over taxes, subsidies,

resource upincentives, and disincentives. It is always the
resource use pohmces of govermnents, which..
include collection of resource rents, design and case that idvdual± approve of subsidies when

. - ~they al- , their own interests anld disagrereenforcement of revenue systems, protection t - t
for resource processing industries, and subsi- wit subsidies if they get little or nothing in
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return. Despite the absolute certainty with Sustainable development
which interests are defended in today's world,

T'he ofir" of the term susznabMe deedop-no one interest group can be seen to have a - no . .
- . . . .......... . ~~~~~~ment, If not ItS substance, is now hmaifar to all.

corer on the truth. Sectoral policy reform is a But despite the popularity of the term and its
viable measure that can help solve the prob- - f a l

lems~.. of wild..and cosrain It cant common use for at least 10 years, including it
howeves , soflditd conservaton. here as an "emerging response" remains diffi-

cult All too often we condemn "sustainable
development" for what it is not meant to do

Conservaf on as a development ath*Conservation as a development activity and praise it for what it cannot be. The most
In framing the concept of system services at telling statement on the subject is that of

a popular level, the World Conservation Orga- Buzzelli: "If we'd been paid 50 cents for every
nization made the very important linkbetween word that's been written on sustainable devel-
conservation and development Further elabo- opment today, we'd be wealthy. If we'd been
ration of this theme has been accomplished paid 50 cents for every action talken, we'd be
through a number of publications (World paupers" (Lesh and Lowrie 1990).
Commission on Environment and Develop- Perhaps the best exanple of where the
ment 1987; Jacobs and Munroe 1987). Based debate is now whirling is between the "pwt
on the concept of system services, the idea that and the "no-growWt interpretations given by
conservation of these services in general and opposing groups "within" the environmental
the natural services in particular is as valid a movement. The United Nations Centre on
development activity as is building infrastruc- Transational Corporation (1991) is represen-
tare and providing human-made services. It is tative of a group that adheres to a "growt"
also important to consider the human-made interpretation when it suggests that the frst
services provided by the relatively more corporate step to a sustainable development
human-dominated systems. Carrying capacity policy is to make a statement "emphasizing
and thresholds, as they concem system ser- sustainable growth, environmental protection,
vices, show that the classical breakdown be- resource use, worker safety and accident pre-
tween "human-made" and "naturale systems is vention.' An example of a "no-growth" inter-
somewhat artficial and that what we really pretation is the recent world conservation
have is a continuum of systems where structure strategy, Caringfor the Eath, which says that
and function go from relatively more natural although -sustnable developmene and
to the relatively more human-made and that al 'sustainable growth are often used inter-
systems have both. The result, as we all know, changeably, they are not the same, since the
is that conservation activities have a place in latter is a contradiction in terms (IUCN and
urbanized and industrial systems as well. An others 1991). A third, perhaps middle ground,
investigation into the services provided by statement comes from the previously men-
systems and their. use, improvement, and/or tioned Human Development Report 1991
conservation by humans will show that a coni- (United Nations Development Programme
servation activity is, indeed, a development 1991): "A realistic view is that growth in in-
activity. At their most basic, both activities are come and an expansion of economic opportu-
efforts to improve or maintain the quality of nities are necessary preconditions of human
life. Further, conservation, being a develop- development Without growth, the social
ment activity, also requires well-stated objec- agenda .. cannot be carried out Although
tives, an adequate budget, trained staff, and growth is not the end of development, the
sufficient political support absence of growth often is."

Despite the polemic, the term can be useful
if interpreted as the "capacity to continue over
the long term any activity that is satisfying the
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demands of a population? Here, "long term," The resolution of disputes involves several
"capacity to continue," and "demand satisfac- parts of an ongoing response. The first step in
tion" are necessarily defined by all the parties the response, as indicated above, is that we
affected by the activity and not just by those understand the existence of the different and
who propose, or who oppose, the activity. The continually changing needs of billions of peo-
discussion as to whether the term sustanble plc. Though in the past we may have believed
developnent implies growth appears at this that needs other than ours were seldom legiti-
point to be immaterial. mate, we no longer have that Iuxury. As we

The report i0f the World Commission on become aware of the big picture, such a posi-
Environment and Development (1987), for tion is less and less tenable. We of course do
example, correctly identifies two majorprereq- not have to accept all needs as our own needs;
uisites to making development sustainable: (a) we do, however, have to accept all needs as
that conservation is a necessaxy part of devel- legitimate until they are proved otherwise. If
opment, and (b) that development is required they are legitimate, we must, then, consider
if conservation is to be possible. their satisfaction,.as well as the satisfaction of

The commission's definition of the term our needs, when we make our interventions in
sustnable development leaves open the ques- shared systems. Even if not legitim ate, they
tions of which resources are to be considered must be considered "real" and included in our
and what the priority of the needs to be satis- deliberations.
fled will be. A valid interpretation of the com- Second is the concept of holism-of the
mission's definition, of course, is that resource interrelatedness of our world. It is a concept
conservation is of high priority and that this is that conservationists not only understand but
most often interpreted to mean that the con- one that they claim as their own. Conse-
servation of natural resources is important for quently, more and more nongovermental
sustainable development to be realized Devel- Organizations and consulting firms are becom-
opment, however, depends on the conservation ing involved in this aspect of conservation.
of many kinds of resources, and it is also im- Positive efforts at the resolution of disputes
portant for the future to provide children with must now be undertaken by conservationists
opportunities for education and adults with both as participants and as arbiters. If conser-
opportunities for useful and respected employ- vationists do not care to participate in such
ment. These goals also, therefore, are part and ventures, conservation will lose out.
parcel of any soLid response and support for
conservation. LaIndscapeplanning and managment

Integration, as a concept, has been around
Resohion of &rspw for a good while, occasionally appearing to

The emerging responses mentioned so far share the spotlight for a time but receiving
are interrelated. They are, after all, responses only lukewarm reviews when it does. A logical
to different perceptions of similar problems. response to integrated systems, where "every-
An emerging response that recognizes the thing is related to everything else," the concept
complexity within which we must work is that is usually tossed overboard on the grounds that
of dispute resolution, a response that unfortu- one cannot work with everything. Or, just as
nately generally occurs after considerable likely, the tenn becomes jargon-highlighting
damage has been done. Evervone wants to the phenomenon of a term becoming the
participate in decisions that affect their lives, property of everyone, including those who
and a large part of the big picture is that fewer know neither the meaning of the word nor the
people now want to accept "decisions dictated rationale behind the concept
by someone else" (Fisher and Ury 1981). Now, however, the concept is maldng a

comeback- Several reasons are involved. One
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is that, again through the work of ecologists, can also be an entire country. In all these
we more fully understand the nature of system cases, the goals and methods remain the same
interaction and, through the efforts of the formulation of development strategies over a
environmental movement, we understand that well-defined space, identification of priority
integration is the only proper response to the areas and activities, and identification of
fact that we live and work in integrated sys- project ideas that are compatible with one
tems. Unfortunately, those who criticize inte- another and with the socioeconomic and
gratedplanning remain. We submit, however, cultural characteristics of the region. The
that what many call "integrated planning" has concept of integration is of utmost importance,
little to do with 'integration," which by com- and its application provides for both early
mon definition means 'to unify" as well as "to identification of potential conflicts, as well as
join together." their satisfactory resolution or management.
. Within this context, landscape planning and This integrated, multisectoral overview
its emphasis on integration is mentioned more undertaken early in the development planning
and more frequently as a viable prooess for process is the trademark of integrated regional
improving the scope and suces of conserva- development planning The attempt is to
tion efforts. As proof of this fact, one need create and/or to organize projects into a "uni-
look no further than the agenda of this confer- fied" development strategy over a piece of
ence, where several plenary sessions, work- landscape. The objectives are to take what is
shops, and symposia are dedicated to the topic. given in terms of needs and resources and to
Elsewhere, it is receiving attention as a major formulate a development strategy and ideas
component of AGENDA 21 of the United for projects and programs that are compatible
Nations Conference on Environment and with one another, as well as with the needs of
Development, which calls for "development of the affected populations; that are suitable for
a more responsive and appropriate planning the reality of that place in terms of its history,
and management system" (United Nations culture, and economics; and that fit within the
Conference on Environment and Development limitations of available time, funding, and
Secretariat 1991). information.

Landscape management planning is similar Development and development planning
to what we cal intested mrgion development are continuing processes that are both the
plnning-perhaps the only relevant entry into objects and the instruments of change. Inte-
the "project cycle" at a time and in a way that grated regional development planning seeks to
does any good: previous to the identifcation of make this change positive and palatable by
projects- Rather an to establish sectoral using methods that are interdisciplinary, itera-
plans, full-blown projects, and environmental tive, and rapid enough so as not to lose the
impact assessments, it first helps to define a battle before it is joined- The attempt is to
development strategy, and then it identifies improve the quality of life for a target popula-
projects-before investments of time, energy, tion and to do it in such a way that the conflicts
funds, and political support are made. inherent in the overall process are reduced to

Although scale is important in landscape a minimum. As for any planning, the objective
planning, a region can be any piece of space of integrated regional development planning is
defined by those who wish to have the study not to make things perfect It is only to make
made and who have in mind the objectives them better.
they wish to achieve. Generally, these are
governments, because requests from other Conclusion
groups are usually sectoral or represent fairly
fixed ideas of what is wanted. Thus a region It would be difficult to conclude anythingi
can be an area within one country or an area other than that the big picture is yet another
formed by parts of neighboring countries. It need requiring attention, multiplying demands
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on resources, and involving more complexity ment of any of the resources such areas con-
than ever. As a result, no project, regardless of tain. I .- sponsors and organizer of the IVth
mandate, financing, or need, can long endure World Congress on National Parks and Pro-
if consensus is not ensured. Any strategy to tected Areas, in their selection of theme and in
solve the problems perceived by inuividual their eliboration of the program, have demon-
groups that do not consider this complexity are strated their understanding of the importance
destined to fail and thus become a part of the of this issue. The discussions to take place over
problem rather than a part of the solution. the next few days will be instructive to all of us.
This is as true for the successful conservation
of wildlands as it is for the successful develop-
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Table 4-I. Developing World and Industrial World Development Comparisons

Catego7y Developingworld Indusial world

GNP per capita ($) 710 12,510

Life expectancy (years) 62.8 74.5

Mortality rate per 1,000 for those under 5 years of 116 18
age

Maternal mortality rate per 1,000 290 24

Adult literacy rate (percentage of those over 15 60
years of age)

Scientists and technicians per 1,000 9 -5 139.3

Annual population growth rate 2.3 0.8

Annual urban population growth rate 4.0 1.4

Military expenditure as % of spending on health and 109.0 38.0
education

Population below poverty line(%) 32 2
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Socioeconomic and Ecological Prospects
for Multiple Use of Protected Areas in Afirica

Walter J. Lusigi

CONSERVAnON LITEFRATURE OVIR TH LAST DECADE
has seen increasing realization of man's responsibility in
ensuring survival of the world's protected areas. In
African terms, there have been an overwhelming number
of pilot projects that have the "people" label. While this
trend has been encouraging, the overall conservation
picture has not been very bright-as the wildlife re-
sources have continued to dwindle under mounting
human pressure. The problem does not seem to be
awareness of the necessity for protected areas -ay more
but rather whether they are feasible under the present
circumstances.

81
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In my address to this Conference 10 years ranch in Africa today that does not also sup-
ago in Bali, I raised several concerns that in my port wildlife. It is equally quite pointless,
view were a prerequisite to making any mean- except in unoccupied areas, to extol the eco-
ingful progress in ensuring survival of the logical virtues of wildlife and expect biomass
network of our protected areas in Africa. data to lead to decisions to eliminate livestock,
Today those concerns have not showed much or to have the pastoralist relinquish his land
improvement. We are poorer in Africa today rights. Protected areas should be able to con-
than we were ten years ago; we are more in tribute substantively to the welfare of the
number than we were ten years ago; we are surrounding populations, and the surrounding
still fighting among ourselves across the conti- populations should be able to assure the sur-
nent; the legitimacy of governments and the vial of the protected areas in the long run.
territorial integrity of states, regions, and The state, however, will have to assure survival
trbes is still violently under question; famine of the two interests, which wll contribute to
is still rampant, land reforms have not taken the national economy and welfare.
place; AIDS has added to the already gloomy
health situation; and natural catastrophes like Conservation Trends in West Africa
drought are still with us. These issues are not
new and they are not the agenda of many well- Most of the problems facing protected areas
meaning organizations that are involved in have been known to us, and conservationists
finding a solution to the so-called African have been writing about them for many de-
crisis. A critical element in trying to address cades. We should concentrate our attention on
these issues is the scarcity of the resources looking at a few real examples of present
available to adequately face up to the prob- threats to protected areas and what is happen-
lems. This means that Afica must set its ing to them, and consider what we can do to
priorities very carefuly in order to determine secure a lasig future for our protected areas.
what measures will yield the most benefit for I had intended to reflect on the situations as
the most people in 'good time." we have observed them in East Africa, but

In my judgment, one of the most important after a recent visit to the West African nation
items on that priority agenda will have to be of Mali, on a World Bank appraisal mission on
how we use our land. We will not move for- the natural resources management project, I
ward until this issue is resolved. The point I decided that I would use Mali to illustrate the
address in this chapter is that amid competing concerns for our protected areas while at the
land uses, especially for food production, same time demonstrating the similarity of the
protected areas have never been in a bigger situation across Africa.
threat than before. In order to survive the Mali makes a significant contnrbution to the
pressure to convert protected areas to other planet's biodiversity, despite the negative
uses, we must have a compatibility of the use impact 6f many years of drought during the
of protected areas with the surrounding lands. 1970s and early 1980s. It is particularly rich in
For most parts of Africa this means that pro- birds and mammal fauna, with estimates of
tected areas wfll have to accept other activities over 640 bird species forwhich the Nger inner
that do not compromise the integrity of these delta is a unique habitat. Official attempts at
protected areas- Fbr example, one of the most wildlife protection in Mali date back to 1938,
important activities or uses is that of grazing of when the present reserves network was cre-
liveock, which affects the welfare of the most ated. It consists of several forest reserves,
vulnerable groups of people in Africa to- cluding an elephant and giraffe reserve. The
day-the pastoralists. There is no point in most important conservation area in Mali is
trying to prove that all species of wildlife are the Baoule complex; vjhich consists of the
incompatible with the production of beef for Baoule National Park (3,500 square kilome-
local sale when there is hardly a functioning ters), the Kaugossambougou fauna reserve
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(920 square kilometers), Baduko fiuna reserve 22 inhabitants per square kilometer in Segou,
(1,930 square kilometers), and Fma fauna and 1 inhabitant per square kilometer in the
reserve (1,360 square lklometers). Although Tombouctou and Gao regions. A vast area
these reserves were created as early as 1938, (140,000 square kilometers) that was previ-
the park administration for the Baoule com- ously affected by onchocerciasis has been
plex was not established until 1972 and the pardy cleared of this disease by a campaign
whole complex of 7.10 square kilometers was launched in 1974, and is now being intensively
declared a biosphere reserve in 1982. developed for cotton production.

The commitment of the govenment of Mali Obstacles to economic development are the
to the conservation of its fauna and flora has meagerness of resources, the poor condition of
been intensified and accorded priority in infrastructure, and a generally unfavorable
government plans, especially in response to climate. The poor enrollment rate for primary
recent droughts. The institutional and func- education (one of the lowest in the world) is
tional mechaisms for achieving this have been also a constraint on long-tenn development
weak, however, leading to e ons of settle-
ments, agriculture, and pastoraism in pro- Land Use and Agriculture
tected areas. Thfere are also incrased ci-
dences of illegal hunting and wood harvestig. Agroelogical picture
Despite all of these difficulties, the Baoule
complex has, laigely because of i itcsibil- a oc zones range f rom Saha-
ity due to poor communication, retained its ran to Guinean. Exept for the inland delta
ecological stability and biological diversity area of the Niger, raiall distribution shapes
unique to this zone in West Afriea. Wi the landscape and establishes the patterns of
Baoule survive the human pressure and can human activities. Climatic factors rather an
the government of Mali afford to set aside soil types account for the extreme ecological
thaoule as a consrvation area? How can the diversity characterizing the country's vegeta-
conseraton of Baoule bae assured both in the tion and agricultural potentiaL Most of the
short and long term despite the above consid- agriculthral areas lie between the Sahelian
erations? In order to adequately respond to north and the Sudanian south The Saharan
these questions, we must understand the zone oovers about half of Mali's total surface;
socioewonomic setting of the Baoule region most of this area receies less than 150 mflli-
soc Mioeconomic setting of the Baoue region meters of rain, and supplies in a normal yearand Mali.

less than 10 percent Of the total herbage

The Economy of Mali biom The Sahelian zone covers about 25
percent of Mali and receives between 200 and

With a per capitaincomeof$260(1989), 600 millimeters of rain; outside the Delta area,
Mrith a per capita income of $26D (1989),

Mal is one of the poorest countries m the rainfed crop production concentrates on grair.
.. . . . ~~~~~~sorgho and mMlet. The Sudallan savannahworld. Landlocked and covering an area of

1,241 thousand square kilometers, it occupies covers 15 percent of Mali and recerves good
a large band of Africa extending from the rainfl (600-1,200 per year); it has

Salman area totheGuineanzone.1the most productive pasture and cropland of
Saharan area to the Guinean zone. In 1990,,there wr8mloiathe country and a higher population density.
there were 8.5 mfllion inhabitants and annual
population growth was 25 percent This im-
plies a doubling of the population before 2020.
The population is ethnically vey varied, and In Mali, the main production systems are
80 percent of the inhabitants live in rural either prncipally pastoral or principally
areas. The statistics for average population agropastoraL It is rare, even in irrigated areas,
density (6 inhabitants per square kilometer) to find a purely agricutral production system
conceal onsiderable regional differences, with Livestock forms an essential part of most
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systems and therefore must be carefully con- of studies.. The IUCN-World Conservation
sidered in the context of an overall land man- Union Sahel Studies (1989) list a total of 136
agement plan. Because of this, the "terroir" mammals for Mali and indicate that nine
(meaning the area oovered by the production species are threatened. A study in 1981 -by a
system of a given community, including distant Dutch project estimates that no significant
grazing zones in the case of transhumance) is large mammal population wifl be left within
of such importance as it includes the commu- Mali in five to ten years. Two antelope species,
nity's agricultural and pastoral zones, it inte- the scimitar-horned oryx and Komgum, were
grates the needs and potentials of both, and it found to be already extinct, hippo were termed
provides a system for allocating intersectoral to be near extinction, and extinction of the
priorities. Furthermore, the complex, hetero- giant eland might still occur. The picture of the
geneous character of production systems flora seems brighter, as certain core areas are
reinforces the need to have local planning ininhabited.
systems which ensure that the specific produc- Human activitiesi m the Baoule area have
tion constraints, potentials, and priorities of been on the increase- In 1981 there were about
each partcular terroir are taken into consider- 4 vilages in the present park boundaries, with
ation. a population of 4,000 to 5,000 people. Today

there are about 10 vIllages, with an estimated
Degradation of natural resources population of about 10,000 to 15,000 people.

- . ~These are Mfbambara agropastoralist who
Over the last 30 years, rainfall in Mali and prare Mbamsan a agropatoralss who

the SaheLian region as a whole has consider- practickTesuistenc hag e pande alsodeep
lietock. Their fields have expanded consider-

ably declined, although there is no evidence a
ably and so has the number of Intestock. Be-that this is a long-term trend rather than lust a vof the shift of the rifal isohyets to the

ccic phenomenon. The xesut has been thzat 
south, transhumance use of the Baoule area by

the isohyets have shifted southward by about t F p h a
thie Funlani patoralzst has also mcreased.

110 kilometers, winth a consequent change in
110 kilometers withaconsequentchangeThere has also been an increase in conflicts

vegetation and a similar shift southward of the between the Fuani pastoralss and the settled
climatic conditions suitable forvarious types of bamba, where in some incidences the
agnculture. Areas that were once margmal .rais have c ained
have become uncultivable, plant and animal .asth cmp out

are diapern fro thi former crop damage by Fulanic. For the most part;
species however, the relationship seems symbiotic,
ecological habitats, and most of the country's where there is a healthy exchange of milk from
livetok is beingmoved into the south. At the Fulanis for grain from the Mbambara and
same time, a large population increase and a - mmbaras are employing Fulani pastoralists
weakening of those cultu traditions that had

to look: after their Inrestock.
served to protect natural resources in the past,. Theinfrstrucure.n.ths.are is.oorl

. . - - , ~~~~~~~~~The masructure in this area Is poorly
have led to an accelerated trend of degrada- developed, as there are no all-weather roads
tion of the natucal resource base.

tion othnauareoand bridges. The area is completely cut off
from the rest of the country for half of the year

The BaouIe Region during the rain season. There were no schools

largely survived ~ and hospitals in the area. The hunting camps
The Baoule region has lirgeysued in its which had been functioning during the French

present state because of its isolation. Despite Colon perod are closed
the difficult access to the area, however, there
have been considerable changes in the ecologi- T C Suo
cal and economic setting of the region in the
last two decades. Diminishing biodiversity i nhe Baoule Naonal Park authonties do
the region has been documented by a variety not hae Boe Naction Par aontiew dothe rgionhas ben dcumened b a vaiety not have the capacity r O the political will to
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enforce the conventional park protection rules. constraints, intensifying agricultural produc-
In order to meet international park protection tion on one piece of land can be the means of
critcria, the people would have to be removed ensuring conservation of another. Only rarely
from the park boundaries and relocated else- can a wildlife park be established to include an
where. The government of Mali has been entire ecosystem, especially the year-round
hesitant over the years to make a decision on needs of migratory species. Park management
this issue because of its political sensiivity. must be coordinated with management of the
Although it might have been possible to relo- surrounding lands, but it must also be cultur-
cate the people ten years ago, the government ally and economically valuable to the local
acknowledges the fact it is not possible to do people if it is to be a permanent institution
that now. Likewise, the Fulani pastoralists who capable of surviving changes in politcal re-
have also inceased in number with their gimes and penods of financial stress.
livestock are demanding increased use of the For Baoule, like many other parts of Africa
area. When askced about their welfare needs, now, a broader concept of wildlfe park devel-
the people in this area indicate that they want opment is necesary. It is suggested here that-
development in terms of the modemr a coordinated management system be devel-
world-roads, water, schools, health, and oped, consisting of vanous categories of land
markets for their goods. The government of use in addition to the national park itself This
Mali acknowledges its responsibility in provid- would include one or more ecosrstems, but
ing for the welfare of its people, while at the would also consider tribal and polifical bound-
same time realizing the dependence of that aries, thus making the ecological management
development on the natural life renewal sys- of the area coincide with the politcal adminis-
tems thatareprovidedbytheBaouleconserva- tration. This is the essence of the natural
tion area and national park. Wha t choices resources management program that has been
should be made? The answer lies in making designed by M Jeffry Lewis and others at the
realistic compromises of resource use and World Bank and that is being applied to Mali
.development, both inside and outside the park and the Baoule area.
boundaries, that will be acceptable to the
surrounding populations. Resolving resources-use conflicts

The basic philosophy The Baoule area preents a typical example
of the predicament confrnting many pro-

Details of the underlyng philosophy in the tected area systems in Africa and indeed
planning and management of this component around the world. Although the park and
are contained in Lusigi 1978 and 1981 Over reserve boundaries have existed on the map for
the last decade, ecologiss have been testing the last 50 years, there has been really no
some new approaches to conservation through management in place that has assured or
ideas lie the biosphere reserve concept, based guaranteed their protection and survival as
on the conservation of sites representative of protected area systems in the long run. First,
major ecosystem types like the Sudano the govenments in Mali have been i a contin-
Sahelian zone in the Baoule. These sites are uous evolution such that there was no strong
protected for the role they play in research, political support for the protection of the
monitoring of change, and education and Baoule area. Governments canged from
training, as well as long-term in situ conserva- colonialism, to nationalsm to military. In such
tion of genetic materiaL An essential underly- a situation the governments have been preoc-
ing theme views the development of resources cupied with State administation rather than
as an important prerequisite for future conser- with conservation, and in the case of Mali it is
vation. With a rising population, increasing the droughts and famines that brought the
demands on land, and tightening economic attention of the State to natural resource
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issues. Indeed up to today the conservation of people. The interests of the pastoralists can be
the Baoule area is seen by the political authori- taken care of by introducing livestock corridors
ties to be justified because it acts as a buffer and working out some kdnd of grazing quarter
against the encroaching desert from the north, system for some part of the reserves. Else-
and conservation of flora and fauna are not at where in the settled areas, normal develop-
all the key words at that leveL ment activities should be pursued.

Secondly, the people livig in the Baoule
conservation area and park have continued Local Management of Community
their normal way of lfee, trying to surive landb L'Approache Terroir
through the best way traditionally known to
them-subsistence farming, livestock keeping, After the redemarcaton of the boundaries
and occasional hunting for meat. The Fulani has been achieved, pnorty for managcment of
pastoralist continue to pass through the area the area should be given to the development of
in their transhumance to the south The exs- the people residing there, who wil in turn
tence of the conservation reserves and par assist in the management of the conservation
have not been adequately brought to the area. The government of Mali and the donors
attenton of the people, and the presence of participating in the PNGRN are aware that
the conservation authorites has been weak past attempts at resource management in the
and almost unnoticeable. In c'e village m the Sahel have generally met with only limited
park, the chief and the elders were aware of dule suc Although there have been
the existence of the forest department in the man and vared reasons for this, two are
area and even wanted more forest guardo ~ outstanding: first, the lack of an effective
come to the area. However, they did not want misectoral approach, and second, the lark of
the forest guards to protect the forest but effective, authoritatve parscipation by the
rather to help them keep away Fulai pastoral- taet population. h the m nt of
ist intruders whose livestock destroy their comrunity lands, it is suggested that the
crops. lTrroir approach being used by the Bank in its

natural resources projects be used. This ap-
Realignment of Boundaries proach holds much pronmise for the fuiture of

protected areas in Africa to be pursued in the
Xn order to even begin to address the inter- next decade.

est and conflicts regarding land use in the
Baoule area, there must be a clear definition Conceptua framework
of boundaries of the conservation areas, agri-
cultural settlement areas, and pastoral areas Ipproae Terroir is innovatve: it is a
Bxause of the histoncal sitation, it is u holistic and decentralized approach introduc-
that the present populations in the park and ing the concept of comunity land ("terroir"),
reserve boundaries can be made to move managed by a responsible group whose objec-
elsewhere. It will be locaLly unacceptable, tive is a more rational utiliation of the natural
resources are not available to do it, and the resources in view of achieving sustaiabiity
govement seems not to be ready to consider and promoting the cverall development of the
such an alternative- In order to move forward, group under land security conditions.
it seems the most logical thing to do at the Holistic approach implies the integration of
present moment is to adjust the boundaries to all agi"c'Zral livestock, forsty, fishery, and
accommodate the three uses of the area. This other natural resource-based activities into a
can be achieved by moving the park bound- single ,stem.
aries to exclude the settlement area and to Reso "th o the community is essential,
bring into the park area some of the fauna as the communiityisbestableto define itsown
reserve area that presently is not inhabited by needs and resourmces and to identify its own
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capabilities and limits. Since the community Methodology
must be the center of decisionmaldng, ade-
mustbethedeenatern of dethisitytonmaking,d- Several major steps have been identified in
quate delegation of authority to the comma- the development of a Terroir Management
nity and the improvement of existing land P ( a ( d ( s
tenure systems are required. These actions Plan: (a) awarcness, (b) diagnoss, (c) social
must be accompanied by the decelioadon of organization of the community, (d) design of
government services at a level a government the management plan, (e) commu-
can deal with directly, and on a partnership n.-ovemment agreement, (f) impiementa-
basis with those communities involved. hese don, and (g) monitorig and evaluation
decentralized services must also collaborate
closely with each other in order to facilitate Awareness
intersectoral. integration, essential to the In this first step, the project team (a) rein-
success of the process- forces the community's awareness about the

SustainabiUly implies securing agricultural general process of natural resource depletion,
production for. today without jeopardizing land. degradation, and productivity declines,
tomorrow's. For that purpose, the scarce and (b) identifies with the community the main
renewable natural resources available that are causes of these problems and the main con-
needed for direct consumption or for agricul- straints, that is, population pressure, produc-
tural production must be utilized in a tdon increases (crop and livestock), inadequate
nonwastefil way in order to ensure their management practices, land tenure problems,
timely replenishment. A better understanding etc. The team then explains the intent of the
of the dynamics of the overall environmental progranm its benefits to the community; the
system.by the communities, the government, approach and methodologies proposed; the
and the nongovemnent services is necessary to roles to be played by the community, by gov-
ensure their full commitment to taking the ernment, and by the other agencies irvolved;
corrective measure required. Appropriate and the type of mutual commitment to be
resouroe-savng techniques must be selected made. Finally, the team seeks an agreement in
and disseminated as part of the "terroir ap- principle for the subsequent steps to be taken
proach" package. together with the community and proposes a

Land secw*y implies agreeing to invest for workplan.
the future and thereby sacrificing part of the
present This implies a guarantee for those Diagnosis
who invest/sacrifice today, that they will get
tomorrow. the benefits of that in:vestment. Theawareness phasewouldbefolowedl:y
Communities will take the responsibility and a diagnosis, involving most of the team mem-

the risk folngteminesebers. The purpose of the diagnosis is to assess,
the risk for long-term invcstments at the cost.-
of immediate sacrifices, only if they have a with the community, the extent of their re-

guarantee that the land and resources they sources, their needs and their constraints, and
ha-.tvested in will not be taken awy.- - the problems they are facing The following

hav-- evested in wef not be taken away. This
tasks would be carried out

implies also a good understanding of the com-
munities' social structures and various forms of

to~~~~ enueta .l ne- *Thorougih analysis and definition of theauthority and power, to ensure that all inter-
esf authori tyk into oDsideration and power,social and geographical limits of the commu-
ests are-caken into consideration and that niys termir
those who make commitments or speak on
behalf of a community are its legitimate repre- In-depth study of the community: its size,
sentatives. the different social groups living on or using

the terroir, the land tenure system, the
dynamics and conflicts within and between



groups, teir organization, and the role of The design of a mana t plan is pre-
women. pared and discussed with thewhole community

* Socioecnomic condition of the community to ensure that all understand it and agree with
and infrastructure. itl Once adopted by the community, the plan is

- D-tio tn submitted to the govenment for technical and
ition. an . sinancial support If accepted, a contract is

passed between the two parties, whereby the
* Analysis of the ecological conditions at the govemment commits itself to providing techni-

micro level. cal and financial support and recognzes the
- In-entory of lands and other natural re- communitfs rights to the reurces. In return,

-b ntory of lanlds and other, natural re- th co.ut .mmt iteft
sources to which the community holds h cproperty .ig~ the actions and respecting the clauses pre-
prpertyihts. -W inthe pla.A finrcimg panwould be

- Amalysis and evaluation of land use and agreed upon. Fnancing would be a mix of
production systems, and zheir iipact on the commuity contribution (cash or ind, or
resouroes, degrad'i zi n processes, and cor- both) and grnts.
rective measures.

- Positive impact on the quality or quantity Iof
natural resources and the environment, Decetaized govemment and nongorven-
such as reducing erosion increasing rainwa- ment services will help the cmmunities imple-
ter infltration, improving soil fertty, etc ment their management plans. In addition to

*Pitive (or at least non-negative) i funds,thoseserviceswmatoprovidenextensionand
agicultual production and income. -a gsexces, and techncal suppor mclud-

ing aditrative and legal matters. The
- Social acceptability. community, wsi contribute with manpower,

e* echnical simplicty for easy management somefunds, and a commitment to respect,the
andmaineance bylthecom - management rues jointly agreed upoFor

each ivestment the contnrbution of each party
The above list may be reviewed from time would have been laid out in the oontract For

to time but the criteria must remain obsey tas to be exeecuted by s prate or
easy to assess, and smalln number. -public enterprises, a contract would be signed

The management plan may also include between the funding party and the enterprise
investments that are not related to natural under the spevision of the technical services
resource management or agricultural prLC- and the comnit
tion. Some social investments, for example,
might be consdered a necessity and perceived Mdan
by the community as a priority. This is often S elrearetwomainmfocuspoitsnmotor-
the case for health centers, drining water, ing and evaluation: (a) projectimplementation
schools, and roads. While these. investments and its physical impact on the terroir, (b)
fall beyond the scope of this project and can- socioecnomic impact The monitoring and
not be fianced through it, the project would evaluation of project implementation and
help the community identify a source of sup- physLi ' impact would be done by measurng
port Similary, investments such as smaU rural the interventions at the terroir level (iuxts)
indusries or other profitable investments and assessing the impact on the land, the
might be an opportunity for which the project natural resources, and the agricultural produc-
could help the community find insttutions that trvty and production (output). These outputs
can support them.- ar: -
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* an increase in soil resources, soil fertility, Management of the
vegetative cover, fodder production, agicul- Conservation Areas
tural productivity and production, seedling
production, tree planting, organic fertilizer The national park should be the core of this
use; and - land use system and should be managed strictly

* a decrease in soil erosion, bush fires, and in accordanoe with normal criteria, which
uncontrolled grazing. should include manned gates, antipoaching

activities, tourism, park interpretation, educa-
The monitoring and evaluation of the socio- tion, trmining, and research.

economic impact implies measuring how the The reserves should be part of the terroir but
social organization of the community has managed for conservation with limited grazing,
changed through project implementation in Safari hunting, bee keeping, medicinal plant
terms of collection, etc. Proceeds for economic activi-

ties should go toward building of community
* effective establishment of terroir manage- services.

ment committees;

* representation of all social groups in the Conclusion
-commiuttees, r 0 lTne is running out for conservation and

- better awareness and greater commitment protected areas in Africa. Since natural sys-
Of the communities; tems cannot be reconstructed once destroyed,

- effectiveness of the committees in solving certainlythe onlywayto make pesswill be
dl wt corn- ... .iby acting now and puffng to work strategies

internal conflicts and tatwe have known for some time. These will
munity partners; and only work if some essential preconditions are

* successfully establishing the limits of the fulfilled at the national, regional, and local
terroir, finalizing the land use plan (zoning), levels. At the national level there needs to be
redistibutingland, negotiatingthe contract, strong, visilble, high-level support for natural
and mobilizing people for the implementa- resources management-especially the decen-
tion phase of the management plan. taization of authority the participation of the

communities and the use of a multisectoral
On the economic side, some of the inputs approach to local development. Included in

such as water-harvesting measures are ex- this is the need for civil servants to be recog-
pected to bear results on a short-term basis nized and rewarded for effective multisectoral
(two to three years) by improving soil ferility teamwork, and a change of their mode of
and generating additional incomes for the operation so that it puts them more "at the
community. These benefits can be measured service" of the population.
directly, and cost benefit analysis is possible. At regional and local levels, effective insti-
Other investments have long-term, often tutions must exist with the capacit-mandate,
indirect, benefits that are difficult to measure. manpower, training, and resources-to imple-
Qualitative measurement methods should be ment the program.
employed in the latter cases-such as shorter. There also needs to be a legal and policy
distances to travel for women and children to fraamework that empowers local communities
collect fuelwood and transport water and, to assu responsibility and authoriqy for
therefore, more time spent on other activities, natural resources management and land man-
including schooling. agement contracts with representatives of the

government. Fmally, the local populations in
affected areas must go through a period of
awareness-building and training to prepare
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Making Investment (Aid) Work
to Develop Istitutionally Sustainable Programs

Simon C. Metcalfe

An African Land Ethic

THE ENVIRONMENTAL CENITRALIST POLICIES of Africa
this century negated many rural people's community
interests, alienating them from the natural resources on
which their cultures depended (Bell 1991). lladitional
social and resource use boundaries have been Erstrated
through the imposition of modem geopolitical units with
statutory representative and administrative stuctures.
The label of rural person today covers a wide range of
people, from a tnbal person to those acculturated to
larger society, to rural peasant, and on to fully fledged
profitmakdng farmers and local entrepreneurs (West
1991).
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The possibility for establishing integrated the need for a local land ethic themselves
resource management depends, in part, on (Leopold 1948; Dasmann 1968).
linldng people to an authority that is functional
and linked reciprocally to a spatial and tempo- The Institutional Challenge
ral system of authority from household, vil-
lages, districts, regions, and beyond (Knuth The challenge of CAMPFIRE is to remove
1991). the conflict between center and periphery in

This goal can be achieved by uniting the society and also between people and natural
local authority for nabtral resources to other resources. It strives also to create a system of
authorities in specific use and access zones management based on a unifying authority that
(Berkes 1989). Centralized governance systems links people, gov.trnment, and the environ-
are challenged by the Communal Area Man- ment. The role of the Department of National
agement Programme For Indigenous Re- .Parks and Wildlife Management is thus to
sources (CA2IvIPFIRE) to link the authority, encourage the wise use of resources and to
management, benefits, and costs in the com- ensure the establihment of management
munity. Negative incentive and sanction based institutions resting on community proprietor-
approaches must be replaced, in the main, by ship and comanagement with itself
real, positive inentives. The first phase in the implementation of
- Cultural diversity has often been perceived CAMPFIRE was promotional. During this

by political elites as threatening when it comes phase the Department of National Parks and
in the form of tribalism and patronage. With a Wildlife Management developed a working
high proportion of the populace living in rural relationship with three Zmbabwean-managed
settings, Dasmann's (1988) contrast of "eco- agencies. These agencies were tasked to help
system" to "biosphere" people is significant in - initiate linls with communities and district
the African setting, where urban and bureau- local authorities that were to be granted wild-
cratic elites are usually more challenged by life management rights. Over 26 project areas
national economic growth and political unity had been identified in the country by the
than by the needs of local peoples and their Department of National Parks and Wildlife
immediate ecosystems. Management and the Centre For Applied

Zimbabwean authorities desire to incorpo- Social Sciences. The Centre for Applied Social
rate wildlife into local:land use planning. The Science had become an eartly recruit to CAMP-
practice promoted by the agricultural exten- FIRE, as -a social science perspective was
sion agency has been to emphasize farmkig needed to supplement the ecological roots of
and grazing systems to the neglect of the the policy initiation and estimation phase.
natural resource base. The environmental Neither the Department of National Parks and
agency had previously been planning for the Wiidlife Management nor The Centre for
protection of natural resources to the exclu- Applied Social Science had nearly enough in
sion of community participation. To achieve a their budget to contemplate implementing a
holistic goal, a choice has been made to opt national CAMPFRE program.
instead for a collaborative approach which The development rhetoric of self deternui-
links people, resources, and authority in a nest nation enunciated in Africa has generally not
of proprietary relations that have the possibil- been put into action at the grass roots level.
ity of creating social, economic and ecological Instead, communities have been administra-
connectedness from the village and stream to tively moblized into "participator' develop-
the regional community and watershed. The ment schemes for national growth goals. The
revolution inherent in the CAMPFIRE policy basic access of local people to the immediate
and program is not merely in the clear adop- natua resource base has been managed
tion of a sustainable resource use policy but in through state property strategies for wildlife,
the empowermeai of local people to discover forest and minerals or by open access ystems
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for the grazing of livestock The concept of Management encouraged the development of
sustainability is not discoverable for most rural the World Wide Fund for Na-
Africans, as a system of dependency has been ture-International Multispecies Production
established between center and periphery. Systems Project. The Multispecies Project was
Many local people have become Robin Hood to assist in identifying potential CAMPFIRE
characters, robbing natural resource. capital projects, provide baseline ecological data,
from the "rich" State to survive. monitor projects, provide supportive technical

extension services, and supervise the learning
The Collaborative Group of future Zinbabwean wildlife ecologists. The

Department of National Parks and Wildlife
The Collaborative Group of Nongovern- Management thus directly facilitated the

mental Organizations entered the CAMPFIRE establishment of two technical agencies to
implementation phase with quite a fanfare, as support the research and management invest-
they promoted a popular policy supporting ment necessary for the implementation of
local appropriation and proprietorship of CAMPFIRE.
wildlife by communities (CASS and others The Department of National Parks and
1989). The Department of National Parks and Wildlife Management also supported the
Wildlife Management had never been a devel- 7Zimbabwe lTust or ZimlTust, a local nongov-
opment extension. agency and was largely ermnental organization, to become the key
excluded from the development process in implementation agency. The ZimTrust was to
rural communities where other agencies (agri- promote, facilitate, and assist local communi-
cultural, educational, cooperative, health) had ties in the process of institution building for
been active. Thus the Department of National commumity wildlife management. The
Parks and Wildlife Management was relatively ZimTuhst has specialized in making specific
powerless in terms of its participation in runl investments that work toward makdng CAMP-
land use planning outside protected areas. FIREa reality. The ZimTrust needed to estab-

In an attempt to gain more power in these lish the program, personnel, and resources to
areas, the Department of National Parks and midwife the devolution of authority to a set of
Wildlife Management supported the develop- distnct and subdistrict projects. It identified
ment and the collaboration between itself and training for institutional development as the
a set of independent agencies interested in the key service that it could provide. However, it
implementation of the CAMPFIRE program. has also made significant capital investments
Recognizing its lack of expertise in the area of into the projects as welL The ZimTrust, like
applied socioeconomic analysis, the Depart- The Centre for Applied Social Science and the
ment of National Parks and Wildlife Manage- World Wide Fund for Nature-International,
ment forged an understanding with the Centre has had to enhance its own capacity to meet its
For Applied Social Science at the University of obligations and has done so with support from
Zimbabwe. It was agreed that The Centre for bilateral agencies.
Applied Social Science would participate in The Department of National Parks and
the identification of CAMPFIRE projects, Wildlife Management has encouraged donors,
providing base line studies, advice, ongoing particularly bilateral donors, to work with and
monitoring of CAMPFIRE, and the training of for the development of the above set. of non-
Zimbabweans in the social science component governmental organizations, with the intent of
of community-based natural resource manage- establishing the capacity to implement a coun-
ment systems. trywide program One of the most significant

Realizing its lack of capacity in providing aspects of the CAMPFIRE program has been
ecological extension services to a large com- the evolution of the Collaborative Group of
munal rural development program, the De-- Nongovernmental Organizations and the fact
partment of National Parks and Wildlife that a national government department can
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fo4 tcr such a process. Zimbabwe is probably approach assists in building a pluralistic coop-
unique in Africa in having its own set of agen- eration of government and nongoverment
cies supported by the government specifically agencies needed in an Africa of overstretched
to assist the process of implementing a na- and centralized govemance systems.
tional policy of decentralization. The pay-off in terms of trust, flexbility, and

efficacy has been striking, and indicates a
Investing in Communal future direction for international nongovern-
Wildlife Management mental agencies, which should not necessarily

attempt to implement projects in Africa di-

It was impossible for the Department of recdy but rather support the evolution of local
National Parks and Wildlife Management to agencies as part of a global to local cooperative
merely delegate 'appropriate authonrty to management structure. The responsibity of
local authorities on behalf of local communi- the Collaborative Group, supported by inter-
ties administered inwards and villages, without national agencies, is to develop comanagement
painstaking preparatory work regarding the relations further down the line at the commu-
intent and capacity of the lower authorities to nity, local authority, and ecosystem levels.
manage. As the national authority responsible
for wildlife, the Department of National Parks Integrated Policy for Holistic Natural
and Wldlife Management desired to facilitate Resource Management
an improvement in wildlife management and
develop a positive relationship between itself A vital difference between the CAMPFIRE
and local people. The Collaborative Group of program and other community based ap- -
Nongovernmental Organizations developed its proaches in Africa concerns the difference
strategy in 1988 and began work with two betweenaprojectanda progm..CAMrFIRE
dstricts. Each agency developed core plans, is a national policy supported by legislation
staff, and budgets in joint consultation and that applies to all riral districts. Each district
secured assistance from various funding comprises a project within the CAMPFERE
sources. It has been important for the imple- program, and within each distict can exist a
mentation of CAMPFIRE that the Collabora- number of coordinated subprojects. By estab-
tive Group, along with the Department of lishmg the policy and legislation first, Zimba-
National Park and Wldlife Management, has bwe does not face the problem commonly
maintained both close coordination with each found in development of how to replicate a
other and flexibility. Both are often lost when project, as the national framework is in place.
too many agencies are involved or when the It should not be thought from the above
agencies cannot be held accountable. that Zimbabwe has a perfect poLicy climate, for

Sovereign govermments can feel extremely although CAMPFIRE as a concept addresses
threatened by the dependency built into donor natual resources in a holistic way, the initiat-
relations and the sometimes awkward account- ing legislation of the Parks and Wildlife Act
ability to foreign nongovernmental organiza- (1975) incorporates only the wildlife resource.
tions. Developing countries can be deeply Forests are still under the control of the For-
threatened by having to rely on finance, sci- esti -Commission, soils under the Natural
ence, project management and supervision Resources Department, grazing issues the
from outside the country. There can be no responsibility of the Agriculture Department,
hiding the asymmetrical relations in this ar- and land as a whole under local government
rangement. Consequently, a development through local authorities. Thus the Parks
strategy that begins with the need to develop Department, which has launched CAMPFE
the capacity of local agencies of a country to by the devolution of rights over wildlife, has
implement its own projects and progams is not been able to present local communities
investing in institutional susinability. Such an with a holistic perspective of their resource
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base. This can be extremely confusing for supportive, the kinds appropriate, the pace of
communities who might be excused for believ- expansion flexible, the approach experimental,
ing that the left hand of government knows and the expectations reasonable."
what the right hand is doing. In fact virtually The appropriate administration of external
every resource in the local ecosystem (water, resources is imperative, particularly to avoid
trees, soil, minerals, wildlife) is under the unnecessary dependency in the local
authority, plan, and budget of a different institution-building process. The strategy is
sector agency. This disaggregated vertical and one of encouraging self-reliance in the forma-
mechanical approach to management and tion of local forums for policy, decisionmaldng,
development does not augur well for adaptive, and management. The community wildlife
community-based environmental management management institution must be able to man-
programs. In sum, CAMPFIRE needs the age common property, including establishing,
support from a number of government agen- monitonng, and regulating access to the re-
cies to put the resources under their control source base, as well as distnbuting benefits
into comanagement relations with communi- flowing from it.
ties and to provide the necessary technical The case of the Masoka community in the
support and regulations to facilitate local Dande District of the Zambezi alley illus-
stewardship approaches. trates the approach of the Collaborative

Zimbabwe, Africa, and the nonwestern Group of Nongovernmental Organizations.
world in general is littered with the remnants The Centre for Applied Social Science, made
of traditional communal natural resource first contact with the community and provided
management systems and the dysfunctional services that enabled the community to under-
new systems imposed by nation states. Govem- stand both the CAMPFIRE concept and policy
ment and private enterprise gains have often and the need for community organization to
been at the expense of local people and local capture the benefits of wildlife and meet the
resources. A full documentation of the social management costs and responsibilities. The
impacts on local peoples of policy in the last Centre for Applied Social Science also admin-
one hundred years would give insight into the istered a socioeconomic suvey as a base-line
problems and possible solutions for park and for ongoing monitoring. The World Wide
wider ecosystemmanagement Fund for Nature-International Multispecies

Project enabled the community to develop a
Implementation Issues land use plan as the basis for an adaptive

management approach. The ZiminTust helped
The Collaborative Group is using aid funds Uasoka realize the value of its wildlife through

to provide a specific set of service inputs to a safari and provided aining services to
targeted CAMPFIRE project communities. In enable the Masoka Wildlife Management
this process it is understood that the assistance Committee to begin the process of establishing
is to be geared toward supporting and foster- a community membership and management
ing rather than compromising local institu- structure that would function and respond to
tional integrity and capacity. The objective of its own needs. Masoka was able to pass on a
the support agencies is not to achieve any significant cash dividend to all households in
particular set of "targets" tbrough the expendi- the fist year, in addition to benefits of meat
ture of funds but rather to strengthen local and community social welfare projects. The
capacities to meet "targets" on a sustained importance of an early direct incentive to the
basis, relying as much as possible on local community in order to foster motivation in the
resources (Uphoff 1986). Uphoff states that institution building process was recognized.
"outside assistance can be given in ways that CAMPFIRE believes that positive incentives
offer inducements to local effort if the at the lowest possble community level, prefer-
amounts are manageable, the procedures ably the household or individual, are critical
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for the evolution of local stewardship values. dependency. Concern is felt that CAMPFIRE
The mode of support provided was primi- must avoid being either bureaucratized or

tive at first, with The Collaborative Group of becoming another dependent development
Nongovermnental Organizations acting as project. Instead, a more economically dynamic
intermediary agencies between communities, approach, capable of sufficient entrepreneurial
local authorities, and government. The princi- flair, is vital if the program is to form genuine
ples of the learning process approach to devel- and sustainable resource management ,nstitu-
opment consistent with adaptive management, tions.
rather than a blueprint approach, are being To that end, the Collaborative Group of
applied as far as possible. The nongovernmen- Nongovernmental Organizations has sup
tal organizations are often perceived as allies ported the evolution of the CAMPFIRE Asso-
of communityauthorit in relationto local and ciation as a communal wildlife producers
central government. membership group. The function of the Asso-

As the local institutional development ciation is to represent the interests and meet
process proceeds, the mode of support pro- the needs of the producer communities The
vided can move from promotive to facilitative. Collaborative Group of Nongovernmental
At this point, dependency is shared between Organizations has incorporated the Associa-
the nongovernmental organizations and the tion into all its deliberations.
producercommuntygroups.TheCAMPFIRE The Association is presenily deliberating
program is, at present, typically between the with its membership on the issue of a levy to
primitive and facilitative modes. It has not yet finance its own overhead oosts. At an early
moved to the final mode of providing assis- stage, the issue of long term institutional
tance to producer communities that function sustainaiity is being addressed. The possibil-
adequately as wildlife management institutions ity of the Association's becoming a marketing
able to seek, request, and ensure the specific as well as representative and coordinating
investments of training, advice, and finance national agency exists At all levels, The Col-
that they require (Uphoff 1986). laborative Group of Nongovement Organi-

As the CAMPFIRE program expanded zations is attempting to use aid funds to make
from the fit two pilot projects in 1989 to a set investments into the institution-building pro-
of 12 ditricts in 1990, the scale of develop- cess for sustinable natural resource manage-
ment assistance required grew rapidly. In the ment.
process, the tendency to move toward a more Rather than proceed on a project basis, it is
blueprint approachwas strong and in one case felt that a general investment fund should be
was followed. The Collaborative Group of established and that the CAMPFIREAssocia-
Nongovernmental Organizations vulnerable tion should see aid as investment into a com-
to this throug being held accountable to munal wildlife mdustry. The nongovernmetal
bilateral flmding agencies which tend to be organizations see their input as a conservation
intransgent on precise details of objectives, subsidy necesary after years of communal
systematic plannig, management, and controL management neglect and to facilitate sustain-
This has a tendency to break up what is a local able community institutions.
socioeconomic movement down to an elabo-
rate set of contrived targets and time frames. Conclusion

The Collaborative Group of Nongovern-
mental Organizations and the Depatment of The Department of National Parks and
National Parks and Wildlife Management are Widlife Management has moved from being a
taking stock of this tendeny, and the present small, elite, and protectionist agency to one
thinking is to avoid a fmuther evolution of the intent on implementing a radical national
projectmanagementapproach,whichhasbeen policy that is changing rural perceptions of
felt to depress local motivation and foster land use and natural resource management.
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cal agencies, one development agency and a Tribal Peoples and Development Issues: A
membership association, in the process of Global Overvw. Ed. John. H. Bodley.
setting up distict and communy-level insttu- Mountain View, California: Hyfield Pub-
tions. lishing Company.

The combination of wise policy and ap- Dassman R 1968.A D#q&en Kind of County.
proach has allowed Zimbabwe to maxmize the New York: Macmilan.
effectiveness of donor aid through an institu- Knuth, B. A. and L A. Nielson. 1991. Peopkl,
tional development approach to conservation PRtes, andPoltc ConsiergtheHnuman
and sustainable development of communally- Dimension in Landscape Managemnt. In
based wildlife. The Department of National Chalnges in the Conservation of Bioloica
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Action 26 of the Global Biodiversity Strat- tance has only recently been recognized by
egy urges us to strengthen the role of women conservationists, developers, and investors.
in the sustainable use of biological resources More recently, the estimated annual value of
(World Conservation Union, United Nations the bushmeat trade in Kumasi was reported to
Environment Programme, World Resources be about $367,000 or 160,00 kilograms of
Institute 1992). Where poverty and malnutri- bushmeat (Falconer 1991). This chapter ex-
tion persist, as in Sub-Saharan Africa, there is plores the signficance of women's roles in this
strong reason to focus on provision of protein trade.
by, and for, "the primary sustainers" and Wildlife resources have so far received little
providers, that is, women. Particularly in attention as a small-cale, sustainable source of
developing countries, rural people who neigh- nutrition and income for local communities,
bor protected areas stand to benefit from a although in Ghana, Nigeria, Cote d'Ivoirc, and
further review of the potential of wildlife Benin, there have been some experiments to
resources in the context of the conservation of introduce captive-breeding of grasscutter and
biodiversity (West and Brechin 1991; WeUls giant rat (Ajayi 1975; Baptist and Mensah
and others 1992). 1986). More study is needed of the potential

Botanical nontimber forest products have link between the nutritional value of
lately become visible to foresters and econo- bushmeat, the role of women in the chain of
mists. The value of nontimber forest products activities linking hunting and trading, and the
to local communitiesparficularly in relation to conservation of biodiversity. Although
energy but increasingly in relation to food and bushmeat has been recognized as an important
medicine, is better recognized in scientific and food resource for generations, by linking
development literature (de Beer and nutritional and wildlife studies conducted in
McDermott 1989; Asibey 1986; and Asibey Ghana over the last 20 years (Beckett 1944;
and Child 1990). The role of women as forest Asibey 1979), in this chapter we seek to puibli-
gatherers and custodians of and users of cize the nutritional value of wildlife resources
nontimber forest producers has manifestly also and to draw attention to traditional divisions
gained in recognition. However, the recogni- of labor in which women have prominent roles
tion of women's roles in connection with as household managers and as entrepreneurs.
wildlife resources is less evident, however. These traditional responsibilities argue for the

Wildlife resources have gained attention as development of further creative roles in those
large mammal species (elephants, antelopes, capacities as rearers and traders of captive
lions) in savanna ecosystems, and have more breeds of preferred species for consumption.
often been cited for their touristic value than The chapter is an effort to relate urban and
for their consumptive use, which has largely rural sources of nutrition to conservation of
been seen as a threat (Kiss 1990). However, in protected areas, where wildlife has sanctuary.
West Africa and in Ghana in particular,
bushmeat is considered an important forest Malnutrition
product, although it is not clear whether the
most commonly consumed species, referred to Nearly 30 percent of preschool children in
as nonforest timber products, are dependent Africa are underweight, and this proportion
on the forest (Martin 1983; Asibey and Child has grown since the 1960s. A malnourished
1990). The bushmeat trade in Ghana has long child has greater morbidity, mortality, and
been noted for its large volume (cited by The physical developmental problems than a well-
International Union for the Conservation of nourished child. A person malnourished in
Nature and Natural Resources (IUCN) 1988, utero and in early childhood has a reduced
for example, as $160,000 turnover over an 18- chance of being able to take advantage of
month survey of Accra market) [Asibey 1974; health, education, and employment opportuni-
see also Ntiamoa-Baidu 1987], but its impor- ties. Nearly every African country has a signifi-
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cant nutrition problem. A protein calorie the family food requirements either through
malnutrition problem is primarily a rural home production or from their own earnings
problem, although the peri-urban slums often (Peluso 1991; J. Price Gittinger and others
harbor severe undernutrition. Inadequate food 1990). This means, therefore, that the nutri-
intake, excessive disease, maternal malnutri- tional status of preschool children who are
tion, and poor eating habits, and health prob- vulnerable to changes in the quality and quan-
lems undermine nutritional status (Abosede tity of food supply, as well as the entire family,
and McGuire 1991). Protein energy malnutri- depends to a large extent on the ability of
tion is highly prevalent among preschool women to provide sufficient and well-alanced
children in Ghana. The 1986 baseline survey meals for the family.
supported by the United Nations Children's In Ghana, although there are areas of food
Fund (UNICEF) and the Ghana Living Stan- scarcity and although several of the favored
dards Survey (1987-88) quoted by Alderman bushmeat species (primates and most large
(1990) indicated that between 30 percent and mammals) are considered of 'conservation
50 percent of preschool children in Ghana are concern" (IUCN 1989), small mammals (ie.,
malnourished, although Alderman notes that rodents) and some duikers are -plentiful in
though malnutrition has declined since 1986, it most rural areas. For most rural households,
remains above levels reported for the 1950s. bushmeat is one of the most valued products

Malnutrition in developing countries is of the forest. The potential increase of
essentially a problem of poverty and igno- bushmeat as a protein source is our concern.
rance. Abosede and McGuire's (1991) review Wildlife as the primaiy source of animal pro-
of innovative approaches to address nutrition tein for about 60 percent of Ghana's popula-
problems in Tanzania, Zimbabwe, and Zaire tion was established in 1974 (Asibey 1974).
showed success where women were trained to The contnbution of bushmeat to the annual
produce nutritious food. In the case of lbnza- animal protein intake is estimated to be about
nia, a-new flour, "Flourpower," was developed; 12 percent, and for rural communities consid-
in Zimbabwe local foods were produced on erably higher, around 60-70 percent (World
communal plots; in Zaire the transition from Bank 1988). The remainder comes from
weaning food only partially made from local sources such as fish, beet mutton, pork, and
ingredients to weaning food made from only chicken.
locally grown ingredients is under way. Com- Women. especially in Ghana, as confirmed
munity involvement in program development, by this study, are the principal processors and
growth monitoring, and nutrition education, as distributors of bushmeat. In terms of organiza-
well as dose supervision, were factors in pro- tion, there are women in the villages who
gram success. Africa's nutrition problems purchase the animals from the hunters, usually
require many of the same solutions as else- men, smoke them and then either sell them in
where-the solutions just mentioned, as well bulk to middlewomen who come from the
as targeted feeding and food fortification. urban center or send them to markets, both
Africa shares the universal need for good urban and rural. The urban middlewomen, in
training, management, communication, and turn, sell the smoked bushmeat to market
information systems (Abosede and McGuire women who retail to the consumers, or to
1991). However, not only are innovative insti- chopbar (restaurant) owners, who cook and
tutional mechanisms needed, but research on serve the meat to their customers.
improved food sources must continue. The findings we descnibe here are from a

study designed by Ghana's Ministry of Health
Women as "Primary Sustainers" and the Forestry Commission. The first part, a

baseline nutrition survey (March/April 1989),
In most developing countries, and certainly part of the Weaning Food Project

m Africa, women are responsible for s-upplying (UNICEF/Govemment of Ghana). -The sec-
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ond part was conducted to obtain information percent), while lack of time (29 percent)l
on women's participation in the bushmeat financial problems (15 percent), and insffi-
trade in terms of their source of supply, distri- cient space (12 percent) were other reasons.
bution outlets, and consumer preferences In the Accra market surv (Makola and
(Annex7-A and Tables 7-1 - 7-7). This was Kantamanto), women were identified as the
then linked to a rapid reevaluation (December dominant retailers of smoked bushmeat, pur-
1991,Tables 7-8 - 7-13) of women and trade chased weeldy from middlewomen, who buy
in Accra and Kumasi (TIbles 7-8 - 7-13). the meat, brought in from considerable dis-

The results were tabulated to do the follow- tances, already smoked at the source. At the
ing Kantamanto market, chopbar managers, again

predominandy women, were also intervewed.
* Summarize the gender and regional distri- Their sources of supply were Wmeba and

.bution of the respondents who consume Apam and, if the meat was smoked, from the
bushmeat (TIble 7-1) Upper East, Upper West, and Northem Re-

* Give the number and percentage of respon- gions (W, Fumbisi, Bole; Map 7-1).A further focus of investigation was thedents who consume bushmeat regularly Bus tSer Assoc i n K as thi
(Rble- 7-23 ) Bushmeat Sellers Association in KumasL This

-Ihble 7-2) association has 60 members. The executive
e Give sources of bushmeat ('ble 7-3) members are women and comprise the presi-

* Give occupation of respondents (Ibble 7-4) dent, deputy, secretary, and treasurer. Fresh
bushmeat is sold to the association by the

* Give the composition by gender and by hunters or their wrves or by middlewomen.
region of respondents who are willing to The survey recorded that bushmeat comes
rear wild animarl mostly from Amantia, about 60 kilometers

* Showf the type of bushmeat preferred for from Kumasi, and from two small villagesSonswnpthe type of bushmead prefearig fr -about 25kilometersfromXKmasi The associa-
consumptionbleble 7-6) and rearng (Ta- ton also gets smoked busbmeat supplies from

Wa, Bole, Fumbisi Buipe, and the Afram
Analysis of the tables shows that 96 percent Plains (see 'ible 7-14). In addition to the

of households interviewed consumed association, there are smoked bushmeat tad-
bushmeat regularly, defined as once daily ers in the Kumasi central market This group
(.ble 7-1). Of the respondents, 76 percent too gets supplies from Upper East, Upper

Cabe7-2) and 74 percent were West, Brong-Ahafo, and Afram Plains and
farmers. Most households obtain bus meat used to get supplies from as far away as
from markets Cible 7-3). A consumer prefer- Burlna Faso. Kumasi is-a trading hub, a
ence question revealed t:hat bushmeat is pni- -redistribution center, the crossroads for
manly consumed as a delcacy, while nutritious northisouth tradey the largest market in the
value and availability ranked next in priority. region, and possaily the largest market in
The preferred species were grasscutter Ghana.
Thiyonomys swi adeiiw (45 percent), royal The survey in 1989 was stimulated by earlier
antelope Neotragus pygmaeus (35 percent), work by Asibey (1974, 1978, and 1982) in
bushbuck Tregelophus scnpfs (20 percent) studies which established that the demand for

bushbck Tegelplzu scn)s (2 perent) bushmeat arises at all social, educational, and
(bMble 7-6). Of the households interviewed, 50 income levels an alo b alag-ale
percent expressed willingness to raise wildlife mcome levels and has long been a large-scale
for bushmeat and 50 percent expressed willing- econoac actinmty. Data collected over the last
ness to buy bushmeat from domestic sources. 10 years-in Kmasi sugest that bushmeat salcs
Of those who responded thatthehdid not wish have not diminished.: Falconer (1991) reports
to raise wildlife, most gave the difficulty of more thaD 50 full-time bushmeat traders in itsto risewillife mot gve he dffiult of central market and a further 15 wholesale
obtaining live wild animals as the reason (44
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traders at Atwemonom (Kumasi Bushmeat bushmeat species are "crop pests" (Falconer
Sellers Association). Similarly, sales monitored 1991). The grasseutter, the most popular
in Accra by the Department of Wildlife since bushmeat (Bible 7-7), is a crop pest and is the
1970 appear unchanged. only animal not protected at any time. Over 60

In a series of snapshot surveys of bushmeat percent of the grasscutter female population is
trade in Accra and Kumasi (December 1991), pregnant all year round. Subsistence hunting
in the context of the 1989 survey, Asibey ob- of grasscutters thereby provides year-round
tained further findings on gender in the good meat, income, and employment, and
bushmeat trade. Earlier findings on genera- reduces crop damage.
tional groups of trading in Kumasi were con- Consideration of the map (Map 7-1) shows
firmed; of these groups, nearly 2 percent were Ghana's present protected areas to be roughly
fourth generation, 13 percent third, 56 percent sited so as to safeguard the most threatened
second, and 29 percent first (Table 7-8). A large mammal sources of protein. As a policy,
sample of the same population was found to be huntig outside protected areas is not consid-
predominantly female (67 out of 68; Table ered a threat to protected areas. A recent
7-9), and employees of bushmeat chopbars review of Ghana's protected area system
were also predominantly female (Sunyani 81 reconmended an expansion of the system to
percent; Accra and Kumasi 1991 were 77 include habitats not sufficiently protected-for
percent; lible 7-10). Ownership and manage- example, a larger forest tract to the north of
ment of the chopbars was also predominantly Cape Coast has been called for.
female, 81 percent and 93 percent, respectively
(Tables 7-11 and 7-12). People and Parks

Although not so highly dominated by
women (54 percent), wvomen are actively Ghana is renowned for 'an unusually en-
involved in the supply and transportation of lightened conservation policy [initiated in the
bushmeat from production centers in the field early 1960s and adopted in 19741 and there has
to traders in urban markets, as evidenced in been a great deal of research into forest man-
Kumasi Central Market (Bible 7-13). agement and, most unusually, managment of

the wildlife resource" (IUCN 1988). With the
'frade as a Threat to Biodiversity signing of the African Convention on the

Conservation of Nature and Natural Re-
The bushmeat trade thrives, but species sources (The African Convention") in 1968,

hitherto unimportant (e.g., grasscutter and which made provision for parties to introduce
giant rat) have gained prominence, indicating special protected areas of their local concern,
endangerment of large mammal species. Wild- Ghana reclassified its game reserves into strict
life populations, particularly of large mam- nature reserves, national parks, and wildlife
mnals, have been observed to diminish over sanctuaries, and introduced game production
time. Increased land clearance, increased reserves into the system of protected areas.
hunting pressure, and improved hunting equip- The three game production reserves Bia,
ment are the most obvious causes. Elders Ankasa, and Shai were areas set aside primar-
interviewed by Falconer also cited bushfires as ily for the conservation of wildlife But manage-
another factor for the decreasing number of ment objectives, however, allow compatible
large mammals. The elders also blamed the forms of land use, such as subsistence hunting,
akyampong weed Chromolaena odorata as based on previously set quotas (population
being impenetrable and for not providing them control), logging, based on approved yield set
with the camouflage they need. Currently, within allowable cut, and the introduction of
most preferred species in the bushmeat trade other species whose populations can be con-
(Table 7-6) are caught on farmlands rather ttolled, through subsistence hunting, to. pro-
than in forests (Table 7-3), and most common vide bushmeat. The Shai Game Production
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Reserve has been fenced to allow kob and seen the opportunities in the bushmeat trade
baboon to increase; the reserve then culls and the chopbar outlets for which we argue.
populations to supply bushmeat to Accra. Increasing women's income and control over
Ghanaian conservation policy has always it, increasing women's -efficiency in production
sought to "put people first," taking into ac- of goods and services for household consump-
count the users of protected areas in the vicin- dion, and improving women's health and nutri-
ity as much, if not more, than tourists. Subsis- tion are three out of the four areas for inter-
tence hunting is legal in Ghana; other than the vention currently recommended to help
period of the closed hunting season, hunting women improve nutrition in the developing
and trapping (Table 7-3) are legal. Veterinary world: lTo make a positive sum game in nutri-
laws are consistent with bushmeat production tion, women need to be able to increase their
and consumption practices. access to food, reduce the nutritional costs of

It as Falconer reports, the vast majority of their role conflicts, and enhance their control
hunters (83 percent of her sample) never take over nutrition-related resoures" (McGuire
their catch to Kumasi or -other markets, but and Popkin 1990).
either consume it or sell it locally themselves, Levinson (1991), in a review of low-cost
then the quantities deduced from the trade program opportunities to address malnutri-
surveys cited above certainly "reflect only a tion, recommends project designs for localized
small fraction of trade and do not capture the community- or nongovernmental orgamza-
value of this resource for the majority of peo- tion-initiated activities and components of
pie." larger integrated progms which could oon-

tinue both our synergistic benefits. Credit
Women and Nutrition programs are recommended as levers "to

generate community participation in core
As has been noted, in Ghana women must nutrition activities and, in turn, of these core

bear more responsibilities than those of tradi- activities to facilitate the translation of
tional mothers who ensure the welfare of their income-generation into improved nutritional
families as cooks for the household. They are status of the family (Levinson 1991).
also predominantly the farmers and, as we The forceful combination of circum-
have seen, in the urban context they have a stances-the bushmeat trade, the nutritious
monopoly on the bushmeat trade and its value of bushmeat, the established female
outlets in chopbars. There has been enough roles as farmers, traders, and mothers-make
study of the social structure of Asante women it advisable that economists and conservation-
traders in Kumasi (aark 1984, 1989, and ists consult these women, not only in Ghana,
1989a) and difficulties with Eurocentric as- but starting with Ghana, as to how they might
sumptions about decisionmaking and resource extend their roles by developing a further
allocation processes related to them to make sourc.- nf nutrition for their families and a
us cautious about our proposals which, on our source of income for themselves. We should
part, are very much a matter of deduction and build on the inspirational environmental initia-
belief in human adaptability. Well-developed tives led by, among others, Gharaian women
trade networks on which the riving bushmeat at the pre-UNCED Global Assembly of
trade rely may not be easy to enter. However, Women and the Environment in Miami, No-
we are intuitively suspicious of the theory that vember 1991, where criteria for their "success
there is "a socially determined inability of stories" were replicability, affordability,
contemporary African farmers and urbanites sustainability, and demonstrated women's
to accumulate capital or generate technologi- leadership and.community organizing abilities
cal progress" (Hyden 1980, quoted.in Clark (United Nations Environment Programme
1989). Two recent authorities are more en- 1992). One Ghanaian example consisted of 19
couragng, although neither appears to have groups of women farmers with 3,400 partici-
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pating in implementation of an agroforestry with breeding stock More than 10 years later,
project. It is evident from the study which we with persistent malnutrition, increased threats
have described that a similarity very likely to animal populations and protected areas, it
exists, particularly among women, which could is surely time to readdress the case for captive
be harnessed to raise select species for im- breeding and wildlife ranching or farming.
proved nutrition. We see in the future a much improved

Earlier efforts at captive breeding con- relationship between people in the vicinity of
ducted by Ghana's Wildlife Department protected areas if the value of the protected
stopped at the point of easy multiplication in areas can be better understood as fulfilling or
about 1980. The grasscuttnr is the only species safeguarding such a basic social need as the
so far piloted by Ghana's Department of sustainable source of protein. Our case for
Game and Wildlife. The pilot project started captive-breeding fits directly in the model of
in 1970 covered about 50 households in Accra, involving local people in conservation of pro-
Koforidua, and Nsawam that were provided tected areas, which is being promoted and
with stock Some of the households have piloted in many protected area plans all over
continued to raise and trade their surplus the world. To link the bushmeat network in
animals for others to breed, and there is need Ghana to the conservation of Ghana's pro-
for a large-scale breeding center from which to, tected areas would also afford an environmen-
promote the practice in the context of tal lesson, which young and old, rich and poor,
women's initiatves. To promote this, the next and male and female, could better appreciate
step should be a national survey of households on a full stomach.
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Table 7-1. Sa Distuibuzion by Region of Respondents who Consume Bushmeat

Respondents
Region Males Fernates Total % Females
Central 12 44 56 79
Volta 68 43 111 39
Brong Ahafo 102 152 254 60
TOTAL 182 239 421 57

Table 7-2 Number of Respondents Who Consume Bushmeat Regularly 

Response
Region Yes No % Yes
Central 57 5 91
Volta 99 1.2 89
Brong Ahafo 254 2 97
TOTAL 410 19 96

Table 7-3. Sources of Bushmeat
.&n

Source Central Volta Brong.ALmfo Toatl
Trapping 8 21 92 121
Hunting 4 14 10 28
Raising - - 2 2
Market 49 71 154 274
TOTAL 61 106 258 425

Table 7-4. Occupation of Respondents

Region
Occupation Central Volta BrongAkafo Total
Farming 26 54 137 217
Teaching 3 6 8 17
Trading 8 9 6 23
Food vendor 5 4 5 14
Dress making - - 4 4
Driving 1 4 5
Health worker 1 5 6
Fitting mechanic - - 4 4
Unemployed 5 4 10 19
TOTAL 49 - 77 183 309
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Table 7-5. Distribution of Respondents' Wilings to Raise WildAnimals

Region Yes No Total
Central 25 26 51

Volta 70 29 99

Brong Ahafo 118 119 237

ToIrL 213 164 377

Table 7-6. Type of Bushumeat Prefered to That Consumed by Respondents

Region
Type Central Volta BrongAhafo Total
Grasscutter
(TIhyonomys
swindenanus) 10 42 104 156

Royal antelope
(Ne otragus
pygJnaeus) 16 22 62 100

Bushbuck
(Tragelaphus
sanptus) 18 12 18 48
Red river hog
(Potamochoerus

Pornus) 1 9 10

Giant rat
(Cricetomys
gambianus) - 19 33 52
TOTAL 45 104 217 366

Table 7-7. Types ofAnhnaLs which Respondents Prefer to Raise

Rexion
Type of animnls Central Volta BrongAhafo Total
Grasscutter 12 26 47 85

Royal antelope 6 26 28 60

Giant rat 4 12 22 38

Bushbuck 1 3 8 12
TOTAL 23 67 105 195
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Table 7-8 Number of Traders in Generational Groups of Bushmeat Traders in Kumasi Central Market
as ofDecember14, 1991

Type of bushmeat traded

Smoked Fresh Total
Generadonalgroup No. % No. % No. %

Frst - 30 34.1 15 22.4 45 29.0
Second 40* 45.4 47 70.1 87 56.1

Third 16 182 4 6.0 20 12.9

Fourth 2 23 1 1.5 3 1.9

TOTAL 88 100.0 67 100.0 155** 99.9

Each includes six learners who are understudying their parents. They will form the third
generation traders in their families.

IThere was only one male in this group, and he was a second generation trader.

Tabe 7-9. Sex Composition of Smoked Bushmw Trdes in Kumasi Centrl Market Smoked Bushmeat
Stall on December 14, 1991

Number of stalls checked 30

Range of number of staff per stall 1-5

Average number of staff per stall 2

Total number of females employed 67

Total number of males employed 1
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Table 7-0.Staff Strength and Sex Composiion of Some Bushmeat Chop Bars in Ghana

Location Male Female Total % Female
Accra (Dec. 1991) 2 7 9 78

2 7 9 78

1 7 8 88

3 6 9 67

1 7 8 88

1 6 7 86

2 6 8 75

Kumasi (Dec. 1991) 3 8 11 73

3 9 12 75

2 12 14 86

3 8 11 73
2 8 10 80

2 12 14 86

2 9 11 82

1 6 7 -86

Sunyam (Dec. 1978) 2 7 9 78

TOTAL 32 125 157 80

Table 7-11. Sex Composidon of Busmeat Chop Bar Ownew in Some Cents in Ghana

Center Men Womn - Total % Women
Accra

(Dec. 1991)

Kantamanto 2 5 7 72.

Kumansi
(Dec. 1991)

Mmoromu 1 2 3 67

Kejetia - 4 4 100

Asafo Market 1 1 100

Sunyanai
(Dec. 1977)

Central Market - 1 1 100

TOTAL 3 13 16 81
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Table 7-1k Sex ComposWion ofBuhmeatRsaurant (Caop Bar) Staff inMmoromu, Kei, nd.stlJb
Marke Kumas4 as on December14, 1991

Positionlmle Males Females Total
Restaurant 1 7 8
Owner managed
(staf) 5 5
Employee managed

(staff) 3 3
Staff* on various

assignments 18 64 82
TOTAL 18 72 90

Table 7-12b. Sex Composition of BushmeatResta (Cop Bar) Staff in Karamanto Mwke Acau,
as onDecemberZ 1991

Position/Role Males Females Total
Restaurant 2 5 7
Owner managed
(staff) 1 4 5
Employee Managed
(staf ) 2 2
Staff* onvarious
asignments 11 40 51

.TomL 12 46 58

* Additional to manageresses of the estlishment
E*=luding owners who do not work in the establishment (one a male whose wife manages the

estblishment and two mothers whose daughters-second generation mana ws 1nw-aige the
establishment).

Table 7-13. Sex Composion of Smoked Bushmeat Suppivl2anportaes to the Kum Centrl Ma*et
as on Decmber 14, 1991

Wholmsang Whoksaing&Reailing Tota

Males Females Males Females Males Females

13 11 - 4 13 15



7-A. Bushmet Survey. -ZI

Annex 7-A
Bushmeat Survey

Methods Used for Surv * Reasons for preferring bushmeat to other

The main survey was conducted in thre meat
parts over March and April 1989. * Interest in raising wildlife

A structured questionnaire was used to
elicit information in 12 communities in tbree A market survey was conducted among
regions of Ghana (Map 7-1). A total of 421 retailers of bushmeat and chopbar keepers in
households, constituting 10 percent of the Accra at Makola and Kantamanto markets,
regional population, those who responded to respectively.
the questionnaire, were interviewed on the A focus group discussion was held with the
folowing: executive members (chairman/president,

deputy, secretary and treasurer) of the
* Popularity of consumption of bushmeat Bushmeat Sellers Association in Kumasi

a Sources of bushmeat (Atwemonom).
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America's Self-Funding Park System:
The New Hampshire Model

W. F. LaPage

Our Parks Deserve Dedicated Funding

THEPHLoSOPHYOFTHE GENERALFUND, that enormous
pool of tax revenue from which we fund the majority of
society's needs, is inimical to the protecton of our park
lands and nature reserves. Distribution of General Funds
is overwhelmingly responsrve to the urgency of today's
needs. The result is anything but the so-called 'level
playing field" of agency competition for dollars. Our
needs for biological diversity, or even simply for play-
grounds, cannot compete with the immediacy of hunger,
illiteracy, and medical care for children-
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The persuasiveness of addressing these to be protected. And there is ample evidence
concerns over the long range by also preserv- that they are very wiling to pay for this protec-
ing our parks and natural areas does little tion What has been missingfrom thiswinning
more than draw the line at "closing the doors" combination is wide-spread understanding that
and selling our assets. Because the benefits of protection means much more than acquisition.
our parks are percei fed to be deferable, we America's commitment to parks is unlikely to
continue to go through long cyles of park and falter if their operations have to be funded
natural area degradation, interspersed with from user fees. In fact both park advocacy and
brief and infrequent periods of public embar- stewardship may very well increase with the
rassment and short-term atonement. The level stronger sense of ownership that comes from
of vision which created these public lands paying directly for direct benefits.
deserves to be matched by funding sources
which assure their benefits now and in the The Ideal Experimental Setting
future. And those funding sources must be
protected from raids with tenacity equal to the In many respects, the New Hampsbire state
protectic_ of the lands themselves. park system provides an ideal setting for a self

support feasibility test. Its small size (137,000
User Fees: The Dedicated Fund Base acres) and diversity of properties (72 recre-

ational historical, and natual sites) has had a
The search for fundig begins (and too legislative mandate to earn as much of its

often ends) with park visitors. Their willing- budget as possible for 55 years of its 56-year
ness to pay for the use of these lands has been history. This legacy has resulted in a very small
the subject of numerous studies and agency overhead and a staff committed to an experi-
"experimente in fee setting. The range in cost mental approach to gement (It was the
recovery from users runs from well under ten first state park system to experiment with
percent (U.S. National Park Service) to well differential pricing of its campsites, visitor
over 100 percent (New Hampshire state satisfaction monitoring and carrying capacity
pats). While it is clear that users should (and limitt) Its several -world class attractions" are
want to) pay a portion of the costs, the jury is located within a two-hour drive of the Boston
still out on whether total self-funding is either metropolitan area. Its natural areas have
attainable or desirable. What is clear is that attracted national attention, with several
some degree of self-funding is prerequisite to having attained placement on the National
securing a supplemental dedicated revenue Natural Landmark Register.
source. A variety of supplemental sources are Similarly, most of its historic sites are either
currently favored, generally in the form of a National Historic Landmarks or on the Na-
percentage of another tax, for example, on real tional Register of Historic Places. Three of its
estate transfers, cigarettes, sales, gasoline, or a major park attractions, totaling over 14,000
portion of lottery proceeds. These other taxes acres, are totally surrounded by the added
may or may not bave a direct relationship to attraction and protection of a three-quarter
the use or future availability of these re- million acre National Forest. The people of
sources; however, the more direct that rela- New Hampshire are proud of their park sys-
tionship is, the stronger the case wil be for temr rallying to its support with nearly two
dedicating a portion of the receipts to parks dozen different "friends of park" volunteer
Similarly, the higher the rate of self-suffi- groups. During 1991, volunteers contributed
ciency, the stronger the case for a dedicated $1.25 million in labor and private funds in
income source to fill the gap between income support of its park system Volunteer effort
and operational expense. clearly is a major component of "self support,"

It has been demonstrated, tine and time even though many volunteer programs are
again, that Americans want their public lands often "extras " Volunteers have opened parks
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early, kept them open late, provided interpre- until 1989, these two sites, representing one-
tive services, hosted special events, raised half of the division's budget, were a consistent
funds, and provided all added degree of park drain on any excess revenue generated by the
protection that is invaluable. rest of the park system.

In describing this system as "ideal" for Although initially conceived as the system's
experimentation, it is clear that if self funding money makers," the two ski areas instead
cannot succeed in these circumstances, it both directly and indirectly (through their
probably can not be considered feasible in any continuing needs for capital improvement)
major way elsewhere. However, it is just as drained money and legislative attention away
obvious that this exact combination of favor- from the other parks for over two decades.
able characteristics is unlikely to be replicated Capital improvements languished throughout
elsewhere. Nevertheless, the elements of the parks, and the deferred maintenance bill
success that work for New Hampshire will climbed, as the two ski areas battled to com-
probably be individually successful in any pete with snow maling, lodge improvements,
setting& and new ski lifts, including a new $4 million

aerial tramway. It is also important to note
The Limits of Success that the separation of the two ski areas drained

$850,000 from summer park income, that is,
Facing a growing General Fund budget income from revenues other thanskiing

crisis, the New Hampshire state legislature, in By the summer of 1991, the stage was set to
April of 1991, passed an act which required the see if the parks could not only survive on their
state park system to earn its own funds. In own, but generate sufficient income beyond
doing so, the legislature recognized the park expenses to begin to address their deferred
system's income record over the previous three maintenance needs. With all of the success
years as a sound basis for funding its opera- factors outimed above, two critical factors
tions. In addition to payments of all direct were working against them: a depressed re-
operating costs, that record included annual gional economy and summer weather which
payments on over $10 million of capital devel- was both wetter and colder than normaL The
opment projects. What made the legislation combined effects of weather and a sluggish
experimental was the addition of non-opera- economy resulted in an income pattern which
tional costs in its mandate. Charges for park started out at 24 percent ahead of 1990 and
system planning, recreation exiension, and ended the season'barely 7 percent ahead. But
division overhead were added to the open- still the year was a success and brought a new
tional costs. CThe park system is one bureau record income.
within the division of parks and recreation.) In at least one respect, the sluggish econ-
Conversely, the costs of park promotion and omy may have been an asseL New Hampshire
capital development are not charged to the state parks are ideally positioned to offer
parks bureau. altemative low-ost day outings or camping

The 1991 legislation created a non-lapsing trips. And people seemed to use the parks for
park fund into which all park income flows. exactly these purposes in 1991. Camping,
Income in excess of budgeted expenses may be which had shown a steady decline during the
spent on any park project or program, includ- previous decade, suddenly recorded a ten
lag staffing and promotion, with the approval percent increase. Ocean beaches showed a 14
of the legislature's fiscal committee and the percent increase, while inland beaches de-
Governor and Executive Council. It is note- lined three percent from their 1990 leveL The
worthy that while the state park system in- bottom line for the 1991 season was a surplus
cludes two major downhil ski resorts, thedy are of $660,000 for park improvements-in a year
managed separately and cannot contnrbute to in which general fund budget cuts would prob-
or draw from the non-lapsing Park Fund. Up ably have closed several parks.
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The Next Step: rate underwriting for all of its promotion,
A Fund for theFuture information, and education programs, (b)

expanding its in-park and off-park merchandis-
Any comprehensive system of parks has ing, and (c) reducing operating costs through

three income classes of properties: (a) those expanded computerization and cooperative
that can never generate income in reess of management. Without resorting to fee in-
costs, n those wiith a profit potential, and (c) crease, the opportunities for income enhance-
those with a profit histoy. It is tempting tocs ment are limited only by our own imagination.
the 1991 profits to propel us into an even more Our parks, natural areas, and historic sites
successful 1992 season by expanding those are very "saleable" to potential cooperators.
park facilities which are already profitable, or The images, mission, history, and popularity of
are being used to capacity. Two considerations parkdands provide an endless array of benefits
speak against drawing down the parks fund in to our cooperators, from the good will of
this way.The first is the obvious need to main- community involvement to the increased sales
tain a reserve for an even wetter summer in of integrity identification. And the financial
1992. The second concem is that of maintain- benefits to the park ystem are dwarfed by the
ing the integrity of the park system for the impact of a broadened constituency ard a
future, and this has no easy solution. Should wider understanding of park philosophy.
the fund immediately be pro-rated in its fir It's too early to signal "success" However,
year, between enhanced income production the signiance of New Hampshire's experi-
and deferred maintenance and between ment in self-funded state parks extends weU
income-producng and non-income-producing beyond its borders. The general funding of our
parks? Or shoud it be totally reinvested to public parks has tended to trivialie them by
expand the income base so that more money. artificially lowering their cost to the user. If
might be available for maintenance needs and public parkdands important enough to
nonproducers in future years? The total rein- acquire, they are important enough to warrant
vestment option is very attractive for a park completing the job of perpetual stewardship.
svstem which is mary suce It also Acquisition without management simply pro-
has a vey strong personal appea for success. tects those lands from one threat while expos-
On the other hand, the pro-rated approach has g hem to another. The park moement itself
a better chance for increasing public support, is ttened by the increasingly ommon
maintaining a viable volunteer corps, and refrain of "they can't take care of what they
emphasizing the nonmonetairy benefits of park have now!"
lands. Fortunately, a middle ground can be p stwvParks is the key to restarting the
found, at least for the first year. One half of public parks movement, and if stewardship is
the "profif is reserved for a raie seasonv If limited by funding, then we can no longer
not needed at the end of the second season, afford to let ourparkdands wither under gen-

eral fund tokenism. Our parks, historic sites,
these funds are used for neededimprovements and natural areas are essential parts of ourat histonc sites, nahtual areas, and low-income

prdcr. Th sen hal of thudi ives and our economieL. They deserve to beproducers. The second half Of the fuond iS funded as such, not as wards of the state.
immediately used to address deferred mainte- Getting parks off the dole and onto a stable
nance needs at income producing parks, with funding base will not be easy. But it is essen-
the hope of payback in the second and third tial. As we introduce the n generation of
years. school children to their paridand hentage, let's

A number of other steps are being taken to not teach them that these places are so special
assure continued success-increased promo- that we have chosen to let the buildings rot,
ton, mecbandising, and cost monitoring. The the lands be eroded, the vegetation be de-
New Hampshire state park system currently stroyed, and the waters be polluted because we
has vigorous programs of (a) locating corpo- had no funds.
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Economic Contributions
of Venezuelan Protected Areas:

The Tragedy of the Commons and. Perspectives

Aldemaro Romero Dias

VENEZuELA IS ONE OF THE WoRLS most biologically
diverse countries. It is a county of the Andes and the
Amazon; it is bordered partly by the Canbbean Sea and
partly by the Atlantic Ocean; and it contaiTs wide ranges
of savanna. Legal efforts to preserve it are no less impres-
sive: by December 1991, Venezuela had set aside 39
national parks, 40 natural monuments, 7 faunal refuges,
2 faunal reserves, 10 forest reserves, and many other
forms of legally protected areas of various types and
sizes. National parks alone account for 9.27 percent of
the country (Romero 1992).
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Despite its vast biodiversity, legal protec- Technical reasons
tion, po.;tical stability, and relative economic Ah
well-being, Venezuela has failed to effectively phAs wo the Venezelaenvironmental em-
manage these protected areas. Virtually all of phasis of thi Venezuelan government has been, . . ~~~~~~~traditionally morc on lepal instruments thanVenezuela's national parks exhlibit some prob- on actions. Very few of the protected areas
lems: 55 percent of them are illegally occupied; have adequate means available for their effec-
illegal hunting occurs in 77 percent of them; .

and 66 percent have shown significant loss of
vegetation and biodiversity (Romero 1982). example, has nearly 300,000 people living
Furthermore, a lack of infrastructure, trained illegaly within its boundaries; the Canainastaff, and management plans is also common. National Park, Venezuela's largest, with a totalstall; and management plans is also common.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~area of some 3,000,000 hectares and represent-Thus, these and many other protected areas,
with very few exceptions, failed to gener- ing a great tourist attraction and an even

- greater potential as a source of revenue, had-ate wealth for anybody, except for those en--
gaged in illegal activities. Even many of the by 1991 only four people from the National
forest reserves, originally designed as pro dc- .Institute de Parks taking care of it, while the

forest reserves, orig l d d a- M-inistry of the Environment employed nearly
tive units, are today virtually destroyed 11,000 people. We could easily go on with
(Romero 1992).

This chapter analyz the opportunities lost further examples such as these.
and proposes the changes needed in order to
turn the preservation of this natural heritage Economic shortsightedness
into a source of wealth. Until recently, Venezuela had a typical

Third World country economy in the sense
The Sources of the Problem that it was highly subsidized, and it placed an

extremely low value on natural goods such as
Political circumstances water and energy, a fact which encouraged

their exploitation and waste.
Venezuela enviroXnental policy, especialy In addition, there has never been a serious

in the last 20 years, has been characterized by attempt by the goverment to take ito ac-
an emphasis on the legal apparatus rather than
by specific actions. One clear sign of this is not counf there sbeen* g ~~~~~~~and ecosye ms. In fact, there has been -a
only the complexity and number of environ- traitional clash between local communities
mental regulations in the country, but also the and governental representatives when the
use of those regulations as a political tool latter intended to curtail traditional means of
From 1973 through 1989, out of 25 nationalparks 17 f thm-tht L%-8 pecentwere economic subsistence for the local populations
park,1 of them tion c percent-ere by trying to enforce laws that-revealed a total
decreed during election campaigns. Further- misunderstanding of the significance of these
more, during those same election years, pro- activities for local populations. In other words,
tected areas were usually occupied by peasants there has never been an appropriate cost-
and others, better off, who were directed by benefit analysis of preserving biodiversity,
alleged "peasant leaders" (actually local politi- either at the nationalor at the local level.
cians) in order to offer political favors in Thirdly, sice those who overexploit natural
exchange for votes. These types of favors are- ~~~~~~~~~~~~~resources in Venezela do It Ilegally, they
generally accepted by officials of the governing rarely pay for the economic costs of that
party, and they generally encounter little o e b t ntosiinfro oenetatoiish overexploitation' encouraged by the -notion
OPPOsition that, their activities are carried out within
basic reasoning is that "since it is govermment government protected areas, mahdng the areas
land, it is everyone's land," that is, common s l " "Xrope. doseem ltie covnmon propertypr Veo y rarely

property- ~~~~~~~does th e govermnent take appropriate action
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against these individuals, thus reinforcing the encourages a faulty idea of development.
concept of the tragedy of the commons According to the statistics produced by the
(ardin 1968). Ministry of Agriculture, natural areas that are

Fourth, there is a very weak sense of owner- deforested are declared "improved lands,"
ship toward land in Venezuela. Because it is a implying that natural vegetation is a nuisance.
country that, during most of its history, was Sixth, the measures of national income and
underpopulated, there was no real need for a livng standards still follow the classical ap-
strong land tenure system, especially since proach used by governments-that is,
most land is government-owned. Here is how GNP-which does not take into account fac-
typically confusion arises over the issue of land tors such as the loss of natural wealth and
ownership in Venezuela. Occasionally, when therefore of quality of life.
land is designated as a protected area, the
Venezuelan government takes the necessary Solutions Proposed
steps to expropriate such land. The govern-
ment usually argues that it lacks the necessary Institutional changes
funds; however, designating land as a pro- O o t
tected area is also sometimes a way of meeting One of the most ihporant transformations
political agendas. Areas such as the Bolivar needed is to change the govement "corpo-
peak, the highest Venezuelan mountain, which rate culture of legal decrees so that they are
is in the middle of a national park is stil ends and not tools. To reach that goal, envi-
privately owned, despite the fact that park was ronmental authorities must devse systems
designated as a protected area in 1952. Why? based on current managerial practices of
Often, as soon as an area is decreed as legally achieving tangible results in specific periods of
protected, it is subject to immediate invasions tie.
by people who claimed to have some legad , the whole system of control over these
rights over them. This author witnessed how, areas must be decentralized and democratzed.
right after the Santos Luzardo National Park Currently, even minor decisions depend upon
was designated a ptected area in 1988, itwas authorities in Caracas-hundreds, even thou-
subjected to hordes of people who daimed sands of kilometers away from the protected
ownership over parts of it One of the perverse areas. Although some attempts have been
economic incentives that contnbutes to this made to share the responsibility for the cre-
much confuision in land ownership is the Vene ation of Exclusive Authorities Committees,"
zuelan land law which establishes that any one such as the Los Roques National Park, those
who takes over land, private or public, and is attempts concentrate more on coordinating
not evicted during the first 15 days is entitled actions among govemmental officials than
to be paid by the rightful owner for whatever really integrating all the players. Thus, a de-
infrastructure the squatter develops, whether mocratization of the system by which local -

a house, a farm or something else. Some populations (iving inside and nearby the
environmentls say tat the worst fring that protected areas), nongovernmental and
can happen to a natural area in Venezuela is nonenvironmetal organizations, as well as
to be designated as legally protected. commercial corporations which have ongoing

Fifth, discount rates applied by current activities within these protected areas, must,be
economic planning encourage depletion of made at least in the discussion and consulta-
biological resources. Govermental economic tion process. This process must also be open to
plans in Venezuela are always designed for a public scrutiny, which would be unusual in
five-year period, so the impact of deforestaton -Venezuela, where even environmental impact
over damns are never taken into consideration assessments are usually considered se -

until it is too late. In addition, even the termi- In addition, there must be a shift in empha-
nology used by the Venezuelan government sis from where and how to spend the limited
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governmental resources to reducing govern- gale changes
mental bureaucracy and opening many of the Al laws that encourage squatting must be
activities currently carried out (or at least deleted from current legislation; not only are
intended to be caried out) to other areas of
the society (both commercial and nonprofit t totally uns ountby th a

orpnzatons)by ontactig ot orleaing also totally unnecessary in a country with a
relatively low population density and a high

lang grants (for example, timber concessions). concentration of people in urban areas.
Govermmental authorities must concentrate on Also the goverment must provide incen-
planning, coordinating and, above all, on law

enforemen an .bowu atvie. tives for the development of pnvate nature
preserves, either within already existing prvate
property in which part of or all of the land is

Economic changes
set aside for as a nature preserve or through a

The incorporation of a whole different system of land acquisition or leasing in order
scheme of measuring economic performance to create such private protected areas.
that takes into account the situation and use of
natural resources is essential, both in terms of Bibliography
quantifying the economic value of natural
resources and in safeguarding against resource BIOMA; 1991. I Cu.mbre Heifica de
overexploitation. Economf y Ambiente. Docaento FnaL

Also, it is essential to create economic BIOMA: Caracas.
incentives of different kinds that promote Hardin, G. 1968. "The Tragedy of the Com-
actvities which enoDurage biodiversity conser- morn." Sce 162 (3859) :1243-48.
vation. Incredibly, agricultural activities are McNeely, IeffreyA. 1988. Economic and Bio-
tax-exempt, but there are no specific taxc inen- logical. Diiz Dewvopbrg and UsingEco-
tives for conservation activities such as the nomic Inceni to Conserve Biological
creation of private nature preserves. Other Resources. Gland, Switzerland Interna-
economicincen proposed in general terms tional Union for the Conservation of Na-
elsewhere (McNeely 1988), would also be fully ture and Natural Resources (lUCN).
applicable for Venezuela, Romero, Aldemaro. 1992.Audiorda ambiental

de Vneuea 199L. Caracas: BIOMA.



Rattan Management
for Sustainable Livelihoods
and Forest Conservation:

The Case of
Kerinci-Seblat National Park, ndonesia

Stephen F. Siebert, Jill AL BeLsky,
and Kurnia Rauf

TROPICAL FORESS IN SOUTHEAST ASIA are rapidly
disappearing under the combined pressure of timber
harvesting and forest conversion by landless poor.

This rach was made possibl. by grants from the Rainforest Alm=anc and
UNESCO.
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A network of national parks and protected long settlement, Kabupaten Kerinci,vwhich has
areas has been established in Southeast Asia been the traditional home of a distinct cultural
(Collins 1990), but the viability of many pro- group for many generations. Approimately
tected areas is threatened by resident peoples 280,000 people inhabit the Kerinci enclave.
who for generations have collected forest The Kerinci economy is agiculturally-based,
products and cultivated land now designated as with Irrigated rice grown in the central valley
preserves Not surprisingly, conflicts between and both annual food crops and perennial cash
protected areas management and local eco- crops, particularly cinnamon (Cimannomum
nomic development are intensifying As West burmani) and coffee (Coffeta rbusta), cuti-
and Brechin (1991) have noted, simultaneously vated on surrounding hilt slopes that have been
protecting biodiversity and the rights of people deared from foress
who live in and around protected areas is the Kerinci-Seblat National Park has been
paramount conservation challenge throughout designated by the International Union for the
the world. Conservation of Nature and Natural Re-

Ratans are a large group of climbing palms sources (IUCN) (1984) as one of the most
thatcomprise one of the most importantforest important and criically threatened protected
products m Southeast Asia. Rattans have been areas in the humid tropics; thousands of hect-
used for centuries in binding, basketry, and ares in the park have already been converted
weaving, and are now a major source of cash to cinnamon and coffee farms, threatening
mcome (DeBeer and McDermott L989). Man- both the integriy and long-term vbity of the
aged rattan harvesting is an attractive candi- part Those involved in forest farming inside
date in forest conservation and local develop- Kerinci-Seblat National Park are primarily
ment efforts because these plants hve, a wide young resource-poor households that origi-
range of traditional uses, are an important nate from three ls in the Kerinci ecave-
source of cash income, have little or no effect These three villages are charcterized by a
on ther forest flora and fauna when har- shortage of irrigated rice land, degraded up-
vested, and becausewithout managemen, wild lands, and lack of altemative wage labor op-
supplies are likely to be exhausted. portunities (Siebert 1989).

This chapter evaluates the potential that One of the principal viages involved in
managed harvesting of one economically- forest frming in Kerinci-Seblat National Park
important rattan species might play in foster- is Sungai Tutung, the traditional center of
ing economic development among resident rattan basket making in Kerinci and more
people, while simultaneously contrbuting to recently home to a vigorous rattan handicraft
forest conservation objectves. industry for the domestic Indonesian market

The rattan cottage industries in Sungai Tutung
Research Site and Methodology rely primarily upon one species of cane, Cala-

mus ius, which is ilegall collected fromwild
Site populations inside Kerinci-Seblat National

Park.
-One of the preeminent protected areas in -a- ~~~~~~CabuuseUs IS a small clusterng rattan:

Southeast Asia Is Kerinci-Seblat National PaclckinSoutheastrAia, d sis Kerinci-Seblat National Pahat iS capable of both semal and vegetative
insua hamon Kereb tNat reproduction (that is, it sprouts new canes
Park is a 1.5 million hectare preserve that afebinhrvsd)ItgosTouot- ~~~~~~~~~~after.-bemg harvesed). It grows throughout
ranges from 100 to 3,800 meters elevation and p M and Sumatra, but is most
incdudes extremely diverse flora and fauna As a o r- abundant ~on ridges in hlll and lower montane
is the case in all Indonesian national parks, for (Dransfeld 1979).
farming, forest product collecting; and hunting
are strictly prohibited. In the center of Kerinci-
Seblat National Park is a 10 by 80 kilometer
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Methodology pnces paid to collectors upon delivry of canes
to local markets. Local perceptions of forest

Research on the abundance, site prefer- farm and interest in rattan lvelihoods were

assessed by informally iterviewing forest
Calamus ealis was conducted 25 kilometers
inside Kerinci-Seblat National Park in the farmers and rattan coaectors inside Keracia
principal rattan collection area (Figure 10-1). Seiat Naonal Park and interviewing rattan
Demographic characteristics of C exis were
detennined by sampling plant and cane abun-
dance, and environmental factors ½ forty 0.05- Resuts and Discussion
hectare plots selected at random intervals
along tansects (a total of 2 hectares were Demographiccharacterics of C
sampled) m prmary forests. The sampling
plots were located between 1,200 and 1,400 An average of 283 C nlls plants with 65
meters in elevation and were dominated by mature plants and 191 harvestable canes were
steep slopes (20-100 percent), lower montane observed per hectare in the principal rattan
hil dipterocarp forests, and Tropohumult collecting area of Kerinc-Seblat National Park
soils. (TIble 10-1). Cane lengths averaged approxi-

In each plot, the following data were col- mately 10 meters. Thus, the forests of Kerinc-
lected: Seblat National Park produced about 1,910

meters of cane per. hectare.
* The number ofjuvenile and mature rattans Populations of C eriis showed a strong

* The number and length of canes per plant nepie relationship with light intensity and
- Thenuberan legtocaesperplnt competition from understory vegetation. Sites

* The predominant light regime, qualitatively with high light intensities were negatively
scored on a scale of 1 to 4 (1 = complete related to the number of mature plants (R-
shade) squared 0.60; F<O.001), number of canes (R-

* Competition from understory vegetation, squared 0.64; F< 0.001) and number of canes
qualitatively scored on a scale of 1 to 4 (1 of harvestable length (R-squared 0.49;
little understory vegetation; 4 = severe FcO.01. Simiarly, sites with dense
competition from complete cover of understory vegetation were negatively corre-
understory growth) lated with the number of mature plants (R-

squared 057; F<0.001), total number of canes
* Soil drainage characteristics, classified on a (R-squared 0.59; Fc0.001) and number of

scale of 1 to 3 (1 = well drained; 3 = water- canes of harvestable length (R-squared 0.44;
logged soils) Fc0.001). No signifcant relationships were

observed between C eiiEs populations and
One soil sample, comprised of five edaphic conditions, with the exception of soil

subsamples, was collected at between 0 and 15 drainage. C ells was confined to sites with
centimeters in depth in each plot Samples moist, but well-drained, A-horizons and was
were analyzed for pH balance, available phos- absent in areas where there were poorly
phorus, potassium, calcium, magnesium, ex- drained soils.
change acidity, and organic matter using stan-
dard analytical techniques by the Comell Economics of maned rattan harvesting
Nutrient Analysis Laboratories in Ithaca, New
Yaric The forests of Kerinci-Seblat National Park

Rattan abundance was summarized using contained approxmately $15.80 worth of
descriptive staidscs. Site preferences were upocessed C. els per hectare (assuming
evaluated with regression analysis. The value 1990 market prices of Rip 4,500 per one-hun-
of rattan harvesting was estimated using 1990 dred 3-nieter length canes). Rattan collectors
of ratnhmtn a etmtdu. 
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reported that C xilis can be harvested approx- Informal interviews with forest farmers from
imately three years after cutting and that Sungai Tutung revealed that most would
subsequent production is comparable to initial prefer to remain rattan artisans. However,
yields. Marked plants were to be resurveyed in because of a shortage of rattan supplies and a
June 1992 to determine actual resprouting and strong international market demand (that is,
cane growth rates. high prices) for cinnamon and coffee, many

Assuming plants can be harvested every see little or no altemative but to cultivate cash
three years, the value of sustained-yield har- crops.
vesting of C edi is about $5 per hectare per The shortage of C eli canes results, in
year. That is, each hectare of lower montane part, from a governnent prohlbition against
forest produces about $5 worth of unprocessed collecting forestproducts within Kerinci-Seblat
rattan cane per year. The profitability of National Park. The cultiation of perennial
sustained-yield rattan harvesting is very low, crops is also prohibited in Kerinci-Seblat
on a per unit area basis, in comparison to National Park; however, forest guards rarely
clearing forests and cultivating perennial cash patrol within the park, and once cinnamon and
crops; cinnamon and coffee cultivation eams coffee reach local markets, it is impossible to
farmers an average of about $1,100 per hectare determine their point of origin. In contrast,
per year (Siebert 1991). rattan is available only from within the park

and collectors can be apprehended when they
In contast, the profitability of rattan coOect- attempt to transo or sell rattan in local
ing, on a dailywage labor basis, is very attrac- markets. The development of sustained-yield
tive in comparison to alternative wage labor harvesting gLudelines for rattan could supply a
opportunities (for example, agricultral field continuous source of income for collectors,
work). Rattan collectors earn an average of supply raw materials for the local rattan indus-
$150 per day compared with $1.00 per day for try, and provide residents of Sungai Tutung
local agricutural labor, regardless of whether with an incentive to conserve forests.
the cane is harvested on a sustaiable or un- The area required to support sustained-
sustainable basis. yield C eis harvesting is difficult to estimate

The profitabityof rattan to local communi- because no records of rattan consumption
ties could be increased by improving cane exist Presently about 75-10D full- and part-
processing techniques (for example, the use of time rattan collectors gather an average of
simple, inexpensive madhinery to remove siica about two-hundred 3-meter-long canes per
cane sheaths) and enhancing product market- day. Collectors havest only 2-3 days per week,
ing. At present, over 70 Sungai Tutung families since cane deaning and transport to market
rely on rattan handicraft or basket maldng as require additional time. In addition, rattan
their primary source of cash income (these gathering is seasonal work for some coilectors;
benefits were not included in estimating the many prefer not to gather canes during rainy
value of rattan), and all products are marketed months (November to April), while others
either locally or in nearby Sumatran cities. The engage in seasonal agricultural work as farm-
development of market outlets in Java, Eu- ers and wage laborers. Ione assumes that 80
rope, and North America could potentially collectors harvest two-hundred 3-meter canes
increase economic benefits to Kerinci rattan two days per week for 30 weeks each year, a
artisans. total of 2,880,000 meters of C =hs are har-

vested from Kerinci-Seblat National Park on
Implications for forest conservation and an annual basis. Based upon the abundance
management data cited above, this represent approximately

At present, forest conversion to perennial 1,500 hectares of forest harvested each year. If
cash crops is widespread and uncontrolled C exails were harvested every tbree years, at
throughout Kerinci-Seblat National Park. least 4,500 hectares of forest would be re
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quired to support the Sungai Tutung rattan Conclusion
mdustiy at current cane consumption levels.

The actual area required to support Rattan gathering and cottage industries are
sustained-yield C eas harvesting may be an important, traditional livelihood source for
greater than 4,500 hectares due to the crude some who live adjacent to Kerinci-Seblat
harvesting estimates employed here and be- National Park. Managed rattan harvesting has
cause the demand for cane is increasing Nev- the potential to foster economic development
ertheless, C eals is found over tens of thou- and forest conservation because it can provide
sands of hectares in Kerinci-Seblat National local people with a viable livelihood, thereby
Park, andvast areas of the park have not been reducing pressure to convert forest to agrictl-
harvested at alL tural uses, and because canes can be harvested

Indonesia park officials and conservation on a sustaiable basis with little or no effect on
nongovernmental organizations should evalu- other forest flora and fauna. Ihe long-tern
ate the feasibility of establishing extractive viability of Kerinci-Seblat National Park and
reserve areas for managed harvesting of C othernationalparksiIndonesiawillbedeter-
eriis canes in certain zones within Kerinci- mined, in part, by the extent to which conser-
Seblat National Park One means of managing vation benefits rral populations, particularly
rattan harvestingwould be to demarcate man- those who have few alternatives but to clear
agement units (that is, mini-watersheds) in the forests for immediate food and cash income
pricipal collecting areas and open these sites needs.
to C erl harvestig once every three or four Managed rattan harvesig will not solve
year This approach wfll require park person- forest conversion pressures in-Kerinci-Seblat
nel to patro inside Kerinci-Seblat National National Pak Alternative income-proCucing
Park, rather than remain in the buffer zones activities must be developed for the hundreds
around the enclave, but more rigorous en- of households that currently farm inside the
forcement efforts are essential, given the park, but are not engaged in rattan gathering
curremnt practice of clearing forests for farms. or cottage industies. This wil require improv-
Rattan collectors could be enlisted in park ing agricultural productivity and reclaiming
patrol efforts while collecting cane and per- degraded lands adjacent to Kerinci-Seblat
haps provided with a supplemental income for NationalPark and developing off-farm liveli-
patrolling efforts. hood alternatives. While managed rattan

harvesting cannot insure the conservaton of
tropical forests alone, it represents an impor-
tant component in forest conservation strate-
gies, and warrants greater reseach and devel-
opment consideration.
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Table 101. 7Te Number of Calamus exiTis Plant and Canes iz Lower Monane Forests ofKnid-Seblkt
National Pari (n = 40)

Mean mumberperplot (stan- Mean number
dri ddeviaton) per heaare

C adi plants

Total 142 (10.0) 283.6

Seedlings 7-2 (7.4) 143.0

Juvenile 3.8 (3.4) 75.0

Mature 33 (33) 65.4

C exi canes

Total 57.1 (50.6) 1,147.4

Harvestable 9.6 (12.9) 191.0

Mean cane length: 10 meteis.



Figure i-1. The Kerinci Enclave Region of Kerinci - Seblat National Park
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Ecological Bricks for Europe:
Integration of Conservation

and Sustainable Development
Along the Former East-West Border

Alexander Zinke

Concern and Vision

EuRoPE IS CHANGiNG. The semi-continent which split
into two different, in some cases hostile, parts after
World War II is presently at the beginning of a new phase
in its history. The old order is being totally trans-
formed-at least in the former Eastern bloc countries.
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This applies as much to politics, societies, and economic conversion will lead to a more
culture as to economics and environment future-oriented life on the basis of a new
Revolutionary people felt that separatism, understanding of nature, of multiculturalism,
hostility, and ignorance were leading to a dead regionalism, and an ecologically sound econ-
end, especially in view of the growing environ- omy. With the border zones having been the
ment and health problems that will affect former no-mans land" whose landlords-the
future generations even more. military forces-are now leaving, a unique

The iron curtain, the depopulated and opportunity is arising to save real treasures
forbidden death zones along the border be- and at the same time to set examples and new
tween "East" and "West," was the crucial standards expressing this consciousness. Thus,
symbol of this division. Its opening was the concerned environmentalists and economists
strongest sign that people wanted to get rid of developed the vision of the "Ecological Bricks
the old suctures and see their wishes for a for Our Common House of Europe," a net-
total change and development be quicldy work of border regions ranging from Fimland
fulflled. The Cold War is being replaced by to the Bospor.as ('hrkey) and integrating the
mutual understanding, peace, and reconciLia- conservation of the most valuable fauna and
tion among people as well as with nature, flora with a sustainable, economic develop-
which has been so badly treated under the ment that allows traditional values to revive
industry-oriented planning system. This could be.realized through the neces-

On the other hand, the prognosis that the sary decisions of the new govermments in the
forgotten border regions will soon see an former Easter bloc countries, where now
impressive economic development frightens constitutions, laws, property structures, and
many conservationists. They know of tfe virgin plans must and will rapidly change. MaNy
character of these border zones, which "peace- persons now heading state institutions were
fullly grew under the protection of military the leading personalities during the revolution
forces and today contain almost undisturbed and are keen to introduce new forms and
habitats and abundant wildlife-unique not measures. If they accept and support this view,
only in Central Europe. Vast low moor plains, the "Ecological Bricks" could be realized and
huge undissected forests and pristine rivers serve
still host large numbers of rare species, like
European bison and elk, white-tailed eagle, as a model of reconciliation between two
river otter, spoonbill, or pelican. Many respon- hitherto hostile but now sunnounted sys-
sible people do not want these jewels to fall tems and beween people who once lived
prey to short-term exploitation or destruction together,
by timber companies, new supermarkets, or as a model for the rescue of the European
tourist facilities. The radical reconstruction of environmental heritage, that is, of the bioa-
Eastern Europe should not be composed of
imitations of Wester "achievements," for logical treasures and natural diversity that

example, the complete eradication of intact stllU exist here and which can become a basisexample, the complete eradication of intact for existence, for the present generation as
landscapes through the introduction of roads, well as for subsequent generations;
housmg, industrial areas, and mtensive agri- or
silviculture. With the spirit of revolution in * as a model of an ecologicall-oriented eco-
mind, it should be possible to stop political nomic system to safeguard tbe economic
opportunismn and belief in growth and prog- resources and the cultural values of Europe
ress, which has so often led to the irreversible on a long-term basis.
destruction of the bases of our existence,
including our own identity.

-Thoughtful people in the East and West
hope that the necessary political, social, and
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Documentation of Council of Europe in Vienna (October 23-26,
Ecological Brick Areas 1990), at the General Assembly of the Federa-

tion of Nature and National Parks of Europe,
Originally the question was how to make May 9-13, 1991, in Kecskemet (Hungary) and

some progress and with whom to form alli- later at the European Parliament (Conference
ance. On March 24,1990, a group of environ- Europe 2000 Conservation, September 26,
mentalists and economists from East and West 1991, in Brussels and special MEP presenta-
met in Bonn, Germany, by invitation of the tion on November 21, 1991 in Strasbourg),
Brick's initiator, Hans Langer (Global Chal- among many other occasions.
lenges Network), and decided to found an
alliance of independent nongovermnental Promotion and Support
organiations, the Initiative "Ecological Bricks
for Our Common House of Europe." It was In order to become more effective, the
agreed to invite other organizations in Eastern Initiative decided to establish a coordination
and Westem Europe to join the Initiative in office whose location is presently at the World
order to build up a European Ecological Wide Fund for Nature-International in Vi-
Movement that promotes the idea of 'ecologi- enna, Austria. Its main -task is to handle the
cal bricks" and helps to get the necessary communication within the Initiative and with
political and financial decisions in the relevant potentially interested persons and institutions,
countries. It was agreed to produce a docu- that is, nongovernmental organizations, media,
ment describing the most important regions governments, international organizations, and
along the iron curtain in order to explain and financing institutions. Another task of the
illustrate the need for action. The main criteria coordinators is to search for financial and
for the selection of the areas were institutional support The first success was the

decision of the Commission of the European
- ecologically intact ecosystem(s), of Euro- Community in Brussels in May1991 to sponsor

pean importance in size and biological the office and, especially, the European Eco-
interest; logical Movement

Other important contacts could be made
* location near a border, hitherto neither - wrth residents and ministers of Central and

subject to intensive economic exploitation with propean countrs of exal and
nor effectivel protected; Eastern European counris(for example, thenor effectively protected; CSFR, Germany, Hungary, Bulgaria, and

* an area threatened in its substance by se- Austria) as well as with some bankers from
vere man-made interference, whether acute Western countries (like Germany, Austria, the
or long-termL Netherlands, and the United States. They

expressed their appreciation of and real inter-
With the support of experts from member est in becoming involved in the support and

nongovernmental organizations in many coun- realization of the Bricks. The discussions
tries, this document could be finished within a included the present negotiations of debt
few months and would describe 24 Brick areas conversions between Eastem debtor states and
from the Finish-Russian border to the Dan- Western creditors. Beside "debt for nature
ube delta in three languages, English, German, swaps," some of the newly negotiated debt
and Czech (Langer, Zinke, Golub, and Hahn releases already include environmental protec-
1990) (Figure 11-1). Its first presentations tion measures. It is now proposed to add Brick
were possible at the founding congress of the areas to debt agreements and debt conversion
Helsink Citizens Assembly on October 20, programs in order to limit closely the exploita-
1990, in Prague (CSFR) at the Pan-European tion of existing resources and to extend nature
Parliamentary Conference on the Protection of conservation in the specific areas. The dia-
East-West Environment, organized by the logues with directors from private and state
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banks have made clear that there are opportu- Europeans as ITustees
nities to support Brick projects, providing the
general conditions in the countries are favor- The European Trust as an umbrella organi-
able. zation is to become the major independent

One major result of the recent activities was Brick supervisor. Its board and committees are
the establishment of the umbrella organization to be composed of representatives from non-
for the future Brick network, the European govermmental organizations, governments, and
Tlust for Natural and Cultural Wealth, on international organizations, as well as from
October 7,1991, in Prague (CSFR). The prep- personalities from science and culture who can
aration of its registration and of the Trust's also serve theliust as popular promoters. This
statutes was mainly done by the Czech ministry institution is to negotiate with the relevant
for environment. Both the German President states on debt agreements, the symbolic trans-
Weizsacker and the CSFR President Havel fer of areas into the Trust, and specific devel-
took on the patronage for its establishment on opment conditions for Brick areas. The institu-
the day of the signing of the German-Czecho- tion is responsible for communication and
Slovakian riendship Treaty, the purpose of fundraising activities at the European level, as
which is to express the wish of both countries well as for the establishment of national trusts,
for reconciliation across their borders. with its regional supervising committees.

Following Initiative meetings and numerous Finally, it can strengthen conservation man-
contacts with interested groups, more and agement and economic proceses, as well as
more nongovernmental organizations decided defining "Brick standards."
to join the network. By the end of 1991, 72 The name Ecological Brick should also be
organizations from 13 countries, the majority understood as a characteristic quality label
being in the East, had already become mem- which is awarded to an area in order to recog-
hers (Figure 11-2). These nongovernmental nize its importanoe for the European natural
oranizations met at five Initiative meetings in and cultural heritage. If necessary, the Trust
order to discuss and decide on activities and can criticize the situation in Brick areas or
ooncepts at regional and European levels. The insist that areas adhere to certain regulations,
members help to promote the idea of Bricks to for example, to exploitation limits, and it can
the public and to relevant authorities, and they also withdraw the labelEcokgcal Bric In this
provide contact with experts for regional sense, Europeans get the unique chance to
planning, and for ecological, economic and become the trustees of their heritage. Further-
social questions. As nongovernmental organi- more, this institution helps to guarante _ a
zations are very familiar, for the most part, distinct quality level of Liick areas and the
both with the real situation in the field and in credibility of the whole concept.
local, regional, and national politics, they are
important partners. They can also provide FirstBrickcExamples
qualified proposals for conservation, manage-
ment, rehabilitation, and sustainable use of the Even though the work of the Initiative
most valuable biotopes and ecosystems. In members was started onl f two years ago and
consequence? the relevant experts of these the major work has been done by very few
groups are to be integrated in the appraisal people and with very limited financial means
and implementation process, as well as in the the concept of Ecological Bricks has already
later monitoring and stewardship of the Brick been adopted in some regions.
areas (for example, in Trust committees)
(Figure 11-2). Biodiversity program of the World Bank

At the beginning of 1991, the World Bank.
expressed its interest in financing within its
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Global Environment Facility's biodiversity forest biotopes and long-term economies
program a project in the CSFR The proposed m ncluding moderate forestry, tourism, agricul-
objective is to assist in the planning and man- ture, and revived handcraft).
agement of five internationally significant There are also other Bricks in Eastern
areas, to develop integrated programs in Europe, for which new Global Environment
biodiversity conservation, and to support a Facility projects are proposed and, in part,
network of such areas throughout Central and approved: in the Danube delta (Romania), the
Eastem Europe. A specific component will be Rhodope mountains (Bulgaria), and the
directed to increase the economic benefits of Bialowieza Forest (Poland). The CSFR pro-
natural areas (for example, through jects were approved in December 1991 and
ecotourism, biological agriculture, and moder- were to be appraised and started by summer
ate forestry) in order to ensure long-term 1992.
sustainability of the project.

Part of the intended support is to be di- Environment education projects
rected to the European Trust for Natural and I Jaur 1991, a teacher and the graduate
Cultural Wealth i Prague. The World Bank class from the Horticultural High School in
expects the Trust to assist in negotiating debt Venn, Austria, began a trilateral environ-
agreements, to foster communications about menteducation project in the border area near
the Itiative (through public education and Bratislava. They decided to make their field
cooperation with other organizations), and to studies in the Brick area near the Danube and
enhance other biodiversity projects in and the borders to Hungary and the CSFR. By
outside the CSFR.

The tlve selected areas in the CSFR are the contacting similar schools across the borders,
Bricks Sumava (Bohemian Forest), they could initiate mutual visits, joint studies,

Karkonosze (Giant Mountains), Taa M - and a trilateral partnership. On Earth Day

tains, Bieszczady (Estern Carpathians) and 1991, the pi pedstrees m a joint cere-
thePaav ara pat o te an mony in order to reestablish a former "lindenthe Palava area (part of the DJan--

ube-Morava-Dyje floodplains). Al together, tree alley," which, until World War IL linked
they cover 230,000 hectares (all of them except the three countries. Ibgether with speeches of

. . . z~~~~~~nvited politcians and follore groups, former
the Eastern Carpathians are already national

biosphere reserves, or both), p cultural and ecological links were commemo-
eral hund trated and revived. In the meantime, school

era- hundred thousand hect.res of transition authorities decided to support these efforts
zones or parts in the neighboring countries.

So far, most progress has been made in the Andtoeve exteduthis pr ogame
Sumava Brick (Bohemian forests), where the Anthe, bigger educational project is

Czc miisr fo niometwnst currentlyr under preparation in Southern Po-
land. Members of the Workshop forMAn Beings

realize a sustainable concept in this most
v-lal foes reino etmvuoe ant to increase ecological knowledge andvaluable forest region of Central Europe. environmental awareness by means of a newly

Afte thedemoitin ofrniltaiyfaclitis (ionated Centre for Ecological Education. It is
fences, watch towers, roads, and camps), the cated near Bcoso-ial acity s t of

depoplate regon wU no be pene for located near Bielsko-Biala, a city south of
Katowice, which is close to one of the most

tourists, hunters, or logging companies. In-
polluted industrial regions of Europe. Its mainstead, in May 1991, a 120,000 hectares new
iourpose is special training of t.eachers, as well

biosphere reserve, including a national park, p
has been established. In June 1991, an interdis- as young people and other interested persons.

- - - . ~~~~~~~Furthermore, the Worksshop seeks to build UDciplinary team of local experts, together with a UP
a network of eco-education centers in Poland

seildist entd a managementepanithat and to strengthen its contacts across the CSFR
specralist, presented a alepetan fthe an thot

wM povie bth arg-scae potetio ofthe border and with other European educational
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centers. In the last two years, the environmen- that could weaken or even stop the whole
talists convinced the city and the regional development:
authorities to support this idea and to turn the
still-intactWapienica Valley, a 1,500 hectares * The "I-know-better" risk. Since this is a
mountainous forest area with a drinking water movement of independent groups and
reservoir near the CSFR border, into an persons, it is clear that discussions and
"ecological park" and to restrict its use to criticisms are needed and helpful, but they
recreation and education. IEB is currently can also become counterproductive.
looking for a sponsor for this project. Conservation-oriented economists do not

necessarily have the sameviews as conserva-
Sustainable regional planning tionists, whose happiness lies in the purest

wilderness. Should small and unexperienced
There are currently a number ofnongovemental organizations have the

Cetnrl Europe where sustainable develop- same influence as internationally working
ment is to be achieved. Especially in Eastern

- ~~~~~~~~~~organizations? On the contray, it is quite
Germany (for example, the states of .Germany (for example, the states of unthinkable that state authorites should
Brandenburg and Saxony), this economic s t d power with

.- . .................... share their decisionmalcing power withconcept is bemg supported by state authonties.
IEB is specially connected with nine districts in nongovermental organzations.
the Upper Ore mountain region at the border * The development risk The threat of exploi-
to Northem Bohemia (CSFR). IEB-related tation and overuse, a well-known problem
economists help to conceptualize and carry out in all protected areas, is not really solved
the different planning steps. This includes with this concept. The pernission of human
establishmg transfrontier contacts and enhanc- activities, the definition of management and
ing similar regional planning in the Czech zone systems, is a difficult task. For exam-
Republc, the environmental ministry of which ple, for cultural-historical or even biological
is very supportive of this endeavor. reasons, it could be that traditional uses

have priority over strict preservation. The
Outloolk Who Wins? question is, who can decide and how can

equal standards be kept in the wide variety
With the recent developments, the chance of European ecosystems and states?

to turn a vision into reality looks very promis- * The poitical risk. Presently, realization of
ing. It seems that the Ecological Bricks could the Brick concept seems to be much easier
become a major innovation in Europe. The in Eastern countries. However, the political
whole chain of Bricks between Fmnland and the instability in these states could mean that
Bosporus could become the ecological back- even tomorrow, a serious and trusted per-
bone of the new house of Europe. And in the sonality wrill be exchanged for another,
near future, "ribs" could grow towards East cleverer personality that will possibly have
and West, promoting this concept all over very different interests. Furthermore, the
Europe. risk of Brick development on only one side

Nevertheless, competition between many of the border could entail problems for the
lobbying groups, consultants, and selfless whole region.
investors today is very strong. One cannot
mistrust everybody when help is urgently It is clear that the starting of a Brick will
needed. But which help is the best? Quite often not happen at the same time on -both
often, egoism and the peremptory demand for sides of the border Presently, many regions
Western consumption standards overrules are facing arbitrary development, which is also
careful thinking. Even within the Bricks con- unacceptable. Tbus, the decision to begin also
cept, there are some serious threats and risks has positive sides and outlooks:

,~~~~~ ~a poitv side and .o.t,o,ks:
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The arbitrary startup of Bricks could force even though the idea of establisbing a whole
a neighbor to follow and catch up with the green belt might also be very attractiv
-modern development." No policianwants .The possiity of gainin practical expeni-
to develop the reputation of being old- The B ae i alsohver impont
fashioned and hiaving missed out on the ence in Bm:lck areas IS also very important.
fhashione d saving. The need to change obsolete practices is

stcil not obvious for many people, or they do
The Bri&s concept is vey attracve: ecol- not believe in altematives. With livng mod-
ogy, reconciliation, ethical values, and els, persuasion comes without effort
reviving of traditions are positive demands
nobody can refose. It can be concluded that the presented

model for the integration of conservation andAfter four decades of separatism and ahen- sustaiable economy, especaly along the
ation, people are now curious and inter- former iron curtain, is a widely accepted and
ested in learning more about "the other" for CrnCCut.m, is ade imptand
and the region that previously united them. rie il.?t It has made important prog-

ress and is now at the point of no retur. If the
* The present vacuum in the "no-man's-land" expected projects continue and if scientists,

is certainly a situation that has to be planners, and the des ig bodies start
changed. Knowing that not all regions are their work, the first practical experiences will
equally valuable, it is necessary to concen- soon be available. Thus, Ecological Bricks
trate efforts on the most important areas, could become a solid foundation for the new

European House.
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Figure 11-1. Ecological Bricks
1. Furnish-Ruisian Woodland Area 13.Thay VaWly
2. Bicbrza 14. Trebonsko Pond Region
3. Bialowica Vr Fonst 1S. Bavaianm Fores Bohemian Fonest Am
4. SchduhekideChorin Area 16. Lak Nensee
5. Speewald 17. Mur Flodplain
6. Sachsishe Schweiz 18. Tuzenadonal KarnPa
7. Karkonoz Area 19. Lower Reaches of the Drau and Kopadi-Rit
t TatraAna 2-- SavaFflodplain
9. Pieiny Ama 2L.The Danube Ddta

10. Bilemzady Region 22. Lake Scumari
ii. Skoakia Karst 23. P respa A-
12. Flodplain Areas of die Danube, Tbaya and March 24. Rhodope Mountms, Nesos Delta and Adommg Aras

t~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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Figure 11-2. Initiative "Ecological Bricks
for Our Common House of Europe"
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Figure 11-2 (continued)
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The Influence of the Reprivatization of Land
on Nature Protection and Protected Areas

Marija Zupancic-Vicar

IN THE FORMER SOMA= COUN1TRIE of eastern and
central Europe, among which one can also count the
young Republic of Slovenia, social and economic rela-
tions are being reregulated. Questions concernig
ownership seem to be among the most important ones,
especially in the case of agricultural grounds and forests
that were nationalized after the Second World War. Until
very recently, they belonged to the State or were, as in
the case of Slovenia, listed as items of so-called public
ownership. Now they are being rapidly given back to the
original owners, a process we call reprivatization.
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These positive changes are already being nature. It is much more than necessaxy for us
felt in terms of the general democratization of to abandon our anthropocentric point of view
the socety, the free market, and in human regarding nature and the way we treat her.
rights. But some unwelcome side effects are
feared, too, side effects which would lead to a Natural Resourc
decrease m the role of State as an agent-of ad the Right of Ownership
public interest m such areas as the protection
of forests. This, alas, can ahready be seen in A very important problem in the present
Slovenia, wbere the right of pre-etnption in the body of legislation concerning the protection
protection of nature, so common in the mod- of nature is the handling of natural resources.
ea world, is ignored. The existing legal system Under the term "natural resoures" we under-
of Slovenia does not provide modem solutions stand nature with all her elements, energy,
to the problem of people's relaton to the State links, changes and principles that form a base
on the one hand and natural resources on the of life to all ling beings and are, at the same
other. The fact is that sometimes the people's time, a part of them. The complex relationship
right to the use of land is being applied too between the organisms, their biotops, and their
widly, farexample, in allowing the picking of habitats should prevent us from acting one-

mushrooms and other side producs of the sidedlywithout reseaiching the possible conse-
forest Such problems compel us to take swift quences to the remaining living beings. To
yet complex action to preserve nature itself prweent unpredictable consequenoes, the
and her natural resources more efficiently and exploitation of natural resources should be
to secure the already existing protected areas. regulatedby numerous restictions. A number

of resources should be accessible to the public,
Protection of Nature but the law must say precisely which resources

(for example water, air, minerals, sea shores
Lacking a complex body of regulations and river banks) are goods of public interest

regarding the protection of nature, we strive to Pubic exploitation of a certain natral re-
initiate an act on the laws affecting the protec- source very often causes conflicts with its
tion of the nature passed by the Parliament of private owner. Therefore, it is very essential
Slovenit Some improvements to the present that the act in question limits the power of the
legislation regarding the protection of water, private owner. The right of ownership cannot
forests, and other natural resources should be absolute, but relative protection of owner-
also be made. The new act should set up prin- ship must be guaranteed by the state, given its
ciples that should be followed when regional socil fmctions. Legislation theory, and the
authorities make decisions, for example, re- legal practice must be based on the principle
garding regional planng The new act for the that ownership cannot hinder social justice.
protection of nature should not concern only This is one of the principles of the social state.
the most valuable and untouched parts of The positive results achieved through interna-
natume, but also the natural resources and tional cooperation and numerous conventions
nature in general. The starting point in the and agreements concerning nature protection
regulation of our relations with nature should give us a reason to strive to work even closer
be ecocentric and based on the 'right of na- with other countries on legislation concerning
ture," on the protection of nature on her own the protection of nature and areas already
behalf Natural resources do not exist only for designated as protected The traditional laws
wan. The legal system must also take into set on the territorial boundaries are no longer
consideration other creatures in nature and usefuL
the basic principles of co-influence and bal-
ance. Natural resources are not a product of
man; they are bound up with the universe, with
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Some Suggestions and Conclusions* Protection of natural resources in itswidest
sense to prevent one-sided interventions of

Given the situation in Slovenia, I urge people and a legal system of rules and
legislation in the following areas: regulations regarding the use of natural

resources, especially on the protected areas.
* International adjustnent of legal issues to * The acceptance of the directions and rec-

achieve a uniform and compulsory universal ommendations of the lVth World Congress
system of nature protection and an obliga- on National Parks and Protected Areas for
tory transfer of the achievements that gave efficient nature protecton.
best results in nature protection.

* Passing an act on nature protection (a law Please excuse me if some views and solu-
on the state level); taking into consideration tions were quoted which are more than clear
internationally accepted norms, conventions to the participants of this congress or might be
and agreements. in use in their countries for many years. I

wanted to stress the fact that all this is still not
e Putting into force the right of pre-emption something widely understood in our county

of the state (or mumicipality) at selling off and tat a large circle of scientists and politi-
the grounds inside national parks and pro cians have still to be found to fight for more
tected areas .as the newv act on reprivafza- -m haes-.t efua ofgtfrmr
tictedqairas, as tinew cact on reprivatunds efficient nature and natural heritage protec-
ion reuiires, or in case when this grouns tion in the existing protected areas.

are offered on the markoet aid ystepiatec In addition, all of the points mentioned
purchase by the state of all tEhe prvately above were stressed excting your support
{owned lands in such areas.-- and adkmowledging our need for a closer

- A reasonable regulation of public interest connection to international governmental and
on natural resources, especiaRy inside the nongovernmental institutions. I am sure that
protected areas. the recommendations of this congress will

provide us with very essential supportwth our
efforts.
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Starting Resource Accounting
in Protected Areas

Maria Dulce M. Cacha

AMONG TE WEAKNESES of the national income ac-
counts, one that gets more attention particularly from
environmentalists is the failure to account for the use or
depletion of natural resources and expenditures for
environmental protection. The growing acceptance and
advocacy of the concept of sustainable development has
focused even more attention on this deficiency. It has
also led to more serious efforts toward developing
alternative approaches for accounting for natural re-
sources and environment
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Natural resource accounting aims to pro- from, and how they are added to or trans-
vide a true measurement of the national in- formed over time; and (c) ensure that the
come by properly accounting for the depletion stock accounts and the flow accounts are
of natural resources and integrating that infor- consistent, so that the balance in any given
mation into the national income accounts. Just year can be derived from the balance sheet of
as there are problems in using national income the previous year plus the flow accounts of that
(or gross national product, GNP) as the mea- year (Pearce, Markandya, and Barbier 1989).
sure of economic growth, there are even more As an accounting system and as an informa-
problems in incorporating natural resources tion system, national resource accounting
and environmental information into the eco- provides a snapshot of the natural resource at
nomic income accounts or System of National a given point in time, the balance sheet. It also
Accounts. Notwithstanding these problems, provides the continuous collection of consis-
the management of protected areas, which is tent data or information useful in the manage-
still in its infancy in the Philippines, will bene- ment and policy assessment and formulation.
fit greatly in pursuing national resource ac- For practical purposes, the information col-
counting at this early stage. This chapter dis- lected in the process of accounting is useful to
cusses national resource accounting, some of resource managers and policymakers alike For
th_ approaches and current efforts toward its some users, this can be the very reason for
development, and some of the basic issues in adopting national resource accounting.
its implementation. The chapter also discusses
how national resource accounting can be The various national resource accounting
applied in protected area management. Some approaches and efforts on national resource
of the important operational considerations accounting
are presented in the discussion of the opera- T w
tional requirements in starting national re- Tewrdieaamrgrigteeirn

tiona - requirements in starting nationaldeterioration of the environment demands a
source accountng The main reason for adopt- more defiite adjustment in the national
ing It IS reiterated In the conclusion. mcome account rather than mere footnotes or

warning statements on its failure to account
Natural Resource Accounting for the costs of natural resource utilization and

environmental protection. Over the years,
The main objective of aational resource various approaches have been developed to

accounting is to adjust national income to remedy this particular deficiency of the na-
reflect the true income for the period, that is, tional income account These have been classi-
to consider the abiity of natural resources and fled in severai ways. Some classify the strate-
enviromnent to sustain economic production gies ino (a) cost accounting, (b) physical
or growth. As the measure of growth, national accounting, (c) depreciatLon accounting, and
income or GNF gives policyniakers and the (d) input-output accounting (Michaels,
general public die wrong notion of well-being Grambsh, and Peskin 1991). Others would
by not accounting for the depletion of re- simply group them according to the values
sources in generating the increased produc- used: the 'single-value" and the 'use-value."
tion. This has very serious implications for The single-value re that all environmen-
resource-based economies, especially in the tal externalities and resource depletion be
case of developing countries. converted into money-value such tlat integra-

As an accounting system, national resource tion with the national account is immediately
accounting aims to (a) prepare a "balance possible. The- use-value, on the otsher hand,
sheet" giving a profile of what stocks of re- ges throug the physical accounig of mate-
sources are available at a given point in time; rial and energyuse, the physical stockuand flow
(b) prepare an account of what uses are made of natu rl resources, and state-of-the-environ-
of these stocls, what sources they are derived
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ment indicators. These approaches are by no understanding of its limitations and under
means strict alternatives but rather comple- certain conditions, national resource account-
mentary. Indeed, determining money values ing is useful in policy formulation and assess-
requires physical accounting of resources or ment. Some of the basic issues and arguments
environmental goods and services first (Friend that should be noted and understood in imple-
1991). mentation of national resource accounting are:

Falling under one or more of these classifi-
cations, other efforts to integrate the environ- * Full integration of the natural resource and
ment and natural resource parameters into the environment into the System of National
national accounting framework are: (a) Accounts is not possible because of the
Material-Energy Balance Statistical System basic assumption of the neoclassical eco-
(MEBSS), the framework used for the devel- nomics (the atomistic-mechanical world
opment of the United Nations (UN) environ- view) that resources are divisible and can be
mental statistics, providing a detailed stock or owned. Rather, natural resources are not
flow accounting of materials and energy in dnisible, they cannot be owned, and
production and consumption processes; (b) changes are ixreversible, such that the mar-
Norwegian resource acoun -ig, which is really ket mechanism fails to perform its alloca-
physical accounting of resources; (c) French don function for environmental goods and
patrimony accounts, which is more compre- services (Redelift 1988). Many of the natu-
hensive than the Norwegian and includes ml resources and environmentalgoodsand
valuation; (d) Indonesian or Repetto's forest services are nonmarketable and are consid-
resource accounting, which combines the ered public goods.
physical and valuationlmonetary accounting
for selected forest resources; (e) Netherlands wValuatilon usg money vahues and market
Natiional Accounuing MatrirvithEnvironmen- prices, while probably the most practical

tal Accounti .MAti th satent approach, will result in distorted resource
values as they reflect the distorted or imper-

modular accounts, 'environmentalmodular accounts, environmentl .fect market (Norgaard, 1989). In developingexternalitaesfcosts (not resource depletion) are
integrated into the National Income thrbugh ectomies with et eremely even more

> . . ~~~distorted with the extremely unwenc distri-
accounting matrices; and, (1) UN Statistical
Ofie ,USO Sytmo-Itgae bution of wealthi and access to resources.

Officonme's(nSO)-SytmiA of untengra Also, the irreversible losses due to use or
SEnvir onmentaE cnomicnaccouting misuse of resources are difficult to value in(SEEA), where the environmental costs of

a, .. , money terms."quantitative" depletion of natural resources
and 'qualitative" environmental degradation * The problem of valuation is aggravated by
(from pollution) are introduced into the na- the lack of, or limited, knowledge of the
tional income accounting. A project on forest interrelationships of the various biological
resource accounting in the Philippines has elements among themselves within and with
been started last year and will soon be com- the ecosystem and how economies interact
pleted. with the environmental system (Norgaard

1989). An ecologically important resource
Basic issues on national resource accounting may not be considered for valuation be-

cause little is known on its nature. Further-While national resource accounting Is
. . . . . ~~~~~~~more, valuation of a resource wlll change,already being adopted by some countries,

not only with its additional application ormany sssues remain unettled and unresolved
use (whether brought about by advances inbecause of the theoretical and basic assump- tecinology or not), but also with new

tions of the System of National Accounts.
tions of the 5'stem of National AIcoucts. knowledge and appreciation of its ecologi-Nonetheless, expenences reveal that with full ca services.
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Another issue is whether to treat resources, measure in terms of economic value in
particularly depletable ones, as capital imperfect markets, which all economies are.
assets or as inventories. Treating depletable
resources as capital will provide an accurate a The dmverse nature and uses of resources
balance sheet but misleading income figure. ind justiwy plurofmethlogie
ThiS IS evident in cases where new discover- inurdjsiypuaiyo ehdlge
hies ise revnizde in casestwher aonew dsuco both in their valuation and in integration ofies are recognized in the accounts such that ntoa eoreacutn ihaSse

income is increased because its value ex-
. . . . ~~~~~~~~of National Accounts.ceeds the amount used during the period

(El Serafy 1991). * The incomplete, inconsistent, or total ab-
* The SNA System of National Accounts sence of data or information on a resource
Theals withonationa Ational makes accounting difficult or impossible.
deals vnth national aggregates; national -
resource accounting, on the other hand, will
necessarily entail more detailed and more National Resource Accounting
geographic specific data, if it is to fairly and Protected Areas
reflect its values. Different species from
different places command varying market The main difficulty in applying. national
prices or values. Also, different places or resource accounting on protected areas is the
regions are affected differently by resource identification of the resources that should be
degradation or pollution. .ncluded in the system and the method of

valuation that should be adopted for each of
Institutions responsible for the implementa- the included resources. Consideringthe diver-
tion of a System of National Accounts and sty biotic*elemes (kn wng adiun-
those responsible for the generation of siyo*h ioeeeet *konn u-
Xthoersonse for thgnat of known) composing the ecosystem and the still
iformation usedifor ana esore undetermined relationships of many of them
accounting are different and separate from with the environment and the economy, ac-
each other. Also, tht background and level
of eVrieo epe annlsso counting for the protected areas would seemof expertise of people melting analysis of to be an enigmatic job. But the fact that an
national resource data are different from area is designated protected and is being
those who are doing the accountin& aose managed means that national resource ac-
coordination among the all these institu- counting can and should be applied.
tions and persons would be required at the An area is protected to preserve genes,
stage of designing the national resource species, and habitat and to maintain various
accounting system. ecological processes of importance to human-

The depreciation that is deducted from the ity. Protected areas are legally established
gross income to produce net income is the areas, under either public or private owner-
economic depreciation or the reduction in ship, where the habitat is managed to maintain
economic value of the resources (Peskin a natural or -seminatural state, the primary
1991). This is not the same or equal to the reservoir of the world's biodiversity. Protected
physical dererioration of the resources. areas are among the valuable management
Ecological value of the resource is not the tools to conserve biodiversity. Biodiversity
same as -its economic value.The System of conservation is the management of human
National Acounts is an economic measure interactions with the variety of life forms and
and this should not be forgotten in integrat- ecosystems so as to maximize the benefits they
ing national resource accounting and in provide today and maintain their potential to
interpreting the resulting indicator-income. meet future generations! needs and aspirations
The reduced capacity of the enviromnent to (International Union for the Conservation of
sustain development is very difficult to Nature and Natral Resources [IUCN] defini-

tion). Biodiversity, the elements of life, and
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ecological processes, interaction among spe- umportance. These efforts require the delinea-
cies and between species and their environ- tion of boundaries; identification, inventory,
ment, are linked to each other and to the and monitoring of resources or species; under-
goods and services they provide. Among the taking of controlled interventions to achieve
direct uses of biodiversity are breeding stocks, given objectives; and periodic assessment of
foods, and miedicines. Ecological processes impacts or results of these efforts. The work
such as production, decomposition, nutrient can be greatly facilitated and supported by an
and water cycling, soil generation, erosion information system. Using the accounting
control, pest control, and clmate regulation framework for the information system for the
provide important services to human survival. protected areas will effectively serve manage-
There exst many more speces which have not ment objectives as well as national resource
been identified and whose uses and services accounting objectives for those areas. Thus,
are still unknown. Indeed, the combined po- without disregarding other management re-
tential of plants, animnls, and microorganisms quirements, adopting national resource ac-
in solving human problems such as hunger, counting (physical accounting) for protected
disease, and economic stagnation is only begin- areas will entail the following
ning to be tapped. It is for this reason that
development strategies being put forward as * Identification of the valuable resources or
local national, and internationalpriorities are species in the protected area. This is an
for the maintenance, study, and sustainable exercise done dunng the selection of sites
use of biological resources (Reid 1989). and further verified in the initial stages of

management of the protected area. Species
Applying national resource accounting in or resources can be considered valuable
protected areas because of the economic value of their

goods and services, of their endemi orAdjusting the national income to take into
account the losses in biodiversity is not imme- rareness, or their being threatened or en-
diately possible nor can it be expected in the dangered.
near future. However, adopting the accounting * Identification of elements or factors affect-
framework in gathering storing, and process- ing, positively or negatively, the existence of
mng data on the protected areas will eventually these resources or species. These are gener-
make valuation and income adjustment possi- ally determined by the biological character-
ble. Initially, physical accounting of resources istics and habitat patterns of the species.
can be adopted. Adopting national resource Many of these are already known, but fur-.
accounting will necessitate the determination ther observation and studies will improve
or study of the interrelationships of valuable and expand exising knowledge.
species with their habitats and ecological .t

. _ . . . . *~~~~ Monitoring the movement or changes in the
processes. Tlis type of study is important in

r - s s ~~~~~valuable species and the identified elements
the managemfent O protected areas and uf and factors affectng them. This is actaly
have to be undertaken with or without national

- - -n r ~~~~~~being done in the conduct of resource. as-
resource accounting. Using a system of ua- e n o n

sessent and monitoring; national resourcetional resource accounting wlfl provide consis-
- . . . ~~~~~~~~~~accountig, however, will require a mo-re

tent sets of data that wlll be useful in studying r mntrg
regWlar monitoring.

and managing the resources in the protected
areas and in assessing and formulating related * Determination of the relationships, possibly
policies since it requires a systematic recording quantified, of these elements or factors with
of data. thevaluable species. These are of interest to

Establisment and management of pro- scientists for scientific and management
tected areas are conscious and focused efforts reasons and are the subject of many studies.
to conserve biodiversity in areas of biological
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* Development of a data base and a system bases for national resource accounting or for:
for the processing or manipulation of data the information system for protected areas.
(recording, filing, and retrieval system) on Standard and uniform data structure, defii-
the valuable species and other related ele- tion, and coding systems should be adopted to
ments or factors. The data base or informa- facilitate the regional or national processing of
tion system is useful not only for national information. But even before the data process-
resource accounting but for other manage- ing, standard procedures should be prescribed
ment and research purposes. for data gathering for all the protected areas.

This is to ensure the comparability anid consis--
* Development of a system for and the gener- tens os to ensrefthecopait oorsis-

ationof reorts n thebegining ~tency of data. Therefore, the most opportune
fliow ofrchanges andthe beginding stock, tibme to implement national resource account-
flow, or changes Thi will include the ing is at the start of the development and
resource or species. This wGl include the mmnmn ofpoetdaes hnm-
application of the estimated impact of the
identified elements or factors on the re- agement plans are being designed Implemen-

tation of national resource accounting need
source or sp.cies. not be a separate project but rather a consider-

ation, with its framework as a major basis, for
The resultmg report on the resourhe oren

species flowlchanges for the period will not edesignanddevelopmentoftheiformaton
show what actually took place, during the system for protected areas. Its other require-

pibwsh tbts tn(ments can be the subject of research projects
perid bt wunder the research program Be that as it may,

the status or behavior of a particular species or
. . - . ~~~~estabhshmnent of the mformatioa system would

resource, or, if that information is not avail- require the already mentioned uniform or
able, then (b) on the limitation of the existing

. .. . . - . .- . ~~standard procedures for activites related toknowledge on the selected species and related
(c) t a the r m . ratio data or information gathering and processing.

elements, and Adopton or development of these standards
technology being used. should be made before any related activity is

Opeirational requirements for starting undertaken. Some of these requirements are:
national resource accounting in protected'
nrationa resource accounting in irotecteci Standard criteria for determining valuableareas

resources and species.
Although the management actions for

protected areas are made at specific sites, the * Standard survey, inventory, census, and
considerations for management of a protected resource assessment methods.
area are determined in the context of the * Uniform or standard indicators and units of
regional, national, and even the global envi- measure.
ronmental situation. As such, even with the
site specficity of the protected area activities, Uniform nam o coding tem, data
management strategies should be integrated sred.
and the operational systems standard in all the er
protected areas. This wil be particularly bene- * Common-source or uniform base maps.
ficial if protected area management will make * Stdard sstem of recording data (stan-
use or at least get into the mainstream of
informatuon technology (le the geographlc
information system or Geographical Informa- * Standard or compatible computer systems
ton System) in adopting national resource and data bases.
accounting. * Complementary rather than redundant

The uniform methods and standards are research activities, particularly those related
very important in the establishment of data
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Functions and Values of Protected Areas:
A Comprehensive Framework

for Assessing the Benefits
of Protected Areas to Human Society

Rudolf S. de Groot

A Comprehensive Method
to Evaluate Functions and Values

of Protected Areas

HumAN WELFARE AND THE QUALITY OF IFE depend in
many ways, directly or indirectly, on the availability of
environmental goods and services. To obtain better
insight into the multitude of fimctions (goods and
services) provided by natural ecosystems, a so-called
function-evaluation system was developed by the author
(de Groot 1992).

159
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The following functional categories are disin- tion from literature, a checklist of 37 functions
guished: that can be attnbuted to natural ecosystems

was designed (see the section on Functions
* Regulation functions: This group of func- and Values in this chapter).

tions relates to the capacity of natural and Once the many fumctions provided by natu-
seminatural environments to contribute to ral and seminatural ecosystems have been
the maintenance of a healthy living environ- identified and described, the contnrbution of
ment by providing clean air, water, and soil these goods and services to human welfare can
and by regulating essential ecological pro- be analyzed in more detaiL For each case
cesses and life support systems study, a standardized matrix was used to assess

V Carrier fumctions: Natural and seminau-ral the functions and associated socioeconomic
environments provide space and a suitable values in a systematic and comparable way
substrate or medium for many human activ- (TIble 14-1).

ieshsatnand- For several types of functions and values,ities such as habitation, cultivation, and notably those which are of direct economic
recreation, provided the use of these funi- if prtance, it is possible to calculate monetary
tions remais withi the canying capity of values. Assessing monetary values of envron-

the ecosystem involved, mental functions is a rather complicated, and
v Production functions: Nature may provide somewhat controversal procedure, and TAble

many resources on a sustainable basis, 14-2 shows the different methods available to
ranging from food and raw materials for calculate monetary values for environmental
consrucion and energy-conversion to goods and sevices which broadly fall into two
medicines and genetic materiaL atgories market pnrcing and shadow pricing.

* Information functions: Natural environ- Discussing these methods in detail is beyond
ments contribute to the maintenance of the scope of this chapter. A review of the
mental health by providing opportuities methods is given in de Groot (1992), while
for reflection, spiritual euricicment, oogni- fiurther details can be found in existing litera-

ture in the field of environmental and resource
tive development and aesthetic experience economics and accounting (eg., Dixon and

In addition, it must be understood that Iufhmidt [edsl 1986, Folke and Kaberger
there are many hitherto unknown goods and 1991 Folmer and van lerland 1989, Hueting
servics with potential benefits to human - 1990, MeNeely 1988, Pearce and Turner 1990,
soietya Repetto and Magrath 1988, Winpenny 1991).

The capacity of a given natural or It should be stressed here that socioeconomic
seminatural ecosystem to provide certam evaluation of environmental functions does
goods and services depends on its environmen- not necessrily mean placing dollar values on
taX characteristics, that is, its natural processes natue and wildlife. AS bles 11 and 142
and components. Just as the environmental show, the total value of environmental goods
characteristics of most ecosystems vary sub- and serces to human sodet consists of maiw
stantially, so too are the functions of different different values which are described and quan-
ecosystems quite different. To develop a gen- tifed by different parameters, of which mone-
eral checklist of parameters that may be used tary units are but one element Furthermore,
to assess the contnbution of a given ecosystem quantification of the socioeconomic benefits of
to certain environmental functions, several natural areas and wildlife in monetary units
case studies have been carried out by the must be seen as an addition to, and not a
author on various ecosystem complexes (de replacement of, their many intrinsic and intan-
Groot 1986, 1988a, 1988b, 1991). Based on
these case studies, and on additional informa-
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Functions and Values In addition to assessing the ecological
of Protected Areas: iinporLice of the many functions of protected

areas, it is possible to determine their socio-
A Checklist and Some Examples economic, and sometimes monetary, value. It

Because of their ecological divcrsity the ~is not possible here to elaborate on each of
aur eosystems i protected vresi he these fimctions, and below only the four m

nauany decosystems functions ptetd areasfu- function-categories are briefly explained. More
many different functions (iable 14-3). Prefer- detafled information on these 29 functions,
ably, the functions listed in Table 14-3 should with examples of their socioec-onomic jipor-
be described for each type of ecosystem sepa- tance and monetay value, can be found in de
rately. In order to avoid lengthy descriptions, t a199nd 
however, the functions are described here for G (1992).
protected areas in general based upon three
case studies carried out by the author, includ- Regulation functions
ing a case study on the Dutch part of the Natural ecosystems play an essential role in
Wadden Sea, an estuarine environment (de the maintenance of ecological procses and
Groot 1986), a case study on the Galapagos life support sems. Protected areas safeguard
National Park, Ecuador, a volcanic, oceanic the continued proper functioning of these
island ecosystem including 4,300 square kilo- regulation processes, and thereby environmen-
meters of coastal and marine protected area tal quality in generaL Most other functions of
(de Groot 1998a), and a case study on the protected areas, such as recreational use, the
Darien National Park, Panama, a tropical opportunity to harvest resources, and scientific
moist rainforest (de Groot 1988b). and educational use, depend on these regula-

Which functions are most relevant for a tion processes. Often, the importance of pro-
given protected area depends on ihe ecological tected areas to reglation functions becomes
characteristics! the cultural and socioeconomic apparent only after these functions have been
setting, and the management objectives of the disturbed. Recognizing the value of protected
area in question. Many of the functions (goods areas to the maintenance of enviromnental
and services) listed in Table 14-3 are provided regulation functions is therefore essential
by all natural ecosystems regardless of their when assessing their ful socioeconomic impor-
manags,ement status; that is, these functions can tane.
be attrbuted to both protected and unpro-
tected arcas, provided these areas are in a Carrier fiactions
largely natural state. This is especially true of
the regulation functions. The other functions Ibi group offunctions relates to the capac-
(carnier, production, and information) are it of natural ecosystems to provide space and

a suitable substate or medium for human
more strongly related to specific human needis .

and actvties and, thus, to the management activities which require a permanent infra-
objectives. In protected areas which allow structure, for example, habitation, crop grow-
certain kinds of human use, such as national ing (including aquaculture), certain types of
pariks, these latter functions seem more impor- rcreaton, and nature conservation. Because
tant in terms of the direct economic benefits of the constraints placed on nantral ecosystems
they provide (e.g., from aquaculture, recre- with respect to the management objectives of
ation, harvestable resources, and research). protected areas, only those carrier functions
Nevertheless, the maintenance of regulation wwhich depend mainly on the natural biological
Neverthslessential the mantee profrerfultioring characteristics and which can be utilized and

functions is essential to the proper functioning managed in a sustainable manner are consid-
of all natural systems and should always be ered in this chapter.
taken into account when assessing the eco-
nomic benefits of protectcd areas.
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Production functions may provide these functions in perpetuity, if
utilizedl in a sustainable manner, annual re-Natural andseminatural ecosystems provide
tums should be considered interest on themany resources, ranging from oxygen, water,

food, medicne, and genetic resources to natural capital and should therefore be tras-
sources of energy and materials for clothing lated into a capital or Net Present Value (see

and constrcion. In this chapter, production the section,algtotal monetarl and capital
functions are limited to those goods or re- .

sources which are produced naturallyandfBased on this information, it is possble to
source whc ar prdcdntral.no esthmate the benefit-cost ratio of protected

which humans merely need to ivest some time
and energy to harvest them. Since natural areas, which is usually highly positive if aR

ecitems support many oeofactors are taken into account (see the section,
bsd mnad pf man funo "Some conclusions concerning the benefit-to-
besides man, and perform many finctions cost ratio of protected areas" below).simultaeously, the capacty of protected areas
to provide resources on a sustainable-yield
basis is often very limited. Special use zones atial apaosDasls 1S orten vexy SpNatioal useaone
could be desigated within protected areas to
allow for extraction of these resources for the As an example of how to determine the
subsistence of local people, provided harvest- total socioeconomic value of protected areas,
ing is restricted to sustainable use levels. some information obtained on the Galapagos

National Park is shown here, based on a more
Infonmation functions elaborate case study report (de Groot 1988a).

- . . . . ~~~~~~~As was explained in the fiIst section (aleNature is a source of inspiration for culture
.. 14-2), the total socoeconomic value consistand art, and provides many opportunities for

envionmetaleducation and research. As of a number of different values which can be
with regulation functions, infornation func- attached to emironmental functions, some of
tions are usually best performed when nature which maybe traslated into a monetaryvalue.
is left untouched as much as possible. In fact, For functions which have direct economic

maintenance-of the information value of importance, such as tourism and harvesting of
maintenance of the mformation value of resources, it is possible to estiate a monetary
natural areas was, and often still is, the man value bas onsmaret es. Monetay
reason for establishing protected areas. qal to of o-called-"nn-ues fons

quantification of so-caled 'non-use?' function s
is more complicated and sometimes impossible

Total SocioeconomcTotal Socioeconomic or undesirable (e.g, for the intinsic values
and Capital Value attached to nature). Yet, for a few of these

of Protected Areas, "non-use" functions, it is possible to arrive at

with Special Reference an estimated monetary value by using shadow
to the Galapagos National Park pricing techniques (see, for example, column 1

in lTble 14-4). The total socioeconomic value
From the previous pages, one can conclude of a given natural area or ecosystem is the sum

that protected areas fulfill a multitude of of the different values listed in Table 14-4.
functions with many different values to hunmn Wlthin one value category, the benefits of all
society. In order to incorporate better all the functions can-be added to arrive at a sum total
information on goods and services of protected for the conservation value, use value, or the
areas into the planning and decisionmalkng contribution to employment of a particular
process, a matrix has been designed to give an natural area. Since the seven types of values in
overview of the most important functions and lTble 14-4 are not comparable, it is impossible
to summarize the associated socioeconomic to determine one total "end value" for a given
values (see 13Bble 14-4). Since protected areas function or natural area, and each type of
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value must tberefore be used independently in importance of a given area for certain conser-
the decisionmaking process. vation parameters (eg, uniqueness or natural-

A brief description of the various types of neLs)-
socioeconomic values (columns 1-7 of Table
14-4) is given on the following pages. Contnrbution of the Galapagos National

Park to human health
Conservation value of the Galapagos M functions prvided by
National Park the Galapagos National Park contrbute di-

One can rightly argued that most functions rectly or indirectly to the maintenance of
provided by the Galapagos national park human he;.lth, such as the regulation of the
depend on the conservation of the biological local and regional climate, storage and recr-
diverty and natural processes occurring m the cling of human waste, providing food and
islands. Although the importance of the envi- opportunities for recreation, education, and
ronmental functions which maintam the natu- research. The consciousness of the importance
ral integrity of the National Paik are usually of these functions to human health is only
not reflected in conventional economic ac- slowly emerging and the economic benefits
counting procedures, it is possible to assess the are partly reflected by some of the calculations
indiect economic value of these functions and made for the other value-categories, notably
to calculate a crude shadow price. In the case the conservation and productive use values.
of the Galapagos National Park, this shadow The inportance of certain environmental
price was estinated at an average $64 per functions to human health is therefore only
hectare per year (see column 1 in Thble 14-4). indicated in qualiative terms in Table 14-4,

The conservation value mainly relates to yet human health impacts are important fac-
reguiation functions, whereby two finctions tots that should be taken into account on their
(climate regulation and coastal protection) own merits in the planning and nnaking
have been left out of the analysis since their processes.
economic importance is negligible in this
particular study area. Option value of the Galapagos National

Park
Existence value of the Galapagos National
Pal- Thisvalue deals with the importance placed

on maintaining the option to benefit from
The mere existence of natural areas pres- known and as yet unknown functions of natu-

ents an important factor in the feeling of well- ral processes and components in the future.
being to many people. They attach great ethi- For this reason, the conservation of natural
cal, intrinsic value to nature, and are therefore areas, such as the Galapagos Islands, repre-
willing to devote time, energy, and money to sents an important contribution to human
organizations which stive for their conserva- welfare by satisfying the need for a safe future
tion. In principle it would be possible, through for both present and future generations. The
questionnaires or other shadow-pricing tech- monetary value is therefore at least equal to
niques, to arrive at a monetary indication for the total value of the estimated future benefits
this value. However, it is difficult to distinguish of the conservation and productve use values
between money donated to conservational combined, which today amounts to $120 per
measures from money donated for ethical hectare per year. To avoid counting this value
reasons. There are also emotional objections twice, it is not included as a separate entry in
to attempting to quantify the existence value of Table 14-4.
nature; therefore, this value is only included
qualitatively in Table 14-4. A qualitative
indication can be obtained by estimating the
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Consumptive use value of the Galapagos local economy of $26.8 million, which is 75
National Park percent of the total local economic production.

The consumptive use value relates to goods
and services which are harvested and used The total monetary and capital value of theand services which are harvested and used aaao ainlPr

direcdy by the local population without passing
through the market. Harvesting nautral re- In the case of the Galapagos National Park,
sources for direct consumption in the the total monetary return from environmental
Galapagos Islands is rather limited and mainly functions amounts to about $120 per hectare
relates to catching fish and crustaceans (lob- per year (see lible 14-4). This value must be
ster) by local people and smaller tour boats. considered a minimium estimate, since for
Possibly some local inhabitants also collect many functions no monetary value could be
firewood and construction material for per- calculated, even though they provide signifi-
sonal use. Also the direct sconsumptions of cant benefits and their indirect or potential
information fimutions such as the aesthetic contribution to the economyis considerable.
quality and historic value of natural ecosys- Since environmental functions provide
tems, should be mentioned here. Monetary goods and services to human society indefi-
quantification of these consumptive use values nitely when utilized in a sustanable manner,
is rather difficult and has not been attempted the monetary value of environmental fnctions
within the scope of this case study. must be seen as the interest of the capital storck

of the natural processes and components that
Productive use value of the Galapagos provide these functions. At an interest rate of
National Park 5 percent, this amounts to a capitalized value

The productive use value of enviromnental or Net PresentValue (NW) of about £2,400
functions in the Galapagos Islands mainly per h or almost $28 bilion for the- . ^ ~~~~~entire study area. In addition to -their gretrelates to recreation, harvesting of natural
resources, and income from scientific e ecologial and intrinsic value, the Galapagos
tions. As Table 14-4 shows, the potential Islands-in their present, largely natural

.- . , _ _, - _ . ~~~state-thus represent a considerable ecDnomicdirect economic benefits of the fmnctions with s r
the productive use value provided by the valueaswelL
Galapagos National Park (column 6) amount
to $56 per hectare per year, or about $64 Some Conclusions
million per year for the entire study area. Concening the Benefit-Cost Ratio

of Protected Areas
Contribution of the Galapagos National
Park to employment As the section above entitled aThe total

An imprtat ndiatrfrteoce - monetary and capital value of the Galapagos
Anomi u iorantvirond tatr forcthe istie National Park" shows, the combined economic

contricution to employment. fne total work value of the sustainable use of environmentalcotibto to emlyet Thoalwr fimctions is often considerable and usually fir
force in Galapagos in 1983 was 2,444 persons; exceediste shterm r urns fr
from the case study (de Groot 1988a) it was exceeds the shortterm retums from
concluded thiat most people (almost 60 percent nonsustainable use of only some of the func-
cofhed work fore)pin Gala ost a e,ret tions of a grven natural ecosystem or protected
of the work force) in Galapagos are, directly or ar.Twcsetuyxmpsaeginbe
indirectly, dependent on the cuaservation and
sustainable use of environmental functions low.
provided by the national park. From an eco-
nomic perspective, the most important activity U r Islands
is tourism, with a yearly contribution to the In 1980481, the Island Resources Founda-

tion conducted a major study for the U.S.
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National Park Service on the economic bene- salary that someone could have earned if he
fits of the Virgin Islands National Park had spent his leisure time working instead of
(VINP), St. John. The VINP occupies 55 visiting the park. An average salary of park
percent of all the land of St. John. Approxi- visitors was calculated from interviews with
mately one third of the total park is sea In its visitors. A net benefit per visitor was further
analysis of costs and benefits, the study distin- calculated by subtracting the average costs of
guishes between direct and indirect costs and transportation to get to the park- The costs of
benefits. Operation and maintenance of the the park were calculated from the investment
VINP are the direct costs, and interest on made to create park facilities (with a 20 per-
federal investment in VINP properties and cent annual depreciation), operating and
taxes lost on property removed from local maintenance costs, and interest The resulting
government rolls are the indirect costs consid- benefit-to-cost ratio for the Cahuita National
ered in the study. Direct benefits are the Park is 9.54. The study concludes that the park
outlays of VINP concessionaires in the local is economically beneficial and that the calcu-
economy, and the indirect benefits are the lated benefit-to-cost ratio is high. The benefit-
imputed benefits from VINP impact on tour- to-cost ratio is attributed to the large number
ism, on boat industry, and on increased land of vsitors, the low costs of tansportation, the
values on St John (as an indicator of increased relatively low cost of investment and opera-
economic growth on St. John). The dollar tion, and to the fact that no land acouisition
values for each of these costs and benefits have was involved (Marcondes 1981).
been calculated and reduced to benefit-to-cost In addition to these specific case studies,
ratios. The benefit-to-cost ratio of the exis- there are many other examples of the eco-
tence of the VINP on the local economy, nomic benefit-cost ratio of sustainable use of
based on dit costs and benefits only is 2.7 to natural ecosystems. Peters, Gentry and
t Based on indirect costs and benefits only, it Mendelsohn (1989), for example, showed that
is 23.7 to 1, andbasedon all costs andbenefits the sustainable use of only some of the func-
(direct and indirect), it is 11.1 to 1. The study tions of a tract of Amazonian ninforest (nota-
concludes that the VINP plays a significant bly minorP forest products, such as fruits and
role in the economy of St. John and that this iatex) was already after two years economically
role should be increasingly inportant in view more beneficial than clear-cut and agricultural
of the aesthetic and cultural benefits provided profits combined.
by the park (Posner and others 1981). Thus, when all factors are taken into ac-

count, most natural ecosystems and protected
Cabuita National Park, Costa Rica areas have a highly positive benefit-to-cost

ratio. It is therefore recommended here to
established w Costa Ricar Its obecaive is to increase efforts on investigating the full eco-estalishd inCosa Ria. Is oiectve i to nomic value of protected areas. Better infor-
preserve the unique fringing reef of this area.
The park occupies 1,100 hectares on land and mation on the economic value of protected
approximately 600 hectares in the sea (van't areas will most likely provide an important
appofdma Thely perk alsfetatres in theistorcall vincentive to allocate sufficient funds for their
Hof 1985). The park also features a historically continued conservation and to stinulate sus-
interesting shipwreck. In determining the tainable utilization of the imoortant functions
benefits of the park, the study follows a
method whereby the satisfaction or benefit of of these areas.
a visit to the park is expressed in terms of the
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Table 14-1. Functions and Vaues of Naural Ecosystems

Ecological vaues Social values Economic values

Conser- Enis- Con- Prduc-
Envinonmental vation tence Option surnpeive tdve use Enploy-
fimcfions value value Health value use value value ment

Regulation

Carrier

Production

Information

TOTAL for
ecosystem or
natural area

Table 14-2 Types of Socioeconomc Values and Maetods to Deermie Their Monetary Value

Monetay vauation meaods

Shadowl pice

Types of Cost of Willing-
socioeco- environ- Maite- ress to
nomic Market metl nance Mitiga- payl Propeny Trnvel
valie Price dage costs don costs accept pricing cost

Conser-
vation
value x x x x

Existence
value (xr (X)a

Health x x

Option
value x x

Con-
sumptive
use value xb

Produc-
tive use
value x x x

Employ-
ment x

a. The existence value could be quantified by these techniques, but it is argued that it is
principally wrong to put a monetary price on this value.

b. Often only possible with surrogate market pricing techniques.
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Table 14-3. Checklst of Functions of ProtectedAreas

1. RPadtionfunctions
1. Regulation of the chemical composition of the atmo-
sphere and oceans a

2. Climate regulation a
3. Watershed protection a

4. Water catcbment
5.Coastal protection
6. Erosion prevention and sediment control a

7. Fixation of solar energy/biomass prod. a

8. Storage and recycling of organic matter, nutrients,
and human waste a
9. Biological control a
10. Nursery function and migration habitat b

11. Maintenance of biological diversity b

2 Carderfi.cdons
1. Habitation (indigenous people) c
2. Cultivation (sustainable)
3. Energy conversion C
4. Recreation and tourism '
5. Nature protection b

3. Production functions
1 Food/nutrition c

2. Genetic resources c

3. Medicinal resources c
4. Raw materials for clothing, etc. 
5. Raw materials for mn ng,etc. C
6. Biochemicals c

7. Fuel and energy -
8. Omamental resources c

4. Infonmationfunctions
1. Aesthetic information b

2. Spiritual/religious information b
3. Historc information b

4. Cultural/artistic inspiration c
5. Educational/scientific information b

a. Function is performed regardless of management objective,
no special management measures needed (other than mainte-
nance of the natural integrity of the area in question).
b. Main objective of protected areas; in principle compatible

with conservation objectives and national park management.
c. Secondary objective, only to be utilized when this is possible

in a sustainable manner (Le., without interference with primary
objectives), preferably in special use zones.
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Table 14-4. Socioeconomic Value of dhe Functons of tie Galapags National Park Based on Sustinable
Use Levels

Types of values (for explanation, see texi)
1 2 3+4 5 6 7

Value to
- - ~ernpky-

Conser- Ets- Con- Produc- mnt
vacon rence Social sumptive due use (no. of

Environmentalflunctons value value values use value value people)
eguladonftwcdons > 63 ++ ++ ++

Water catchment or ero-
sion prevention. 03 + *

Bio-energy fixation (1,200 + *

Storage/rec. human waste 5 + *

Biological control ++ + + ,
Nursery f/migration hab. 0.07" ++ + + *

Maintenance of biol. div. 4.9 ++ ++ *

Carrierfimcdions 0.5 ++ + > 45 > 833
Aquaculture ,O.f +
Recreation + + 45 772
Nature protection 0.55 + + + + * 61
Production functions ++ + > 8 > 160
Food/nutrition ++ + 0.7 156
Genetic resources + +
Raw materials for constr. 5.2 4
Biochemicals ++ +
Energy resources lY +
Ornamental resources -04 +
Informationfunctions 0.5 ++ ++ > 3 > 67
Aesthetic information + ++ +
Spiritual information 0.52 ++ ++ *

Historic information + ++ -
CulturaVartistic insp. + + 0.2 +
Educ. & scientific inf. + 2.7 67

ToTALannualreturn >64 ++ ++ ++ >56 (1,060)
* These functions do contribute to economic productivity, either directly or indirectly, but no

market or shadow price could be determined due to lack of information and/or shortcomings of the
market mechanism.

Note Values are expressed qualitatively (++) or in 2JS$/ha/year (total for study area =

1,150,000 ha).

a. This function applies to the terrestrial area only (720,000 ha).

b. This function applies to the marine area only (430,000 hp. of which 4,100 intertidal zone).

c Social values consist of the importance of environmental functions to human health and the

option value placed on a safe future.

d. If a figure is given between brackets, it was not used in calculating the total value because the

calculation is too speculative.
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The Marginal Costs
of Endangered Species Management

William F. Hyde, Keshav R. Kanel,
and Ernest D. Misomali

THE COSTS OF ENDANGERED SPECIES MANAGEMENT are
best described in terms of the value of altemative oppor-
tunities foregone. This chapter calculates such costs for
the red-cockaded woodpecker (RCW), an endangered
bird species, on the Croatan National Forest in the
United States. It finds that the important variation in
costs depends on where and how RCW management
proceeds. In all cases. however, the costs are small.

171
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It may be useful to consider whether either Economic Analysis
endangered plants or endangered big game
species pose different problems than our RCW A public decision to require protection of
example. Birds, and other small game, may known species of endangered plantsand animals
occupy either small habitats or have small impacts imposes the demand for RCW management. Our
on a Larger habitat. Endangered plants usually analysis is composed of the search among man-
occupy even smaller habitats, but big game, agement alternatives for the alternative that
generally occupying larger habitats, may create satisfies this demand at the least marginal cost
larger impacts. We reflect on an endangered The most important costs for RCW management
plant in Malawi and an endangered big game are the implicit costs of foregone tmber opportu-
species in Nepal in order to gain insight on the nities. There are no incremental direct RCW
potential differences in management costs for the management costs.
three cases. The cost management unit is the clan. There-

Our chapter begins by accepting the normative fore, the marginal cost function (Figure 15-1)
decision to preserve, and then searches for the measures the timber opportunity cost per clan or
least-cost management alternative for preserving per colony site. rTmber management does not
any population level, implicitly induding the level conflict with foraging- Therefore, changes in
of the safe minimuim standard (Bishop 1978, timber management are unnecessary in RCW
Miller 1978). It discusses how managers can use foraging territories.
this strategy to make cost-effecfive decisions at The Croatan National Forest manages its
thle margin, and how researchers can use this important timber species, loblolly and longleaf
strategy to determine tbc new questions most pine, on 70-year rotations. RCW biologists rec-
important to managers. Finally, we reflect on the ommend average ages of 95 years for longleaf and
likely difficulties in evaluating these same costs 75 years for loblolly, although there are wood-
for Combretum molle in Malawi and rhinoceros peckers nesting in Croatan stands as young as 46
n Nepal. years. The costs of delayed harvests imposed by

these biological recommendations are not con-
Biological Background straining everywhere in the Croatan because not

all timberstands in this forest are commercially
The red-cockuded woodpecker inhabits mature productive. Noncommercial stands tend to be

pine forests (5L1 to 150 years old) in the U.S. biologically mature. RCW preservation can occur
South. It lives in clans composed of a mated pair on these mature noncommercial stands without
and up to seven helpers. Clans excavate cavities in conflict with timber management. The marginal
mature live pines. Clans roost in colonies, and cost function, in this case, runs along the horizon-
mated pairs nest in cavity trees within these tal axis in Figure 1S-1 to incl-de Cq clans or HX,
colonies. Apparently, woodpeckers select and acres.
excavate trees that contain a substantial amount Where the timberstand is commercial, manag-
of heartwood, which is positively correlated with ers must consider either of two alternate strate-
tree age. gies to extend timber rotations to meet the wood-

Colony sites must include a replacement stock pecker's needs: (a) permanent cessation of all
of cavity trees because woodpeckers abandon timber harvests on currently occupied colony
nests in live trees when the hardwood and sapling sites, or (b) extended rotations and harvests on a
pine undergrowth reaches the height of the cavity sequence of timberstands recruited when needed
(Hooper and others 1980, Ligon 1970). Each clan as colony sites. Neither alternative is a perfect
inhabits a colony site ranging from 7 to 90 acres. preservation solution. The first fails to account
Clans defend territories ranging from 100 to 250 for the 4.9 percent annual mortality among
acres, and they forage on live pines of all ages occupied cavity trees and makes no provision for
within their territory. their replacement. The understory is unlikely to

provide replacement trees because pines tend to
grow in even-aged stands with large gaps between
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older age classes. The second alternative assumes harvested, and descendants of the mated pairs
that clans easily relocate when colony sites are may relocate to adjacent recruitment stands. This
harvested, although there is no empirical evi- assumption, together with the recommendation
dence supporting this assumption. for stands averaging 75 years for loblolly and 95

years for longleaf, suggests sequences of 13
Alternative A: preserving existing colonies in lobloily sites (the oldest between 72 and 78
perpetiity years-78 years divided by 6 years per mated pair

F~1oregone net timber xeceipts V, are alculakd occupancy equals 13 sites) and 17 longleaf sites.Foregone net thnber receiptsmigt assumathataeahucolon
according to the familiar Faustmann equation In addition, we might assume that each RWony
modified to include revenues from a sequence of site is 11.7 acres, the average size of frmat 7CW
harvests Q(t) (including both commercial coloniesintheCoatan Conrsionfom70year
thinings and final harvests) that vary in diameter rotations to extended rotations poses no immedi-
and therefore in value, increasing relative stump- ate stand age problem because the Croatan has
age prices p(t), costs c(t) from a sequence of an exrss of mature and noncommercial
inputs, and the number of acres A comprising the timberstnds to fill the RCW management gap
colony site. until current commercial stands attain the ages 75

or 95.
Finally, we can assume that all recruitment

VI = A[X?jcQ)Q(t) - Y4c(IOe11(l -ef) (1) stands grow from currently unmanaged timber.
The existence of unmanaged standing timber
raises net timber values and deprediates the

2 A[tp(t)Q(te - ,c()er- (2) economic justification for RCW management
This is a conservative assumption with respect to

V, is the present value of an infinite series of promouing RCW management
rotations beginning now. V2 is the present value The present value of the perpetual net revenue
of the current stand of timber where revenues ream from one colony site is
and costs are calculated from the present (t=0) to
the time of their final harvest (t=T-a). T is 70 v3 = 1(2) - Yt(T,) (3)
years and a is the current stand age.

The combined value of the standing timber V2
plus the alue of a future rotations vt equals the where T is the 70-year timber rotation and TR is
pothe value of th colony site. the RCW rotation. For a sequence of 6-year

inhabited sites, opportunity costs totalling V3

Alternative B: rotating recrutment stands occur every 6 years on each 200-acre RCW habi-
tat.

The cost of implementing altemative B is the The discounted total costs for maintaining one
difference between net timber revenues from 70- RCW clan in perpetuity are
year timber management rotations and net reve-
nues from the extended rotations necessary for
recruitment stands of potential cavity trees. Its VI - V3(e*e' ... +e-Tfl (4)
calculation depends on two important assump-
tions, one having to do with the length of RCW The present value of the perpetual net revenue
habitation in recruitment stands and the other stream from 11.7 acres of loblolly pine on a 70-
having to do with stand age stuctures and harvest year rotation is
scheduling.

Woodpeckers tend to mate in their second
year and inhabit colony sites untl their eighth Yl(7) e (ll.7/(1fX70)Q(70)-c(70)
year, when they die. Colony sites then can be

-4p(30)Q(30)-c(30))e-S (b]

-(v(5)Q(50) -c(50))em
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for stands currently 70 years old. Inital-year site species (loblofly sites tend to be higher valued),
preparation and ferfilization costs enter as final and the age and stocking of standing timber.
harvest costs for the previous rotation. rThis U.S. The tables show unsurprising conclusions.
Forest Service accounting practice is poor eco- Alternative B is a land intensive means of preser-
nomics. See Hyde (1980). It has the effect of vation requing almost 20 times more land than
reducing discounted timber management costs alternative A. Although timber harvest revenues
and increasing net timber values. It adds to the are permanently foregone under alternative A,
conservative nature of our RCW management the loss amounts to little more than the value of
conclusions.] Annual management costs are the current timber stand. Revenues from future
compounded, summed, and entered at years 30 rotations are so higbly discounted as to make
and 50, the ages of thinning under current prac- them of little signficance. Under altemative B,
tice on the Croatan National Forest 70-year harvest revenues are foregone every 6

Similarly, the present value of the perpetual years on 13 loblolly and 17 longleaf land units,
net revenue stm from 117 acrs of loblolly on each 11.7 acres in size. While this loss is parally
a 78-year rotation is relieved by revenues from the 78-year or 98-year

harvests, the discounted compensation cannot

- V1(TR) - [11.7/(1<-et)][(p(78)Q(78) cp78)e& offset the large difference in the required acre-
= Llt7/l-c~9NXS)QC78)c(78)e"age.

(IO)Q(30)-c30))e 3' 6) This is not the full story, however. Some RCW
colony sites are on land that is not now fully

(p(SiO)Q(50)-c(50))esfl managed for timber. Therefore, sorme RCW
-(v(50)_0(50) -c(50-)e protection occurs at no loss of timber opportu-

nity. Thus, RCW management costs are not even
Subtracting equation 15-6 from equation 15-5 as great as Table 15-1 and Table 15-2 indicate.
produces the loblolly apportity cost for a single (A partal explanation is that the costs of access
RCW colony site. to timber management sites-including road

Incorporating the six-year sequence of 13 sites building coss-were not included in our manage-
yields the discounted total lobloUly opportunity meat costs.)
cos for maintaining an RCW clan in perpetuity. For example, in 1982 the Croatan harvested

.£ YpO.e e@+e-> ............ .~ +e-7ionly 2.8 million board feet, or 14 percent of the
4 -r (1 mature timber in the forest If these harvest

-Ij8Xe -tc# e .e-SOr) ) decisions were financially rationl, then only this
14 percentwas commercial and the remaing 86
percent, in fact, had no timber opportunity value.

Analogous expressions describe the longleaf The 86 percent was available for RCW manage-
opportunity costs. ment at no cost

Consider how this alters our cost estimates for
Empincal Results preserving 52 RCW habitat sites under either

management alteTnative. Under alternative A the
The Asheville office of the US. Forest Service best 22 timber sites faU on longleaf site indices 70

furmished the management cost and return infor- and 80 and loblolly site indices 100 and 110.
mation for these calculations. Tables 15-1 and These sites furnish nearly 3 million board feet
15-2 show the range of timber opportunity costs annually, or more than a sufficient volume to
for management alternatives A and B, respec- satisfy the 1982 harvest leveL There are no fore-
twely. These results are inversely proportional to gone timber opportunities on the remaining 30
changes in the discount rate and directly propor- RCW colony sites. T.he large number of low
tional to changes in rates of sawtimber and quality timber sites with RCW colonies suggests
cordwood price increase. The range of costs in that low quality sites were left undisturbed by
the cells of the two tables varies direcdy with timber managers before RCW protection became
acreage in the colony site, site productivity, an issue and that timber managers displayed the
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economically rational tendency to harvest good high human use are already extinct. In conclusion,
sites first Of the 22 sites with valuable timber the costs of protecting the remaining endangered
opportunities, 6 have timbesnds currendy over species are probably generally smalL
age 85. Manages apparently found these sites Consider this conclusion another way. The
unprofitable for tmber even before recent diowv- RCW is a small animal in a developed country.
enes of the woodpecker and requirements for its Consider plants and lage animals, and consider
protection. Subtracting these 6 sites leaves 16 developing countries. Consider, for example,
RCW sites on which the Croatan must forego a Combretum moile in Malawi and rhinoceroses in
viable timber option. Table 15-3 shows the mar- Nepal.
ginal cost schedule for these remaining 16 sites Combretum molle grws sparsely buts widely
under each price and discount rate scenario. It diributed lowland woodlands and wooded
leads to the observation that the total perpetuity grasslands in souther Malawi It has several
cost for preserving the 52 exsting sites (at a 4 native medicinal uses, including the use of its
percent discount rate and a zero rate of stumpage roots as a snake bite remedy. It is also commonly
price increase) is $220,422. The annual payment used for fence posts and it suffers from losses due
associated with this level of protection is $8,817. to forest cletring for agricultural production.
(More than one-fourth of this payment is for one Combretum molle is protected in at least four
higbly productive loblolly site that is near harvest forest reserves and national parks. Its protection
age now.) is a minor cost, however, to this public land

There are 54 200-acre preservation units on management
longleaf site index 50 and loblolly site index 70. Indiee this is probably the general case for
They each satisfy the alternative B requIrement the protection of endangered plants-in indus-
for rotating recruitinent stands in perpetuity. trial and in developing countries. We only need to
They are the poorest sites and the-least lie ever protect a few isolated sites and generally smal
to become commercially viable for tinber. None adjacent habitats in order to preserve most en-
are currently viable for commercial timber pro- dangered plnts. This can generaly be done at
duction and preserving 52 of them, one on each small cost and little loss of other potential land
eistng colony, causes no foregone timber oppor- use opportunities.
tunity. The one-horned rhinoceros may be another

story. Presently, there are about 400 of these
Condusions and Extensions large mnanmasl remaining, most in the neighbor-

hood of Chitwan National Park, a 932-square
The cost of preserving the 52 existing RCW kilometer reserve in Nepalrs teni bordering

colonies is relatively small. There is no cost for.. India. Rhinoceroses are herbivores. They are not
the 52 recruitment colonies. Indeed, the costs of generally troublesome to the small local human
timber opportunities foregone are probably lesser population and they are not destructive of agri-
problems for RCW management than are the cultural crops. Local hunters kill them for their
uncertainties clouding the efficiency of either horns-which are valuable in trade (reputably as
preservation altemative. These uncertainties are an aphrodisi) with Chinese populations around
the reasonable focus of further biological re- the world.
search. Thus, while the rhinoceros imposes little

But is this RCW case generalizable? foregone land use opportunity, it ranges over
We might anticipate small social costs for more than 200 square kilometers of wildland and

protection of endangered species because, as a its protection requires a large budget for police
general rule, either (a) species adapt to humans effort. Even in this case, however, the net social
and are, therefore, compatible with high land use costs of protection may be small because rhinoc-
values, or (b) they do not adapt but they inhabit eros protection also brings economic rewards in
remote areas where adaptation to humans and the form -of tourism, from industrial Westem
human land uses are less important Put another countries. In the 1990-91 fiscal year, 44,897
way, the nonadaptive species inhabiting areas of tourists to Chitwan returned 13.8 mIlion Nepa-
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lese rupees (NRs-) to the government and 1.7 Thus, we know that RCW protection is a small
million Nepalese rupees to the King Mahendra cost item. We can anticipate that the protection
Trust Fund for conservation. (US$1 is approxi- of other endangered species-plants, small
mately 25 NRs.) They paid unknown additional animals, and probably large animals-occurs at a
fees traveling within Nepal to Chitwan and to the small net cost to society. Perhaps more inpor-
hotels and guide services in Chitwan. The largest tantly, we can anticipate that the greater impor-
share of these expenditures, no doubt, are due to tance of our analysis is that it demonstrates a
the attraction of the rhinoceroses, tigers, and mechanism for arraying costs and management
other wildlife in the Park. This case for large choices in a manner that makes resource trade-
wildlife is also probably general for both indus- offs clear. This procedure can be repeated wher-
trial and developing countries. Endangered large ever there are doubts about the costs of endan-
animals are unlike most plants and small animals gered species management
in their tourist attraction.
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Table .S-1. Costs of PresevngExisting Colony Sites

Discount rate
Price changes' 4 percent 7 percent 10 percent

Dog= per colony

Present value 255-56,529 81-35,798 24.24,015
-Annual rent 10-2,261 6-2,505 2.2,402

0.015, 0.00775: 
Present value 7-4,453 30344,762 224-,828
Annual rent 29-2,978 21.3,133 22-2,984

0.03, 0.015:
Present value 1,537-100,862 512.56,025 349-36,912
=nnual rent 614,034 36-3,922 353,691

1Thelirst nunberisthe rate ofsaMLinber stnmpnge price hane
and the smcond is the rate of eordwood price change.

Tble 15-Z. Costs of Rotaing Reciment Sites of F-tdedAgos

Discount rate
Price changeSe 4 percent 7 percent 10 percent

-Doiars per colony

0,0:
Present value 11,824-118,349 13.632-98,193 12,553-93,769
Annual rent 473-4,734 94-X6,874 155-9,377

0.015, 0.0075:
Present value 8,966-131,342 14249.107,89513.g4,60
Annual rent . 359-5,254 99-77,5,553 2,31619,460

0.03, 0.015:
Present value 1,076-145,404 13,972-118,51914,598-99,65
Annual rent 43-5,816 978-°°296 1,460-9,967

t The first number is the rate of sawrtider st. age pnce
change, and the second is the rate of cordwaod price change.
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Table 15-3. Ma ra Costs of PreservingIndvid Eising Colony Sfir Where 7lmber Management Is a
VabLe Option

Dis t rate and rate of price cbange scenarios1

Case Site Age r =4 eret r = 7 percent r = 10 percert

number Species index Area (years)
0 0.015 0.03 0 0.015 . 0.03 0 0.015 0.03

0 0.0075 0.015 0 0.0075 0.015 0 0.ur;o 0.015

47 longleaf 70 7 52 S 3,264 5,218 8,374 1,598 2,346 3,363 854 1,294 1,831

16 Langleaf 70 7 59 4A, 6,355 9,545 2,739 3,452 4,434 1930 2,410 2 ,S3

31 Iongleaf 70 7 64 5,495 7,309 10,i31 3,974 4,585 5.373 327i7 3,699 4,j73

52 LIugleaf 80 7 52 5,566 8,405 13,187 2812 3X99 5,561 1.53 2.226 3.070

15 ltngleaf 70 7 67 5,241 7,947 11194 4,951 5,375 6,015 4.475 4,752 5,080
49 tOngleaf 70 7 69 6,-91 8.403 116;C0 5,726 608 6,478 5,498 5,62 5,780

30 Longleaf 70 15 64 11,76 15,652 22,556 8,515 9824 1,513 7,021 9,927 8,42

6 Loblely 100 7 52 12,906 18,770 27.785 6,816 9,350 12,761 3,896 5,311 7,70

10 Longleaf 80 15 54 12,985 19;263 29;Z-4 6,998 9,538 12,908 4.213 5,687 7,658

B ltnglef 80 15 56 14,130 20,360 30,37 8.116 10.662 13,975 5,15 6,769 567

II Longleaf 70 15 74 15,177 18,515 25,539 134192 13,853 14.403 13,053 13,101 13,203

12 Longleaf 70 15 74 15,177 18,515 25,539 13,192 13,853- 14,403 13,053 13,102 13,203

13 Longleaf 70 15 74 15,177- 18,615 25,539 13.192 13,853 14,403 13,053 13,102 13903

s0 Longleaf 70 15 74 15,177 18.515 25,539 13.192 13,853 14,403 13,053 13,102 13,203

9 Longleaf 90 15 52 19,597 2820 43.420 10,221 14,150 19,446 5,818 8.004 10,875

46 LabIlly 110 15 57 56,529 74,452 100,852 35,798 44,762 56,025 24,015 29,523 36,912)

Total cast 220,422 295.124 420,911 151.032 179.473 215,464 120,037 135,047, 155,893

1 ae ofprice change First entry ror sawimber. second entry for codwod. -
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Figure 15-1. Endangered Species Modeling
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1 Demand is exteragy set by a public dedsion requiring prtection of known
populabons of the endangered species
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Estimating the Nonmarket Conservation Values
of Protected Landscapes in Australia

Ternry de Lacy and Michael Lockwood

THE 1960S SAW THE EMERGENCE of land use conflicts.
While some wanted to use certain areas for nature
conservation, others wanted these same areas for various
other uses, such as farming, mining, forestry, water
storage, urban development, and tourism. These land use
conflicts, which have persisted through the last two
decades, are exemplified in Australia by issues such as
sand mining on Fraser Island, uraniium mining at
Kakadu, daims in southwest Tasmania, logging in the wet
tropics of Queensland, and woodchipping in the south-
east forests-
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Austalia's political, legal, and administra- sector maniqement on private sector practices.
tive strucures have changed in response to the There has &.o been a growing public demand
need to deal effectively with and resolve these for a reappraisal of public investment deci-
conflicts. New green political parties have sions. The processes for determining land use
evolved, major state and federal environmental decisions have naturally been influenced by
control and planning laws have been enacted, this increased policy emphasis on economic
and new emnronmental management bureau- efficiency.
cracies and protected area systems tave been Although the legislation noted above gener-
established. For example, legislation enacted ally provides for consideration of economic
includes the Commonwealth Enviromnental issues, the current practice m Environmental
Protection (Impact of Proposals) Act 1974 and Impact Statement procedures is to concentrate
the New South Wales State Government on physical and biological factors, not to pro-
Environmental Planning and Assessment Act duce and assess esonomic and social data
1979. Features of these acts are the develop- (Hundloe 1990). The need to justify land use
ment of rural land use zoning schemes incor- decisions in economic terms, or at least to
porating enironmental protection zones, know the eonomic implications of a decision,
requirement for environmental impact assess- has therefore led to the application of various
ments of development projects, and the provi- economic assessment techniques to nature
sion for public inquiries into controersial conservation resources. The most widely used
prejects of these is benefit-cost analysis.

In addition, state and federal governments
have established a range of expert, advisory, Benerit-cOst analysis and nonmaret
and consultative bodies to assist govenment in valuation techniques
relation to resource alocation decisions. The-. . ~~~~~~~~~~~Benefit-cost anlss assesses the economircVY-ctoran. State fismctestablished the ..

Victora State government est d de worth of a project by determining ifits benefits
Lad Conservation Council under the Land exed its costs, where benefits and costs are
Conservation Act 1970 to make recommenda-

tion fo th baance us ofallpublc lind -fined to include any welfiue gain or lossdons for the balanced use of al public lan& whiiu ocus as a result of the project Cost is
The Resource Assessment Commission w often thought of as an "opportunity cost" (the
establishedbytheCommonwealthgover3ment benefits foregone by proceeding with a
under the Resource Assessment Commion

Act 1990. TheResourceAssessmentComi- ject), and the benefits are measured by the
Acte 1990. The Rtesource Asscssuent Commbss mraimgfo h rjcconsumer surplus ariig from the proect
sdon!s charter under the act is to hold inquires.-xonscarterudcrthectoollinuirie . .(Sugden and Willams 1978). Absence of a
and make reports to the Prime Mmister to direct market does not mean that ecnomc
assist the govenment to resolve competing p ar not expesed. Goods and
claims for the use of resources. To date, the

Resource~~~~~ AsesetCmiso. a a services that do not have market prices, be-Resource Assessmnent Commsson has hadreferences to undertake inquiries in relation ~', cause dollars are not directly exchanged m
rcfm m toundrtal 'mq'm's 'mreMo to transactions imvlvmlg those goods and sr

mining in the Kakadu Conservation Zone, the
management of Ausftr s forests, and the vices, may still have economic value. To pro-

cure them, consumers nust give up something
of AusftaZs coastaI shoreline.of Austra-ia's coastalshoreline.els of value, and therefore an opporhtity

The 1980s and early 1990s have also seen .i ivled . 1&).
the emergec in Australia of economic ratio- Marketvalue can be quantified in dollars by
nalism as the guiding princple behind many- .. , . ~~~~~~~weU-slblishedmaetevaluationprchw
goverment polcy decisions. The role of Recenty, attempts have also been made to
govemment in relation to the economy has a doU values to nonmarket economic
been seen by many policymakers to be one of

suppor fo th ma. mehma Th vie values of naftulal areas. Ab benefit cost anamWsupport for the market mehnim Tims vewha resulted in widespread modeling of public which indludes consideration of nonmarket
hasrimed in widspread modeEngof public
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values is sometimes referred to as an extended Contingent valuation
benefit cost analysis. Nonmarket valuation
techniques include dose-response, hedonic Contf gentivaluatonaolvesth creation
pricing, travel cost method, and contingent qfiat ofpthetcommunity's w ness
valuation. quantification of tne community's wilingness

to pay for receiving specified benefits from a

Dose-response method particular resource. The technique was devel-oped by resource economists in an attempt to
The dose-response method considers, for measure nonmarket values, especially those

example, the effects of changes to the physical associated with public or semipublic goods
characteristics of water (temperature, sus- such as natural areas (Cummings and others
pended solids concentration, flow rate) on fish 1986).
populations and thus on commercial fisning.
The economic value of observed impacts, such Valuation Examples
as the reduced productivity of commercial
fishing, can then be estimated using regular Attempts to esumate the nonmarket conser-
market prices. It is recognized as being of vation values of protected landscapes in Aus-
limited use for the measurement of nonmarket tralia have occurred only recently and are few
nature conservation values (Mitchell and in number. Wilks (1990) lists a total of 16
Carson 1989). contingent valuation surveys undertaken. Of

these, only a few estimate the value of nature
Hedonic pricing conservation resources. More recent examples

Hedonic pricing uses the price of a market include contingent valuation surveys of
good to- establish the econoKmic value of a wetland conservton, old growth preservation,

nonmarket attnbute possessed by that good. and dune maintenance (Lockwood and de
For example, analysis of the housing market Lacy 1992). In addition, several travel cost
and the contribution a quiet neighborhood method studies have been used to estimate the
makes to the price of a house can give anl value of noomarket conservation and recre-
indication of -the willingness to pay for peace anon resources. Abnef discussion of some o
and quiet. However, a review of the current the studies which either directly or indirely
literature suggests thai hedonic pnrcing is Of have estimated the nonmarket conservation
limited practical use for valuing naural areas values of protected areas in Australia follows.
(Streeting 1990, Mitcheil and Carson 1989,
Pearce and others 1989). WarrsbuneNatonal Park, New South

Wa.les

bavel cost method Ulph and Reynolds (1980) carried out a

The travel cost method is used for esthmat- study of the economic valuation of national
ing the recreational demand for a particular parks. They developed kley economic indica-
site when market prices are not available tors for use in predicting the econowic benefits
(Clawson and Knetsch 1966). Concentric zones and costs of the establishment and operation
around the recreation area are defined and the of nature conservation areas m relation to
number of visitors from each zone established national efficiency of resource use and the
throughvisitor surveys. Travel distances are regional impact of park projects. This was
then converted to costs. By measuring arange done in the context of a case stuyt of
of travel costs relative to the number of people Wumbungle National Park in the central
visiting the area from each cost zone, and north of New South Wales. Recreation bene
correcting for the total population of that fits of the park were estimated using the travel
zone, an economic demand curve for the area cost method. They estimated the annual con-
can be constructed (Walsh 1986). sumers' surplus in 1978 to be A$8,497,516.
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They did not attempt to estimate any nonuse values before preservation will be a better
values The study concluded that option than hydro development. The SLLAy

therefore avoided the problem of placing an
considering only the recreation benefits of absolute monetary value on preservation
Warrumbungle National Park...a national values. The best estimate of the participatory
park was the best use of the land concerned value alone exceeded this "threshold" (Saddler
since benefits of park use were several times and others 1980), and so it is probably eco-
the costs imposed on society. (Ulph and nomically efficient to preserve the wildemess
Reynolds 1980) rather than to build the dam. In 1983 the

Federal government overrode the Tlsmaniani
Gordon-Below-Franklin Dam, Southwest State government and prevented the construc-
Tasmania tion of the dam, although again the influence

In the early 1980s, the proposal by the of Saddler's benefit-cost analysis on this deci-ln the early 1980s, thesionprspunnownbtotus
Tasmanian Hydro Electricity Commission to s UDklowD to us.
construct a dam on the Gordon River in the
southwest Tasmaaian wilderness, and the Nadgee Nature Reserve, New South Wales
resulting protests against the proposal, re- Bennet (1984) measured the magnitude of
ceived international publicity. Saddler and the existence value enjoyed by Canberra resi-
others (1980) used a benefit-cost analysis to dents for the continued preservation of
measure the project's benefits (the value to Nadgee Nature Reserve on The south coast of
consumers of the electricity produced) against New South Wales. During direct interviews, a
the costs relating to the loss of wilderness. sample of Canberra residents were asked

The benefits of the Tasmanian wildenmess about their willingness to pay to protect the
were divided into four broad categories: partic- reserve from development A hypothetical
ipatory, vicarious, scientific, and time-related. scenario was constructed in an ateMmpt to
Participatory benefits were considered to eliminate from a respondent's consideration
include those derived from recreational use of everything but nonparticipatory benefit
the area, as well as health, aesthetic and edu- Bennett found a mean willingness to pay of
cational benefits. Vicarious benefits included A$27.08, where payment was to be obtained
those obtained from viewing films or photo- either through an increase in taxes or through
graphs of the area as well as an eistence a donation to a conservation group.Theoreti-
benefit-the value of "knowing it is there." cally, this value could be compared with the
Scientific benefits related to the actual and costs associated with managing the reserve to
potential use of species living in the- area, as determine whether preservation of Nadgee
well as research and educational benefits. was of economic benefit to the people of New
Time related option values stemmed from South Wales, but to our knowledge this addi-
people's willingness to pay for the option to tional work has not been undertaken.
use the area in the future or to maintain the
opportunity for future generations to do so. Great Barrier Reel, Queensland

The researchers constructed a formula to A t of researchers i g the
evaluate these benefits, and they determined enomic and socioeconomic impacts of the
the present value of A$1 of preservation bene- Crown of Thorns stafish on the Great EaIrner
fits over the life of the dam (assumed to be 100 Reef (Carter and others 1987, Hundloe 1990).
years) to be AS259. Dividing this value into the Te travel cothows usedt derive a

es.t ofcnue.upusgie ycn The travel cost method was used to derive a
estatingthe ofdconsmyerplus gainresd bu con- consumer surplus for visitors to the reef re-strutng the dam yields a threshold value of ,.TiwaesmtdatA175mlio
between A3500,000 and A$1 mion (at a gion This was estimated at A$1175 milion

per annum for all Australian visitors and
discount rate of 5 percent). The initial year's 26million for inrnational visitors. These
preservation values must rse above these
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figures were used to estimate net present value quires the commission to assess the values of
figures at different discount rates over varying resources and ensure the losses and benefits
periods. The data indicated that 'tourism in associated with altemative uses. Policy princi-
the reef region is valued on net present value pIes in Schedule 1 of the act state:
terms, over and above the current expenditure
levels, at more than one billion dollars" Resource use decisions should seek to
(Hundloc 1990). Contingent valuation esti- optimize the net benefits to the community
mates were also calculated for visits to coral from the nation's resources, having regard
sites and the value of coral sites to vicarious to efficiency of resource use....
users.

In carrying out these efficiency components
Fraser Island, Queensland of its inquiries, the Resource Assessment

In 1990 the Queensland State government Commission has computed several extended
established a commission of inquiry into the benefit-cost analyses. It has been concerned to

find the means to identify and assess environ-conservation, management, and use of Fraser finthe mes
Island. In this context, the Queensland De- mentalvalues
pmrtment of Environment and Heritage com-. p .pmenco E o ain Heritage c orn ...for use in cost-benefit decisions where amissioned a project to gain inormation on the
nonextractive use of the region (Huadloc and criterion of economic efficiency determines
others 1990). One of the inportant aspects of the allocation of resources. (Wlk 1990:34)
the investigation was to undertake an assess-

- . ~~~~~~~~One of the major tools the Resource As-ment of the value of nonextractive resource
. . .- . ~~~~~sessment Commission has inIvestigated touses, including recreation, toursm, and preser- estimate enviromnental values has been con-

,vation vaues of the region.Cationt valu t ion. s tingent valuation. Wlk (1990), in her reviewCfontingent valuation studies were carrned of the method for the Resource Assessmentout on users of Fraser Island as well as on a
. ~~CDmmnon, condludes tat contingent valua-national sample of nonusers to estimate the

willignes to patopeev frssfoon studies will, under certain conditions,
logging.nTheseto srys toprestedve s a .rme produce sound estimates of the economic

logging. Thssressiavalues of the environmental resources which
payment per year for users of AS316 and for
the total Australian population of A$205. A are beng imvestigated by the esource Ass
travel cost estimate was done of visitors which ment Commission.
estimates a consumer surplus of A$3.6 million The Resource Assessment Commission, asperanni As a result, the Queersland State part of its inquiry into the Kakadu Conserva-
per dnnum- As a result, the Queensland State tion Zone, undertook a contingent valuation
government decided to terminate logging on study of its preservation value (Imber and
Fraser Island, though it is uncertain whether,
and to what extent, the information of others 1991). The study was carried out to
Hundloe and others (1990) influenced the provide information on enviromnental values
dcisioen for the Resource Assessment Commission

-ecWon. inquiry and to provide a practical test of the
usefulness of contingent valuation for commis-

alakadu Conservation Zone, Northemn..Kakadu ConservationrZon; Northern sion mquires in general. A nationwide in-
- -rito-y person survey was conducted to elicit people's
The first major issue referred to the Re- willingness to pay to prevent mining in the

source Assessment Commission was a dispute Kakadu Conservation Zone. Two samples of
overminin intheKakaduConservation Zone, respondents were presented with different
an area which had been proposed as an addi- scenarios, one indicating that the impact of
tion to Kakadu National Park. Section 8 of the miningwould be major and the other describ-
Resource Assement Commission Act re- ing only minor impacts from the mine. The
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results show that Australians were willing to insignificant relative to the corresponding
pay an average of A$123.80 per year for 10 preservation value (Lockwood and others
years to avoid the impacts of the major see- 1993a)-
nario and AS52.80 to avoid the minor scenario. As a postscript, the govemment finally

The survey created considerable contro- decided to prohibit mining in the Kakadu
versy in political and policy evaluation circles Conservation Zone and include it in Kakadu
in Australia (Resource Assessment Commis- National Park, primarily because of the wishes
sion 1991, Australian Bureau of Agricultural of the Jawoyn aboriginal traditional owners.
and Resource Economics 1991). The criticisms The issue continues to generate controversy.
were varied, with probably the most significant
relating to the so-called embedding effect. Southeast Australian forests
Embedding may occur if respondents relate to The Resource Assesment Commission
the amenity being valued as a symbol of some [fyi

. ................. part of Its forest inquiy conducted a benefit-
arge amenity. For example, stated willngness IY

largereaent emple, staed wlngness cost analysis to assess the comparative worth
to pay to prevent mining in the conservation of reserving more southeast Australian forests

zone could be inflated by respondents percep- i n or harvesting them according
tual connection between Kakadu Conservation t

to a number of alternative silvicultumal reg-ines
Zone and Kakadu National Park as a whole,

an ibly with a range of other develop- (Streeting and Hamilton 1991). Particular
mnt susi attention was given to those forest areas regis-

mnsessosrtoi a wtered on the national estate but which were
(Brunton in Resource Assessment Comms- outside national parks This benefit-cost analy-
sion 1991). It is therefore possible that if sis provided a fnacial assessment of the
respondents- were asked their wilingness to
pay with respect to a whole series of issues
(Kakadu, logging.of native forests, Barrier and wood products, and separate contingent

Red, and so on), then the valuatwions may weU valuation and travel cost method studies were
Reel; and so on), then the valuations may well conducted to estimate nonmarket values.have been very different.

Carson Cm Resource Assessment Commis- The travel cost method revealed an average
sion 1991) poits out that part of this criticism value for visitation to al the national estate
relates to the fact that no 'good" has a unique areas of the southeast forests of approximately
value which is independent of the context i A$950,000 per year, or A$8.90 per visitor per

which the valuation takes place. Hence if we year. The contingent valuation survey esti-
which the al-uation takes place. Hence if we
are estimating peoples nonmarket value of a mated a median willingness to pay for the
resource in the context of a particular develop- preservation of a;i the national estate areas in

the southeast to be A$43.50 per householdment, as is generally the case in most benefit-
cost alyses, then using this value in different (A$22 per person) per year (Carter 1992). The
contexts,- or using it to estimate the value of contingent valuation result is approximately

three times that of the travel cost method
more or less of the resource, is difficult analysis-an outcome consistent with results

Other issues raised in the discussions on the obtaied i other countres where studies have
Kakadu contingent valuation related to budget included both travel cost method and contin-
framming and an argument that mining in the
Kakadu Conservation Zone would have posi- gent valuation analyses. Existence and other-
tive unpriced Wertealitiws that were not nonuse values aff; -ar to exceed, by a consider-
tiveaupried ethernalites, th.a w nositi able margin, direct use values associated with

measured-in other words, there is a positie .recreation and other use activities (Carter
existence value for mining that should be
esfimated and included in the total valuation 1992).

exercise. We have measured suc .a positive Due to, among other things, problems with
exercse. We have measured such a positive.. --

unpriced economic value in relation to timber the statistical form of the contingent valuation
unphrces econodoc value it rela gion to t itber

harvesting an shw tha it.antd . i-. r esults, Carter (1992) deemed It inappTopriate
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to extrapolate the median willingness to pay to payfor reserving successively smaller areas and
the whole population to derive an estimate of subareas of forest southeast Australia, East
the community's total willingness to pay for Gippsland, and Errinundra Plateau. The
preservation. Carter also deemed it inappro- embedding effect poses potentially serious
priate to compare directly the per person problems for the interpretation of contingent
median willingness to pay derived from the valuation data, because if wilingness to pay for
contingent valuation study with the per person the same good can vary over a wide range,
value of logging benefits as estimated by depending on whether the good is assessed on
Streeting and Hamilton (1991). In addition, its own or embedded as a part of a more indu-
while the travel cost method derived value of sive bundle, then the "correct" value is not
A$8.90 per visitor per year can be compared readily apparent. Our results suggest that
with logging benefits of ASO86 per person per respondents do recognize Enrinundra and East
year as estimated in the benefit-cost analysis, Gippsland as different goods. As might be
it is unlikely that logging and recreation are expected, the smaller but significant
mutually exclusive land use alternatives. Log- Errinundra Plateau is valued half as much as
ging and recreation could occur to varying East Gippsland as a whole. Therefore the
degrees within the same areas over time, and embedding effect is not occurring at this level.
the travel cost method does not provide an However, the southeast Austrlian forests are
estimate of the difference in the value of the not accorded a highervalue than those in East
experience with and without logging opera- Gippsland, and while sevral explanations for
tions (Carter 1992). this result are possible, an embedding effect

In a separate study, Lockwood and others may be occuring.
(1993b) conducted a contingent valuation
suvey to determine Victorians' wilingness to Conclusion
pay to reserve unprotected national estate
forests in national parks. Such reservation AlU governments are being forced to re-
would preclude utilization of these forests for spond to the fundamental shifts in community
timber production. Attitudinal questions opinion which place a much greater value on
incuded in the survey revealed that Victorians conservation of our natural environment As
consider the nonmarket values associated with the quantity and quality of natural areas are
these forests more important than market reduced, consequent on population and eco-
values. Many people feel strongly about the nomic growth, each new developmentbecomes
preservation of these forests, primarily because more controversial. Coincident with these
of their existence and bequest values. Present pressures are increasing demands for eco-
and future use values are less significant The nomic efficiency. In Australia particularly,
median willingness to pay per respondent's there is a growing perception that we are not
household for reserving the forests was A$5Z, using our resources as efficiently as possible;
which corresponds to an annual aggregate our standard of living is declining relative to
nonmarket value to the people of Victoria of others, and we are not competing effectively in
A$41 million. Using our contingent valuation export markets.
result together with data from the Resource These twin movements for greater eco-
Assessment Commission (Streeting and Ham- nomic efficiency and conservation of the
ilton 1991), we calculated a positive net pres- evirmnment have led to incrasing demand on
ent value of A5543 million for preserving the decisionmakers for greater efficiency-based
forests. analysis that at the same time takes more

In addition, we examined the significance of account of nature conservation values. Hence
the embedding effect (Loomis and others the interest ir' stimating nonmarket conserva-
1993) in three independent versions of surveys tion values of protected landscapes in Austra-
which determined respondents' willingness to lia The field is new, many of the methods need
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still to be widely tested in the Australian con- the Crown of Thorns Starfish on the Great
text, and there is a considerable amount of Barrier Reef." A report to the Great Bar-
skepticism regarding the capacity of the meth- 6cr Reef Marine Park Authority, Institute
ods to measure accurately the nonmarket of Applied Environmental Research, Grif-
economic values of nature conservation re- fith University, Brisbane.
sources. -aawson, M., and J. L Knetschb 1966. Econam-

Nevertheless, many valuation studies are ics of Outdoor Reawion. Baltimore: Johns
planned. For example, the Victorian State Hopkins University Press.
Department of Conservation and Environment Cummings, R CG., D. S. Brookshire, and W. D.
is undertaking or planning studies related to Schulze, eds. 1986. Valuing Environmental
wetland conservation, damage from oil slicks, Goods: An Assessment of the Contingent
and the effect of different silvicultural prac- Valuaion Method. Totowa: Rowman and
tices on forest conservation. The federal de- Allenheld.
partment responsible for conservation matters Hundloe, T1 1990. Measuring the Value of
will need to consider using broad nonmarket the Great Barrier Reef? Ausalian Parks
valuation studies as part of its United Nations and Reatation 26:11.
Environment Programme initiated study of the Hundloe, 1, G. McDonald, R Blamey, B.
costs and benefits of maintaining biological Wlson, and M. Carter. 1990. "Soio-eco-
diversity. nomic Analysis of Nonextrctive Natural

The last decade has seen the beginning of Resource Use in the Great Sandy Region."
attempts to estimate nonmarket values of A report to the Queensland Department of
natural resources. Over the next decade, it Enviromnent and Heritage, Institute of
should become evident whether or not Applied Environmental Research, Griffith
nonmarket valuation techniques will become University, Brisbane.
an integral part of developing nature conserva- Imber, D., G. Stevenson, and L Wilks. 1991.
tion policy in Australia. "A Contingent Valuation Survey of the

Kakadu Conservation Zone." Resource
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Valuing a Protected Tropical Forest:
A Case Study in Madagascar

Randall Kramer, Mohan Munasinghe,
Narendra Sharma, Evan Mercer,

and Priya Shyamsundar

IT HAS LONG BEEN RECOGNIzED that the increasing
demand for foresdand in developing counties obliges
governments and donor agencies to provide economic as
well as environmental justifications for areating national
parks (Myers 1972). This is necessary because there are
competing demands for scarce land, including extraction
of forest products, clearing forests for farming, and
preserving forests for conservation of biodiversity. In
addition, such justifications are necessary for govern-
ments to allocate scarce capital resources to development
programs (such as poverty alleviation and food produc-
tion) and conservation of natural resources.
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Economic analysis can provide useful infor- willine to pay and improv park
mation for these difficult decisions. Of course, We focus on Madagascar because of the
economic analysis should only constitute one importance of its biodiversity. Madagascar,
component of the process of deciding whether one of the economically poorest and ecologi-
to create a national park (other components cally richest countries in the world, has been
would include sociopolitical and ecological designated by the international enviromnental
considerations). Traditional economic community as a prime spot for biodiversty,
cost-benefit analysis for national parks, how- where ecosystems are at great rk Madagas-
ever, is problematic, since most of the benefits car is on the IUCN-World Conservation Un-
from park creation are not traded in formal ion's list of megadiversity countries because of
markets, creating a potential policy bias in its extraordinarily high numbers of endemic
favor of competing land uses. We address this species) As a result of Madagascar's important
by examining the use of economic valuation biodiversity, the international donor commu-
techniques for evaluating the nonmarket nity is providing large amounts of money in an
benefits and costs of creating national parks in effort to save as much of the island's biological
developing countries. diversity as possible? In addition, the govern-

Over the past two decades, enviromnental ment of Madagascar itself is taking a number
and resource economists in industialzed of actions to control forest degradation and to
countries have developed a number of meth- protect biodiversity :
ods for valuing nomnarket environmental
benefts and have successfully applied them in Methodology
the United States and other developed coun-
tries (Smith 1990). However, nonmarketvalua- It is difficult to attach economic values to
tion techniques have been applied less often in many of the benefits of environmental prqects
developing countnes, where the ecological because there are no corresponding market
urgency for and economic constraints to na- price data available. Although public goods
tional park creation are typically much greater such as biodiversity, wildlife reserves, and
(Dixon and Shermann 1990, Munasinghe national parks are often available to consum-
1993). In this chapter, we report on two com- ers at no cost and may not affect private goods
ponents of some work in progress to evaluate markets in a measurable way, many people are
the use of these techniques in a developing willing to pay significant sums to insure their
country, using the creation of the Mantadia continued availability. Enviromnental econo-
National Park in Madagascar as a case study. mists have devised ways to measure this aest-
The two components are: (a) valuing the ing, but not direcly observable, wilingness to
impacts of establishing the park on nearby pay for such environmental assets (Kamer
villages and (b) valuing the new park as an and others 1992). The three main methods for
international tourism destination. Two addi- empirically measuring the willingness to pay
tional components of the overall research for nonmarket goods include (a) contingent
effort are briefly desacibed in Annex A. valuation mehxod, (b) travet cost method, and

This type of valuation study can shed light
on questions such as, Is the value of a park
with a buffer zone greater than one without? 1 More than 80 prcent of Madagasa's plant species 90
What is the appropriate level of compensation percent of its reptil nealy all irs mamaI and mored thn
for local people unable to continue their forest :haf of its bim s cines are edemic to Madaaar (World
extraction activities because of the park? How Bank 1988).

much are foreign tourists willing to pay to visit For example, U.S. donor organintions invested $2187
national parks in developing countries? and million or $49 per 1,000 hces forbiodiversy protection

How might developing countries capture this in Madagascar in 1989. This exceeded all other countries in
Afiicz and Asia (Abramowitz 1991).
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(c) hedonic land price method. Two of these, measure the economic impact of the park on
the contingentvaluation method and the travel villagers and the benefits of the new park to
cost method, are applied in this study. We also foreign touists.
use opportunity cost analysis to estimate the
park-related dhange in the marketable agricul- Opportunity cost analysis
tural and forest outputs that are produced. The opportunty cost approach uses stan-

The creation of a new national park gener- d of market values to
ates a number of coonomic impacts involving determine the net economic benefits associ-
both direct and indirect costs and benefits.
Costs arise from land acquisition (unless the
land is already under government ownersbip, resoures- En this study, opportunity costs of

as is the case for.Mantadia), hiring park per- interest are those associated with alternativeas IS the case for Mantadia), hiring park per---- ., land uses by people living in and near the park.
sonnet and the development of .ads, visitor Our initial understanding of the dependence of
facilities, and other infrastructure. The oppor- the villagers on the forests suggested that
tunity costs associated with foregone uses of creating a national park out of a large tract of
park land are another important set of costs forests and imposing restrictons over future
that are often ignored. cuse was imposing a considerable economic

Bencfits mdlude both usevalues and nonuse---
Bens i e bburden on local villagers. By determining

values. Since most parks, including Mantadia, recent land use in and around the park and
do not allow exploitationl of forest resources,do no allo exj~oitaron off~ ~projectng! future land use changes in the
the primary use values of a park are for tour- absenc futhe park we ca ate t cost
ismn and research. In fact, park tourism can abecoftepr,wcnesiteheotisman rserch I fct pak oUsii- to villagers from losing the- opportunity to
generate considerable revenues from both
local and foreign tourists in the form of en- exploit the park area for agricultural or forest
trance fees and travel expenditures. National products.
parks also generate a number of nonuse bene- Although there are no hman settlements
fits. One of the most important of these is within the Mantadia National Park boundaries,

several villages lie in dose proxmity. Theseexistence value, whlch economists define as the
atilinessto ay o pesere reoure b vflages depend on the forests 'within and-

ilmiduals who never plan to use the resource immediately around the park for forest prod-
individuals who nevertplanc tofuse Mathe reioue ucts and agriculture. The method of agricul-
Given the imortance of Mantaca National ture production practiced in easten Madagas-
Park for biodiversity protection, many people -i c important as a mechanism of
outside of Madagascar may have significant deforestation. For several hundred years, the
positive existence values for the park. Another eastern Mas haveracticed
important nonuse value has been referred to as stin cultation knw as ca fout
optionvalue. Residents of Madagascar (as well shing cultivation known as TaHyy About

200,000 hectares of land is cleared every yearas foreigners) may be willng to pay to mam-
tam the option to use the park in the future. (dcnampianm at18n Wi st
Other bei,Jits associated with the park may cuItivation is dlearIy an iportant factor in
include reduced iieforestation, watershed utvioisceryaim ranfcorn
inotclude, reducdmadefrestlation, watershdeforesting eastern Madagascar, it is also the

proecion ad cimte eglaton only means of livelihoodknown to many of the
Given the large array of benefits and costs inhabitans of tisegion.

associated with the creation of a park, per- inhabitanes of this region. a d
forming a complete accounting job in a bene- ifagers in ths aora are also dependeret on
fi-c fim r is a mouet .as the forests for a nuber of other reasons.

fit-cost framewor is a monum l Fuelwood is collected from the forests on a
(Munasinghe 1992). Our study is focused on(Mu-asinghe 1992). Our study is foc-s4 on . regular basis, a wide variety of fish and animalsmeasuring some of the more important aou

more difficult-to-measure economic impacts. are foraged for consumption, and a number ofmore thiscult-toemeasure economic spacts.- - s . . . - ~~~~~~different types of grass are harvested and usedIn thschapter, we discuss ongoing efforts to--- 
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for assorted purposes. Forest plants and herbs reveal their preferences in terms of some
also serve as important sources of medicine. common denominator. The advantage of using

In order to estimate the opportunity costs the contingent valuation method is that it is
associated with foregoing these economic suitable for valuing a wide range of nonpriced
activities on par land, a survey was conducted environmental goods and services. However, it
of 351 households in 17 villages. These vilages is still a relatively new technique and requires
lie within a 75-kilometer radius around the additional empirical verification and develop-
park boundary. A local nongovermmental ment, particularly in the context of a develop-
organization, well versed in rural survey tech- ing country.
niques, assisted in administering the survey. In this study, contingent valuation method
The survey was undertaken following a recon- was used in both the village survey and the
naissance visit to the villages, several focus tourist survey. The exercise of formulating the
group interviews, conversations with various contingent valuation questions for the village
people who were well acquainted with the survey threw considerable light on local per-
area, and a pre-test that cov;..red about 25 ceptions about the desirability of the park- For
households. The survey wRT administered in example, in the pre-test of the questionnaire,
Malagasy, the national language. a number of villagers indicated that they were

The questionnaire focused principally on willg to sacifice labor time to walk an addi-
(a) establishing the extent of dependence of tional distance in order to obtain forest prod-
the local vilagers on forests near their vfllages, ucts or to shift cultivation, if this meant that
and on forests within the park boundaries, for the park would be established. This seemed to
obtaining a variety of forest products; (b) indicate that thevilagerswere wiling to pay to
establishing the extent to which villagers used protect the forest However, we soon discov-
the forests within and immediately around the ered that the vilagers' responses did not stem
park for shifting cultivation; and (c) assesing from perceived nonuse benefits related to the
local attitudes toward conservation of forests. park, but apparently emerged from a sense of
Questions related to socioeconomic variables, coercion by local authorities, who had made
land use, time allocation, and household several arrests for inxursions into the park
production activities were also asked.The final area. We thus reformulated the questions in
section used the contingent valuation method terms of willingness-to-ac compensation
discussed below. for having lost access to the forest oDntained m

A separate questionnaire was administered the park. The wording of the vilage confingent
to the village leaders. It focused on issues valuation question is given in Annex B.
pertaining to general agricultural patterns, In the village survey, the contingent valua-
markets and prices of goods sold, village his- tion method questions required respondents to
tory and migration pattems, forest related provide "yes" or "no 5 responses (a discrete
cultural issues, and details on shifting cultiva- choice format). The questions themselves
dion practices. referred to compensations which would make

the household as well off with the park as they
Contingent valuation method would have been if they continued to have

The contingen valuationmethoaccess to the forests in the park The measure
The coDntingent valuation method uses

survey techniques to establsh the value of used for the compensation mechanism was
units of ricc-

goods and services- that are not exchanged in
goodcts and servics thaarefnotrexchano prins In the tourism survey, the contingent valua-
markets and that, therefore, hav no pic on method was used (as an alternative
assoxiatcd with them. Within this framework, method to the travel cost method) for estimat-
demand for nonmarket goods is established by v

firstdussbinga siulate maret t the mg the total value of the park to tourists.first de-scribing a simulated market to the
spondle:nus and then askeing them. directly to These questions were phrased in terms of how

rp n amuch more the foreign tourists would have
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been willing to pay for their trips if the new The itineray data includes the distnbution of
park were available for them to visit The time between activities for each indrvidual, the
contingent valuation method questions admin- costs of pursuing the activities, and the fea-
istered to the tourists are found in Annex B. tures of the various activities that lead to
These questions were also pretested and differences across individuals in their ability to
revised prior to the implementation of the produce them.
tourist survey. Based on the theoretical model, question-

naires were prepared and translated into
l-avel cost method French and administered to visitors to the

-liavel cost models.use the amounts of time small Perinet Forest Reserve, adjacent to the
anavel cost models use theling o aim Mantadia National Par. The questionnaires

and money vsitors spend travelig to a site asprice proxies, together wit particiconsisted of a series of questions on the costsprice proxies, together with participation rates oftecrntrioMaa dalsn
and visitor attributes, to estimate the recre- gascar,
ational value of the site. Most t previous intemational nature tourism related
studies portray the problem in terms of a trips, the process for decding on trip destina-

, single-destination day .p to . htions, contingent valuation questions for will-
single-purpose, simgle-detination day trip to asome particular recreatin inmgness to pay for visiting the Mantadia Na-site that affords some particular reation
experience of typical qualhty, which can be tional Park, and a series of socioeconomic and
substituted for those available at many skmuTar demographic questions. The questionnaires

sites. Rcai in awere tested in the United States in May 1991
sites. Recreation in.Madagascaes national with a focus group of previous vsitors to

parks contas shaply with these sumptions. Madagasr through the Wildlfe Preservation
Recreators in Madagascar can be divided into T i Philadel In Madagascar, the
two groups, consuming distict goods: local

. . ~~~~qYestiomlzswr eie following pretestsrecreators who make day tnps to national with a smali samp>le of visitors to the Perinetparks to view the local natural environment, dlsioc
and iternational nature tourists who under- gasycollaborators?
tanke lengtby tnps to experience unusual natu--*-
take lettngthy trp to en Inital data collection efforts were success-

ful, with a total of 94 tourist completing theStandard travel cost models c:an be dirc
Standard travel cossurveys. Unfortunately, political unrest and a

applied to timate the demand of local sultg general strike caused a drastic reduc-
recreators. Demand by international tourists, o n h b 

however, equires aof the ton in the numbers of toursts coming to
hoevr . eie a reomltino-h Madagascar from mid-July through the fall of

traditional models. Our study focuses on Mdgwfo i-uytruhtefUo
ntrmadtional models. Ourstudy focusntesonal 1991. As a result of the almost complete reduc-
inaturernatio tourismtra os. T defl nterinathion tion in tourist traffic, we called a halt to fur-
natude tourismetravelncostamodelyusedcinthi ther efforts to collect data in late Octoberstudy iS presented in a papar by Mercer and 19.ThdaacletdiMdgsarav
Kramer (1992). It is based on the assumption 1991. The data colected m Madagascar ha

. . . ~~~~~~~~been supplemented with additional data fromthat individuals travel to a single country, such
as Madagascar, and engage in a variety of an expert opinion survey administered to U.S.
activities. The activities consist of traveling to and Europeantouroperatorswho spealize in
specific natural areas for recreation and travel nature onente tounrism
enjoyment. Estimating this model requires
specific data on how eaci household distrib-
utes its time across aciivities durng the time
horizon of the model, and a specification of
the features of the activities. Ideally, this 3 Two local Mz'agay resarch consuiltants (trilingual in
implies collecting ful trip itinerary data, as Englsh, FiUnIc, and Magasy) were hired to administethe
well as travel cost data, for foreign visitors. questionnaires to visitors to the Perinet Reserve.
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Empirical Results Annually, the average household colects
about 6,164 kdlograms of fuelwood. The total

In this section, some prelininary results of value of the firewood collected is $13,289 or
the village component and the tourism compo- about $38 per household per year. Ranking
nent of the study are presented. While estima- next to fuelwood in terms frequency of har-
tion of the total values of the park for these vesting are fish, crabs, wood for other pur-
two groups is still under way, we report here poses, and a variety of grsses. Grasses are
some of the key results. used as material for house construction, for

weaving mats, and for making clothing and
Village component hats. Values of some of the forest products are

given in Table 17-3.-
The survey covered a total population of gv inIbe 17-3.

1,598, with.an average household size of 4.6 of establishing the Mantadia National Park,
persons (Table 17-1). The average annual per oh flo analysis was used. Income from
capita income in Madagascar in 1988 was $190 agric ral and forestry activties was esti-
(World Bank 1989), and the households co- mated for tree different groups ofvilages.
ered in our sutrveymay well, have income levels Then, depending on the extent to which land
below this average. Many of the villages do not i the park had been used by villagers for
have access to any medical facilities, running gathering forest products and practicing
tap water, electricity, or primary schoolilng sidden agriculture (based on analysis of
Several ofthe hilfages arelvey Sothe rner aerial photographs of the park), estimates
it takes over half a dayto walkeom the near- were made of the income losses associated
est road to some of the villages, with the loss of access to park land. The mean

The survey included several indicators of value of losses was $91 per household per year.
wealth. Approximately 95 percent of the Aggoverallhouseholdslivinginthe
households control some land. However, the vicinity of the park and using a 10 percent
average amount of land is only L9 hectares per iiot rate and 20year time horizon the net
household (Table 17-2). Other proxies for . :present value of the opportunity costs was
wealth relate to ownership of watches, radios, estimated to be $566,010
and oil lamps. In our sample, 36 percent of the In order to assess local views about conser-
households surveyed own a watch, while 33 vation and to set the stage for the contingent
percent own radios, and 97 percent of the vuaton exercise, the questionnaire included
households have a kerosene lamp to light their a number of questions which specifically
huts. probed villagers' perceptions of forests. Al-

grhe avemage household produces 487 kio- though 65 percent agreed that floods occur less
grams of paddy rice per year, worth about Sqetywt oet 0n emdt$1M ost ouseoldsalsoengae inshffing frequently with forests, 40 percent seemed to$128. Most households also engage in shifting think that forests did not help soil protection.
cultivation. Eighty percent of the households Interestingly, 91 percent of the respondents
surveyed said that they would add to existing agreed that primary forests were "smore fun
land for cultivation. Ninety-nine percent of than secondary forests. This suggests that
these respondents acknowledged that they recreation may be an important forest use.
planned to cut forests to add to their land. Th Another surprsing result was that 77 percent
average household expected to cut 17 hectares of the villagers interviewed seemed to think
of forested land in the coming year to under- that preserving forests in order to protect
take shifting cultivation. Further details on ancestralgraveswasnotveyiiportanL This
land use are presented in Table 17-2. is a surpsing result because conventional

As expected, our tabulation of the data on wisdom suggests that one of the most impor-
forest products suggests that fuelwood is the tant uses of thgoests to thefMasagasy is as a
most important forest product collected.
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resting place for their ancestors.4 Fnaly, 68 average increase in willingness to pay per trip
percent of the villagers seemed to think that it was estimated to be $24 per tourist Based on
iS advantageous to clear forests as a form of the conservative assumption that the same
pest management. number of foreign tourists (3,900) would visit

The responses to the contingent valuation the new park as currently visit the Perinet
questions indicate that on average, a compen- Reserve, there would be an arnual benefit to
sation of rice equivalent in value to $108 per foreign tourists of $93,600. At a 10 percent
year per household would make households as discount rate and a 20-year project life, this
well off with the park as withouL Aggregating would generate a net presentvalue of $796,870
over the population in the park area, this of benefits associated with the park.
implies a necessary one-time compensation of In addition to the travel cost method, the
approximately $673,078, assuming a 10 percent contingent valuation method was used to
discount rate and 20-year time horizon, directly value the park for foreign tourists.

Visitors were provided with information about
Tourism component the new park and then asked how much more

they would have been willing to pay for their
In thet tionnaire ab trip to Madagascar to visit the new national

17o4 proesentsosummarystatisticsnforeth Te park (a) if they saw twice as many lemurs, and
17-4 presents summary stahstcs for the com- 
plete sample of tounsts. Income for tde vstors (b) if they saw the same number of lemurs as
ranged from $3,000S300,000, with a mean of they saw on the current visit to the Perinet
$59,156. The average tourist was 39 years old Reserve (which we believe to be the more

and had completed 15 years of education, realistic scenario). A discrete choice formatand had completed 15. years Of education. 
Visitors came from 13 countries (primarily was utilized for the contingent valuation ques-

fListors came from 13 countries (primarily tin. .Ih mea bdfrteraiiolwl-
from Europe). Mips ranged from 3 to 100 days
in length (mcan of 27 days), with 14 days mgness to pay to for their trp if the park had

length (mean of 27 da's), with been available (conditonal on seeing the same
spent at Perinet (mean of 2 days). Expendi- number of lemurs) was $65. Assuming current
tires for their trips to Madagascar ranged visitation patterns continue, the total addi-
from $335 to $6,363, with an average trip t w
costing $2,87,4. honal wilmgness to pay to visit the new park

Using data from the tourist survey supple- would be $253,500 annually. This amounts to
me -ited by data from the travei ~ $2.16 mlllion as the present value for themented byr data from the travel experts survey, 

an econometric analysis was conducted to stream of benefits over 20 years-assumig a
apply the travel cost approach. The 10 percent discount rate.
econometric model used is referred to in the
literature as a random utility model. The Concusions
model examines the allocation of trip choices
to Madagascar and other international nature Several tentative conclusions can be drawn
tourism destinations as a function of travel from this study. Based on our experiences in
costs, socioeconomic characteristics, and the field and on the results thus far, nonmarket
quality variables. The model was then used to valuation techniques n provide useful infor-
predict the project benefits to tourists, assum- mation for economic evaluation of national
ing that the Mantadia National Park will result parks. A major strength of this study is the
in a 10 percent increase in the quality of local opportumty to compare valuation techmques
guides, educational materials, and facilities for (s Tble 17-5). For the village component,
interpreting natural areas in Madagascar. The the estimated welfare estimates based on two

entirely different methods, opportunity cost
analysis and contingent valuation method,

4 In fact, there is a Malaga tearm which refeas to the were remarkably similar ($91 and $108 per
forests as the "robe of ihe ancestors" (Olson 1984). household per year). The estimates of tourist
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benefits based on the travel cost method and findings can be used to determine compensa-
contingent valuation method were somewhat tion for local villagers for foregone access to
more disparate ($24versus $65 pertrip),but it forest areas designated as national parks. In
is noteworthy that the benefit estimates are of addition, the research findings can show the
the same order of magnitude. Furthermore, value of a park as a global environmental asset
the travel cost estimate is for use values only, to foreigners, thus influencing external assis-
while the higher contingent valuation estimate tance for conservation programs at the local
may reflect some nonuse values in addition to level.
use values. At the same time, the findings indicate

The results from such valuation efforts can future issues that need further exploration.
be incorporated more fully in benefit cost Reliance on willingness to pay is fundamental
analysis of projects, including conservation to the economic approach to valuation, but
components, to determine their economic tends to overemphasize the importance of
viability. Furthe; research of this type has value ascribed to richer foreign visitors (be-
implications for policies, investment decisions, cause ability to pay is also a key element). f
resource mobilization, and project design and conflicting claims to park access were to be
managemenL. Such information can help determined purely on this basis, Malagasies
govermnents decide how (a) to allocate scarce (especially the poor local vilagers) are more
capital resources among competing land use likely to be excluded. Therefore, other aspects
activities, and (b) to choose and implement of sustainable development, especially social
inivestmnents for natural resource conservation goals like distributional equity (see
and development. Results can also be used in Munasinghe, this volume), would need to be
determining, or influencing, pricing, land use, invoked to protect the basic rights and needs
and incentive policies. At the local level, the of local residents.
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Table 17-1. Socioeconomic Chaacteristics of Surveyed Households

Number
Variable of obsemalions Range Mean

Number of household members 351 1 - 13 4.55

Number of males per household 335 1 - 8 2.38

Number of females per household 339 1 - 7 2.35

Age (years) 2,012 .5 - 100 17

Education (years) 1,542 0 - 14 2.35

Nonfarm labor days per year per household 115 8 - 504 107

Nonfarm income per year per household ($) 106 8 - 789. 108

Table 17-2 Land Use Informationfor Vllages

Nwnberofobser-
Variable vations Range Mean

Total quantity of farmland per
household (hectares) 311 0 - 9 1.89

Planned increase in cultivated
land per household (hectares) 256 0 - 10 1.7

Annual quantity of farmland
planted with rice per house-
hold (hectares) 289 0.04 - 5 1.04

Total annual rice yield per
household (kilograms) 296 2 - 3,600 487

Total annual quantity of rice
marketed per household (kilo-
grams) 249 0 - 990 41.8

Total annual value of rice
yield per household ($) 296 $0.5 - 1,101 $128

Table 17-3. Value of ForestProducs Collected by Kl7agers

Nwnber of obser- Total annual value for Mean annual valueper
Forestproducts vations all villages (US$) household (US$)

Fuelwood 316 $13,289 $38

Crayfish 19 $220 $12

Crab. 110 $402 $3.7

Tenreck 21 $125 $6

Frog 11 $71 $6.5
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Table 17-4. Summary Statistics for Complete Sample of Tourists

Number of
Variabk observadons Range Mean

Income 71 $3,040 - $296,400 $59,156

Education (years) 86 10 - 18years 15 years

Age 87 16 - 71 years 38.5 years

Number of days in Madagascar 83 3 - 100 days 26.6 days

Number of days in Perinet 80 1 - 8 days 2 days

Total cost of trip to Madagascar 78 $335 - $6,363 $2,874

Transport cost to Madagascar 47 $352 - 5,000 $1,388

Transport cost in Madagascar 43 $8 - 2,000 $588

Table 17-5. Summary of EconomicAralysis of Mantadia National Park

Estimates of wefare losses to local villagersfrom establishment of park

Annmal mean valueper house-
Method used hold Age,,ate nepresent value

Oppormnity cost $91 $566,070

Contingent valuation $108 $673,078

Estimates of welfare gains to foreign tourists from establishment of park

Method used Annual-mean value per trip Aggregate net present value

Travel cost $24 $796,870

Contingent valuation $65 $2,160,000
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Annex 17-A

Additional Components of Research Study

Flooding-Deforestation Component by the park and buffer zone, the reduced crop
losses caused by flooding will be estimated and

Byr means of a productivity analys'ls, we are valued in economic terms.
also measuring the benefits to villagers of
reduced flooding from reduced deforestation
resulting from the establishment of the park US. Rinforest Surve Component
and buffer zone. Productivity analysis is a Many of the benefits of biodiversity protec-
valuation method suitable for examining the tion efforts accrue outside the country where
effects of environmental quality on products the project is implemented. While some of
which enter into market transactions. This these benefits are due to future pharmaceuti-
approach has been used in the past to value cal and other products developed from pro-
the effects of various types of environmental tected species, some benefits are more inmtinc
change on agriculture, forests, and fisheries in nature (Van Schalc and others 1992). Many
(Freeman 1979). The basic notion is that people value tropical forests and the
changes in envirommental quality reduce (or biodiversity they contain, even if [hey have no
increase) the quantity and quality of products planned direct use of the forests or their prod-
being marketed. Once those physical changes ucts. Economists refer to this as existence-
are identified and estimated with the help of value and point to contnbutions to organiza-
physical and biological scientists, the produc- tions such as the World Wildlife Fund as
tivity changes can be valued through economic evidence of the importance of these economic
analysis. values. Our research uses the contingent

The effect of deforestation on flooding is valuation method to estimate the benefits to
a continued source of concem on the eastern U.S. residents of protecting tropical forests.
half of the island of Madagascar due to regular A mail survey was administered to a ran-
flooding caused by monsoon rains. Anecdotal dom sample of 1,200 US. residents in June
evidence suggests that the incidence and mag- 1992. The purpose of the survey was (a) to
nitude of flooding has increased in recent measure the willingness to pay of U.S. resi-
years as deforestation expanded. In addition, dents for preserving tropical forests, and (b) to
research conducted in the Mantadia area determine the attitudes toward issues concern-
shows evidence of increased runoff in water- ing tropical rainforest preservation and man-
sheds cleared for swiden agriculture. agement (such as compensation). Of course,

The analysis is proceeding, starting with many of the benefits of biodiversity protection
the estimation of deforestation rates in the occur in places other than the United States,
Mantadia area using remote sensing. Defores- especially Europe, so this will serve as a pilot
tation rates for the future are projected with study to see if the contingent valuation meftiod
and without the park. These land use changes is workable for valuing a global good of this
are then used to project effects on flooding, nature.
Finally, to the extent that flooding is reduced
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Annex 17-B

Contingent Valuation Questions

A. Village Component * ten times as many nature and hiking trails
as the cuffent reserve Suppose you are asked to use only the buffer

zone, set aside for collecting forest products * an educational center
and for growing crops and are asked not to use
the rest of the forests any more. Suppose in Now imagine that you were able to see twice as
order to make up for asking you not to use the many lemurs and birds at this new national
forests in the park, you are given - vaw park than at the current Perinet Reserve.
of rice every year from now on. Would this Would you have been willing -to pay
make you as content as before when you could $_ more than you paid for your
use the forest in the national park? trip to Madagascar to visit the new national

park?
If YES, would vatas of rice make you as
content? Yes

No
If NO, would vatas of rice make you as
content? Would you have been willing to pay

$ - more than you paid for your
B. Tourism Component current trip to Madagascar to visit the new

National Park if you still saw the same number
000he govmmenatiofnMalpasrkis nestablshig 8of lemurs and birds as you do now when youa 10,000 hectare national park near the 800

. ~~~~visit the current Perinet Rteserve?heetare Perinet Reserve. The main purpose of
the park is to preserve and protect the Yes
rainforest in its natural state. I wfll now ask No
you a few questions concerning your potential
use of this new park In answering these ques-
tions, assume the new park will have:
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Elements for Calculating the Value of Biological
Diversity Losses: The Case of Oil Exploitation

at Cuyabeno Reserve
in the Ecuadoran Amazonian Region

Jorge Acosta Arias

Historical Context

ENVIRONMENTALHISTORYIN ATIN AMERICA is closely
related to its economic history. Since the international
division of labor took place at the end of the 19th cen-
tury, a developed capitalism has been existing together
with an underdeveloped one.
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Countries under the first type of capitalism chronic deficit in the balance of payments,
experienced an original accumulation of capi- mostly when the amounts requested for paying
tal that supported the implementation of an the external debt services deprived our econ-
industrialized development model, as well as omy of scarce capital.
their specialization in manufacturing produc- The central economies have not only re-
tion. ceived resources from the developing countries

Since the colonial period, the rest of the by means of the detrimental terms of exchange
countries were constituted as peripheral sup- and external debt service payments, but also
plier countries of raw materials and food for through foreign investment earnings, patents,
the industrial world. A primarily agro-Wexport and royalties. It is estimated that until 1987,
development model was consolidated in the Ecuador had paid $6,500 million as interest
developing economies. payments for the external debt alone, without,

The incorporation of dependent countries however, taling into consideration the addi-
into the world market reinforced the exports tional amounts for amortization of capital.
sector, which since then has become the core The oil exploitation is a strategic economic
of those economies. In most of the cases, this activity for Ecuador, as it generates about 40
process led to the development of a percent of the nation's total volume of exports.
monoculture-based agriculture. Nevertheless, this activity has caused serious

The developing countries have largely been damage to the country's natural environment,
affected by the permanent deterioration of the such as the Cuyabeno Fauna Production Re-
exchange terms. Actually, while prices of serve. The Reserve's areas have been threat-
primary products have been experiencing a ened by the pollution generated from poison
constant fall, the prices of the industrialized gases and heavy metals discharged into the
goods from the central countries have tended environment without treatment and the defor-
to stabilize. This process sparked a debate estation needed to install the execution of such
about Latin America's development which activities. The oil exploitation has also brought
concluded that there is a need to promote the about the spontaneous colonization and the
intemal accumulation of resources so as to simultaneous conversion of the forest into
strengthen an economic growth based on agricltural parcels and pasturelands. All these
industrialization. factors have resulted in biodiversity losses and

A particular economic situation supported in the lack of an economic rationale for gener-
this statement The surplus obtained from the ating alternative sustainable uses of the tropi-
international financial capital could not be cal rainforest's resources. To further compli-
invested in the sites where it commonly origi- cate the situation, no development policy exists
nated because the reinvestment of these funds to promote altematives of such nature.
would have meant a drop in the profit rate. Throughout this chapter the thesis is related
For this reason, credits were offered to those to the economic valuation of the natural re-
nations with payment capability, sources as an essential mechanism for main-

By that time, Latin America was experienc- taining, in the long term, the optimum produc-
ing an important growth of its exports; Ecua- tive option that links income generation and
dor, in particular, was obtaining an increased distnbution with the conservation of the natu-
amount of resources (greater than in any other ral enviromnent. These natural areas fulfill an
historical period of the nation) from oil exploi- ecological function that must be economically
tation. The oil surplus allowed the country to valuated, they cover scientific and commercial
become subject to credit and to fimally initiate resources-not yet discovered or exploited and,
the external debt increase process. in addition, the living space of Indian peoples

Due to the drop of the international prices whose existence increasingly is being threat-
of major commodity exports, external credits ened.
became essential to Ecuador. This generated a
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The economic crisis that Ecuador has faced resources that incorporate more than just a
since 1982 has periled the country's natural potential value; they have traditionally been
integrity. The conflict over land rights and utilized by local populations, who face the
social tensions has strongly deepened within deterioration of their standards of living and
the protected areas. The agricultural crisis that the weakening of the possibilities to utilize the
gave rise to migration and colonization pro- natural resources, which at the present time
cesses is one of the determinant factors of this are increasingly in danger and expensive.
situation.

On a worldwide level, the problem concern- Characteristics of the Reserve
ing the destruction of natural resources in
general, and the reserve areas in particular, is General statements
potentially aggravated due to the confluence of
the neoliberal economic strategy based upon1'he Cayabeno Fauna Production Resmrve is
the economic growth. Economic policies sucp among the 15 protected areas of Ecuador and
as the opening of our economiies to foreign is one of the 6 areas situated in the Amazonian
capital and the implementation of stuctural region; it is located in the northwestern limit of
adjustmrent programs, provoke the increase of the Eagdorean Amazonia, in the Cantones of
natural resources exploitation (for export) and Lago Agio and Cuyabeno in the Province of
have affected the standards of living of die Sucumbios. ,Originally it consisted of 254,760
society's most impoverished sectort hectares of land covered by tropical rainforest,

Considering the environmnental deteriora- and it was extended to 655,781 hectares in
lion of the country and of the world, an imme- September 1991. This addtional territory
diate and necesary measure seems to be the makes the puabeno Reserve one of the most
valuation of natural capital and its inclusion in eeiie areas of the Ecuadorean Amazonian
the national accounts. This process would region and-of the country in its "continental
allow a calculation of the biodiversity losses
generated by the production activities, and the The Reserve has two large interconnected
formation of policies that detain the irrational systems of lakes i which a variety of ecological
exploitation of the natural resources. Further- formations such as perennial and temporal
more, with respect to profits, the inclusion of flood zones and swamps are found. To main-
natural capital costs and benefits in the na- tam their level of water, the rivers and lakes of
tional accounts would justify the availability of Cuyabeno depend upon the local rain level;
sustainable production projects. This means during the year, an average of 3,300 millime-
that, contrary to what happens with the oil ten of rain has been registered and tempera-
exploitation, the generated product could be tures varbetween 2 and 30° Centigrade.
internally distributed. -There is a great diversity among the Re-

The Ecuadorean oil sector has acted with serve's relief and topogaphy there are well-
evident disregard for the economic losses drained high hills and low plain and swampy
associated with an activity that results in strong zones covered bysignificant etensions of palm
environmental impacts and the destruction of trees These zones are located 200 meters
biological resources. Pollution of the water above sea level. In the majority of cases, the
resources (lakes, rivers, tidelands) and of the soil of the Reserve is acidic, compact, and
air has not been quantified yet; nor has the insufficiently drained, making it inappropriate
important deforestation of the sites where it for agricultural activities.
takes place by the operation of the oil compa- From an ecological and evolutionary stand-
nies been evaluated. When quantifying the point, in the Reserve a great variety of fauna
generation of the gross national product, the and flora species can be found, among which
national accounts do not reflect the natural can be identified 4 species of alligators, 2 of
capital depreciation. However, there are dolphins, more than 450 birds, 10 species of
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primates, 98 species of lianas and at least 24 the wells are administered by the City com-
genuses of palms; this constitutes a genetic pany, an American enterprise, while
resource of substantial importance and of Petroecuador, the countrys public oil com-
great scientific interest. pany, is in charge of a small quantity.

Although oil production activity is executed
Human population inside a protected area, the technological

characteristics with regards to precautions and
In I99,-the human population of the area

was estimated at 8,334 inhabitants; these preventive measures against the negative
. . environmental impacts of oil exploitation have

settlements are the result of a rapid colonmzmgsettlements are the result of a. rapid colonizing been destructive. In the same way, the produc-
process initiated in 1972 right after the con- lion methods have been damaging from the
struction of roads for oil exploitation. At the

- . ~~~~~~~~perspective of the socioeconomic and cultural
present, human settlements occupy an impor-

- - . - , ll~~~~~~~~~ffe of the Indian populations.
tant portion of the Reserve's northwestern p p

The pools leakages, the breaking of pipes,
boundary. and the permanent filtrations have resulted

The effects of the colonization have been from the obsolete technologies used, the lack
largely harmfiL la addition, the living condi- of maintenance and control in the installations,
tioos of the rmiglnt population have remnamed'-ions of the migrant population. have remained and the serious engineering problems that
as precarous as in their original homes. have been detected. Between 1985 and 1991,

three to four serious leakages were registered
been serously damaged because of the pro- annualy in the area, due to technician' negli-
duction actiities that are carried out that are-. . ~~~~gence and maintenance problems. In 1991incompatible with the ecological characteris- gence fou significa plea s. occured

- . . ................. ~~~alone, four signfficant lealcages occurred.
tics of the region. In addition, a permanent Tt

-. - ~~~~These accidents meant more than disasterstension continues to exist between the State r
andte grssrots oganiatios (pwoke by from just the ecological point of view. The,and the grasroots organizations (prvoked by Siona populahoi- incurred health problems

the irregular conditions in which the popula- popthcincurredo helthir subistence
tion settled in the area). More Lhsn 26,000 a
hectares of tropical rainforest have been con- Eaurcesl
vJerted into pasturelands, cultivations, or oilEgtmnh fe h atlaae

verted into pasturelands,cultivationsCuyabeno's lakes and vegetation were stil
exploitation fields.

Furthermore, withi the Cuyabeno Reserve covered by oil spills, and the local population
-. . ~~declared that theyr had extreme dificulty inlive two ethnic groups that belong to the lnm- d t e h 

guistic Tucano Occidental group: the Cofanes fing fish and other aquatic resources. This
and the Siona-Secoya. These peoples' liveli- verifies the levels of ecological deterioration

- . . .. . . . . . . ~~~the area has experienced.hood depends mainly on subsistence agricul- thora has xrcede
tural activities in accordance with traditional S I f

Additionally. social disintegration effects, produced not only
production systems used. Additionaffy they by the oil exploitation, but also to a number of
survive with selective huntig of wid m other factors, one of which is misguided
fLshng, and tousni. The Siona Indian popula-

fishing, and touri. TheSionIndtouistic activity, activity that has generatedlion combme these actities with temporary
work at the oil companies. several intemal quarrels.

With regard to the oil exploitation activity,

Oil activity in addition to the alteration of basic living
resources and the deterioration of the popula-

In the Reserve, oil production activities tions nourishment and health status, two main
were initiated in 1972, along with the construc- aspects must be mentioned:
tion of roads, which stimulated human settle-
meni At the present, 35 productive wells are * Employing an Indian labor force in the oil
distributed throughout the Reserve. Most of operation stimulates the constant mobiliza-
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tion of the men, causing the temporary or aspects. In justifying the oil exploitation, the
permanent negligence of traditional subsis- State emphasizes the strategic character of
tence activities, even greater dependence upon petroleum and its essential economic role for
foreign products, and a modification of con- the country's development.
sumption patterns, going against social cohe- To approach this problem, new paths have
sion and community life. been opened by the field of economics. Tradi-

* Enlargement of market relations with the tionally, the biological diversity was considered
Siona Indians, promoted by the oil exploita- as a "free" and plentiful good as well as an
tion activities, has been contrary to the externality. At the present time, however, -by
native population. It has accelerated the means of economics it is possible to estimatenativessof adopting another culture, by the value of the biodiversity losses, often
associating these populations with the na- incurred due to the exploitation activities of
tional society and diminishing their oppor- the natural resources which, indeed, are com-
tunitioa fosoietyiandatnninsg their oppor idenmonly valuated by the world market. In the
tunities for consolidating their own identity. cas of the Cuyabeno Reserve, these activities
Indians have been shoved into this new Iare the oil exploitation and the conversion ofculture without understanding the codes thtrpclaifetinogiutrlpres
and functions of the dominating society, the tropical rdinforest into agricultural parcels
and functions of the dominating se .... -and pasturelands that represent an economicand forgetting the establishment of more
respectful and horizontal forms of interac- advantage due to their profitability. In calcu-
tion and relation. lating the benefits obtained from this produc-

tion, the new path of economics has not yet
'- . been talcen: the costs that represent theIn short, at the Cuyabeno Fauna ProductionReserve the oil exploitation-.ctivities have biodiversity losses are not taken into account.

Reserve the oil exploitation activities have In other words, the natural capital destructionharmed both the human community groups t
. . ~~caused by the production activities is notand the natural resources. This activity has

contributed to intensification of the pressure integrated into the cost structure. In addition,
on the land and in breaking the area's ecologi- development priorities restrain the analysis of

.... ........ . . . ~production altematives that could be imtple-cal equilibrium, while not improving the local
population's living conditions. menteal i the region and that could eventually

Because of the complexity of this issue, the show to be advantageous if variables such as
ecological, social, and cultural costs cannot the environmental services of the protected
easily be established in economic terms. areas and the dynamics of the local population

are to be included.
.Through the oil exploitation, the Cuyabeno

Production Activit Fauna Production Reserve was incorporated
'Within the Reserve (19824990) into the national economy and, simulta-

neously, different land uses were registered,
In the Cuyabeno Fauna Production Re- crops were introduced, and new activities

serve, a conflict between different interests addressed to the market were developed.
exists over the development space for oil This chapter discusses and reflects on the
exploitation activities: on the one hand, the need for assigningvalueto biological diversity
State and the enterprises that promote and losses; also, it presents a simple and approxi-
execute the oil exploitation; on the other hand, mate analysis of the relationship between the
the Indian, private, and community organiza- net benefit obtained from the oil exploitation,
tions that, beyond their different.focuses, have the agricultural cultivations for the market,
formed a consensus regarding the area's con- and the cattle raising, with the benefit that
seivation. While political and legal issues have could be obtained by the potential utilization
usually been discussed in each conflict, little of the tropical rainforest products.
importance has been given to the economic
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The temporal analysis takes into account amount of resources produced by one hectare
three successive periods: (a) 1982-1991; (b) (expressed in dollars) is applied to the defor-
the following 14 years, during which the ested area in response to the first production
proved oil deposits will be consumed comr- alternative.
pletely-, and (c) the next 10 years, where oil will The following results appear from the
not produce net benefits to market production. analysis of this period: the first production

For the first 10 years (1982-1991), there are combination, that is, oil, cultivation of coffee,
estimates about the amount of resources and beef production, generates a net benefit of-
-generated from the oil exploitation, and from $316,344,662 (Figure 18-6); while the second
the agricultural and cattle raising activities. alternative '.that relates to the forest's
Within the latter two industries, the coffee nonwooden and wooden resources, could
cultivation and the cattle raising for beef generate a net benefit of $122,762,156 (Figure
production are the most important activities. 18-7). This figure represents about 39 percent
Coffee was selected as the most important of the benefit obtained by means of the first
agricultural product of the zone because it production alternative.
represents about 75 percent of the cultivated Within the total .net benefit generated by
surface and it is totally destined to the market. the oil, agricultural, and cattle raising activities
In spite of the several kinds of cattle through- during the period 1982-1991, the participation
out the area, the cattle raising for beef produc- rate of the first production altemative rearhed
tion is the only one that includes market strat- 97.7 percent (Figure 18-6). The same analysis
egies. According to the region's statistical data, has to be made induding the end of the oil
the production rates of the other types of beef, deposits, estimated to happen in 14 years, and
milk, and even coffee products are not signif;- the calculation of the forest's production.
cant in comparison to the production rates Results obtained from this analysis show
obtained from the beef cattle for the market, that the second production combination now
which grows larger each year. This happens represents 41.38 percent of the first one and a
although the capacity for animals in the Re- net benefit of $171,867,019 (Figure 18-10).
serve's lands is significantly under the national Finaily, the third part of the analysis corre-
average. Two factors explain this: the first one sponds to a 10-year period during which it is
is related to profit levels, which tend to in- assumed the oil deposits would have been
crease after considering the greater risks that consumed completely. This modifies the two
face the other activities such as the cultivation situations discussed before. Sustainable pro-
of coffee; the second one deals with the in- duction of the forest's wooden resources
creasing costs needed to fight against plagues, exceeds by about 16838 percent the cattle and
especially in coffee. coffee production (Figure 18-11).

An estimation of the resources generated
from the commercialization of the forest's Conclusion
sustainable production has been performed.
This estimation considers two levels. The first The analysis presented here expresses the
one takes into account the production of idea that within a long-term development
nonwooden resources such as fiber, latex, vision, the sustainable exploitation of the
resins, oils, fuits, and medicines. The second tropical rainforest, represented in this case by
level is related to the sustainable production of the Cuyabeno Fauna Production Reserve,
wooden resources when an exploitation rate of could be considered as an available production
5 percent is applied. This estimation is based alterative. It also reflects the magnitude of
upon the data obtained by Peters and others the biodiversity loss which, until this moment,
(1989) in their study about the resources has only been qualified as an externality by the
generated in one hectare of the tropical economic agents. The natural resource losses
rainforest at. the Iquitos zone, in Peru. The have an economic value whereby their destruc-
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tion represents a decrease of the natural capi- that belong to all the people. An urgent mea-
tal that has not been registered in any account; sure toward correcting this problem is the
neither has the natural capital gone deeply structuring of an environmental accounting
into .he activities that destroy it. that could register the changes that occur in

By leaving out natural capital losses as a the natural capital. This infonnation should be
cost that has to be considered in the calcula- incorporated within the countys national
tions of the benefits, the country's most impor- accounts so as to show the real situation with
tant activities are receiving a perverse subsidy, regard to the generation of the national prod-
since it is necessary to understand that the uct and to allow the implementation of politics
destruction actually carried out harms the that protect the natural resources and encour-
resources that we will need in the future and age their rational utilization.
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Table 18-1. National Revenues for Oil Production ($)

Reve-nuesfor Total
Year Exports reventues internl sales national revenues

1982 794,613,905.2 132,798,004.0 927,411,909.2

1983 1,089,344,211.1 158,934,854.0 1,248,279,065.1

1984 - -1,230,366,990.6 243,896,158.0 1,474,263,148.6

1985 1,215,201,123.9 279,256,437.0 1,494,457,560.9

1986 613,418,892.3 349,196,084.0 962,614,976.3

1987 529,571,483.7 317,068,609.0 846,640,092.7

1988 585,838,609.6 467,807,235.0 1,053,645,844.6

1989 834,513,716.6 350,360,390.0 1,184,874,106.6

1990 991,797,872.1 208,453,311.0 1,200,251,183.1

1991* 713,537,254.6 380,791,700.0 1,094,328,954.6

Note: Total national revenues for the period: 11,498,160,719.6. Total revenues for ol exploitation
in the Cuyabeno Reserve during the period: 700,768,679.7. Participation percentage of oil revenues
from Cuyabeno Reserve in the national ol revenues: 6.0.

Source: PETROECUADOR (1982-1990).
Elaboradion: The author.
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Table 18-Z Net Benefitsfrom Revenues Obtainedfrom the Oil Exploitation of the WeLs Located
Inside the Cuyabeno Reserve (I)

Weighed
Weighed unUary

Production average Tboal cost Totalproduction
Year (barels) price revenues (bael) cost Ne nefit

1982 1,241,156 32.8 40,764,403.5 25.0 31,028,900.0 9,735,503.5

1983 1,375,074 28.1 38.606.990.1 17.9 24,572,572.4 14,034,417.8

1984 3,222,785 27.5 88,513,790.0 8.6 27,798,874.2 60,714,915.8

1985 4,439,153 25.9 114,968,735.7 12.5 55,552,724.7 59,416,011.0

1986 5,036,600 12.7 63,963,812.7 12.7 63,922,999.6 40,813.1

1987 3,191,846 16.3 52,170,722.9 12.3 39,236,249.4 12,934,473.5

1988 5,573,590 12.5 69,644,793.8 11.4 63,644,927.8 5,999,866.0

1989 5,087,916 16.2 82,525,997.5 8.5 43,493,383.2 39,032,614.3

1990 4,835,957 20.3 98,256,974.3 4.1 19,610,429.5 78,646,544.8

1991* 3,726,864 13.8 51,352,459.1 6.1 22,853,689.1 25,,498,770.0-

ToTAL 37,730,941 700,768,679.7 TOTAL 309,053,929.8

* Estimated value.
Source: PETROECUADOR (1982-1990).
Ekaboration: The author.

Table 18-3. Average Prices of Commercial
Products in US. Dollars by Kiogram

Year Coffee Beef
1982 0.114707 1.017822

1983 0.162277 0.663306

1984 0.272472 0.874297

1985 0.289475 1.644083

1986 0.337070 1.276112

1987 0.310013 1.003966

1988 0.550760 1.179814

1989 0.118485 1.240991

1990 0.133810 0.948690

1991 0.114841 0.938753

Per. av. price 0.240391 1.078783

S.ource: Ministry of Agriculue (1982-1990).
Elaboration: The author.
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Table 18-4. Land Use in the Cuyabeno
Reserve (hectaues)

Cultivations 15,271.0

Pasturelands 10,612.0

0o1* 402.5

Subtotal 26,285.5

Forest 228,474.5

Total 254,760.0

* Partial figure (1990).
Source: Fundaci6n Natura (1991).
Elaboration: The audhor.

Table 18-5. Net BenefioftheAgiuul Market Producton (S)

L Beef

Pastsrelands
maximun evten- Yed (g/ha in Aeage price Net benefit
sion (ha) 10years) ($ by Ag.) Gross revne (20 %gR)

10,612 170 1.07878344 1,946,168.48 389,233.695

2 Coffee

Cultvation
maximun exten- Yied (klha in Averageprice Net benft
sion (ha) 10years) ($ by kg.) Gross revenue (20 %gR)

15,271 9,400 0.24039094 34,507,494.4 6,901,498.88

Source Fundaci6n Natura (1987 and 1991).
Elaboration: The author.
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Table 18-6. Total Net Benefit of the Production Activiies,
1982-91 ($)

Partation %

Oil production 309,053,929.77 97.695319870

Coffee production 6,901,498.88 2.181639110

Beef production 389,233.70 0.123041018

TrrAL 316,344,662.35 100

Source: PETROECuADOR (1982-1990) and Fundaci6n Naua
(1991).

Table 187. Estimated Benefit Obtainedfrom the Sustainable Erploitaon of Resources Ui the
DeforestedAra ()

Annual Annual
Deforested Annual costper ta per Eiploited

Resources hectares rev. by hectre hecta perid Totalperiod

110,924,810.0
Wood 26285.5 697.7900 275.80000 422 10 0

Nonwood 26285.5 50.0375 5.00375 45.03375 10 11,837,346.36

General total 122,762,156.3
in 10 years 6

Source: Fundaci6n Natura (1991) and Peters et al. (1989).
Elaboration: The author.
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Table 18-8. Relation Between Benefits

%1/2

Wood and nonwood exploitation (1) 122,762,156.36 38.8064573

Oil and agricultural exploitation (2) 316,344,662.35

Source: PETROECUADOR (1982-1990) and Fundaci6n Natura (1991).

Table 18-9. Cakulation of Barrel Averages for
the OiActivity duing the Period 1985-91 f$J

Production
Year Sale price cost

1985 25.90 12.51
1986 12.70 12.69
1987 16.35 12.29
1988 12.50 11.42
1989 1622 8.55
1990 20.32 4.06
1991 13.76 6.13

Averages 16.824142857 9.664592857

Source: PEMROECUADOR (1982-1990).
Elaboration. The author.
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Table 18-10. Projection of BenefitsAccording to the 14 Years of Oi! Deposits i the Cuyabeno
Reserew, 1992-2004

L Oi and agrcukwproduction

Productin Unit Volune Avemgprice AverWcost Net bneft
- - - ~~~(S) (5) ' (S)

on barrel 43,750,000 16-82414229 9.66459 313,23om8706

Agricuue kg 2,009,663,600 0.24039094 0.19231275 96,620,994.3776

Beef kg 25,256,560 1.07878344 0.86302675 5.449,271.7359

ToTAL period 415,300,543.6191

I. Susainable production of wood and nonwood resoLws

Deforsted Annulbenfits E- k' Towa
hectares perhecare peod6v=) benfts

Wood 26,285.5 422 14 155,294,734

Nonwood 26,285.5 45.03375 14 16,57,284.8987

TorAL period 171,867,018.8987

III Relation of beneftis

Total net benefits (5) %112

Wood and noawood
saainable exploita-
ios (1) 171,867,018.8988 41.383769306

Agrcutal and il
exloitation (2) 415,300,543.6191

Source: Fundad6n Nan= (1991) and Peters et al. (1989)3
Elaboradton: The author.
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Mersey Barrage Feasibility Study:
A Practical Application

of Environmental Economics

Catherine J. Bickmore and Arne Williams

IN THE UNITED KINGDOM THE GOVERNMENT iS encour-
aging the development of renewable energy sources.
Various schemes are being put forward, including those
using biofuels, wind, and tidal energy. The Mersey
Barrage is a tidal energy scheme being promoted by the
Mersey Barrage Company. The feasibility study for the
Barrage encompassed technicaL economic, and environ-
mental considerations. The cost benefit assessment was
undertaken by the consultants Travers Morgan Environ-
ment

221
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The Mersey Estuary, located in the north- Use Value relates to the actual use of the
west of England near Liverpool, is of interna- environment. In the Mersey Barrage study
tional importance as a wetland for wintering the users were the bird-watchers and
waders and wildfowl, in particular pintail wildfowlers who use the environment of the
(4nas acuta), teal (Arnas crecca), shelduck Mersey Estuary and derive benefit from it.
(Tadoma tadorna), wigeon (Anus penelope),
dunlin (Calidris alpina), and redshank (Trinqa Option Value is a value ascribed by people
totanus). The Inner Estuary has been nation- who might wish to visit the Mersey Estuary
ally designated as a Site of Special Scientific in the futue, and thus are willing to pay an
Interest (SSSI) and satisfies the criteria for -insurance premium to retain the option of
Ramsar and protects its (the European) Spe- possible future use, visits, or utility.
cial Protection Area status.

The aim of the cost-benefit assessment was Existence Value is unrelated to use, and
to establish i in aggregate, all benefits exceed reflects an individual's concern for the
all costs, and thus whether the project is desir- rights and welfare of other life forms. A
able in economic terms. An important compo- great many people value the exis:ance of
nent of the nonenergy related costs and bene- sites such as the Amazon rainforest, but this
fits was an evaluation of the waders and wild- existence value has nothing to do with
fowl that use the Mersey Estuary. Other sub- preserving options for future use or paying
ject areas covered in the assessment included to delay use until more information is avail-
reduction in acid rain and global warming, the able.
effects of imposing a carbon tax, amenity and
blight, flood control, and leisure and tourism. The contingent valuation method asks

The Barrage would alter the tidal regime of individuals what they would be willing to pay
the estuary with attendant implications for the for a benefit preservation, or what they willing
wader and wildfowl habitats. In broad terms, to accept in compensation to tolerate a loss.
some intertidal feeding areas would be lost The aim is to elicit valuations, or "bids." As
completely while others would be exposed for Wmpenny (1991) points out, willingness to
a shorter period of time than at present The accept produces figures that are lypically three
cost-benefit study required Txavers Morgan to to four times as high as wMiingness to pay,
place a value on the site, as well as consider a suggesting that people value more highly
range of protective measures that might be something they already own. In wiliingness to
undertaken, and the costs which these would pay, different methods of obtaining bids can be
entail, used, including "open" formats and "closed"

formats. An alternative approach is to use an
Placing a Value on the Site iterative bidding technique. Once the bids

from the sample population have been col-
In an attempt to place a value on the site, lected, the sample average willingness to pay

Tlavers Morgan utilized the contingent valua- or w[iingness to accept is calculated and
tion method, in which members of the public subsequently aggregated to produce a value for
are questioned directly on the values they the relevant population.
ascnrbe to sites of environmental importance. Strategic bias is an important potential
Pearce (1989) defines total economic value as source of bias which takes two forms. If re-
follows: spondents believe that their bids wil actualy

be collected, they tend to understate their
Total Economic Value = Actual Use Value willingness to pay on the grounds that if the
+ Option Value + Existence Value. good is provided for one, it is provided for alL

The incentive for this form of behavior can be
reduced by telling respondents that all wil pay
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the average bid. Strategic bias also occurs The mean bid to the trust fund was £27.72
when respondents believe that the bids will not ($49.90). Thus, there is a considerable differ-
be collected. They are then more likely to ence between the mean values that bird-watch-
overstate their true values. Thus, it is impor- ers placed on their annual visits to the estuary
tant to explain that the responses could influ- and the amounts they would be willing to pay
ence policy and to say what the cost-sharing to preserve the habitats in their existing form.
procedure will be. Sixty percent of the members of the Royal

Society for the Protection of Birds whom
User values: estimating actual use value Travers Morgan contacted watched birds on

the estuary. However, due to difficulties in
To bird-watchers acotelephone inthervewtu ogaining access to the site, Travers Morgan

axry beleved this proportion to be higher than that
a sample of these users was proposed. Tlavcrs for ab Ryl Society for the Protection of
Morgan decided that the most effective way to
target Estuary bird-watchers would be to Birds members in Liverpool and its environs.
approach members of the Royal Society for Thus, they did not consider it meaningful to

. . ~aggregate Travers Morgan7s results.the Protection of Birds, a British wildlife
conservation charity with a membership of
over 860,000 members. Potential interviewees existence value
were drawn, at random, on the basis of post
codes, from one of the Royal Society for the To capture nonuser values, Tfravers Morgan
Protection of Birds' membership lists for the interviewed a random sampling of individuals
Merseyside area. located in two study areas, namely Bristol and

A total of 53 members (18 percent of those Sheffield. These areas were chosen on the
approached) agreed to participate. This re- basis that, because of their respective dista
sponse rate was disappointing, but not supris- from the Mersey Estuay, it would be unlikely
ing, since for legal and technical reasons the that the interviewees would have vited the
onus was on the members of the Royal Society site. Hence, the researchers would be ensured
for the Protection of Birds to contact the that they were capturing either option values
Society if they wished to participate. or existence values.

Twenty-one bird-watchers were able to The proimity of the Bristol study area to
place a monetary value on their total annual the proposed Sevem Barrage meant that,
visits to the estuary. The values ranged from generaly, individuals in this sample were well
£-5 ($9) to £2,500 ($4,500) per annum with a informed about the concept of a barrage to
mean value of £22E ($405). However, if one generate &clean- electricity and the implica-
excludes the two outlying values of £1,000 tions of this form of development for the
($1,800) and £2,500 ($4,500) respectively, the feeding areas of waders and wildfowL
mean falls to £65 ($117). Apilot survey indicated that Travers Mor-

All but one respondent was willing to con- gan could expect a response rate on the order
tribute -to a hypothetical trust fund each year of 40 percent To achieve a sample size of 300,
to preserve the wader and wildfowl habitats in a total of 700 letters were dispatched to the
their existing form. The dissenting respondent combined study areas (350 to each). House-
favored clean electricity generation. The high holds were randomly sampled from the tele-
proportion (96 percent) who would contnbute phone directory. An introductory letter and a
to a trust fund supported Travers Morgan's nontechnical description of the Mersey Estu-
view of survey bias. One would anticipate that axy were sent to each household. The letter
those who place a value on the wader and was followed up within a few days by a tele-
wildfowl habitats would make a positive effort phone call. A response rate of 41 percent was
to ensure that they contnrbuted to the survey. achieved; this is higher ta those reported in

many pubLished studies. More inportantly,
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Tiavers Morgan felt that the respondents dealt related to willingness to pay, Travers Morgan
seriously with the tradeoff between a barrage, weighted the sample according to household
which would generate clean electricity, and the income. Where individuals had been unwilling
loss of the wader and wildfowl habitats. or unable to answer this question, their ques-

The most important questions in the tionnaires were excluded from this analysis.
Travers Morgan survey related to whether the From the above, the foilowing equation was
individual would be willing to contribute to a derived:
hypothetical trust fund to preserve the wader
and wildfowl habitats of the Mersey Estuay in WTP = 0.0169 H1NC + 2.709 VISIT
their existing form. A preservation value was TValues (2.666) (2-152)
sought because of the uncertainty regarding
the precise effects of the Barrage and the 2 Adjusted - 0.187
difficulty in presenting a range of scenanos
which the respondents would be able to appre- No. of observations used = 245
ciate. If the response was affirmative, the F = 30.2
interviewees were subsequently asked how
much they would be willing to pay into the Where WTPi = individual wllingness to
trustfund each year- while if the response was pay
negative, the intervewees were asked why they
would not be willing to contribute. HINC = gross weeldy household

Ninety-two individuals stated that they income
would be willing to contnbute to a trust fund
and, of these, 90 gave a prce that they would VISIT = visits to outdoor recre-
be willing to pay to preserve the habitats. In ation sites.
the analysis, the values offered in the bidding
process were included in a regression equa- Willingness to pay is thus related positively
tion. The sample included one "outlying" bid and significantly to income and visits to out-
of £200 ($360) per annum. This was over three door recreation sites.
times larger than the next highest bid of £60 Substitution of the sample mean value for
($108). Frequently in contingent valuation household income (£164 or $295) and the
method studies, outliers are excluded from proportion of the sampling who visit outdoor
analysis. Thi is the approach that was adopted recreation sites (0.72) into the willingness to
here. pay equation derived above gave an average

Analysis was also undertaken to see annual willingness to pay for the sample of
whether the characteristics of the interviewees - £4.72 ($850). When this was aggregated to the
in the two areas differed to any great extent forecast number of households in the UK in
While the socioeconomic characteristics were 1991 (22 million), the resulting annual wiling-
found to be broadly comparable, there was a ness to pay to preserve the habitats of the
difference in the response to the willingness to estaiy in their exsting fonn was £104 million
pay questions as illustrated in Table 19-1. ($1872 million).

To derive a willingness to pay equation for Although Travers Morgan's analysis pro-
the sample which could then be aggregated to duced an annual willingness to pay value of
estimate a population total, Travers Morgan £104 million ($187.2 million), they suggest that
employed a technique called the Weighted this figure needs to be treated with great
Least Squares approach. caution. First, although interviewees were

The characteristics of the sample were asked for an annual willingness to pay figure,
found to be close to those of the population of it was suspected that they had difficulty in
the United Kingdom. As the regression re- differentiating between an annual payment,
vealed that household income was positively which would be made for the duration of their
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lifetime, and a once-and-for-all payment. In liavers Morgan's view, the contingent
Secondly, although the survey was site specific, valuation method probably has a greater
they queiy whether the interviewees' valua- validity when a use value for a site is sought,
tions would be affected if they were subse- particularly because the interviewer has more
quently telephoned and asked how much they knowledge of the individuals' motivations for
would be willing to pay for other environmen- valuing the site in question. The difficulties
tal resources in the United Kingdom. encountered in applying the contingent valua-

It appeared to us that respondents gave tion method to bird-watchers on the Mersey
serious consideration to the tradeoff between Estuarywere largely of an operational nature.
the site and purchases of goods and services in It was not possible to engineer a random
the private market. One husband actually sample, and for this reason it was considered
phoned up concerned that his wife had sug- inappropriate to aggregate the results. For a
gested too large a willingness to pay! future survey, the close-ended format was

considered to be more amenable because it
General Conclusions comes closer to approaching a market situa-

tdon.Regarding Evaluation Techniqules to
Regarding Evaluation Techniqueswilth regard to the application of contingent
Most researchers agree that a number of valuation method to derive option and es-

methodological and theoretical issues must be tence (nonuser) values, lravers Morgan's main
overcome before reliable and valid estimates criticism of, and concern vnth, applying the
of environmental values can be made. Never- method is that there are many possible non-
theless, Travers Morgan felt that, given the user values and that these too ought to be
increasing attention and efforts devoted to- included in the anauysin However, this would
ward this line of analysis, they would epore render the exercase impossibly comple
its application with regards to the Mersey Travers Morganwould suggest that the value
Barrage proposal. attached to the Mersey Estuary habitats might

A real problem revolves around the fact be a proxy for their interviewees' general
that many people found it difficult to respond- conservation budget rather than a site-specific
to a question which asks them whether they sum. The task of translating such general
would be willing to contribute to a hypotheti- values into site-specific values is very compleL
cal trust fund and, if so, what amount they Further research is needed on this particular
would be willing to contnbute. In a real life issue before the contingent valuation method
situation, people have time and experience to can deal effectively with competing nonuser
decide whether to purchase a good or service, values.
and at what price. In this respect Travers
Morgan suggest that a close-ended format Protective measures: some options
"take it or leave it approach" would be more Replacement cost provides an alternative
appropriate. However, this approach requires method for estimating the value of the wader
considerably larger samples than vers Mor- and wildfowl habitats displaced by the Barrage.
gan's and would be more expensive to imple- fhis method was applied to estimate the cost
ment. of protective measures, sometimes known as

Also, it was felt that the structure of the creative conservation or habitat reconstruc-
willingness to pay approach implies an inten- tion. The application of creative conservation
tion to pay. Further, individuals apparently do for predicted habitat losses has also been used
not wish to seem mean and therefore tend to for the Cardiff Bay Barrage, United Kingdom.
round up their bids. A number of respondents There are numerous examples to indicate that
actually stated that they did not wish to appear creative conservation and various "unplanned"
mean, but that they had limited funds. events have been successl in attracting popu-
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lations of wintering waders and wildfowl, often The Cost of Creative Conservation
in large numbers. However, it is recognized
that while such measures are beneficial, they Broad estimates of capital and annual
may not fully replace that which was lost, or maintenance costs were put forward for the
they may interfere with the unknown complex- various creative conservation schemes. All
ities of the estuary. proposals would affect the accommodation

With these factors in mind, the study con- works associated with the Barrage and would
sidered the potential for creative conservation also broaden their objectives-for example,
for four possible areas within the vicinity of the from maintaining the sats quo for agriculture
estuary. Each area was examied in terms of to attracting wintering waders and wildfowl.
its present land use, ornithological interest, With respect to the acquisition of agricul-
and planning background. Creative conserva- tural land, it might be necessary to acquire
tion at each site would aim at attracting waders entire farms even if only part of the firms were
and wildfowl, in particular those species pr- affected. In such cases, the land not required
dicted to be detrimentally affected by the for creative conservation purposes could then
Barrage. The scope for creative conservation be subdivided and put back onto the open
was therefore considered in relation to factors market. Some land could be subject to man-
such as the potential for winter flooding, agement agreements or leased instead of being
increasing the water table, lagoon and scrape purchased. However, security of tenure would
creation, brackish inundation, existing and be beneficial for ensuring the long-term suc-
adacent ornithological interest, openness, size, cess of creative conservation.
lack of human disturbance, and ease of acqui- The capital cost estimates included land
sition. acquisition, fencing earthworks, and pumping

The four areas examined totaled 2,400 as well as some equipment and visitor faciities.
hectares of which about 1,000 hectares were For each area, cost savings would accrue to the
considered to have some potential for creative Barrage scheme as a whole due to the require-
conservation. This area is in excess of the ment for fewer accommodation works. Land
habitat directly affxted by the Barrage, but at acquLsition was generally the greatest cost
the feasibility stage it illustrates the scope of element for any one area.
the area. Some of the areas had a higher Annual maintenance costs included grazig
potential than others, chiefly because of their payments, salaries of wardens, and labor,
relative location to the estuary and to other together with their overheads. Rent received
forms of development. The land with most from grazing and hay production was offset
potential had a high water table, was poorly against costs of undertalang occasional drain-
drained, and was in low productive agicultural age works, depending on the arrangements. A
use. It was predicted that the Mersey Barrage small sum was allocated for the administration
would increase flooding in some areas, and a of a management committee. The costing of
sum was allocated to reinstate the agricultural each area was not straightforward, since, in
drainage. Most of this sum would not be re- reality, it would depend on the ratio of land
quired if areas were developed for nature acquired to the land leased or managed. How-
conservation objectives. Some other areas ever, Travers Morgans investigations provided
were found to be already attractive to large an indication of the possible cost range. A
numbers of waders and wildfowl, but without more detailed study could produce more
additional works being undertaken, such a use reliable figures.
would be unlikely to continue in the long term. Net present values were derived for the
Such areas provide a positive example that areas identified as suitable for creative conser-
creative conservation has a reasonable proba- vation. (Net present values are the discounted
bility of attracting the desired species. flow of costs and benefits over the life of the

project, which, in this instance, is 120 years
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Costs and benefits are discounted to reflect the The Value
time preference for money now as opposed to of Environmental Economics
some future date.) The calculations assumed in This Case
that the capital costs of creative conservation
would be incurred in one year (1991). The

captalrraue f lnd cqusiton as ssuedAlthough Travers Morgan was able tocapital value of land acquisiton was assumed derive a value for an environmental resource
to represent the value of the land in its current using the contingent valuation method, be-
use. The annual operating costs were assumed cause of the uncertainties surrounding the
to be incurred from 1992 and subsequently for tcque and their results, as outined above,
the duration of the operation of the Barrage. teyueidd that tesvalues ould notve
The resource savings, in theform of accommo- they deciW that the values should not be
dation works, allocated to the benefit submitted as part of the cost-benefit analysis of
stream wovrks aeri alofated two y hea (199tA the Mersey Barrage proposaL They did, how-
stream over a period of two years (1991 and ever, submit the results derived from the
1992). Based on the above, a net present value replacement cost and creative conservation
of £7.8m ($14.04m) was derived. exercise.

-The findings of the cost-benefit analysis
were submitted to a Ministerial Committee,
comprising eight governmental departments,
in 1991. A decision is pending.
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Table 191. Wldringness-to -Pay Results for Brisaol and Sheffield

*__ Brislol Slheffield

% who would contribute to a trust fund 41% 30%

Mean willingness to pay £5.45 ($9.81) £2.72 ($4.90)

Standard Deviation 10.98 7.93
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Figure 19-1. Moneary Value Placed on Visits to the Estuary
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Figure 19-2. Bid Distribution for Birdwatchers
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Figure 19-3. Mersey Barrage
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The Economics of Global Ecotourism

Fern L. Filion, James P. Foley,
and Andre J. Jacquemot

Why Study Ecotourism?

TIkE CANAIIAN WILDLIFE SERVICE is interested in the
promising role of ecotourism as a potential tool for
protecting wildlife habitat. We are therefore delighted to
be invited to present some of our thoughts and ground-
workon the eotourism phenomenon at this Congress. It
is encouraging to see the level of interest in the sulject as
indicated by the number of related papers at the Plenary
Sessions and Symposia, as well as the workshops on
ecotourism.
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Many are surprised to discover the incredi- We agree philosophically that ecotourism,
ble magnitude of the tourism industxy and when managed properly, should conserve the
learn that it is the fastest gowing industry in environment and benefit local people. How-
the world, according to the US. Department ever, linking nature travel to the idea of re-
of Commerce (1990). Interest in ecotourism is sponsible behavior in the definition creates
an offshoot of the wave of enviromnental difficulties in terms of allowing for the mea-
awareness that has been sweeping industrial- surement of the ecotourism phenomenon from
ized societies over the past decade. We believe exiting data. For example, a well-intentioned
this interest presents us with excellent oppor- bird-watcher may have been dring in a highly
tunities to make use of tourism as a tool for polluting vehide, staying in lodges with no
the protection of natural ecosystems by giving septic system, and visiting parks where the
them a socioeconomic value in their original level of visitation is negatively affecting the
state. In otherwords, we wish to see a form of wfldlife. Further, this traveler may have arrived
developmentwhichlissustainableincontrastto via an international airline and stayed in a
other forms which are not hotel owned by a large chain- The tourist

therefore may provide vey little benefit to the
What We Mea by Ecotoumsm local economy.

E-xistig nature tourism data do not allow
The terms tourism and tourist have ac- empircal quantification according to the

cepted definitions on which research and data expanded definition. Following discussions
collected by groups such as the United Na- with United Nations-World Tourism Organi-
tions-World Tourism Organization are based. zation officials in Madrid, we elected, for the
However, this is not the case for ecotourism. purpose of this chapter, to stay close to the
The term ecotourism was orignally coined in original definition. Hence, we defined
1987 by Hector Ceballos-Lascurain of Mexico "ecoto as " velto enjoy and apprecite
and, because of its appeal, has gained wide nue?
usage since its introduction. He originally
defined ecotourism as travefng to relatively Examples of Ecotouiism
undisturbed or uncontammated natural areas
vih the specific objecive of studyin admiring The manner in which we have defined
and enjying the scenery and its wild plants and ecotour involves a broad spectrum of
animals, aswell as any existing cultural mani- activities related to nature. At one end of this
festations" (Butler 1991). spectum, some market segments are relatively

A number of related terms have appeared small and well defined, such as highly special-
in the literature in recent years. These include ized and dedicated ornithologists or those who
such terms as "nature-oriented tourists, seek out rare species. At the other end, we
"green tourists," "alternative tourists," "ad- might have people who casually observe and
ventlure tourists," "rural tourists," and even enjoy scenic beauty while on tnps taken pi
"anti-tomist" However, none of these expres- marnly for another purpose.
sions has proved to be as catchy as the terms This wide range of ecotourism can be lus-
ecotourism and ecotouristL trated by an example from Canada. National

Some recent definitions of ecotourism have surveys conducted by Statistics Canada (Filion
expanded the concept to include the actual and others 1989) reveal that 20 percent of the
environmental and sociocultural consequences population take trips for the primary purpose
of the activity. For example, the Ecotourism of observing, studying, and photographing
Society (1991) defines the term as -responsible wildlife. However, the same study found that
travel that conserves natural environments and as many as 45 percent of Canadians enjoy
sustains the well-being of local people." wildlife and spend money on wildlife-related

activities during tnps taken primarily for
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another purpose, such as business and plea- The Magntude of the
sure. Because of the differing levels of commit- Interational Tourism Industy
ment characterzing these market segments, and Ecotourism
the amounts of time and money expended vary
appreciably. appreciably. IJ~~~~~~nited Nations-wWbrld Tourism Organiza-

Clearly, flora, fauna and natural areas are tion data reveal that mternational tourism is a
not always the main reason that tours wavL sigmficant business both m terms of the total
However, it is our contention that flora, fauna, n
and ecosystems do constitute an important itsneconomicimpact Foremple, as indicated
draw to certain destinations over others, and- ~~~~~~~~~~m Figure 20-1, there were 393 trnlhon tourist
they are important in providing or enhancing arrivals from abroad in 1988. The arrivals are

the~ ~ ~ ~~~~~~~~~arvl fromen abof int 1988e they anialsarthe enjoyment of tourists once they arriv broken down into six regions, with the most
-The ecotourisn phenomenon is especially popular destinations being Europe, Asia,

-promng for developing countnes that arerr.promisin for developing countries that are North Ameica, and Latin America. Latin
nchi m biodiversLty but which may not always Americ and the Carbbean (not incuding
have the means of preserving it from altema- Mexico) received 25 millon tourists, which
tive forms of ecDnomic developmenlt that.arenove formsable ofeconomicdevelopmentthatare ramed fourth and accounted for 6.4 percent of
not sustanable. all international tourist arvals that year.

Still undear is how much the number of
Purpose of This Chapter tourist from abroad and their expenditmes

actually contriuted to the national income of
This chapterwili shed light on the economn- various nations. Figure 20-2 indicates that

ics of global ecotourism by addressing three beUS$233 andUS$88 billionmahave
key questions: - -been contrbuted by intemational tourists to

national incomes worldwide in 1988. These
How large is the international tounism esites were derived by apping multipliers
industry, and what portion of it could b of 1.2 and 2.0 to the $194 billion in reported
considered ecotourism? -;penditures that year. These are the best

* How large is the domestic tourism industry, multipliers available at the present time to
and what proportion of it could be consid- estimate the actual impact of every dollar
ered ecotourism? spent on local economies. (Wharton

Econometric Forecasting Associates, 1989).
* What are the implications for global tour- Europe, North America, Asia, and Latin

ism, and why does this form of sustaable America were affected the most by the dollars
development offer promise for conserva- spent on local economies. Latin America and
tion? the Canbbean received $32 bilion, or 8 per-

cent of the total, and ranked fourth among
The Economics of Global Ecotourism regions.

One of the key objectives of this chapter is
In order to understand the magnitude of to estimate the socioeconomic magitude of

global ecotourism, it is necessary to examine global ecotourism. At present, this information
its constituent parts, both international and does not exist. Data on ecotourism are not
domestic ecotourism, worldwide. Our exami- being systematically collected by the private
nation of the economics of tourism and sector, governments, or the United Na-
ecotourism will focus largely on the economic tions-World Tourism rganization, partly
impacts that result from the expenditures of because ecotourism is a recent phenomenon
tounflsts. and partly because of a lack of a universally

accepted and quantifiable definition.
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To overcome this problem, a ffiree-step Similar results have been reported for New
procedure was devised which would allow the Zealand (personal communication, DeptL of
creation of estimators (or ratios) which could Consenation 1991).
be applied to existing data on tourism. The
steps included (a) examination of regional Erample 2Afiica
studies on nature-related tourism; (b) generat-
ing actual zcotourism estimators; and (c) the An exaination of studies by Ingram and
application of estimators to the United Na- Durst (1989), Summary (1987), and Adtuwon
tions-World Tourism Organization data base (1986), coupled with discussions with tourism
on global toun officers in Kenya and Zimbabwe, indicate that

approimately 80 percent of tourists come to

Examination of regional studies on nature.- these countries primarily for the WildlifeEnmination of reio sudeporntree 20-4).
related tourism

To develop the estimators, we began by Exaple 3 NorthAmdc
speaking to experts in- tourism at organizations
such as the United Nations-Wrld Tourism Surveys of Europeans and Japanese travel-
Organization, the United Nations Economic ing to North America (rourism Canada 1989)
COunczofiEurope, the OrgaNation of Eo- reveal that 6988 pertfeel that wildife and

Comic iloperation and Development, and birds are impofart factors in choosing North
nheWoric Co-operion and on Developme and America as a travel destination (top bar inthe World Conservation UnLion to obtain as os.Wttheobrvinsmmc
much of the existing data on the global picture Ftghre key q Wsth these o aions is mind,
as possible. To our surprise, we found there the key question that re is whether
was verylile information ble that could travelers behave accordi#gly. Evidence from
be used empirically, the same surveys reveal that they do- As the

We then reviewed a number of studies on remariing four bars in Fgure 20-5 indicate,
Wame th-revieweda number from i stheies oabout 70 p actally visit national parks

nature-related tourism from within the five and view scenc landmarks when they arrve in
United Nations-World Tourism Organization
regions. These included Canada (North Amer- North America Further, 30 percent to 64
ica); Mexico, Belize, Dominica, Ecuador, percent acually observe birds and other wild-
Costa Rica (Latin Amenca); Kenya and Zlm-fewhile in NortAmerca
babwe (Africa); Austalia and New Zealand
(Oceania); and Organisation of Economic Co- mple 4:Latimerica
operation and Development countries (Eu- A major suvey sponsored by the World
rope). The purpose of this search was to find Widlife Fund (Boo 1990) of tourists to Mex-
information in various regions on (a) what ico, Belize, Dominica, Costa Rica, and Ecua-
motivates people to travel abroad and (b) what dor produced findings similar to those ob-
they do when they get there. taied for North America For example, be-

The following examples shed light on the tween 50 and 79 percent of visitors questioned
relative importance of nature in tourism said that "protected areas" constituted an

important factor in choosing their travel desti-
Example :Austolia and New Zealand nation (top bar in Figure 20-6). What did they

Survys of international tourists to AusTala do once they had arrived? According to the
(National Parks and Wildlife Service 1989) four lower bars in Figure 2D-6, between 41 and

(NatonalPark andWillifeServce 189) 75 percent visited protected areas; between 7
reveal that for 32 percent of visitors, scenery, and 56 percent participated in jungle excur-
open spaces, nature, and wildlife were the ond 16 percent wentirdwatcdin and
aspects most enjoyed while in the country sions 13-68 percent went birdwatohbisr and
(Figure 20-3). -- between 9if 0 percent went to observe other

ftwe- 20-3). ~~~~wffdlfe.
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In addition to the four examnples given for tions-World Tourism Organization data, the
the above continents, Arzeni (1990) reports results suggest that between $93 billion and
that 'rural tourism" (including beaches) ac- $233 billion were contnrbuted to the national
counts for approximately 50 percent of all income of various ountries in 1988. It is fur-
tourism in Northem Europe and significantly ther estimated that wildlife-oriented
more than 50 percent in the South. ecotourism accounted for economic impacts

ranging from $47 billion to $155 billion.
Generating International
Ecotourism Esfimators Magnitude of Domestic Tourism

and Global Ecotourism
Based on the above findings, we conclude

that it would be valid to apply the followng As large as the above international figures
estimators to the United Nations-World may seem, they underrepresent the true mag-
Tourinsm Organization data to determine the nitude of ecotounsm. In fact, the true socio-
approxmate magnitude of global ecotouisur economic picture is probably five or seven

times as large as the amounts shown so far.
* Depending on the region, ecotourism ap- The reason for the undesentation is that

pears toaccount for some 40-60percet of international tourism accounts for only 9
international tourism percent of global tourism receipts (Figure

20-9), whereas domestic tourism accounts for
- Depending on the region, wildlife-related 91pretTav duyWolYrok

tourism appears to account for some 2040 91 percent (99wei dshy Wold YoJ ool
paeru of international tourism 0).- 
pe-cent of international tounsin. The apparent importance of domestic

etourism leads to the next logical question: what
These estatorportion of domestic tousm worldwide would

dation upon which the following section is aontforebt etourim?norta-
- . . ~~~~~~~be accounted for bRy ecotourisln? Unfortu-

based to estimnate the soaoeconomic magni- nately we do not yet have an answer to that
t ude of intemational ecotourism.

tquestion. However, based on some related
research in Canada, it would appear to be

EcotouricmaEstimtors tsigicamiL In 1987, $14A billion were spent in
h:cotoursm Estimators ~Canadaon domestic tourism We believe that

to the Data Base the wildlife component of ecotourism may
on International Tourism account for as much as one quarter of the total

amount spent domestically by tournits.
When the estimators for ecotourism and More specifically, according to Statstics

wfldlife-related tourism are applied to the Canada (Filion and others 1991), we know that
United Nations-World Tourism Organization milions of Canadians enjoyed widlife-related
data reported earlier, wildlife and ecotourism activities in Canada in 1987. Participants spent
emerge as big business-worldwide. For exam- billions of dollars on these activities, resulting
ple, Figure 20-7 estimates that in 1988 there in significant economic impacts in terms of
were between 157 million and 236 million gross domestic product, personal income,
international ecotourists worldwide. It also number ofjobs created and government reve-
estimates that there were between 79 and 157 nue from taxes (Figure 20-10). A significant
million people that could be considered wid- amount of money ($3.4 billion) was spent on
life oriented. wildlife-related trips, which were responsible

The economic impact of this many for 67 percent of the economic impacts shown
ecotourists is quite significant, as revealed by in Figure 20-10. These $3.4 billion in expendi-
Figure 20-8. If the above esfimators and multi- tures on wildlife-related trips account for
pliers are applied to the United Na-
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about 25 percent of the total expenditues on to foreign nations will incease to 650 milion,
domestic tourism in Canada. up from an estimated 400 million in 1991.

Ifwe consider this 25 percent estimator for The United Nations-World Tourism Orga-
domestic wildlife-related tourism in Canada as nization data also reveal a tourism shift favor-
a conservative figure for domestic ecotourism, ing developing countries in the last 20
and if we apply this estimator to domestic years-cuntries where flora, fauna, and
tourism of other countries, this would signifi- ecosystems have the greatest diversity, and
cantly augment the apparent scale of global where the potential for ecotourism is highest.
ecotourism. For example, it would mean that This trend is likely to continue, especially in
the socioeconomic results presented above those regions where there is political stability
would increase in magnitude several fold. and security for tourists.
Thus, it could be argued that the economic According to the Travel Indusfy World
impacts resulting from global ecotourism (ie., Yearbook (1990), American Airlines entered
domestic and international ecotourism) might Latin America with its single largest route
well range from as little as $660 billion to as expansion in the carrier's history. At last
much as $L2 trillion, depending upon the check, it was serving 20 cities in 15 Latin
percentage range and multipliers reported American countries.
above. Thetourism industryis more laborintensive

than any other business sector because of the
Why This Form services it provides. It is often a source of

of Sustainable Development employment for less privfleged groups, and the
Offers Promise to Conservation employment is less centralied than in other

businesses or industrial activities. Tourism is
also an important generator of foreign car-

The apparent magmtude of the ecotounsm rr and an incentive for polical stability. It
phenomenon indicates that people from a is and i ant gnantfor of taxirveue It
parts of the world have a strong desire to uo portat alll evels to
observe and appreciate nature. Ibis realization goverments at al levels (Edgell 19).
ofcoums presents a unique challenge to man- (Canadian federal and provincial govern-
agers anddesionmaers,whose e t mandateitis ments receive $1.7 billion in tax revenues
to prtect ecosysts and aer forms of biologi- annually because of domestic wildlife-related
tol pierote ecosy estemand all foturmse bionoi- tourism. These tax revenues are considerably
cal diversiy for present and future genera- lagr than the $300 million that governments
tions. However, this appeal, this fascination actha n wildlifemonseratione pro-
with nature, also presents tremendous oppor-
tunities to conservationists, who need sound grams annually. This approxmate revenue-costratio is 5 to 1, and may be even larger in many
arfuments ito jutiy ionsrvetiong f mssie amous developing countries, which could benefit
ofus intot coseti h significantly from a portion of the income
ClOutS environmental assets. -~provided by ecotourism. If this hypothesis is

At this point, there is no indication that -t q
tourism is merely a passing fad. Quite the irutanc of ecotourism wouldeprovie
contrary, travel data from United Na- ipowrfaruent etoumotivatepgovenen
tions-World Tourism Organization since 1950
reveals that world tourism arrivals have tended and businesses alike to increase their efforts to
to double every 10 years. Further, expenditures conserve the environment (Filion 1991).
by tourists from abroad have tended to triple Socioeconomic reslts similar to the ones
eachl decade. It is noteworthy that United - presented here have major implications foreachdecde.R isnotworfiy hat Unted protecting the environmients upon which
Nations-World Tourism Organization esti- prots of the tourindustr dpen andfo
mates that by the turn of the century, travelers product of the toregist indusy dep nd and for

enhancing tgbe recogntion of ecotourism as a
powerful global economic force.:
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Conclusions Nations Environment Progamme (Ceballos
and others 1992).

Global tourism (domestic and interna- - The lack of a universally accepted definition
tional) is the largest and fastest growing indus- of ecotourism is an impediment to the devel-
try in the world, accounting for 12 percent of opment of a reliable data base on the subject
the world gross national product (U.S. Depart- Significant progress on arriving at a unersally
ment of Commerce 1990). According to our accepted definition of ecotourism has been
preliminary analysis of the limited information constrained by insufficient coordination of
that was available, economic impacts resulting those involved in the field.
from global ecotourism (domestic and intema-
tional) might well range from about $0.5 tril- Recommendations
lion to $1 trillion U.S. dollars.

The groundwork analysis presented here * In view of the strategic role of socioeco-
brings us to the conclusion that ecotourism nomic insights in conserving the environ-
and widlife-related tourism probably have ment, and given the obvious lack of infor-
much more economic ;ignificance than many mation about ecotourism, there is a need to
conservationists had initially imagined. An develop an official data base on the magni-
important opportunity thus exists for conserva- hide of, and the benefits resulting from, this
tionists to employ this form of sustainable phenomenon.
development to justify the major mvestF rar

requredto onsrvethi, evirmmetalam- Further researcb and guidelines are re-required to conserve the environmental ameni- quired on mechanisms to minimize the
ties on which this form -of tourism depends, potential problems of economic leakage,
and to maintain the well-being of local com- and on negative e. nronmental and social
munities.

- =X~imacts- 

While travel for the purposes of enjoying and * Because of the need to develop a data base
appreciating nature has many potential bene- on ecotourism and because of the epand-
fits, there are also some potential downsides. ing number of definitions of the term, there
These include "leakages" of the economic is a need for a universally accepted defiai-
benefits away from local populations to inter- tion of ecotouris. The practical necessity
national air carriers, hotel chains, etc. There of being able to tif the phenomenon
can also be negative enviromnental and social, should be considered when developing the
impacts resulting from over-use or inappropri- definition.
ate controls. These potential drawbacks can

*United Nations-World Tourismn Organiza-
and must be avoided through mindful manage- tion, in collaboration with other leading
ment of ecotourism to ensure that local bene- conservation istitutions such as the United
fits are optimized. Guidelines for ecotounsm Nations Envroment Programme and the
which attempt to address these potential Wrdonservaton Union,among the
lacuna are being developed by the World WorldC:onservation Unior, among others,
Conservation Union, WTO, and the United shouldbe enoouraged topisade leadaWp

and coordination in ths area.
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Figure 20-1. International Tourism Arrivals
from Abroad by Region, 1988

OCEANIA 5
A SI~~~ASI 54:

- / | \A~~~~~~FRICA 15

LATIN AMERICA 25

EUROPE 245

NORTH AMERICA 49

WORLD TOTAL 393 MILLION
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Figure 20-2. Estimated Intemational Tourism Economic Impacts
(National Income) by Region, 1988

OCEANIA $10
7 ~~ASIA $63

AFRICA $13
-UROPEE$2022UROPE$202 -LATIN AMERICA $32

NORTH AMERICA $68

lational income multiplier: 2.0

WORLD TOTAL $388 BILLION (US)
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Figure 20-5. Slgnificance of Nature for Europeans and Japanese
Traveling to North America
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Figure 20-6. Significance of Nature for Travelers
to Five Latin American Countries
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Figure 20-7. International Ecotourism Arrivals from Abroad for 1988
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Figure 20-8. Estimated Range of Economic Impacts
(National Income) from International Ecotourism for 1988
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Figure 20-9. Global Tourism Receipts, 1988

TYPE OF RECEIPTS
TOURISM IN BILLlONS $ 1___|_

TOTAL $2,094 100%

DOMESIC l$1,900 91%

INTERNATIONAL $194 9%

: : E : : g~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~



I
Figure 20-10. Expenditures by Participants

In Wildlife-Related Activitles In Canada in 1987
and Resulting Economic Impacts

I.
ECONOMIC IMPACTS:
Gross domestic product
$6.5 billion

PARTICIPANTS 
EXPENDITURES C Government revenue from taxesEXPENDITURES ~~~~~~~$2.5 billion

Personal Income
$5.1 billion $3.7 billion

\ t s Number of jobs sustained
159 000 persons
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Econoniic Values of Bird-Watching
at Point Pelee National Park, Canada

James i Buffer, Glen T. Hvenegaard,
and Doug K Krystofiak

BIRD-WATcHaING, OR BIRDING, is one of the fastest
growing wildlife recreation activities in North America
(Harrison 1979; Butler 1984), and it involves 20-30
million people annually (Jacquemot and Filion 1987;
Kellert 1985; Lyons 1982; More 1979; Shaw and Mangun
1984)-

The Natral Sciences and Engineering Research Counci of Canada, Uniwersity
of Alberta, and the Canadian Wildlife Service provided finncial support We
thank Point Pelee National Park personnel and the communityof Leamington for
their cooperation and provision of services. Thanks also go to P. L Barss and B. G.
Lason for assistance in collecting data, and to E. B. Butler for caiticl rview.
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In Canada, at least 13.1 percent of the potential purchases by birders, their attitudes
population undertook special trips to observe, toward park and local facilities and services,
photograph, or study birds (Jacquemot and and their ideas on how birding experiences
Filion 1987). Bird-watching results in substan- could be improved. Only bird-watchers over 16
tial economic expenditures, conservatively years of age were interviewed. We used the
estimated at more than $20 billion each year in Contingent Valuation method (Cummings and
North America (Filion and others 1983; U.S. others 1986; Dwyer and others 1977) to obtain
Fish and Wildlife Service 1982). Although use value estimates. Data were summarized
some researchers have examined the economic and analyzed for relationships using the Statis-
expenditures of nonconsumptive wildlife tical Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS
activities (DeCraaf and Payne 1975; Myres Inc. 1983). Expenditure data were weighted
1968), relatively few have focused on the according to weekday and weekend park
economic contribution associated with bird- visitation records, and they were summarized
watching itself (Horvath 1974; Stoll and John- for the month of May and for the entire year
son 1984). (reported in 1987 Canadian dollars). In addi-

The purpose of our study was to determine tion, we conducted interviews with 183 busi-
the net economic value of bird-watching at ness establishments throughout the
Poit Pelce National Park, Canadla, and to Leanington district This systematic samplng
assess the local economic impact of birders on essentially included all facilities and services
the Point Pelee-Leamington district of On- that bird-watchers frequented daing their
tario. Preliminary assessments have revealed stay.
that the community of Leamington has made
succssfil efforts to accommodate bird-watch- Results and Discussion
ers during the spring season (Butler 1984;
Butler and Fenton 1987). Demographic characteristics

Study Area and Methods Fty-nine percent of respondents were
male; 41 percent were female. Their average

Point Pelee, one of Canada's smallest na- age was 49.3 years, compared with the 1986
tional parls, is located in the southwest corner Canadian average of 42 (for those owr 16
of Ontario, 80 kilometers from Windsor. years of age) (Statistics Canada 1987). Birders
Intemationally renowned for its bird-watching at Point Pelce were highly educated, with 62.4
Internationalny renowd fork its biraed-wating opercent possessing a bachelor's degree orpotentialgin May, the park is rated as one ofof
the premier birding locations in North Amer- .te conada po pa tonl (ascs nada
ica (Greij 1987; Harrison 1976, Hinoe 1986). the Canadlian population (Statistics Canada
ica Greij 1 arrisond 1976 the 1986a. 1988a). The average number of years of formal

mBgratcon of corrsponding with te northwar education was 15.8 years, almost the equiva-
migration of birds, nearly 60,0lent of a bachelor's degree. Abn percent pos-

birders (involving nearly 20,000 individual- sessed a doctorate degree.
bird-watchers) are recorded at Point Pelee.
The town of Leamington, located 9 kilometers Bird-watchers reported an average 1986
north of the park, recetves most of the benefits gross household income of Can$57,175, con-
nOrthof theparssorceivte moth ofis acthevbee siderably more than the Canadian average of

n 1987, duing the peak sprig birding Can$37,87 (Statistics Canada 1988b). In fact,
season (May 1-24) at Point Pelee National more than-68 percent of respondents had
Park, we conducted -random personal inter- householdincomesgreater thanthe n
views with 603 bird-watchers (96 percent average. This is reflected, in pa, by the large

rewo rate). Information on expenditures proportion of bird-watchers (57.9 percent)
resPonse ~~~~~~~~~employed in professional occupations.

for travel and equipment, use value, and socio- e
demographics was collected, as well as data on
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Most respondents were international 1987. Most birders stayed in the Leamington
visitors:48A percent from the United States district a short time (26.9 percent for 1 day and
and 2.8 percent from Europe-primarily the 39.7 percent for 2-3 days), but 33A percent
United Kingdom. Of the North American stayed for more than 4 days. The overall trip
birders, the average one-way travel distnce length averaged 5.4 days, of which 63 percent
was 513 kilometers (based on the most effi- were spent in the Point Pelee area.
cient road route). A majority of the Point
Pelee bird-watchers originated from nearby fip expenditures

povnes. and states, mainlyt from Ontarioprovince an tts mibrmOtroBird-watching trips to Point Pelee in May
-. (43.0 percent).and Michigan (23.9 percent), - rdwthgnptoPitelenMa

resulted in total trip expenditures of overwith smaller percentages orginating from New C m Can1 million of which was
York, Ohio, illnois, and Quebec. The most
common metopolitan centers of origin were spent locally in the Leamington district, as
Toronto (104 percent), London (55 percent), reported by the birders sampled. Using sum-

andpOtawa,ntari (2.3prcent;Momay statistics for gate visitation in 1987 (com-

Quebec (25 percent); and Detroit e Michigan piled by the Canadian Parks Service), we_ueber- .2-5 percent); and Detroit, Mchigan estimated by extrapolation that expenditures
(7.1 percent). Eighty-two percent of respon- associated with bird-watching at Point Pelee
dents came from urban residential settings. for the year (incuding May) were CanS5A4

Recreational-~ million in 1987. Of this, Can$3.2 mrilion (57
percent) was spent. in the local Leamington

Point Pelee birders reported an average of area. Major expenditures induded travel (27.2
15.2 years of active bird-watching experience. percent of total), food (263 percent), and
They participate, on average, 35.6 days per accommodations (225 percent) (Figure 21-1).
year in their sport Twenty percent were first- Basd on the percentage of use for birding and
time visitors to Point Pelee. Over 42 percent days of bird-watching throughout the year, an
had visited the park at least 5 times, and 5 additional Can$506,000 (13.4 percent) of
percent of the respondents had visited the park ajinual birding eqlipment expenditures can be
more than 100 times. The average number of attnbuted to May biding trips at Point Pelee
previous visits was 28.6. However, only 383 (Figure 21-2). The average bird-watcher spent
percent of the respondents visit Point Pelee Can$224 per trip, with an avenage of Can$66
more than once a year. Nmety-six percent of per day for his or her trip to Point Pelee.
the May birding respondents stated that visit- Birdig trip expenses differed for various
ing the park was the primary intent of their lengths of stay. Birders staying for only 1 day
trip- incurred average expenses of approximately

Photography is an important aspect of the Can$54 per day; they spent Can$75 per day for
bird-watching experience at Point Pelee (40.8 a 2-3 day stay and Can$74 per day for stays of
percent were photographers). Based on the more than 4 days. This difference is mostly
type of equipment used, 122 percent of our attnbuted to corresponding differences in
sample were classified as snapshot photogra- accommodation and food costs for longer
phers, 17.8 percent general photographers, and stays.
10.8 percent advanced photographers. In the local area, expenditures were mainly

Visitors spent an average of 3A days birding on food (36.7 percent) and accommodations
in the Point Pelee area; the length of the visit (38.4 percent), with additional amounts on
ranged from 1 to 31 days in May. Point Pelee souvenirs (65 percent) and equipment (63
attracts bird-watchers throughout the year, but percent) (Figure 21-1). Twenty-four percent of
the month of highest visitation is May, which Point Pclee birders had purchased binoculars
accounted for 64.9 percent of the total biding within the past year; however, only 5 respon-
gateviis and435 percent of bird-watchers in dents (0.8 percent) had purchased them lo-
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cally. Many other items of equipment repre- faction gained and other value derived from
sented major annual expenditures (Can$3.6 the sport (Randall 1987). After being asked
million, collectively) for these birders (Figure the question, "What is the most your costs on
21-2), but only a small proportion (4 percent) this trip could have risen before deciding not
of expenditures on equipmnent was made to come birding at Point Pelee?" most respon-
locally. Forty-one percent of Point Pelee dents (75 percent) stated that their costs could
birders reported buying souvenirs in the local have doubled. Respondents answered in one
area. The average bird-watcher spent a total of of two ways, in terms of actual dollars or as a
Can$126 locally on a May birding trip and percentage of their actual trip expenditures,
spent Can$37 per day of birding whichever they preferred. This hypothetical

tNmety-three percent of respondents used question was used to determine the net eco-
personal vehicles to travel to Point Pelee. nomic value of a birding experience; it was not
Others traveled by airplane (7.5 percent), intended to be used as a justification for in-
rental vehicles (7.0 percent), or other forms of creased prices or gate fees. The average re-
transportation (43 percent), such as guided sponse to the above question was Can$256 per
bus tours. Some travelers used a combination trip, or Can$76 per day, and totalled Can$4.1
of these transportation modes. Costs were million for May birding trips to Point Pelee or
incurred for food at restaurants by 76 percent Can$63 million for 1987.
of our respondents and at grocery stores by 74
percent of Point Pelee birders during their Economic ipact on local businesses
May birding trips. Over CanS654,000 was spent

in~~~~~~~~~ loa retuat.yPitFlebresi Seven percent of businesses (solely in thle
ilocal whrestaurants by Point rease bsrdert in hotel-motel and restaurant sectors) reportedMay, whereas only Can$,000 was spent inng additional staff or increasig regular
local grocery stores. Fift percent of bird- bi. adiioa stf oricesn-eualocalgrocey stres. ifty ercet of ird- staff hours to assist during peak birder visita-
watchers interviewed incurred expenses on tion. Thom to more bd0exr-a
hotels or motels, and only 24 percent reported
expenditures on camping. Over CaIt$n1700 person-hours and approimately Can$16,000 in
was spent locally inMay for accommodation additional wage earnings in Leamington.
hotels spent loaltels in Man$89 for a dasent mIn order to assess potential sales opportuni-hotels and motels.and Can$89,00D was spent tisenon-ddquto,us:aiem

. - ' ~~~~~ties, an open-ended question, 'What items
campin. birdin atc might you have purchased in the Point

Writh the pDnmary wramg attrachon bein P d -
Point Pelee National Park, Leamington is the Pelee-K wam psdtonidisr, ad y been
major beneficiary in providing facilities and avrailable? was posed to individual birders.
services to this user group (Figures 21-1 and fgres21-3 aries he r catgie
21-2). A birder's desire is often to be as close of rones. hen asked ho m headdi-
to the park as possible because the birding day teona money ou have been s ontes
is long (9.8 hours per day [Butler and Fenton
1987]). However, with the limited supply of (average of Can$78 per person).

.. ~~Business owners who were interviewedsuitable accommodations during peak visita- B o w w ie w
tion per.odL% visitors commonly commute from estimated their gross sprmg sales to birders to
-ion periods, visitors co.monbi commute frOfli be less than 25 percent of the Can$2.1 million
as far away as Windsor. Many Leamington i
hotels are prebooked a year in advance. 'm local expenchure reported by birders. Tibs

would appear to suggest that many local busi-
Net economic value nesses are presently underestimating the

economic contribution birders make to the
The net worth of bird-watching at Point commnunity. At present, only 8 percent of the

Pelee includes more than just doUars spent. businesses are making efforts to adverise and
Value is more appropriately measured by attract birders.
estimating willingness to pay, based on satis-
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Conclusions The rapid expansion of bird-watching and
other forms of wildlife recreation tourism

Already well-known in recreational terms, throughout much of the world is making a
the values of bird-watching at Point Pelee substantial contribution in economic terms
National Park are further illustrated by the that we are only now beginning to measure
preceding summaries of economic data. The quantitatively. Such tangible benefits associ-
community of Leamington is the primary ated with parks and wildlife areas are provid-
beneficiary of this international asset despite a ing sound incentives for the protection of
relatively small investment in advertising and landscapes and species, many of which are
virtually no investment in marketing the attrac- endangered, especially when. threats are de-.
tion. Point Pelee's bird-watching reputation rived from alternative resource uses that are
has generally been spread by word of mouth traditionally measured in the market place.
and by external references in books and arti- We believe that Leamington is an example
cles. The community of Leamington welcomes of an emerging role model that demonstrates
birders each May with a highly visible banner the positive economic benefits attainable by
and has recently devoted some resources to effectively hosting this expanding user group.
develop a much-needed brochure designed for Other communities and private sector oppor-
bird-watchers, describing available attractions, tunities located in the proximity of parks,
facilities, and services. sanctuaries, and wildlife refuges may find these

Even though the local area benefits directly results useful in effectively promoting the
and indirectly from bird-watchers, we estimate resource and expanding upon the economic
that the current local economic impact has the benefits of attracting this particular user
potential to triple, based on expanded local group. By recognizing these potential
spending on desired goods and services and ecotourism benefits and other socioeconomuc.
increased birder visitation across other considerations, wildlife and resource conserva-
months. Fall migrations are equally impressive tion can gain political support (Filion 1988;
in concentrations of birds at Point Pelee, but Vickerman 1988).
this period is presently underutilized by visiting Tounsm values associated with visiting bird-
bird-watchers. vatchers seeldng to observe the resplendent

A wider effort to disperse an increased quetzal (Pharomacuus mocnzo) in Costa Rica
visitor audience to other regional attractions are now responsible for local incentives to
would also be desirable so that social and protect the vanishing cloud forests of
ecological impacts can be minimized (Butler Monteverde (Simons 1988; Sun 1988). A live,
and Fenton 1987). Additional birders in the fully grown maned lion (Pandhera leo) in
fall could enjoy attractions such as Holiday Amboseli National Park is now worth over
Beach Provincial Park's fall raptor migration, $500,000 to Kenya's economy tourism revenues
the swallow roosts of Pembroke, Ontario, and (Durrell 1986). Thus, it is evident why there is
Point Pelee's own monarch butterfly (Danaus a commitment from Costa Rica to protect
pleaippus) concentrations and autumn fall quetzals and a commitment from Kenya to
colors. These attractions could further en- protect lions.
hance the existing economic contribution of Benefits from bird-watching are often
the Point Pelee birding resource. Our projec- underrated as a significant contribution to the
tions would suggest that such enhanced mar- economy (Vickerman 1988). Such contribu-
keting efforts (Filion 1987), combined with an tions are substantial, and the rapidly-growing
improved availability of products and services, sport of bird-watching promises to be an
would conservatively bring an additional emerging force that society will no longer fail
Can$6.6 million to the local area directly from to recognize. Leanington now realizes this, as
bird-watcher expenditures. do other communities in the vicinity of birding

attractions, such as Haines, Alaska- Rockport,
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Texas; Ciurchill, Manitoba; and many others. have global relevance and offer counter argu-
The insights provided during this investigation ments in defense of wildlife protection.
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Figure 21-1. Breakdown of Bird-watching Expenditures for 1987
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Figure 21-2. Breakdown of Bird-watching Expenditures for May 19
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Figure 213. Breakdown of Potential Additional Expenditures
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Sustainable Tourism Development

Kathryn Lawrence

THEo TEO THAT ECONOMIC and environmental goals
are not mutually exclusive has become prominent in
recent research literature. It has been suggested, in fact,
that they are mutually beneficial and interdependent
(Gardner 1989; World Commission on Environment and
Development 1987). Although much has been published
about long-term, resource based development, only rarely
is this approach used in planning (British Columbia Task
Force on Environment and Economy 1989). Tourism
development models have traditionally been spatial and
economic plans, with environmental impacts assessed late
in the planning process (Baud-Bovy 1982; Gunn 1988;
Innskeep 1991). The assessment of social impacts, when
addressed, is also one of the final steps taken before plan
implementation.

263
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For tourism development to be truly sus- Although international tourism earns foreign
tainable, it must-be based upon environmental exchange for developing countries, fifty-five
and social attrbutes. The maximum level of cents of every touist dollar spent leaks back to
environmental and social change must be set developed countries in the form of imports
by those who must live with those changes. (Lindberg 1991). A dlose look at employment
Once the lmits of change are set, a develop- in tourism reveals that foreign nationals have
ment plan can be made and an economic held most mnagement level jobs (de Kadt
feasibility analysis can be completed for tour- 1979). Jobs held by locals are usually seasonal
ism or alternative developments. The result is and many employees migrate from other
a project that if economically feazible, will also employment sectors such as agriculture, possi-
be socially and environmentally sustainable. bly leading to an increased demand for agucul-
This type of tourism planning facilitates pro- tural imports. Recognition of problems with
motional and management objectives because measurimg of tourism's economic benefits has
environmental, social, and economic goals are led to the increased analysis of tourism costs.
already in place. -The close scrutiny of the tourism industry

This chapter looks at the development of continued as negative environmental and
the tourism industry from an econonic, ei- social impacts were identified.
ronmnental, and social viewpoint It also ad-
dress the issue of sustainable tourism devel- Enviromnectal
opment and proposes a method of basing The environmental awareness that started
tourism development on acceptable levels of E the 1970s exposed enviromnental problems
social and enironmental change. in many prosperous industies. The physical

Tourism Development impacts of tourism can be widespread. Exam-ples of negative environmental impacts are soil
erosion, air and water pollution, decreased

Economnic diversity of flora and fauna, increased noise
Worldwide tourism development expanded levels, and aesthetic degradation (Wiiams

rapidly after World War IL Much of this 1987). Not all areas suffer equal amounts of
expansion was brought on by advances in environmental change. The intensity of tour-
transportation technology that decreased the isn development and use, the resiliency of the
time and cost of traveling. Tourism also bene- ecosystem, long-term versus short-term tour-
fited from the decrease in average workweek ism plamnng, and the extent of modification
hours and the increase in vacation time and an area undergoes affect the amount of envi-
personal wealth in industrialized nations ronmental damage incurred (Cohen 1978).
(Fridgen 1991). Controlling negative environmental impacts

During the birth of mass intemational. in tourism is important for ecological and
travel, beginning in the late forties and lasting economic reasons. As with any type of devel-
through most of the sixties, tourism -was re- opment, unsound ecological practicesan have
garded as a panacea for developing and under- far-reaching effects. Examples of this are
developed countries (Mings 1978). Tourism flooding due to watershed deforestation and
was the smokeless industry that could raise species extinction due to habitat loss. Environ-
foreign exchange earnings, the gross national mental degradation in tourism areas, especially
product, and tax revenue, and increase em- with increasingly sophisticated and environ-
ployment for unindustrialized countries (Lea mentally conscious travelers, can lead to a
1988). decrease in tourst visitation and the ensuing

This prodevelopment view was challenged revenue loss. Increasingly, environmental
in the 1970s. During this time economic bene- impact assessments and carrying capacity
fits from tourism came under harsh scrutiny. calculations are used to control the environ-
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mental impacts associated with tourism devel- are set by governments. Other imts of accept-
opment (Vining 1990; Whelan 1991). able environmental and social change may be

set by biologists, park officials, or local resi-
Social dents. This balance betveen economic benefits

and limits of acceptable social and environ-
An important area of tourism development metlcagcnbevslidgrpcays

deals with the effects of tourism on the host mental change canb ed graphically as
society. Some of the negative social impacts of an economic model

Tourism destination areas have cciatourism are demographic, such as changes in cynndstao rashreclicaltors ar deorahc suc ascagsr tourist populations over time (Butler 1980). A
the size and composition of the host commu- tours peption of the socileron-
nity. Often, when tourism is introduced, there touas peqeption of the soctin and ences
are changes in the demographics of wage mentaI quaIit of a destination influences
arechagers ine the demplographi of women afuture tourist visitation levels to the destina-eamners due to the employment of women and ton. I touists have a favorable impression of
teenagers (de Kadt 1979). The workers are tiom they are more impretumo of
also affected by seasonality; many jobs in the m a sea, they r orikely o ret th
tourism sector are only available during e hmay also express their opinions of an area to
"h sesn Th trnfraio. fsca others. In this way, tourists influence future
normhseasofn. lhea transforincreasd c cimean travelers! desire to visit the area. There are-norms often leads to imcreased crime and many influences on a potential tourises knowl-prostitution, and negative influences on native
language, art, and religion are also doca- edge of and desire to visit a destination, such

e as media coverage and advertising. However,mented (de Kadt 1979; Pizam and Milman
1986). recent evidence suggests that word-of-mouth

and personal preference are more impnortant
Social changes in societies caused by tour- and rperonal prefeencnr mr iortant

ism development are sporadically measured than tureaditionlinfluening fac with
and few attempts to minimize tourisms social 1 990t
impacts have been made. Socioculutral quality 19 9) * a - -
is important to local inhabitants and visitos. If tournsts have a positve perception of a
Social tension and high crime rates lead to d i n
decreased tourist aivals just as a degraded ,want to visit the area. The greater the number

environmen wil.nsee(19of tourists visiting the area, the greater theenviromnent will. LInnkeep (1991 -suggsets-
controlling socia impacts by gradual tourism effects on the social and environmental quality
development, community involvement, and the of the area. Substantial degradation of an area

may lead to a downtur in tourist visitation
integration of tourism into the local economy . T k a t t "

levels. This is knownl as the "tounrst cycle,
illustrated by Figure 22-1. Instead of looking

Sustainable Development at this phenomenon from a linear perspective,

I suggest using an ellipse to oonceptualze the
Long-term, sustainable development -must tourism cycle,

depend upon a partnership and balance be- Because toursm is clical in nature, the
tween economics, the environment and sociaI effects it has on environmental and social
values and benefits" (British Columbia Task impacts are also cyclical. To illustrate this
Force on Environment and Economy 1989, p. relationship, a negative impact -lllpse can be
16). Sustainable development can only be overlaid onto Figure 22-1. Thex anis measures
achieved if social and enviromnental impacts the level of negative environmhental impacts.
are in balance with economic goals. There is Figure 22-2 shows the importance of bal-
no "zero impact" tourism, and therefore the aFinrg negative impacts with benefits m
mininmumacceptable levels of negative impacts achieving sustainable development In this
need to be planned. Many minimum levels of conceptual model, tourist population is used as
acceptable environmental change, such as an indicator of positive economic benefits so
tolerable amounts of air and water pollution, that a general level of tourist sustainability can
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be found. The visitation level can be correlated ning This section descrnbes some of these
to current demand rates to find the optimal miethods and their affects on tourism develop-
economic benefits obtainable at this tourist ment Cost-benefit analysis, carrying capacity,
density. and limits of acceptable change are examined.

In tis graph, negative impacts have been
consoihdated. The negatrve inpact ellipse can Cost-benefit analysis
include both social and environmental inpacts,

- - . . . -* -~~~~~~~~~~Cost-benefit analysis was developed to testAs the graph shows, negative impacts increase
(x axis) as the tourist population increases (y the econLomic feasli'blityof projects. This type
( axis) Eventuas l tou st population s ( of analysis determines feasibility by subtracting

axis). Eventuall the to t pthe costs incurred over the life of a projectincrease to. point MEPT *Naium Tourist
increaston) pointe MhT (Maouristarriva from the projected revenue earned from the

Population), after whic touristarrivaproject The result of this eqation can beto drop due to perceived overcrowding and/or p n
negative impact. such as polluton and crime. poalysie, neiptive, or pero. ff the cost-benefit

Negative imnpacts do not imediately begin feasible, and fonegative, it Is not economically
to Improve when tourist population levels fesbeanifegveitsnoecomay
to improve when tourist population levels feasible. Cost-benefit analyses are useful indrop, because of time needed for environmen- comparing alterative developments.
tal regeneration and for sociocultural changes
to take place. However, if tourist arrivals Indudinenvi analysis is d cul Becaus
continue to decline,' negative impacts wil begIin in cost-benefit analysis is diffocult Because

to imrove t poit Nff(Negaive Ipact cost-benefit analysis iLs bDased on a mathematt-
to impnroved). at pointNit(NegativeImpact cal equation, dollar values must be given toTurnaround).

As with themnndsppsocial and environmental factors. If this valua-
econoic moedematouristnpd paon andsuppn tion can be done; then the net tourism benefit- ~economic models tounst population and

negative impacts wil naftualy fluctuate for a region can be calculated. However, past
difficulues m valuing environmental, and

around their intersection. Causes of fluctua- especaly so variables, led to problems with
ion could be seasonality or varying levels of this approach (Leathers and Misiolek 1986).

environmental sensitivity.
The area where the ellipses mitersect Is the Typicaly, some variables remain unquantified,

area of sustainable -development. If toi leading to incorrect net benefit calculations
population and negative impacts do not eceed (Sherman and Dixon 1991).
the maximum levels in this area, long-term
sustainable development can be achieved. In Carrying capacity
the past, many tourism projects ignored nega- Carrying capacity developed in the tourism
tive social and environmental impacts and industry as a result of "the growing problem of
continued to push tourism population above tourist saturation" (World Tourism Orgariza-
its sustinable level. In many cases this caused tion 1984, p. 30). Mathieson and Wall define
an eventual downturn in tourist arrivals, and carrying capacity as "the maximumn number of
the area was left with severe negative social people who can use a site without an unaccept-
and environmental changes brought on by an able alteration in the physical environment and
unsustainable level of tourism, - without an unacceptable decline in the quality

of the experience gained by visitors" (1982, p.
Measurement Techniques 21). Carrying capacity must not only account

for the physical number of people in an area,
Maintaining an economic, social, and envi- but also for the type of recreational activity the

ronmental balance will result in sustainable tourist undertakes, because some activities are
tourism development. Several measurement more damaging to the environment than
techniques have been developed that attempt others.
to integrate these variables in tourism plan-
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Caryingcapacity has useful implications for sis and the planning process in the limits of
tourism planning and management; several acceptable change system-
negative isues, however, need to be ad-
dressed. It is difficult to predict the impacts Proposed planning process
resulting from tourist use, yet carying capacity Scfil tourism development needs to be
accounting limits use based on these predic- l
tdons (Getz 983). Enforced limits on visitation s le emironmentapry, sociawy, and

- . ~~~~~~~~~~~economically. lIhis chapter proposes a way to
levels often result m problems. Developers, achieve suinabiIity by basing economic
wanting to ear revenue quicdy, dslike mimits development on acceptable changes in envi-

n the number of tourists aowed to visit an ronmental and social quality The planning
area. Carrying capacity may also alienate method used incorporates several analysis and
toursts who are tumed away from an area or
are restricted in their activities at a tourist

atraction. planning process identifies important social
and environmental concems in the destination
area and evaluates their level of acceptability.
Next, the managers of the attraction decide

Carrying capacity spawned the limits of what steps to take in achieving and maintain-
acceptable change" system (Stankey and ing acceptable levels of social and environmen-
McCool 1984). This system was developed for tal change. Once the direction of future tour-
use bywilderness area mnagersand is used to ism development is decided, a cost-benefit
identify and monitor important enviromnental analysis will analyze the economic feasibility of
and social indicators. The LAC system consist the tourist development.
of nine steps, including identifying environ- The process begins with the identification of
mental and social impacts and their indicators, important social and environmental indicators.
analyzing and developing standards for condi- Although this is based on the limits of accept-
tdons in the area, identifying and analyzig able change system, a wider variety of people
alternatirve allocations of the area, implement- must identify variables and set the limits of
ing the selected alternatve, and establishing a acceptable changeThe researchers conducting
monitoring program (Stankey and others the analysis are responsible for choosing par-
1985). The limits of acceptable change system ticipants with long-term interest in the devel-
is useful for maintaining and improving the opment area. Govermment officials, attraction
environmental and social quality of an area. It managers, concerned hotel proprietors, tourist
also leads to a high level of customer satisfac- guides, and perhaps biologists and anthropolo-
don. gists should be involved in determining areas

There are some problems with using this of important social and environmental change.
system as a tool for tourism planningz Because The types of people used in this phase of the
the limits of acceptable change system is im- process win vary with different types of attrac-
plemented solely by managers of protected tions. It may be beneficial to work with an
areas, there is little, if any, community involve- anthropologist if area tourism includes an
meat Many local inhabitants, such as guides ancient ruin, whereas an ornithologist would
and hotel proprietors, depend on tourism better serve an area with rare birds attracting
attractions for their livelihood. They have a birdwatchers. Once this panel of experts has
personal and financial stake in the future of been chosen, the Delphi technique will be used
the tourist attraction. They also have substan- to acquire a consensus on variables to be
tial interactions with tourists, and their input studied further.
would be valuable to the success of the pro- The Delphi technique consists of a series of
gram. Tourism officials and certain scientists questionnaires given to selected experts in a
can also provide information valuable to analy- field. These participants complete and return
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the questionnaires on their own time and are attitudes becuse of the minimal time commit-
guaranteed anonymity. This gives the partici- ment required of the tourist and the poss-ibity
pants time for contemplation and allows them of obtaining a large sample size. Tourists
to be more candid than they might be in a should be asked to rank the acceptability of
group session (Moeller and Shafer 1987). The social and environmental impacts and rate the
first round of questioning is used to identify current conditions in the destination area.
variables of concern. Subsequent rounds Respondents should also be allowed to com-
attempt to draw a consensus as to the impor- ment on proposed changes to the tourist
tance and condition of the variables. In the attraction.
first round of questioning, respondents wil be The results of the tounrst survey can be
asked to identify social and environmeatal compared to the Delphi analysis results. This
impacts caused by tourism development. The comparison may show a strong correlation
second round of questioning asks participants between tourist' and locals' views on social
to rank the chosen impacts and assesses the and enviromnental impacts. If the tour'
existing condition of the tourist attraction. views differ greatly from the locals', this may
Following rounds attempt to reach a consensus signal that the visitors are incompatible with
on the rankdng and condition of tourism im- the chosen social and environmental goals. In
pacts. It is important that the participants in this case, current promotional campaigns need
this test reach a consensus on whether the reevaluation.
current conditions of selected environmental A successful Delphi analysis and visitor
impacts are acceptable. In a similar project, survey evaluates the acceptability of important
the Delphi technique identified and assessed environmental and social changes for an exist-
potential environmental impacts of a tourism ing or proposed tourism project. Achieving
project in Bradford, UK (Green, Hunter, and and maintaining these acceptability limits are
Moore 1990). the goals of tourism managers. Specific man-

Problems with the Delphi technique are (a) agement techniques will vary by area. Exam-
moderator bias and (b) a high dropout rate. ples of management techniques are decreased
The moderator is responsible for interpreting access to ecologically sensitive areas, increased
and summarizing questionnaire responses and visitor education, implementation of a litter
using this information in subsequent question- control program, and restricted construction in
naires. As with any survey instrument, it is congested areas.
important that the moderator remain objective The tourist survey will assist marketing
throughout the survey process. The second speialists decide upon the type of tourist most
possible problem is the substantial amount of kliely to visit the area. This information can be
time required by participants, which has led to used to project the volume of future tourist
high dropout rates of participants in past arrivals and the price tourists will pay for the
Delphi tests (Green, Hunter, and Moore recreation experience. These projecions
1990).To alleviate this problem, the individu- predict the future income of the area and can
als selected must be committed to finding the be used in a cost-benefit analysis.
optimal level of tourism development for the Once a course of action has been decided
area. With proper planning, the drawbacks of upon, a cost-benefit analysis will determine if
the Delphi technique can be diminished. the project is economically feasible. Normally,

Once the limits of acceptable change have the cost-benefit analysis is one of the first
been established using the Delphi technique, measurement techniques used when planning
planning goals can be set so that tourism a development project. The type of planning
development stays within these limits. At this proposed in this chapter differs from tradi-
point it is important to determine the tourist's tional planning, however, because develop-
views on social and environmental impacts. A ment must be sustainable within acceptable
written survey best measures the tourist's social and environmental changes. After the
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development goals have been established, the changes in acceptance levels and changes in
economic feasibility of the project can be the types of impacts measured. Tourist surveys
determined. must also be grven occasionally to-gauge satis-

As with any plan, this process needs contin- faction with the tourist attraction. Continued
uous monitoring. Surveys based on the Delphi monitonng will ensure the social, environmen-
test rcsults should-be given to chosen locals at tal, and economic future of the development.
predetermined intervals This accommodates
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The Economics and the Role of Privately-Owned Lan4s
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programs and change the economic incentives for
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One manifestation of this perspective is the visitors, either as tourists or as students.
recent interest in nature tourism, or While there has been an increasing trend in
"ecotourism," as a means to promote sustain- the establishment of private reserves, they are
able development while at the same time not a new development; their precursors trace
creating an economic justification for the back hundreds of years to royal hunting pre-
preservation of natural lands and wildlife. serves. Although the use of these and similar

While the potential of ecotourism is promis- reserves was an exclusive privilege of nobility
ing in principle, careful research and planning for sporting purposes, they served to preserve
is needed so that the dual goals of economic habitats in areas where human settlements
development and conservation are achieved. encroached upon wild lands. As a more mod-
There is, for example, a large body of liter- em example, The Nature Conservancy owns
ture that discusses the environmental threats land throughout the world for the sole purpose
posed by tourism. Other researchers caution of preserving particular habitats or species. In
that tourism, in general, has drawbacks as a mny cases, private reserves have provided a
development tool, often failing to establish model for later public conservation efforts. In
linkages to the local economy. fact, many national parks today were once

As part of the process of going beyond privately-owned lands that were donated or
speculation regarding the connection between purchased by the government
conservation and nature tourism, it is impor- Despite this legacy, there is still little infor-
tant to study the institutional arrangements mation about private reserves. Nevertheless,
and structures on which ecotourism is based. they have the potential to provide a substantial
To this end, the research that is the subject of and fleible complement to the conservation
this chapter was designed to look at one such strategies of national governments. While
structure: private lands used for nature tour- governments can provide an economic envi-
ism. Over the past 10 years, the number of ronment in which nature tourism is possible,
such privately-owned protected areas in Latin govenments are generally not efficient as tour
America has increased substantially. Africa, on operators and hoteliers. Thus, the reserves
the other hand, has a long history of private discussed in this chapter are examples of huw
lands used for tourism and sport hunting. For the private sector can be incorporated into a
brevity, this chapter will refer to these lands by strategy of sustainable development and con-
the generic term "private nature reserves," servation.
although not all of the cases discussed are The research presented in this chapter
"reserves" in the strict meaning of the term. involved a mail survey to 93 private reserves in
Thus, "privately-owned nature reserves" are Latin America and Africa. The goal of the
defined as properties that are larger than six study was to evaluate the role of nature tour-
hectares, not owned by the govermment, and ism in private reserves and to assess tfie poten-
maintained mostly undeveloped with the tial of private reserves as a tool for conserva-
intention of preserving the land in the most tion, education, and development
pristine state possible. While this definition is
somewhat broad, and "most pristine state Nature Tourism
possible" is a highly subjective term, it serves
to indicate the intention of protecting the Nature tourism and ecotourism defined
natural features and biota of the land. While
the actual legal designation of the reserve was As Ziffer (1989) aptly stated, 'The term
not a conslderationforinclusion in the rsrvey, [ecotourism] has eluded firm defnition be-
one of the goals of this reseac was to ascre cwuse it is a complex notion which ambitiously
tan the legal designation of these lands. F- attempts to describe an actiity, set forth a
nally, the most important criterion for mcluc- philosophy, and espouse a mode of develop-
sion in this study was that the reserve allow ment e there are many definitions of
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ecotourism and nature tourism, this study will are reviewed below in order to lend context to
use the terms interchangeably and will rely on later discussions.
the definition proposed by Cebalos-Lascurain
(1988): Economic and social aspects of ecotourism

On the economic side, overall tourism is a
Tourism that involves travelling to relatively o source of revenue for man developin
undisturbed or uncontaminated natural Mai

areas with the specific object of studying, nations; in 1988 alone, tourism generated $55
areas and enjoying the scenery and ' billion for developing countries (South Maga-

ad-uring and enjoying the sceneryr and ItS
aildmirings.andanimal,asweasa zine 1989). Mexico's tourist trade accounts for
wildig p ulatsran ans,ec as welh past any almost 4 percent of its gross domestic product,existing cultural aspects (oth past and

present) found in these areas ologicasurpassed only by petroleum exports (South
trism implies a scientfc aes.tEc org Magazine 1989). Similar statistics could be
tors ipes a scetfc aetei .o. given for countries such as Kenya, Costa Rica,

philosophical approach, although the eco- g f
logical.touris . not required to be a pfes and Ecuador, among others. Nor is tourism

logica tourist is not required to be a profes- only a third world trend; travel and tourism to
sional scientist, artist or philosopher.

the United States generates higher revenues
One useful distinction can be made between from foreign dollars than revenues from ex-

mass tursmf adistinatu e t s.w eto ports of automobiles, agricultural goods, or
mass tourism and nature tourism While tour-

ism -in genral depend upon natualfeature chemical products (The Washington Post, May
ism in general depends upon natural features 21,1L990).
such as beautiful sceneiy, beaches, etc., it can 21,1990)t
be bral ditnuse fro naur torimhle statistics do not separate mass tour-

be broadlyfrom natur tourism smn figures from nature tourisn37 the market
in that the latter tends to have a lower impact firesofrom nature toundin t arket
on the environment and requires less infra- f e h b

Wiritness to this is the growth in visitation rates
.structure development.

sntrucur developmen the,term tourismw, to national parks in developing countries. TheIn this chapter the term "tourism" wil be number of visitors to the Galapagos National

used toisnclude all d tourism r activities1 whie Park in Ecuador, for example, has gone from
"ecotourismn will be used to refer to the more 7,500 in 1975 to 32,595 in 1987 (Lindberg
limited meaning of the term, as defined above. 18) h hr fntr ors vrl

- ~~1 989). The share of nature tourism in overall

The ecotourism controversy: a review of the tourism is also indicated by a recent study
literature which found that natural history was an impor-

tant motivating factor for intemational visitors
For ecotourism to be a viable conservation to Ecuador, Costa Rica, and Belize (Boo

strategy, it must lead to economic develop- 1990). In Ecuador, 76 percent of the interna-
ment while not adversely affecting the natural tional visitors surveyed reported natural his-
resources on which it depends. Thus, two tory as a reason for their visit. Of the visitors
broad conditions must be met (a) ecotourism surveyed in Belize, 51 percent considered
must fit in with conservation requirements, natural history an important factor in choosing
and (b) it must be profitable and financially that country and 63 percent toured a protected
sound. The former should be obvious, and the area duing their stay. Similarly, in Costa Rica,
second should be almost as apparent; if 30 percent of the travelers said that natural
ecotourism requires continual subsidies or it history was an important factor in their travel
does not lead to community development, it is decision, and 50 percent visited a protected
reasonable to ask if resources are not better area during their stay (Boo0 1990).
spent direcly on conservation activities. While This interest.in visiting natural parks often
it is not the purpose of this chapter to recapit- tranlates into appreciable revenues. In
ulate all the evidence for and against tourism Rwanda's Parc Nacional des Volcans, tourist
and ecotourism, some of the relevant issues going to see the gorillas generate annually
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about $1 million in. entrance fees, and $2 types of goods and services consumed. In this
million to $3 million in other expenditures regard, ecotourism has a greater potential for
(Lindberg 1989). Costa Rica's Corcovado diminishing leakage than does mass tourism
National Park, one of the many parks in that because nature tourists are generally more
country, gt .erates over $1 miHion in foreign tolerant of simple accommodations and infra-
earmings per year (Heyman 1988). structure. Thus nature tourism can be ex-

Advocates of ecotourism assert that nature panded without major capital investments,
travel to the tropics fits well with other world- using local construction materials and goods
wide initiatives to protect biological diversity (Kutay 1989). Moreover, in many developing
by making nonconsumptive use of resources countries, the leakage of tourism may be
(Laarman and Durst 1987). Western and smaller than that from other non-agncultural
Henry (1979) maintain that the economic industries.
exploitation of parks needs not be at odds with Another facet of the economic benefits of
conservation. These authors use Kenya as an ecotourism includes the direct revenues that
example to argue that an economic motivation this activity can generate for conservation,
for protecting wildlife is not only compatible either from entrance fees or donations. For
with conservation but adds greatly to its viabil- example, the Darwin Research Station in the
ity. In fact, Kenya's recent strong stand on Galapagos National Park raised $150,000
ivory poaching can likely be traced to its need through a direct mail appeal to visitors who
to maintain tourist revenues. had signed the guest book at the park

In addition to generating foreign exchange (Lindberg 1989). The expansion of the
and providing economic incentives for the Monteverde Cloud Forest Reserve was also
establishmentand protection of natural areas, financed by donations to the Monteverde
proponents of ecotourism list several other Conservation League (Boo 1990)_ An impor-
economic benefits. These indude generation tant source of support for conservation arises
of employment, stimulation of local econo- as visitors who experience natural environ-
mies, and the creation and improvement of ments in their travels become "converts" and
infrastructures and recreational facilities for provide financial and political support for
local use (McNeely and Thorsell 1988). Addi- conservation (Lindberg 1989). Finally, some
tionally, since nature tourism tends to occur in tour groups occasionally donate part of their
rural areas, it can lead to economic develop- profits for conservation. Recently, V-ictor
ment in otherwise neglected regions. For Emanuel Nature Tours donated S5,000 to El
discussions on how ecotourism can be an Tiiunfo Cloud Forest Reserve in Mexico from
important component of integrated rural the proceeds of one of its birdwatching trips
development strategies, see Chow (1980) and (Kutay 1989).
Heyman (1988). A number of critics of tourism such as

While there is little doubt that tourism Pelham-Burn (1975) and Bxyden (1973) (as.
generates large amounts of money, a generally quoted in Dunkel 1984) contend that the
more controversial issue is the matter of eco- economic benefits of tourism have been in-
nomic leakages, that is, what proportion of flated while the socal costs associated with
tourist spending benefits the host country. The tourism development have either been ignored
World Bank estimates that 55 percent of gross or minimized. This and other negative eco-
tourism revenues leak back to developed nomic effects listed in the literature, such as
countries (as quoted by Boo 1990). Laarman increased costs of propertyvalues and concom-
and Durst (1987), however, recognize leakage itant increases in the cost of living for locals
to be a problem but argue that this is not a (Oliver-Smith, Arrones, and Arcal 1989), are,
predetermined outcome of tourism but de- however, more mtense in mass tourism than in
pends on consumer choices such as whether to nature touism. It is true that nature tourism
use local airlines and travel agencies, and the when highly concentrated (such as in Nepal)
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may put pressure on certain goods that are in such as agriculture are in their low earning
particular demand by tourists. In the long rim, cycles. Moreover, the susceptibility of tourism
however, if these goods are locally produced, to local unrest is symptomatic of other prob-
the higher prices will translate into raised lems and not the cause of the problem. In this
incomes to producers and increased supply of respect, tourism is like any other business in
the good, which will stabilize prices. that its profitability is affected by external

Similarly, a number of critics point out the factors.
potential for cultural dislocation. For example, An issue specifically relevant to nature
the Summer 1982 issue of Cultural Surival tourism is the tendency for parks in developing
Quarterly-The Tourist flap: Who is Getting countries to form enclaves in which the eco-
Caught"-is devoted to this question. The nomic disparity in earnings between the park
cultural impacts of nature tourism are impor- or reserve and the local community is large
tant to consider and the experiences have been (Western and Henry 1979). Under this circum-
mixed. stance, the park can become isolated from the

Another criticism of tourism in general is people surrounding it. This issue is exacer-
that it is highly seasonal. This in itself, how- bated when the ceation of the park meant that
ever, does not mean that jobs are not created. the community lost access to the park's re-
Some estimates place the number of tourism- sources. This problem can only be alleviated if
related employment at 50 million people in tourism is developed in such a way as to pro-
developing countries alone (South Magazine vide economic benefits to the local populace
1989). Moreover, while tourism is seasonal, so through employment and other forms of in-
is agriculture, the major source of employment come generation. One example of a proteted
in developing countries. The links between area succssfuy creating a source of income
these two sectors is an area where more re- for the local community is the Monteverde
search needs to be carried out (Dunkel 1984). aoud Forest Reserve in Costa Rica. There, a

Boo (1990) cautions that ecotourism may women's cooperative grosses over $50,000 per
produce labor shortages if it coincides with the year by selling handmade crafts to
agricultural harvest. Yet, tourism often occurs Monteverde's tourists (Southworth 1989).
during the dry season, when agricultural labor
requirements are low, and it may actually Ecological ircts of ecotourism
provide complementary employment to local
cultivators. Thus, the effects of ecotourism on equally as important as economic conCens. If
agriculture are area-specific and the dangers of equrism detraoys the resources on which
seasonaliy should not be overeralized. On eidtry depends, the te acty cnnot
the other hand, a limited tourist season does the ondustre depends, then the actmty cannot
decrease the return on investments and infra- tousis n cessariy eoogically sound
structure. Seasonality also results in excess toursm is not necessarily ecologicaly sound
capacity during the low tourist season. Ironi- (Ziffer 1989). Many of the places visited by
cally, this real concem is seldom mentioned by ecoto support fagile ecosystems that
critics of tourism. cannot endure heavy disturbance (Budowski

Another criticism of tourism is its vulnera- 1976). The Galapagos National Park, once
bilty to international market whims and do- thought to be a model of conservation through
mestic unrest While this is true, toum tourism, is today an example of how excessivemestc unesLWhil ths istru, toism and uncontrolled tounism can cause seve-re
downswings are likely to be unrelated to pat- environtaldedato n (D e Got18)
terns of export crops and other foreign ex- eorinal manatpln for the park
change earnigs. Even if tourism is variable, it cled for a maximum of 12p000 vitors When
nonetheless may stabilize national foreign the demand for the park increased, govern-
exchange accounts and regional employment ment fficial ply icreasedt vor's
and income when other economic activities ment officials simply increased the visitor's
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quota to three times the original allotment. cootourism have not yet been realized because
Thus, tourism has the potential not.only to many national parks are fairly new and cur-
raise incentives for preservation but also to rently do not have the infrastructure in place
increase incentives for misuse. Even with good to support ecotourism (Boo 1990). To a fair
intentions, the sheer number of visitors can degree, however, private reserves are filling
collectively lead to resource strain. this gap by providing lodging and other facili-

While in theory the visitor capacity can be ties important for ecotourism, research, and
increased to the point of diminishing returns. education. This reflects the comparative flexi-
for national parks (unlike other market econo- bility inherent in private enterprises. Individual
mies) capacity cannot be evaluated through and small corporate investors are unencum-
use; by the time capacity has been reached, the bered by complex decisionmaling structures,
resource may have been irreparably damaged and they can focus their attention and funds on
(Western and Heny 1979). a narrower set of problems than governments

Dearden and Hall (1983), Edington and can.
Edington (1986), Kutay (1989), and Lancaster By providingessential iucu outside
(1989) recount that in some instances tourism parks, private reserves are appealing to those
negatively impacts the animals in protected who believe that the parks themselves should
areas. Cheetah and lions, for example, have be kept free of human setdements. Moreover,
been reported to decrease their hunting activ- .ince padr in developing countries often have
iywben surrounded by more than six vehicles limited resources, it makes sense to devote
(Western and Henry 1979). Harrington (1989) scarce funds to conseraion and rsearch
reports that uncontrolled expansion of tourism instead w construton and maintenance of
to the Brazilian Amazonia is leaving behind a expensie accommodations. This is particuarly
rail of litter and is destryng fragile forest true because governments in general are Aot

habitats and wildlife. Other potential impacts efficien at providing services or running busi-
of ecotourism include physical degradation of nesses. Thus, these economic activities and
the environment through water and air poliu- concomitant risks are better left to the private
tion and trai erosion. sector. (While it is beyond this chapter to

On the positive side, Budowski (1976) and discuss all aspects of this debate, it is worth
Pigram (1980) argue that snce ecotourism and recognizing that the private sector does need
the environment are not merely interrelated to be moderated or regulated, particularly in
but are interdependent, the possibility of the face of extemalities such as carrying capac-
economic gain may provide incentives for ity issues.)
substantial enhancement of the enronment Private reserves effectively market tourism
More importantly, Inskeep (1987) contends According to Boo (1990), many government
that there is already considerable knowledge tourism offices complain of lack of funds for
and experience to allow for sound eniron- the promotion of their countries' attractions.
mental tourism planning. In this regard, Yet, private reserves often have substantial
McNeely and Thorsell (1988) and Smardon adverbsing budgets. Many can afford to place
(1989) offer suggestions on how to plan nature ads in foreign magazines, which is seldom
tourism to avoid some of the environmental, possible for public parks. Of the reserves
social, and economic pitfalls discussed above. responding to our survey, 70 perceut have

brochures, many of which are highly attractive
Privately-Owned Nature Reserves and of excellent quality. Once the reserve

attracts a tourist to its country, other sectors of
The niche of private nature reserves the national tourism industry may benet as

A recent study by the World Wildlife Fund well. Also, unlike many govermment offices,
A-recent study by the World Wildbfe Fund private businesses tend to respond quicldy to

concluded that the potential benefits of requests for minforation Thus. many priate
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reserves are directly promoting tourism to may mean that only those with links to the
their home countries. capital centers are considered for job open-

Private lands dedicated to ecotourism or ings. Private reserves, on the other hand, have
education can play an important role in the far more flexibility for hiring local personnel.
overall conservation strategies for developing Such integration with the local community
countries; private reserve owners have strong further enhances the viability of conservation
incentives to maintain the integrity of their efforts.
natural areas since the continued success of
their business depends on their quality. The 13rpes of private nature reserves
degree to which private ownership leads to The reserves discussed in this study are by
conservation, however, remains an open ques- no means a g s g Whil some
tion; unregulated private reserves may have an no means a homogeneous group While some

are profit-making ventures dedicated exclu-mcentive to mine or otherwise overexpWoit sively to ecotourism, others are owned by
their natural resources. Privatereserveswhen nonprofit o eanizations for the onose of
properly managed, also add to the amount of habit otection and the reseaof

landuderprtecton.Thsiswlcomeince habitat protection and scientific research.-land under protection. This is welcome since Many others are hybrids: they combine a mnix
governments, even when strongly committed o a t
to conservation, are constrained both finan- ton, conservation, and in many cases extrac-
cially and politically from devodtig more thant -hn osraln n nmn ae-ecrcdsaily *andpolticall ofrr lndarevi moprotec- tn tive activities such as agroforestry and cattle ora small fraction of their land area to protec.- mracigTbl2-Isosterak

iion : ~~~~~~~~game ranchin& Table 23- shows the break-
down of reserve tyes by continent The re-

Many private reserves are particularly esMany particularly serves were classified based on the combina-significant because they are located around
. . . - . - . " f~~~~ton of ans vrs provided by each reserve. TiEsparks and other protected areas. In fact, 46

percent of the reserves surveyed by this study analysis considered the reasons for the estab
border protected areas. This means that pri- eushment of the reserve, visitor informaton,
iate holdings are serving to increase the effec-

reserve-, and the amount of revenues derived
tive protected area of many parks. This is from various sources. In addi'ion, other mate-
especially relevant in the context of island rials returned with t1 e questionnaire, such as
biogCeogRaphy theoy whichnindicates that the biogeo y tory, w i letters and brochures, were used m this assess-
rate of extinctions on a given area is inversely ment. By looking at the responses as a whole,
correlated with the amount of contiguous land
under protection. Moreover, park viability is a get"t7 of the reserve was translated into a

enhanced by the existence of these reserves, classification code. While this is a subjective
enhanced by he ludexisten disuthe acti evaluation, it nonetheless serves to establish a

since it preluesmoeisupivbroad classification from which other analyses
from extending to the park's edges. Specifi- can be basecL
cally, neighboring reserves often serve to

r e ._ ~~~~~~~~~As can be seen in Table 231, the majority
buffer parks from the detrimental effects of of the reserves fall into the "hybrid" model; 32
poaching and logging as well as the silting of percent of the reserves combined tourism with
rivers and leaching of agricultural chemicals x a we

inopr,ecsses exucie activities, whAile oAnly 25 percent wereinto parks' ecosystems.
P devoted to tourism exclusively. Thirty percent

P?rivate reserves serve an econonue^ role in
local economies as welL In general, parks take of those who responded were dedicated mainly

resources away from local people. Yet to research and education, but allowed tourism
resources away from local people. Yet..eooto-rism can provide compensatory oppor- as well, bringing the total reserves in which
ecotoursm can provide compensatory-oppor- tourism was a component to 87 percent In

tunities. For example, government employ- fact, many reserves thatwere originally set up
ment practices often exclude local people from for conservation and research are tu to
receiving government jobs. Even when nepo-
tism is not an issue, central hiring practices ecotounsmasawayofmalngthemselvesself-
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supporting. Finally, of the remaining 13 per- and 63 percent from African countries. Annex
cent of the reserves studied, 11 percent are 23-A contains the list of the reserves to which
devoted to research and environmental educa- questionnaires were sent and their response
tion exclusively, while 2 percent combine outcome. Sixty-six questionnaires were re-
farming with conservation ond education. turned. Two responses werc excluded from the

analysis because they came from lands owned
Research Results by the governmentwhile a third response was

eliminated because the reserve did not permit
Methodology visitors. By design, this survey did not include

reserves that are publicly owned, even if pri-
The survey questionnaire that forms the vatc[y managed. Whie these are recognized to

core of this study was sent to all the private serve an important research and conservation
reserves that could be identified in Latin role, they do not reflect the same set of private
America as well as in four African countries incenfives and legal issues that are the subject
(Kenya, South Africa, Zimbabwe, and Mada- of this study.
gascar). In addition, to pretest the question-
naire, four reserves in Costa Rica and one in Surve results
Colomba were visited. These reserves are also
examined as case studies. Additionally, data The following analysis uses private reserves
were obtained by reviewing the literature on as a model of the ecotourism industry to at-
nature-based tourism and examining published tempt to answer some of the empirical ques-
reports of individual reserves. A copy of the tions posed by both the proponents and de-
survey's questionnaire is induded in Annex tractors of ecotourism. Among the questions
23-B. addressed are: Are prvate reserves profitable?

Although it is not possible to establisb with How manyjobs do they create and how many
certainly whether all the reserves included in of these go to the community near the reserve?
this study meet the philosophical criteria What is the size of the investment needed?
embedded in the term "ecotourism, the How much of this inestment comes from
reserves selected were thought to at least foreign capital? Finally, do private reserves
endeavor to cater to the ecotourism and na- foster conservation and, if so, in what ways?
ture education market. Clearly, if the private sector is irvesting in

T Nhe names and addresses of the respon- ecotourism, the investors have expectations of
dents were obtained by writing to conservation profitability. This study looks upon such invest-
groups in Latin America and Africa requesting ments both from the perspective of private
that they identify private reserves in their returns as well as from the larger perspective
countries.. Additionally, govemment travel of socl retuns. The latter pertais mainly to
offices, several tour companies, and nongov- conservation but also to employment genera-
emmental organizations based in the United tion and education.
States were asked for this information. Fmally,
magazines such as Nawual History, Siea, and Reasons for estabUlishing the reserves
Internaional Widdfe, and tour advertisements Anticipation of profits is not the only mot-
and catalogues were reviewed to obtain names vation for the establishment of private re-
of tourist destinations. serves. In many cases, the reserves were set up

A total of 93 private reserves were identi- for conservaton and other reasons, and use
fled and questionnaires were sent to all of tusmto augment other activities. Table 23-2
them. Sty-nine questionnaires were sent to listthe stated reasons for the establishment of
reserves in Latin America and 24 to reserves in reserves.
Afrca. The overall response rate to the survey Several i ,ondents expressed their strong
was 71 percent 74 percent from Latin America commitment lo conservation, either in letters
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or notes on the qucstionnaire. While somc reflects the fact that the majority of the Afri-
pcople may be skeptical about this, and may can rcscrves are located in savanna ccosys-
construc thcsc- statemcnts as propaganda, tems.
there arc many tangiblc examples of this The total amount of land owned by the
commitmnent. For instancc, some of the com- rcscrves induded in this survcy was 493,850
mercially oricntcd rcscrves includc reforesta- hectares. In addition to this, 30 percent of the
tion and community development programs as reserves reported that they managc land other
part of their activitics. Other rcscrves can be than that which they own. It is noteworthy that
shown to have becn crcated in rcsponse to this additional land actually exceeded the land
increased habitat destruction around them. owned, since this land managed amounted to
Finca Merenberg in Colombia and the Com- 496,044 hectares.
munity Baboon Sanctuary in Belize are exam-
ples of this and are discussed in more detai Visitor rates to private reserves
later as case studies.

Many of the private reserves in Africa were According to visitor records provided by the
. ... ~~rcspondents, the number of visitors to privateset up as hunting preserves, and this tradition

reserves has increased steadily over the past
of consumptive use of wildlife remains to this decade. Figure 23-1 shows the total number of
day. Of the reserves responding to the survey, visitors to private reserves for the yer 1980,
40 percent of those located in Africa allow 1985, 1987,1988, and 1989, by continenL lEese
hunting while only 2 percent do so in Latin numbers are suggestive of the steady growth of
America. This contrast, of course, reflects the ecotourism market. The graphs represent
wildlife differences. After al, Latin America aggregate sums of day and overnight visitors,
does not have the large game found in Africa.
But the dfferences in hunting uses are also
attrbutable to a stronger, older tradition in percent between 1980 and 1989.

A somewhat diffierent perspective is indi-
African nations making wildlife conservation

cated in Tble 23-4. This table shows the mean
pay for itself. In fact, two African reserves unweighted percentage growth of overnight
expressed the concern that if they cannot show visitors to a given reserve in the various time
that tourism is a profitable use of their land,
they may lose it to the government's agrarian perids.

redistribution programs. The economic .mpor- As can be seen by Table 23-4, between 1980
itanbtof ertaits. ine ecn .nore - and 1989 there was little difference in the
mancofentationed e riespondant wo . average visitor growth rates between Africa

was mentioned by one respondcnt, who indi- and Latin America In the past five years,
cated that because they do not allow hunting, however, the data show a much faster growth
they have trouble making ends meet.. rate in visitors to Latin American reserves. It is

worth noting, however, that many new reserves
Amount of land owneod

have been established in Latin America in the
The reserves studied ranged in size between last half decade. Africa, on the other hand, has

6and 100,000 hectares. Table 23-3 shows the a steadier trend of reserve establishment.
size distribution of the reserves. This table also Figures 23-2 and 23-3 depict these trends. The

lustrates marked size differences between the newness of the reserves in Latin America may
two continents; African reserves are, on the account in part for the more rapid expansion
average, larger than their Latin American on the rate of visitors. The older African
counterparts. While 30 percent of the reserves reserves may have more stable visitation rates
in Latin America were under 200 hectares, due to having reached capacity.
none of the ones in Africa were that small. As can be expected, a significant relation-
Indeed, three-qarters of the African reserves ship was found between the total number of
exceeded 2,500 hectares. This most likely visitors and the age of the reserve. A regres-
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sion of the logarithm of the total number of number of visitors, although expenditures per
visitors on age of the reserve indicates a coeffi- guest are comparatively low. The average
cient of 0.057 (t=2.25) on the variable age. By length of stay and daily expenditures per
construction, the coefficient gives the growth visitor are listed in Table 23-7, by type of
rate; for each additional year of operation, the reserve.
reserve can expect a 5.7 percent increase in
visitors. This cross-secfional result differs Profitability of private reserves
slightly from the results shown in Figure 23-1. Another reason tourist revenues have only
In the latter case, tl growth rates reported a modest share as total sources of revenue is
control for heterogeneity among reserves as--control~~~~~~~~ fo.eeoeet aogrsre that 54 of the reserves that responded to the
the regression compares the size of a reserve in .5

one ped wsurvey have not yet made profits. This is not
one period with the size of the same reserve mretiedor-svswhepoftsnta

a regression did i~~restcted to reserves where profit Is not a
The muu yare. . . major motivation, only 50 percent of the re-
The multivariate regression did not show a. l

reltto i b er oserves concentrating in tourism are currently
svernigct vitreatns eip the number of profitable. This, however, may be attributable

overnrnht visitors and either the amount of to the large proportion of recently established
land owned by the reserve or the continent in
which it was located. The size of the est- reserves, as is iped by Figure 23-4.

When asked when they expect to start
mnjentaon sinfrcastructuren wasfoundtobeonly generating profits, 49 percent of the reserves

marginally significant, that are not yet profitable said they expect to
go into the black within the next five years. Of

Importance of tourist revenues the remainder, 13 percent do not expect to

Respondents were asked to rate on a scale ever make a profit, and 38 percent did not
from 0 to 5 (O meaning 'of no importance" respond to this question.
and 5 meaning "very important"), the impor- Of the 24 reserves that are currently profit-
tance of tourist revenues to the profitability of able, 83 percent said that they have re-invested
the reserve. Table 23-5 summarizes the re- 60 percent or more of their profits into the
sponses to this question. It is worth noting, reserve. It is noteworthy that in at least two
additionally, that several respondents men- cases, profits were used to establish additional
tioned that while ecotourism is not currently reserves.
important, they expect it to generate a greater
share of income over the next few years. Size of investments

While 54 percent of the reserves said that The moderate number of reserves that are
tourism revenues were very important, on the profitable may reflect, in part, the size of
average only 39 percent of the operating ex- investments necessary to start up a reserve.
penses of reserves camne from tourism. Tablep-nes of reserves came fromtourism.Table The largest share of such investments comes
23-6 reports the average percent revenue from
each source, broken down by the reported 23-5 thirland itselp as can be seen n Fligure
importance of tourism for a particular reserve. 25were valued at more than a meillion doliars.
For the overall sample, tourism provided 40 wr auda oeta iindlasFor~~~ ~ th ovrl,ape ouimpoie Alternatively, 61 percent of the reserves
paerent of last year's operatmg costs wihA 6 ecnto h rsre

percent of lastayear'operatingc h owned land worth over $250,000, while only 30
another 20 percent met by grants. and govemn- percent of the reserves had invested that much
ment funds. This is discussed furtlier below.

One reason for thie modest share of touris n minfastructure.Despite the large initial investment, over
revenues in the total sample is that a fair half the reserves are owned by individuals or
number of reserves are oriented primarily f While it seem that such a large
towards research and conservation. Yet, even ibv
these reserves generally had a substantial sh ould be ntdha lfth vels had

should be noted that haffthe reeves also -had
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foreign investors. Figures 23-7 and 23-8 depict additional employees during the high
the proportion of national to foreign owner- tourist season, enplo is the number of
ship for reserves in Africa and Latin America additional employees during the low-sea-
respectively. At least some of the investment son, and nhino is the number of months
partnerships reported reflect marriages be- which constitute the high tourist season.
tween a national and a foreigner.

An additional way of meeting the large As can be seen in Table 23-8, the mean
capital requirements for reserves is through number of employee months varies greatly by
aid from government and nongovrmental type of reserve. (One of the reserves in this
agencies. Of the reserves surveyed, 38 percent study was not included in the above calcula-
reported receiving some form of financial aid tions because it is much larger than the others
from either government or private sources. and thus it maises the average employment
This type of support is also indicated by the figures in a misleading manner.) For example,
fact that 22 percent reported receiving advisory the rserves dedicated only to tounrsm gener-
help; nearly half the reserves received either ate higher employment than those that com-
advice, aid, or both. It is of some surprise that bine tourism with other activities.
IS reserves reported receiving nancial aidbut While the sample size in the subgroups is
did not report receivng advice.. small to draw firm conclusions, it is not sur-

prising that reserves that have tourism as
links of Private Reserves secondary to research and education have a

to Neighboring Communities substantially higher number of employee
and Other Protected Areas wmonts than do those that have no tourism at-

al.

Employment and other economic linkges The importance of tourism in employment
is substantiated by the findings reported in

One of the most tangible links between Taible 23-9. Model 1 in that table indicates that
reserves and their neigboring communities is each 1,000 visitor nights generates 40 employee
through the employment they generate. As a months. This table also reveals the scale econ-
group, the reserves that responded to this omies that encourage eapension. The constant
survey employ 1,289 people on a permanent in this type of model can be interpreted as
basis, plus 336 additional people during the indicative of fixed employment costs. It is a
high tourist season. .basic economic premise that when fixed costs

In order to analyze employment data, the exist, unit costs decline with the scale of.opera-
number of employee months was calculated tion. Thus, from a purely accounting perspec-
for each reserve as follows: tive, the reserves do better if they add visitors.

Model 2, although not suited to address
EMPLOYMO= (12 * pemploy questions of fixed costs per se, does show the
+ emphi*nhimo + emplo*(12-nhimo)) impact of other variables. It indicates, for

example, that there is more employment per
Where pempWoy is the number of perma- visitor night on average in Africa. This does
nent employees, emphi is the number of not, however, have to do with the relative sizes

-________________ .of the reserves, as is indicated by the inisignfi-
cant coefficient for land ownership. This

Theware some iongacies in responses between he model also suggests that investment in infra-
sections on the questionnaire which asked if fth reserves structure leads to more employment, holding
rvedaid, and the queszion regarding percent of reeue visitors constant. By construction the coeffi-
sources For the purposes of this analysis, if the esient f h r v
zponhd ay grn from th govementorpaeent of te infrastcture variable can be
duy were incded as rceiving aid, regardless of tir nter interpreted as the impact of a proportional
response, increase in infastuctre. This is likely indica-
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tive of greater value added per visitor when for foreigners range between £2 and $100 per
facilities are more developed. Whcn infrastruc- day.
turc is controlled for, the impact of visitor The fact that many reserves do not charge
nights declines sligltly, reflecting a corrclation for day visits means that thcsc rcscrves are
between visitor nights and infrastructure. In potentially available for local tourism, even if
model 2, cach 1,000 visitor nights gencrate 34 the ovcrnight charges are prohibitivc for local
employment months, holding infrastructurc budgets. Onc rcserve in Costa Rica actively
constant. encourages locals to visit the rcscrvc; it offcrs

Note also that the additional impact of day a frec lunch and tour to any pcrson from the
visitors on employment is low and apparently nearby community visiting the rcserve for the
not significant in this sample. Finally, the age first time. Clearly, this openness to the com-
of the reserve does not influence the number munity fosters a positive relationship bctween
of employee months, that is, the younger the reserve and the community.
reserves do not have fewer cmployees than
older ones, controlling for the number of Relationships between reserves and other
visitors. protected areas

The rcsults above serve to support the idea
that private reserves generate substantial border other protected areas offer lodging.
employment. This result is further buttressed This supports the idea that private rserves
by the fiding that the 84 percent of the people supplement the ttourism infrasticture of
employed by the reserves originlate fromsupentheorimnatucr f
nearby communities. parks. In addition, 55 percent of these respon-

nt should also be noted that a n.mber of dents said that they provide some service to
reserves stated that they make particular the neighboring park Tablc 23-10 lists thereseres satedthatthey ake artiular services listed and the-frequency of each re-
efforts to use local materials. Over half the
reserves have gift shops, which often sell local se.
crafts. Similarly, some reserves refer their NVhile some reseives provide services to
guests to neilghbors who provide services such parks, the relationship goes both ways; many
as renting horses, boats, etc. are dependent upon neighboring parks for

as renting horses, boats, etc. attracting visitors to their area. Figure 23-9

Recreation and education - illustrates the responses to the question re-
garding the importance of neighboring pro-

Private reserves have the potential to serve tected areas for attracting visitors to the re-
as sources of recreation and education to local serve.
communities as well. Of the reserves studied,
62 percent reported that they offer tours to Ecological importance of private reserves
community groups and 60 percent said that Many reserves discussed in this study are
they offer this service to schools. On the recr- protecting valuable wilxdlife habitats by using
ational side, 92 percent of the reserves sur- telnin ways t hat n tats perma-
veyed said that they allow people to visit for nen modinicato Clar h v not al
the day only. Of these, 78 percent do not
charge a fee to nationals, while 69 percent do reserves are of equal biological value. It is faircharge ~~~~~~~~~to assume, for example, that the reserves
not charge a day fee to foreigners. Even when
they do charge an entrance fee, the majority of established by conservation oriented groups
the reserves charge lower fees to nationals encompass more valuable habitats (from a
than they do to foreigners. The amounts strictly biological perspective) than do those
charged range widely-, charges for nationals reserves of a more commercial nature. This
range between $1 and $40, while the charges does not mean, however, that many commer-

cial lands are not protecting important habi-
tats. As was discussed earlier (in the section
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about the "niche" of private reserves), many Table 23-12 gives the percentage of respon-
reserves in this study border other protected dents who listed the following as problems.
areas and thus enhance the conservation Poaching was listed as the most common
potential of these areas. Moreover, many of problem, but the measures taken to solve this
the tourism enterprises have been undertaken problem varied. One common response was
to subsidize the protection of rain forests and that reserve owners or employees explained to
otherhabitats. Two examples of this are Rara their neighbors that hunting was not permitted
Avis in Costa Rica (discussed as a case study), on their lands. Many said that they made
and Shipstern in Belize. The latter is using efforts to increase awareness about the impor-
butterfly farming as a means of generating tance of conservation among their commum-
income for locals without destroying the tropi- ties. A few reserves said that they had ap-
cal rain forest. pealed to authorities to help them control

In order to answer some of the questions illegal hunting. Or'e reserve owner dealt with
regarding the ecological soundness of private poaching by taking matters into his own hands;
reserves, the survey asked a set of questions he shot over the heads of poachers to discour-
concerning land and wildlife management age illegal hunting. A drastic approach was
practices. Of the reserves that responded to taken by one African reserve to protect its
this survey, 32 percent said that they have a rhino population; the reserve is patroiled by a
formal agreement with the government or a group of soldiers from the national army. A
nongovernmental institution to manage the more concliatory strategy, on the other hand,
reserve according to written guidelines. This was taken by another reserve, which hired a
indicates a high level of integration with other poacher as its ranger.
conservation strategies. The second most common problem re-

The reserves were also asked if they have a ported by reserves was lack of government
formal land or resource management plan, and cooperation. Since the role of governments in
if so, which issues does the plan indlude. Table tourism development falls in the arena of
23-11 summarzes the responses to this ques- policy, this is discussed further in the concla-
tion. In addition, 54 percent of the reserves sions.
reported having a biologist among their staff Another problem mentioned by two re-

The reserves were also asked if the they serves was that the short duration of the tour-
make active efforts to protect rare or endan- ist season makes it difficult for them to recover
gered plants or animals. Seventy-nine percent their investment. One of the reserves is dealing
of the reserves answered positively, and listed with this problem by promoting tourism to
a number of such species found. in their lands. retirees, who are less constrained by the usual

While having a biologist on stafE or having Christmas and summer vacation schedules.
a management plan, does not ensure sound This reserve is particularly well suited to cater
ecological practices, it does, however, indicate to elderly people, as it has comfortable accom-
that in many cases the ecological aspects of the modations and is easy to reach from the capital
reserve are being considered. city.

As was mentioned earlier, a few respon-
Problems faced by private reserves dents expressed concern about the future of

the reserve. In two cases in Africa, perceived
In the same way that many parks face en- land scarcity in their countries means that the

croachment and poachnng, reserves have to
deal with threats to their resources. To identifyr reserve lands could be expropriated for agri-
dEal ith tre tortheir resorces. Toin culture if they cannot show that tourism is a
what issues are important to reserves, respon- profitable use of the land. One respondent in
dents were asked to rate, on a scale from one Lati Amerca mentioned that they had ob-
to five, which problems had afflicted them. tated offica rention for ther as a

tained official recognition for the reserve as -a
- ~~~~~~means of exempting it from agrarian redistri-
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bution programs. Another respondent, for a properties in which the landowners have
reserve in Brazi, was worried that other family agreed to use their lend in accordance with the
members who also own the reserve may want reserves's goals and standards.
to put the land to other uses.

It is interesting to note that community Marenco Biological Station, Costa Rica
opposition to tourism was named as leasttiilemsprversresncsaRc,

prevalent amongse the perobepts. Whil theS which were established with foreign capital,
respose epreses te pecepton o the Marenco is owned by a Costa Rican corpora-

reseves andno the communityiews therimselves tion. The station's owners, Sergio Mirada and
abou howthe oinnumt VIeS tOrISm it his family, came to the area in 1972. Three

nonetheless suggests that opposition to tour-
ism ay ot b asprealen assomecriics years later, the govermnment of Costa Rica

tousm may noty be aprevaent asuvr somJessiics established the 42,510-hectare Corcovado
toursm f iply A ecet srve byJesica National Park. Because of its convenient

Brown found that there is little or no opposi- lcto,hlwybtentepr n h
tion to tourism among communities around nearest air strip, Miranda's farm provided
national parks in Costa Ikica [personal commu- ocaiia logn and tansportation for
nication]). visitors to the neighboring park. Takidng 'idvan-

Other problems reported included difcl~- tae the business opportunity presented by
ties of access, habitat destruction, and un-ocvd' poiiy iadaadhsfml

wanted evelopent arund reerves.entered the nature tourism business in 1985.
Marenco owns 300 hectares of land on the

Case tudie: Som Exaple Pacific side of the Osa Peninsula. Remoteness
Of Private Nature Reserves is th-e sourc of MaTenco's strength but also its

weakness. The beauty of the reserve is derived
The following case studies are used to from its secluded, unspoiled beaches and vir 

illustrate various models of nature reserves rainf-orest. As with many wilderness reserves,
and -some of the issues relevant to them. The however, isolation a]so means that food and
first case discussed, the Marenco Biological supplies are difficult to procure. Transporta-
Station in Costa Rica, is an example of a tion expenses add greatly to the cost of run-
business oriented entexprise. Rara Avis, also in nng the reserve. Because these charges are in
Costa Rica, ilustrates a mixed strategy model, turn passed on to the reserve's -visitors, it is
which combines tourism with research and economically inaccessible to most Costa Ri-
sustaiable foiest products extraction. Reserva cans. During the 1990 tourist season, for exam-
Natural la Planada in Colombia provides an pie, the cost of a three-day visit to Marenco,
example of a reserve whose primary mandate including transportation and meals, was $515
is education and communit development a-nd' per person.
where tourism is a secondary activity. Another Mnother important consequence of the
private reserve discussed below, the muca reserve's remoteness is that isolation makes it
Merenberg, is different from those above in difficult to retain quaUlified personnel from
that it is primarily a famn, yet actively involved. season to season. All of the managing person-
in conservation, community development, and nel in January 1990 were new employees. This
education, and tourism is negligible. Yet, - turnover of persononel results in lack of conti-
Merenberg- ilustrates some of the problems naity in maagmetthereby precluding
private reserves can encountrz, particulary continued learning over seasons. One conse-
lcca oppossition and-'political instabUilty. quenc of this inexperience is loss of potential
nally, the Community Baboon Sanctuary is profits. For example, an insufficient quantity of
discussed because it is a unique mrodel, owned so~ft drinks was ordered for the Christnma peak
by nLeither an individual' nor a group,' but* season, and busunems opportunities such as the
instead composed of several'indMividal private
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marketing of liats, suntan lotion, flashlights, The Germans, however, had to leave their land
and other incidentals were missed. These are when they were called into the army at the
nonperishable goods that could have brought beginning of World War II. In 1948. Gunther
substantial profit. Whie the reserve did have Buch and his wife Metchild came to Colombia
some local crafts for sale, these were not to settle on the land that Metchild had inher-
quality items or prominently displayed, and ited from her father. When the Buchs arrived
thus were unlikely to attract many buyers. at Merenberg, they found that a new road bad

Any management flaws, however, were brought waves of displaced, landless peasants,
compensated for by Marenco's resident natu- who had invaded their property. The family
ralist guides, some of whom were profession- lost over half its land to squatters. De jure
ally trained biologists, accepting relatively low ownership gave way to de facto possession.
eanings for the opportunity to obtain field Left without alternative, Buch bought back
experience. Knowledgeable guides can sub- some of his property from the settlers and
stantially enhance the trip's enjoyment for the began to reforest the denuded land.
visitors, and thus increase the chances of Gunther and Metchfld Buch managed their
repeated visits to the same or sinilar tourist remaining 304-hectare property as a ranch.
destinations. More importantly, reqwiring Unlice their neighbors, however, the Buchs
tourists to always be accompanied by guides zealously protected the primary forests on
may serve to reduce some of the negative their land. By conserving their forests, their
impacts -of tourism on fragile ecosystems. water supply was protected and they mini-
Some of these include harassing or feeding mized erosion. This was not the case in the
wildlife, collecting plants and anm, or adjacent lands. Escalating immigration re-
leaving garbage behind. sulted in uncontrolled logging and burning of

As with many reserves, Marenco faces the foresL In proportion with the degradation
pressure to reduce unit costs of operation by of the adjacent lands, pressure on Merenbeig
cxpanding the number of visitors. Marenco, increased. Not unjustifiedly, Buch's landless
currently handling, up to 40 visitors per night, neighbors viewed Merenberg's "wastedjungle"
is in the process of increasing capacity to 56 as an affront to their poverty. The Buchs found
overnight guests While there is no evidence their fences cut regularly, and cattle belonging
that this expansion wfll affect the q'alitv of the to their neighbors grazing on their pastures.
reserve's natural ernvronment, it illustrates a Under cover of darkmess, trees and game were
generic issue that business requirements of poached regularly. In 1970, squatters invaded
tourist facilities follow an economic logic that the farm in such large numbers that Buch had
is distinct from environmental planning. to get the arny's help in evicting them.

Conflict between the Buchs and the sur
Ymca Merenberg, Colombia rounding community peaked with the murder

Located at 7,000 feet above sea level in the of Metchild. Two of the farm's neighbors,
Lcasted atlo7,000 fndeet a e sea eaberg posing as poachers, shot her in the back ineastern Colombian Andes, the Merenberg 195It tedicvrdhatekles

reserve is a "refugia" harboring an array of planned to divide Merenbeirgs forests among
flora and fauna no longer found in other parts elved Dese his foatsth m of

- . .., . . . . ~~~~themselves. Despite his gnef at the murder of
of the region. Merenberg, however, is a poi- . w G
gnant example of the severe problems that hit -mentt e his lan d a n reserve.

. , ~~~~~~itmlaent to -keep his land as a nature rsIe
private reserves can face; over time Merenberg rpih

lgtattractd national and internationadl
has become an island of forest in a sea of aion, andn 1977 GunternaS nam

.- ~~~~~attention, and in 1977 Gunther -vr.s namedldegraded land and impoverished people. "nseratonist of the Yea?' in Colombia. In

Merenberg's history began in 1932 when a 1980, the World Wildlife Fund made
group of exatriate Germans purchased a vast
expanse of then unpopulated primay forest Merenberg a Fpecial project, creating the

Merenberg Foundation. The Foundation7s
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goal was to promote conservation by improv- Rara Avis, Costa Rica
ing the standards of living of the areas resi- 1983 Amos Bien, a North American
dents. To this end, Gunther Buch began teach- b s o t

ing hi negbr o.orpln.hi eue biologist, set out to prove that a rain forest IS a
binhs .nghbors hto rea terenued valuable economic resource that can providelands using seed stock from MerenberSs sata an otesronigcmui
forests. Moreover, a ten-year management
plan for the reserve inudes the purchase of tes. To this end, Dr. Bien founded Rara Avis,
additional land to expand wildlife habitat and a for-profit corporation that owns 414 hectres
the reforestation of degraded areas. of primary rain forest. His goal was to develop

a nature tourism business, foster biological
The ultimte success of Buc-'s endeavor is research, and develop ways to use the forest

not clear. 71be president of the Merenberg
Founoatclea THepresidenty VofTrl te Mere g profitably without destroying it. In addition to

.Foudation Henrr Von brl,as ta the valuable rain forest that Rara Avis pro-
kilecb plane inlaterroristGb lac on.an tects, the importance of this reserve is ampli-

inca pane lte 19S9. Gurilat activities fled by the fat that it serves as a buffer for Nwo
isthbility are a, nte e lime oftoitia additional protected areas, Braulio Carriflo

National Park and the Zona Protectora Lato the decline of the reserve..
The Merenberg reserve illustrates some Gf Selvas

the~~~~~~~ poeta prbeso.otniyfrpt Despite Dr. Bien's optimism about-thethe potenttal problems of contmuity for prrvate
reserves. Without a strong leader committed economic potential of his reserve, Rara Avis

reserves. Without a strong leader committed uhas not yet made a profit. The reasons areto its existence, the reserve may easily perish.
Heirs may be unwilling to keep the land as a man. The main problem for the reserve is
nature reserve, and may sel it or develop it. access. The corduroy road from the nearest
Second geneaion problems have been solved town is often too muddy for most vehicles.
in other places by the offounda- Even jeeps cannot easily reach the reserve

tions to ens.re thecontinuityofthereserve. because they must ford two rivers. The usual
One suto ensurle theAsa Wrnight of The re d. travel arrangement is by a tractor-pulled cart,
One such example is Ma Wight in Trinidad, or when the tactor is not available or the river
whose owner set up a private trust to manage orhi, hors e or ty of

. :~~~~~~~~~~~~s too high, by horse or foot. The difficulty of
the reserve upon her death. travel to the reserve makes it unsuitable for

In general, problems of encroachment arise elderly or very young tourists. Also, visitors
when owners of private reserves are not pres- with tight sedules must conder that tans-
ent An absentee landlord, especially aforeign . . . -
one, is a sure lure for squatters, particularly in

an extra day at Rara Avis, unless they are
abound. Sitdgaaonf lands deat wiliing to walk ten miles to the nearest town

ants abound. Swift degradation of lands dueto with their luggage on their backs. Unfortu-
logging and to slash and burn agriculture IS nately, Ran Avi access difficulties are not
lkely to follow. This deforestation process is

encoragd byagrrianrefrm lws n may lkely to disappear soon since improving theencouragedb agrarief law in man road is prohibitively expensive. This problem

settlers can get title to lands that they have places Rara Avis at a competitive disadvan-
simtrover gt This means that the foresL tage, particularly since access is not a problem
iMpreoverd aTis ns learn the foes ty shared by neighboring tourist facilities such as

M v d d oe w Selva Verde and El C.-vilan Lodge.
simple economics. Unlike owners, who have a-inle eco . U e oAnother reason way the reserve is not yet
long-term interest in the land, squatters, with profitable has to do with the seasonality of
their uncertain tenure, are forced to extract touris to Costa Rica. The short visitor season
the land's resources without regard for long-

. .. ~~~~~~~between Christmas and Easter means thatterm sustainablity.
term su*tainabi4 -lodges are operating below capacity for eight

months out of the year. Without a minimum 38
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percent occupancy rate, the reserve cannot COmmunily Baboon Sanchary, Belize
make a profit. Dr. Bien, however, expects to
reach this critical occupancyr rate by 1990. TeCmuiyBbo acur a

rheah this critical occupancy rate byv1990. ordginally created in 1985 to protect the habitatThe above points regarding profitabiliy othblacoler moky(lulapg)
of the black howler monkey (Alouaua pigr),raise an important issue about private reserves:

profitability is not necessarily correlated wth but since its inception its goals have broadenedto promote sound agricultural practices as well
biological importance. While Rara Avis' eco-

. Information regarding this sanctuary is basedlogical value is higher than that of many other lnforson cogaudingtis sntu isobed
. . ~~on personal communications with Robert

reserves, because of access difficulties it may HorwichL See also Horwich 1990 and Harp
not be as lucrative as reserves of lesser ecologi- . .s d

cal cahber. ~~~~~~~~1989.) This sanctuary dfflers fiom all otherr incal caliber.
To augment its tourism business, however, this study in that it is composed entirely of

Rara Avis plans to develop a forest products lands belonging to individual landowners who
have voluntarilypledged to manage their landindustry. The reserve is hoping to set up a accordance wit th reserve's guids
in accordance with the reserve's gtudelimes.

nursery of hardwood trees for reforestation. The result is the protection of the habitat of
Also, the reserve is exploring the possibility of hawler monkeys and other vidlfe. in return,
exploiting Geonoma epetwolata, an ornamental the land management practices espoused by
plant, and the roots of a tree fern that is com-

the reserve havre the potential to decrease soilmercially used as support for orchids. This tree erosion, stabile the water table, and hasten
fern can be sustainably harvested by removing nutrient replenishmnt folowing slash and
half of its roots. Another potential source of
revenue from the forest is the harvest of pacas, The Comun Bo Scaw
a rodent considered a delicacy mi Costa Rican The whenitY landon agre to
bars. estabUshed when 11 landowners agreed to

An interesting aspect of Rana Avis enter- preserve howler habitat by leaving in place
prise is its involvement with elac.A,a food trees used by the monkeys, preserve strips

pnse i its ivolvemnt wit Selvalica S A-,' of unc ut vegetation along the river bankcs and
nonprofit corporation established in 1988 by ofuct vegeatio ang thesiver bansa
conservation oriented stockholders, mnamly prpet bonais n cnieevnconsrvaton nentd stckhlder, manly aerial pathways for the howlers throughout
biologists and scientists. SelvaTica owns 567. . . a~~~~~~~~~~cltivaton areas. Since then, the reserve hashectares of adjacent land, and like Rara Avis, grown to encompass the lands of a total of 70
it was established with the goal of preserving own to enompases o
the forest and developing economically viable ownerssi seven villages.the ~~~~~~~~~~~~To enlist support for the sanctuary in theways to extract forest products sustainably.
Both corporations benefit by their cooperative various viages, project leaders met with
agreement; Rana Avis gets the use of addi- village leaders, teachers, and other community
tional land for its tourist activities, and members. These discuions were followed by

an education drive to make people cognizantSelvaMlca7s investors benefit by the protection. -..
and management of their land by Rara Avis' of the uniqueness and vulnerability of the
staff. In addition, SelvaTica's shareholders howler monkeys. Later a petition was circu-

lated locally by a vlllager to gain governmenthave a specified number of days per year that suprfothpojcsFal,helnws
support for the project. Finally, the plan wasthey can spend free of charge at Rara Avis7t csdef raipresented formally at a community meeting.

lodge. This is particularly an inducement for- ~~~~~~~~~At the request of the commrunity, tourismscientists conducting research. In fact, noted
tropical biologists, such as Don Perry and Phil p

gwals. To accommodate the new visitors, local
DeVries, are carrying out long-term studies on people have acted as tourist guides and several
the reserve. As an example of the overlap . have established bed and breakfast
between tourism and scientific research, their . . -a
work is facilitated by the existing tourism tnns- Local feorymen act as mformal sources ofr
infrastructure. tounst information As of 1989, the reseve
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had reced over 5,000 day visitors and it had Reserva Natural La Planada, Columbia
provided lodging to 50 toursts. While the
number of overnight visitors is modest, as the The La Planada ofspre is a sery good
reserve becomes better known, this number example of a model of peduate reserves dedi-
will probably increase. This is particularly catedto consea ation, educateon, an d h
likely because Belize is increasingly a popular La-Planada was created in 1982 by the
destination for nature tourists. Note that in Fundacion para la Educaci6n Supenor FES,
keeping with ecotourism ideals, the tourism with the support of the World Wildlife Fund.
deelopment at the Commuoi tn Babol n Sto c- FrS m a private nonprofit institution with the
devlopen hat re d lithle Cnnuemnity Baboond Sas- goal of supporting educational, scientific and
tuafy has required lime investnentc and has cultural programs. The Planada is located in
few apparent leakages. the southwest of the country, nestled in the

In addition to its conservation and commu- Western Andes.IThe reserve owns 3,200 hect-
nity development programs, the reserve has a Wester Andes. The foresowns we0 asct

stcon eduationl prgram lth he suport ares of land, mostly cloud forest, as well as astrong educational program. Wiith the support smaR amount of pasture undergoing succes-
of the World Wlldlife Fund, a small natural sion. The biological wealth of the reserve is
history museum and visitors center has been immense; of the 300 species of birds presernt,
built at the reserve's Bermudian Landing. immendemic tohe regieof addition, the
Also, in order to enhance the sustainability of 24 are endemic to the regiond In addition, the
the sanctuary, the Community Baboon Sanctu- reserve harbors the endangered specacled
axy has developed an operations manual and bear, Treos omreus.
has hired a full-time manager to be in charge La Planada has three mn goals: to pro-
of the education and research programs of the mote environmental education, to promote
reserve. In the future, a trust fund wfll be biological research, and to carry out research

and extension work on appropnate technolo-created to pay the manager's salary and cx- esfraiclu,anmlhbndyad
penses. Currentlyvisitors who come as part of gies for agnctlture, animal husbandy, and
organized tours are charged an entrance fee of agroforestry. For its educational component,
32.50. the reserve has a full-time staff membe: dedi-

The Community Baboon Sanctuaryplans to cated to providing educational programs for
expand to link up with two other wildlanId school-age children im the region. Tfhe reserve
areas: Crooked Tree Waterbirds Sanctuary has a well-designed interpretative trail that
ard Mussel Creek Reservre. When ctar exlains important ecological concepts such as
pens, as is the case with 47 percent of the succession, watershed protection, and the
peserves surveyed by this study, Community interdependence of forest communities. It also
Baboon Sanctuary wil be providing a buffer has a museum with good exhibits, a multime-
zone to other protected aroiaf dia room, and a live orchid collection.

Finaey, the importance of the Community Research facilities include a laboratory and
Baboon Sanctuary rests with its potential for speacmen collecon. Some of the biologncal
being a replicable model. In Brazil, for exam- research includes captive breesng of
ple, a tour company owner involved in conser- spectacledbears and long-term studies of bird
vation is trying to convince local land owners populations- The appropriate technology
to establish a reserve to protect the birds of the component of the reserve has demonstration
-region (ersonal communication with projects on the conversion of farm animals'
Christoph Hrdina, owner of Safari and Tours manure into methane gas and the use of sugar
in Brasilia). Also in Belize, a similar project to cane refuse for feeding chickens, pigs, and fish.
the Community Baboon Sanctuary is being La Planada is clearly undemtilized The
proposed for a sea turtle nesting beach. The reserve is beautiful, and its accommodations

are basic but comfortable. The staff did noteaxpe;rience gained by the Community Baboon arbsibucoftbl.Tesfddnt
experincetgaicanedpwvtheuCoemullonsfitrt Bkeep records of the number of visitors, but
Sanctuary can provide useful lessons for these guessed that they received between 600 and
new projects.
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1,000 day visitors per year. While the reserve cle to the establishment of these reserves. For
can accommodate 35 people ovemight, there example, countries like Costa Rica and Ecua-
are seldom more than a handful of overmight dor that have a large number of private nature
guests. This is partly due to the isolation of the reserves are also countries that allow foreign-
reserve, and partly due to lackof information ers to own land. In fact, Costa Rica has alaw
about the eistence of the reserve. It is dear, of "Tourism Incentives? to attract investments
however, that the reserve could be serving as a in tourism development. Govenments may
base for science students to carry out research thus set the climate in which private reserves
on doud forest dynamics and biota. Further- may flourish.
more, the habitat of the reserve would make it 3. Sixty-three percent of the reserves said
very appealing to bird watchers. Unfortu- that one of their major problems was lack of
nately, the unstable political situation of Co- government cooperation. In this regard, the
lombia means that few foreign tourists visit the establishment of private reserves is hampered
countiy. in some countries by legislation which pro-

La Planada is also underutilizing its poten- scries that ownership of land is conditional on
tial to raise funds. While the reserve reported use. in most cases, "use" means that the land
not to have any economic problems, the fees must be cleared of its forests. Obviously, this
charged to visitors are barely high enough to type of legislation prvents landowners from
cover the cost of the food provided. Lie Rara preserving the land in its natura state. To deal
Avis, La Planada reflects trade-offs between with this problem, one reserve owner in Costa
profitability and biological significance. Rica is trng to have the government legally

recognize nature tourism as a valid use of the
Conclusions land. Some caution, however, must be used

with this approach as it would be unfortunate
Ihis research has discussed private reserves to have private nature reserves become a

as a model to explore some of the issues asso- loophole to bypass needed agran reform.
ciated with nature touriL This section biefly Nonetheless, m cases where prrvate lands are
reiterates some of the key results of the study, well managed as natural lands, it is important
and when appropriate, discusses some of the to establish legal mechanisms to alrow private
policy recommendations that follow from reserves to exist.
these findings. 4. The long-term survival of these reserves

1 The survey's results indicate that private as protected areas could be fostered by devel-
reserves generate substantial local employ- oping links between the reserves and govem-
ment, this being particularly true about re- ment agencies and nongovernmental groups.
serves that cater to nature tourism For each Some reserves, such as Hato Finero in Vene-
1,000 visitor nights, between 32 and 40 em- zuela,- and Asa Wright in ¶Tnidad, have estab-
ployee months are generated, and 84 percent lished -nonprofit foundations to ensure the
of the permanent employees of the private continued management of the land as a re-
reserves surveyed are from the local commu- serve. Thirty-one percent of the reserves have
nity. This provides some empirical response to made agreements with the government or
the criticism that nature tourism creates few prrvate institutions to restict the future devel-
jobs, often not from local communities. opment of the land, in exchange for incentives

2. The results show that while the costs of such as lower taxes, or commitments on the
establishing private reserves are relatively high part of the government not to expropriate the
and depend largely on foreign investments, 75 land. These incentives could make private
percent of the reserves are either owned by reserves an attractive altenative to destructive
nationals, or are owned by partnerships be- uses of the land.
tween locals and foreigners. Restrictions on 5. One caveat about the links between
foreign investnent may, however, be an obsta- private reserves and conservation is that eco-
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logical importance is not the same as economic their carrying capacity. This is one place where
viability. Those reserves with the highest eco- conservation oriented groups may provide
logical value are not necessarily the ones that some technical assistance in developing plans
can do well financially. The economic success for sustainable resource use.
of private reserves is often dependent upon 7- The high response rate to this survey is
nonconservation-related factors such as acces- indicative of the desire of the reserves to be
sibility, management, and the political situa- recognized Their wilingness to promote
tion of the country in which they are located ecological conservation was indicated by the
Ecologically important, but financially shaky large number of reserves that said that they
reserves, could be given assistance by conserva- would like to implement habitat management
tion groups to concentrate on research and plans but did not have the resources or exper-
conservation, using tourism only to supple- tise to do so. This is a place where local con-
ment funds. servation groups could become more involved

6. Scale economies provide incentives for in proving technical assistance. This should
private reserves to expand the number of not be viewed as a subsidy to the private sec-
visitors. Yet, the ecosystems of these reserves tor, but rather as an opportunity to develop
wil be taxed if the reserves expand beyond mutually beneficial relationships.
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TabIe 23-. Types of Prvate Reserves by Coninen

Latin America Africa Alf
TypeofReserve n % n % n %

Farm & Tourism 12 25.0 8 .533 20 31.7

Tourism Only 12 25.0 4 26.7 15 25.4

Research,
Conservation.
Tourism 17 35.4 2 13.3 19 302

Research,
Education,
No Tourism 6 12.5 1 6.7 7 11.1

Farm, Cons.,
Education,
No Tourism 1 2.1 0 0.0 1 1.6

TOTAL 48 '100.0 15 100.0 63 100.0

Table 23-2 ReasonsforEstabli&hing the Reserve

ReasonforEstablishment Percent who gave this as a reason

Preservation of a particular habitat or species 90.5

Conservation ethic 85.7

Scientific research 85.7

Nature tourism 84.1

Education 80.9

Community development 60.3

Farming or cattle 31.7

Permnal residence 25.4

Forest products extraction 7.9

Watershed protection 6.3

Show conservation can be profitable 3.2

Soil protection 1.6

More profitable than agriculture 1.6

Prove land-tenure model 16

Reforestation project 1.6

Note: Because usually more than one reason was given, the percentages in the table do not add up
to one hundred.
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Table 23-3. Amount of Land Owned by Contiwen

Size AM LadnAmerica Aflica

(hectares~)
IL % IL % n % -

1 to 50 7 11.1 7 14.6 0 0.0

51 to 200 8 127 8 16.7 0 0.0

201 to 500 10 15.9 9 18.8 1 6.7

501 to 2500 13 20.6 10 20.8 3 20.0

over 2500 25 39.7 14 29.2 11 73.3

TOTAL 63 100.0 48 100.0 14 100.0

Table 23-4. Average Ovemih Vuior Growth Rates by Year nd Contient

All LatinAmerica Africa
Years

7L gowh rare FL gowth mue IL grwth nae

1988-89 33 37% 22 42% 11 29%

1987-89 27 44% 18 53% 9 25%

1985-89 19 28% 11 36% 8 16%

1980-89 11 13% 5 14%o 6 13%

These compound growth rates were calculated as follows:
GROWIEx = {Exp[ln(niyr2Invyr1) / uyears] -1} * 100
Where GROWTHx is the growffi rate for a given time period, nvyr2 is the number of overnight
visitors in the later year, nvyrl is the number of overniht visitors in the earlier year, and nyears is
the years lapsed between the two time periods.

Table 23-5. Importance of Bour Revenues to the Profabiiy of the Rewve

RESPONSE (sale value) n. %

Not important (0) 10 15.9

Some importance (1,2,3) 17 27.0

Very important (4,5) 34 54.0

No answer 2 3.2
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Table 23-6 Sources of Operang Expenses for 1989 by Reported Importance of Tourism
-(per:et of total revenues)

Revenue -ow~e Importance of Tourist Revenue
Reenue Sowrce

none/low mid high all

Tounism revenues 0.0 28.7 60.3 40.5

Forest products extraction 0.0 2.6 02 0.7

Catde or agriculture 125 16.2 15.0 16.6

Endowment 15.0 7.7 0.0 4.1

Grants from the government 0.0 3.1 0.0 1.3

Grants from private sources 53.8 21.5 8.0 19.4

Loans from the government 0.0 3.1 0.7 1.1

Loans from private sources 0.0 0.0 05 0.3

Investors 2.5 0.0 9.0 5.4

Membership dues 1.3 1.5 0.3 1.1

Other 15.0 15.6 6.0 9 6

NWote7 the column for Al includes 4 cases fir which importance of tourism was not reported.
Hence, it is not the average of the previous three columns.

Table 23-7. Average Length of Stay ind Erpenditur per Visitor

Reserve type ZL 4Average egth of Average dollar expen-
Reserve oe YL stay diaureper visitor

Al reserves 57 3.4 226

Farm and tourism 18 3.2 381

Tourism only 16 3.3 291

Res, conservation, tourism 16 4.4 54

Res. education, no tourism 6 2.5 33

Farm, conserv, education; no 1 1.0 0
tounsm
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Table 23-8Average Number of Employee Months by Reserve Type

Reserve Type n. Average Employee Mont&s

All eserves 42 350.6

Farm and tourism 16 284.5

Tourism only 12 6513

Res. conservation, tourism 12 191.5

Res. education, no tourism 2 30.0

Tabk 23-9. Regssions on Employen

Moddl Model 2
coeff (t) coeff (t)

VLsitor nights, 1989 .0402(9.81) .0339 (8.58)

Day visitors, 1989 .0050 (0.73) .0068 (1-14)

Land owned - -.0037(0.14)

Continent 198.4 (L95)

Value of infrastructure 74.2 (2.19)

x2 .735 .816

n 39 39

Table 23-10. SQ vices to Parks Prvided by Private Reserves

Senvce frequengy

Border patrolling 7

Enviro3mental education 5

Logistical support 5

Information & first aid 3

Research 3

Food & lodging for guards 2

Live game for re-stocking 2

Train guards, rangers 1

Promoted creation Gf park 1

Tlail maintenance, development 1

Endangered species documentation 1
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Table 23-11. Management Pl ofPrivateReserves

Mmaagement iwsue Percnt who said thdy have pan

Restore degraded habitats 50.8

Manage endangered species 54.0

Exdclude visitors from fragile areas 50.8

Evaluate impact of tourists on ecosystem 39.7

Set limits on the numbers of visitors 52.4

Program for resource extraction 25.4

Table 23-12 Problems Faced by Priate Reserves

Proble % Intesity

Poaching 87.3 3.1

Lack of cooperation from government en-e- 63.5 3.0

Budget deficiencies 60.3 32

Tree fellingt firewood collecting 57.1 2.8

Squatters 49.2 2.2

Political unrest in the country -31 3.0

Community opposition to loss of access to the reserve's
resources 36.5 2.6

Community opposition to tourism 17.5 2.4

Other 31.7 -

Note: Percent refers to the number of reserves who listed it as a problem, and intensity is the
average ranking given to it by people who listed it as being a problem.
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Figure 23-1. Total Number of Visitors to Private Reserves
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Figure 23-2. Year of Establishment of Private Reserves in-Africa
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Figure 23-3. Year of Establishment of Private Reserves
in Latin America
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Figure 23-4. Profitability of Private Reserves as a Function.
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Figure 23-5. Value of Land and Infrastructure of Private Reserves
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Figure 23-6. Who Owns Private Reserves
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Figure 23-7. Foreign and National Ownership
of Private Reserves in Africa
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Annex 23-A
List of Private Reserves Surveyed

Name of Rese've Cowurj Response
Green Island Antigua 1
El Rinc6n Argentina 2
Chaa Creek Belize 1
Chan Chich Lodge at Gallon Jug Belize 1
Community Baboon Sanctuary Belize 1

Indio Perdido Jungle Lodge Belize 2
Parrots Wood Biological Station Belize 1
Rio Bravo Conservation Area Belize 2
Shipstern Nature Reserve Belize 1
Estancia Espiritu Bolivia 3

Esta4ao Biologica de Caratinga Brazil 1
Estagao Biologica de Santa Lucia Brazil 4
Estancia Caiman Reserve Brazil -1
Praia do Forte Brazil 2
Santuario de Vida Slvestre Fazenda Vaga-Fogo Brazil 1

Reserva Biol6gica Carpanta Colombia 1
Reserva Natural La Planada Colombia 1
Reserva NIatural Merenberg Colombia 1
Reserva Natural del Alto Quindio, Acaime Colombia 1
Albergue de Montaiia Volcin Rinc6n de la Viea Costa Rica 1

Desarrollo Turistico Los Inocentes Costa Rica 1
El Gavlin and Oro Verde Costa Rica 1
Estaci6n Biol6gica La Selva Costa Rica 1
Genesis II Coud Forest Reserve Costa Rica 1
Hacienda Barn Private Nature Reserve Costa Rica 1

Hacienda La Pacifica Costa Rica 1
Las Ventanas de Osa Wildlife Refuge Costa Rica 1
Magil Forest Lodge Costa Rica - 1
Marenco Biological Station Costa Rica 1
Rara Avis Costa Rica 1

Reserva Biol6gica Bosque Nebuloso Monteverde Costa Rica 1
Selva Verde Costa Rica 1
Tiskita Lodge Biological Reserve Costa Rica 1
Tortuga Lodge Costa Rica 2
Tortuguero Sea Turtle Beach - Cos-taRica 1

Papillote Wildemess Retreat & Nature Sanetuauy Dominica 1
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Name ofReserve County Rasponse
Bosque Mazan Ecuador 1
Bosque Protector La Perla Ecuador 1
Bosque Protector Pasochoa Ecuador I
Bosques de Mindo Ecuador 2

Centro Cientifico Rio Palenque Ecuador 1
Estaci6n Cientifica Jauneche Ecuador 2
Estaci6n Cientifica Rio Guajalit Ecuador 2
Fundaci6n Maquipucuna . Ecuador 1
Jatun Sacha Biological Station Ecuador 1

La Selva Lodge Ecuador 2
rmalandia Lodge Ecuador 2
Fmca el Faro Guatemala 1
Reserva Natural de Sierra de las Minas Guatemala 2
Cusuco (National Park) Guatemala 4

Reserva Biol6gica Monte Uyuca Guatemala 1
Colcheccio Ranch Kenya 2
01 Pejeta Ranch-Sweetwater Rhino Sanctuary Kenya 1
Oserian Flowers Kenya 2
Solio Wildlife Conservation Area Kenya 1

-Taita Hills Wildlife Sanctuary Kenya 1
Wgare Sergoit Rhino Sanctuary Kenya 1
Analabe Reserve Madagascar 1
Barenty Reserve Madagascar 1
Estaci6n Biol6gica Pronatura Huitepec Mexico 1

Albergue Lodge Cuzco Amazonico Peru 1
Amazon Camp Peru 2
Explorama Inn Peru 2
LTmbo Preserve Peru 2
Yarapa Reserve Peru 1

Zona Reservada de Tambopata-Explorer's Inn Peru 1
Bonwa Phala Game Lodge South Africa 1
Casa do Sol South Africa 2
Cybele Forest Lodge South Africa 2
Greater Kuduland Safaris South Africa I

Hoekfontein Game Ranch South Africa 1
Inyati South Africa 2
Londolozi Game Reserve South Africa 2
Mabula Reserve Game Lodge South Africa 2
Mala Mala Game Reserve South Africa 2
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Name of Reserve Country Response

Motswari L M'bali Game Lodges South Africa 1
Sabi Sabi Private Game Reserve South Africa 1

Tlnda Tula Lodge-Tunbavati Private Nat Reserve South Africa i

Thorny Bush South Africa 2
llhukudu Game Lodge South'Africa 1
Ubizane Game Ranch South Africa 1
Asa Wnght Nature Center Tr-inidad 2
Pointe-a-Pierre Wldd Fowl Trust Trinidad 1

Biogical Reserve La Cueva del Guano Venezuela 1
Biological Reserve Monte Cano Venezuela 1
Biological Reserve Paramo de Piedras Blancas Venezuela 1
Estaci6n Biol6gica El Frio Venezuela 1
Hato El Cedral Venezuela 2

Hato Las Nieves Venezuela 2
Hato Masaguaral Venezuela- 2
Hato Pinero Venezuela 1
Vuelta Larga Venezuela -1
Imire Game Park Zimbabwe 5

Iwaba Wildlife Estate Zimbabwe 1
Lion Park Zimbabwe 5
Pamuzinda Safari Lodge Zimbabwe 5

Response Codes:
1 Responded and included in analysis.
2. Did not respond to survey.
3. Responded but not included as it did not allow visitors.
4. Responded but not included as it is not private.
5. Contacted too late for response; included in this List for the sake of completeness.
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Annex 23B
Survey Instrument
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CONSERMATION INTERNATIONAL

February 10, 1990

Dear Private Reserve Owner,

Private reserves such as yours, are playing a vital role in preserving
Important natural areas and providing a valuable conplement to
nationally protected areas. Despite their importance, there has been
little systematic attention given to the role of private reserves.
Policy makers often do not know where private reserves are'located, how

-they are operated, or how they contri3rute to natural resource 
management.

The Yale University School of Forestry and Environmental Studies and
Conservation International, a private non-profit organization dedicated
to worldwide ecosystem conservation, are jointly sponsoring research
to analyze the significance of private reserves which offer nature-
based tourism. This research will evaluate how "ecotourism" is
implemented by over 90 private reserves in Latin America and Africa and
their impact on conservation and economic development.

Please participate in this study by completing and returning the
attached survey in the return envelope by Karch 15.. The survey takes
only 20-25 minutes to complete and all participants will receive an-
analysis of the results including common initiatives and trends that
are not discussed elsewhere. (Please be assured that while general
information such as name and location of your reserve will be used in
the report, all sensitive information regarding visitors and finances
will be reported only as aggregate trends). This information will be
shared with potential tourists, conservation groups, and .government
policy makers.

Once you return the survey you will receive one year's free membership
to Conservation International to keep you informed on global'
conservation trends.

Thank you very much for responding to this questionnaire. We are-
certain that you will find the results both interesting and useful.
Best wishes for your continued success,

Claudia Alderman ' Karen Ziffer
Principal Researcher Microbusiness and Ecotourism Coordinator
Yale University Conservation International

lI ith Slreet. N.W.. Suie lOO0. Washigt. D.C. 2035 T6ee' 202 42 5660
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Yale Uniry Sdiool.r of Foestry and Enviromenta Studies
and CoRsevatDm ltemraion

SURVEY OF PRIVATELY OWNED LANDS USED FOR NATURE-BASED TOURISM

Name of ct Reserve: -_-_-_-_ _ _ _

Addrsr

Peron fillig out gmsqezimar

name posino

'What yea vas the reserve established? _______

How much land does the resere own?

How much land is managed, butt not owned by the resrv?_______

On a scale from 0 to 5, please rate the reasons for.tz esoalsmn of the reserve:

REASON ~~Not verY

import=

-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Naw1re tourism 0 1 2 3 4 5
Presevation of a particdail

habitat or sp-ces 0 1 2 3 4 5
Sdentific research 0 1 2 3 4 5
Education 0 1 2 3 4 S.
communimtydeeopet0 1 2 3 4 5

Comeratioetbic 0 1 2 3 4 5
Parmiugorcaule 0 ~~1 2 3 4 5

Forestproductseatacin0 1 2 3 4 5
Pdranalresidence 0 1 2 3 4 5
Ow thc ICsespecied):

____________~~~~ o 2 3 4 5
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ o~ ~~ 1 2 3 4 5
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Of the recreational or educational actmties offered by the reserve (suw as hiling, bird
watching. etc.) please list inL order of importance the three most popular activities engaged by
visitors to the reserve:

2)
3)---- . .

What special features of your reserce, such as specific animal or natural e do you
feel amact vsitors the most?

Does the reserve offer.

Guided nature wa%ls -_YES - NO
Interpretative tails YES __NO
Slide shows -x- YES - NO
Lectures YES NO
EducatioBal displays YES NO
Tours to school groups YES __NO
Tours to commuity groups __YES __NO

Does yow reserve provide the folwg services?

Meals YES -'NO
Naturalist guides YES NO
Horse rental YES _ NO
Gift shop __YES __NO
Museum __YES __NO
library YES __NO

Is lodging available oan the premises? - YES __NO

If yes, how ma people an you acommodate?

Ifyes, types of lodgig available

PrvaeT rooms with shower - of room
Private rooms with shared faciities # of rooms
Cabins # of cabins
Colectve dormitory # of beds
Camping facilities # of spaces
Other (ase specify)
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What is the nationality of the owners of the reserve? (please choose one)

Citizen of the country where the reserve is located
Foreigner or a foreign group exclusively
Local/foreign partneip

'Otber (please specify)

On a scale from zero to five, 0 being of no importan' aud 5 being critialy import,
please tate bow important tourist revenues are to the profitability of the reserve (please crcle
the level of importance):.

n important very 'npota

0 1 2 3 4 5

In 1989, wbat percentage of the gporang exenses of the resee came from the following
sources?

Tourism revenues --
Forest products extraction 
Catle or agriculture - . . %
Endowment - 9_
Grants from fte goverment - *
Gans from private sources 
Loans from the govem -

Loans from the prrvate setor
Instr. -9-6
Membership dues 96
Other (please specif):

-TOTAL - 100 %

In the last year for which you have complet figures, did th reserve' revenue exceed
expense? YES _NO

Eyes, what percentage of the surplus was

Re-minvested into the resere ___ 

Returned as dividends/profits to investors- *
Other (pleas specify):

TOTAL 10 9

'If- the reserve did not make a profit last ya,when do yuexpect it to be profiabe?
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Does the reserve have any formal agreements with govemment insdtitions or non-
gove tal orgzons to manag the reserve according to set guidelines?

YES __NO

H yes, please descrtibe fly.

Does the reserv have a formal land or resource.mngmn plan to Cover any of the
folowig areas.

'Restore degraded babitats -YES __NO

Manage, endangered species -YES __NO

Exclude: visitors from fragie areas YES _NO
Evaluate imqpact of tourists on ecosystem -E _NO
Set limits on the numbers of visitos YES __o
Program for resource ezuactin YES __NO

Other (please specify):-
______________________ YES _NO

Does the reserve allow Hunting '__YES __N
Fishing _YES _NO

Does the reserve have a Biologist/Scientist an the. a af_ff YES NO
If yes, how many?-

Are ther any uniqe feue of the de-ae or communiiy reltions of your
reserve tha you want to bring to the t of thisresearch?.

Does your resee publish a: Lochure? __YES __NO

f yes kaidly inclde a brochure e xh fth YuestNona

THANK YOU VERY MUCH FOR YOUR HELP COUMPIEEG ThU SURVEYf.
'WE WILL BE SENDING YOU A COPY OF THIE STODr'S RESULTS IN MAY 299O.
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Please indicate the approimate current value for the reserve's land and facilities (Check the
range that applies in US dollars)

Dollar amoun Mtg=r J

Under S50,000
S50,001- SmS,ooo
SV5,001 S250,00D -
S250,001 Si-lion -
More than Si million =_=

Has the reserve recovered its initial financial invtment? (mcluding land ralue and
in6=astructure)- __YES __NO

How many years did it take, or will it tke, to reover th ivsmet _ years.

Were any of the following govenmen-so xl incne iportant to the decion to
establish the-reserve?

Favorable legisation YES NO _Not avaiable
Tax incentives - YES -NO -Not avalable
LoWs YES __NO _Not available
Govemment advisig YES -_ NO __ Not available
Other (please secify)

Hae you had any adviwy or financial support frbM the following agencies? (please check all
those-which apply)

Govemmentagency in your unty

Foreign organizations -
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if you answered yes to any of the above problems, what measures have you taken to resolve
them, and to what degree have you been succethil?

What percenitage of the reserve's total land is covered by the following ecosystm types?.

Tropical Rain Forest % primazy ___ secondary
Tropical Seasnal Rain Forest *primary ____ scndary
Cloud Forest 9prmy___*secondary
Dry/Scrub Fores 96pi% y9 secondary
Puns *
Savesnna_
Coastal E-cosystem__*
Wetlands __ 9_*

- *

Pariamo
Farmlmnd _ *

ATre lie any rare or F ndarRed plant or a Fnimal species:wich the resee makes an active
effort to protec? YS NO

f ys please list which species:

Has fth resere made any agreement with the goenetor piaeimstituion which restrict
or lmit the develome of its land -in t r (such aco itments to maintainthe
land as a natural reserve for a set amount Of. time in echastnge for lower tame)

__YES _NO

H yes, pease exp1aim 
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Does fte reserve border any public or private parks or reserves? YES __NO

If the answer is yes:

Please give the names of the borderig parks or reserves:

What percentage of the toursm acdvities of your vnsitors takes place in the adjacent
potcted areas? %

How important are the adjacent protected areas in attractDg toursts to your reserve?

Very mportant (vsts to the reserve would cecme wiout them)
Of moderate importance

=- Not important

Does the reserve provide any serces to the neighboring park? YES' NO

If yes, please eplain briefly:___

On a scale from 0 to S please rate if any of the folowing have posed, or crently pose, a
problem for the reserve:

no -severe
PRCfNEE5?A problem problem

Poaching 0 1 2 3 4 5
Sgoat 0 1 2 3 4 5
Trcef hg/ frewood coDectiug 0 1 2 3 4 5
Commuriyopposition totourism 0 1 2 3 4 : 5
Comummty opposition to ls of
acess to &e reseve's resources 0 1 2 3 4 5

Polibal unrest in the coouy 0 1 2 3 4 5
Dudget defiiencies 0 1 2 3 4 5
LAr of coopeaotion from

vemm cttites 0 1 2 3 4 5
Other (please specify):

0 1 2 3 4 5
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Parks Tourism in Nepal:
Reconciling the Social and Economic Opportunities

with the Ecological and Cultural Threats

Michael P. Wells

A SIGNIFICANT PROPORTION of Nepal's spectacular
landscape, culture, and biological diversity is legally
protected within an impressive network of parks and
reserves.

The f&Mowing indmduals generousl shared time and information with the
author during the prepration of this study: Alton Byers, Gabriel Campbell,
Bmughton Coburn, Candra Gnrtmg, Haria Grunmg, Mingma Norbu Sherpa, and
Stan Stevens. Earlier drafts were reviewed by John Dixon, Linda Lawenstein,
Donal O'Leay, and Mchael WhL The Emnironment Department World Rmnk
provided financial support for the author to present this material at the World
Parks Congress in Carcas.
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Since the first national park was established in wil be given to economic factors contnbuting
1973, the contnbutionoftheseprotectedareas to the unexpected situation outlined
to the national economy has increased rap- above-that an apparently clear economic
idly-mainly by attracting large numbers of argument justiing conservation and careful
foreign visitors. Each year many of Nepalrs management of Nepal's protected areas has so
tourists visit at least one protected area far been ineffective in assuring their preserva-
World-renowned national parks such as tion.
Sagarmatha (Everest), Langtang, and Royal All Nepali rupee (NRe) amounts in this
Chitwan, as well as the Annapurna Conserva- chapter have been converted into U.S. dollar
tion Area, have attracted increasing numbers ($) amounts at prevailing exchange rates
of visitors from many parts of the world. Tour- averaged for the year in question.
ism has rapidly become one of Nepal's most
important development sectors as well as the Economic Benefits
countirs largest and most reliable source of from Tourism in Protected Areas
foreign exchange earnings.

In Nepal, apparently, is the economically- Tourim on a larescale is relativelynewin
minded COnservationist'Sl .Nepal but extremely important. During the
lished network of protected areas which is 1966-89 period, recorded annual arrials
generating substntial economic benefit for icreased fom 6,000 to 240,000. Virtually all
one of the poorest countries in the world. Can toumist travel taking place outside the
this be a case where exenditures to nurre Kathmandu Valley is limited to a few desti-
Nepal's protected areas and sustain their atons-mailyprotected ar wmost
numbers of foreign visitors would clearly be an other parts of the country closed to foreigners.
economically-efficientnuse of resoureso? In 1987, about 26,000 tourists visited Royal

Unfortmately, there is a growing consensus Chitwan National Park in the Terai, drawn by
=hat Nepals protected areas, despite their high its spectacular wildlife viewing opportunities

econonic value, are entering a stage of crisis- Al other travel outside the K du Vale
Several of the most important national parks reuires a trekking permit. O the 61,273
are expenencing serious problems as a reslt permits issued in 1988, 62 percentwere for the
of (a) inadequate resources for park manage- Annapurna-Manang-Ioison region, which
ment, (b) poor relations between protected overlaps considerably with the Annapurna
areas and local communities, and (c) environ- Conservation Area; 18 percent were for the
mental degradation in and around parks re- Khuinbu, corresponding to Sagarmatha Na-
lated to tourism. Although socal and institu- tional Park; and 14 percent were for the
tional factors have contributed to these prob- Langtang-Helambu region, about half of
lems, conflicting economic interests appear to which comprises Langtang National Park
be criticaL. (Banskota and others 1990; ERL 1989; Gurung

Powerful arguments for conservation can be 1990; Ministry of Forests and Soil Conserva-
developed when the economic benefits from tion 1988; M of Toursm 1988; Touche
protected areas exceed the costs (Dixon and Ross and others 1990). The importance of the
Sherman 1990; McNeely 1988), as appears to major parks as tourist destinations can thus
be the case in NepaL However, this does not hardly be overstated.
guarantee the survival of protected area net- Not surprisingly, the economic impact of
works. Using a variety of qualitative and quan- tourism in mrual areas have been highly con-
titative approaches, this chapter w'l disr centrated in the few destinations open to
the economic costs and benefits from pro tourists. As the case studies wil desibe, local
tected areas in Nepal at national and local peoplein and aroundthe mountain parks have
levels, with the discussion of benefits concen- received substantial income and employment
trating mainly on tourism. Particular attention
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benefits from tourism, while the local benefits its economic value. For example, the foreign
from tourism in the lowland Terai parcs have visitor to developing country parks usually pays
been minimal a certain amount for travel, accommodation,

Official foreign exchange receipts from all park entry, and so on, which is less-in some
tourism to Nepal increased from $78,000 in cases, considerably less-than the maximum
1961-62 to $76 million in 198748 (Nepal amount that an individual might have been
Rastra Bank 1989). These figures are thought prepared to pay. This does not mean that the
to be low, and unofficial estimates suggest that tourism value, of a protected area with low
$113 miltion might be a more realistic figure access and entrycostsis anyless than an equiv-
for 1987-88. More than 60 percent of these alent park where the costs of visiting are
earnings are thought to leak out of the econ- higher; it simply means that a higher propor-
omy to finance import purchases for the tour- tion of the economic benefits are being re-
ism sector (Touche Ross and others 1990). tained by visitors and that a correspondingly
Gross earnings from tourism have contnbuted lower proportion are captured in the host
between 10 and 20 percent to foreign exchange country. While actual expenditures by tour-
income since 1976, and tourism has become ists-together with the increased employment
the country's leading foreign exchange earner and foreign exchange earnings which these
(although official development assistance expenditures can lead to-reflect their eco-
remains the largest single source). About nomicimpac, the economic vale of tourism is
11,000 people were directy employed in the likely to be much higher, especially in the case
tourism sector in 1988 (Nepal Rastra Bank of relatiely low-cost protected area tourism.
1989). The difference between what an individual

actually pays and the maximum amount he or
Expenditures by Tourists she would be prepared to pay is known as the

in Protected Areas conswners surps. To determine the true
economic value from protected area tourism,

Direct expenditures on food, accommoda- it is necessary to measure the aggregate con-
tion, travel, and employment are the major sumer's surplus. Surrogate market approaches,
economic contribution of tourism in Nepal. such as travel-cost or contingent valuation
Although no serious attempt has yet been methods, can be used to develop a demand
made to estimate the economic value of the curve for a protected area and thereby esti-
benefits from protected area tourism in Nepal, mae it value (Dixon and Sherman 1990).
the portion of total tourist expenditures attib- Although the use of these techniques in devel-
utable to the country's protected area network oping countries has so far been very limited,
can be very roughly estimated (Table 24-1). Tobias and Mendelsohn (1991) have used the
Note that two-thirds of the expenditues leak travel-cost approach to estimate the tourism
out from the system beause they are ued to value of a protected rain forest in Costa Rica.
import goods and services from other coun-
tries, mainly India (Table 24-1, line 6). The Government Revenues
$8.9 milion estimate for tourist expenditures from Tourism in Protected Areas
attributable to the protected area network
(Table 24-1, line 7) is probably very conserva- The goverment of Nepal appropriates
dive because it excludes tourist expenditures on some of the value of the protected areas di-
international air travel where, for example, rectly by collecting fees from visitors. At the
Royal Nepal Airline Corporation earned $31 most higbly frequented parks, receipts from
million (NRs 674 million) carrying passengers entry fees were about $725,000 in 1988 (Table
in 1986-87 (Nepal Rastra Bank 1989). 24-2), and from trekking pet fees for these

There is an important distinction to be parks and their surrounding areas totalled
made between tourisms economic impact and about S209,000. The innovative Annapurna
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Conservation Area Project (described below) The government of Nepal appears reluctant
has been authorized by special legislation both to increase direct fees substantially, perhaps
to charge higher fees to visitors and to retain not wishing to risk deterring some visitors,
the revenues for the cnnservation project The thereby reducing the total number of toursts.
government also collects mountaineering fees Maxmizing tourist numbers may not be the
and trekidng peak fees, totaling about $300,000 best strategy, however. Depending on the
annually. Conceptually, these revenues are demand for tourism, total revenues may in f1act
only attnrbutable to the parks in cases where be maxiized. by reducing tourist numbers and
the respective peaks are located iside pro- increasing theii per capita expenditures (RL
tected areas. 1989; Touche Ross and others 1990). A survey-

Apart from the Annapurna receipts, all of based research. study to estimate a demand
these revenues are paid into general Treasury curve for Nepal's parks-based tourism could
funds. None has been made available either either justif or help to eliminate fears of
(a) for local communities adversely affected by losing tourist revenues ihrough higher charges.
parks or (b) to supplement the Department of
National Parks and Wildlife Conservation's The Costs
budget for protected area management The
Department does receive mcome directly from g P Ara
concessions granted to tourist lodges in some What ruroes have been made available
of the mountain parks, as well as from several to manage these valuable income-generating
lodges and camps in the Royal Chitwan Na- natural assets From 198Z/83 to 1987188, the
tional Park, but no datawere available on the total budget of the Department of National
amountsinvolved.- - . - Parks and Wildlife Conservation increased

* The direct charges and fees attnbutable to about $3. million-from NRs 35 million to
the protected areas (entry fees and trekking NRs 84 million-of which 76 percent went to
permit fees) thus generate about $1 million the Royal Nepal Army for law enforcement
annually (rable 24-2). The fees for park entry (¶rble 24-3). Adjustig for price changes, this
(up to $10) and trekking permits (up to $5 per amounts to a real increase of about 50 percent
week) have been so low as to be inconsequen- over five years.
tial to the vast majority of visitors. This almost mi apparently strong upward trend does
*certainly represents a small proportion of the not stand up to closer scrutiny, however. Of
value of the protested areas to tourists, and a the total 1982/83-1987188 budget increase of
strong case could be made for increasig these NRs 51 milion, more than NRs 48 million
fes substantially. By providing large numbers went directly to the army. The remaining
of visitors with low-cost travel opportunities, budget fell in real terms by72 percent to about
Nepal has adopted an approach that contrasts NRs 20 million (less than $1 million), only a
sharply with neighboring BhutanL Visitor quarter of which was used for national park
numbers are strictly controlled in Bhutan, with management
daily visa fees set relatively high. The Bhuta- To give some perspective to these figures,
nese government therefore captures much thetotal:Departmentbudgetinthelatel980s
higher direct fees per tourist, and the environ- works out to about $0.17 per capita (when
mental and cultural impacts of tourism are Nepal's population was about 18 million).
correspondingly limited. Gurung (1990). has Removing the army costs leaves about $0.05.
suggested that trekking or park entry fees in This can be compared to per capita govem-
Nepal could be set at different levels in order ment expenditures of $3.61 on defense and
to spread tourists more evenly over the o euain* a~~~~~~~3.04 on education.
country-with relatively high fees for over- -The data reviewed so far suggest that-at a
crowded sites and low fees for rarely-visited national level-the economic benefits fom
:sites. -parks-related tourism alone are significantly
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greater than the direct costs incurred by the Nepal Army. Partly as a consequence, villagers
govement in maintaining the protected area living around the park have suffered (a) injury
network Two problems are readily apparent, and loss of life caused by bears, tigers, and
however. First, the proportion of the total rhinoceroses; (b) losses of livestock to tigers
economic value of protected area tourism and leopards; and (c) crop destrction by
captured by Nepal-although still rhinoceroses.No direct compensationhas ever
unquantified-appears to be extremely small, been paid to the vllagers.
suggesting that even greater economic benefits The opportnity costs of a protected area
are being unnecessarily foregone. Second, the are the benefits lost when an area is protected.
protected area network is widely reported to They indude foregone output, as well as the
be deteriorating, suggesting that the govern- benefits which might have been gained from
ment should substntially increase its expendi- conversion to an altemative use (Dixon and
tures on maintaining the parks-a step with Sherman 1990). In the case of Nepal, foregone
apparently ample economic iusf cation, since use by local communities for agriculture,
a fall in visitor numbers based on perceptions hunting, forest products collection, and live-
of decine in the parks would be economically stock grazing may constitute the most signifi-
disastous to Nepal. cant protected area opportunity costs. How-

ever, even if the parks were opened to such
Local People and Protected Areas actities, the absence of regulatory medha-

nism would probably ensure that these bene-
Estimates of the oveirall economic cost and fits would only be available on a short-term

benefits of a protected area can provide useful basis, to be rapidt foliowed by resource deple-
information at a national leveL But to under- tionl
stand some of the problems facing Nepalrs No attempt has yet been made to esfimate
parks, it is necessary to look at some of the the opportunity costs of Nepalrs protected
economic costs and benefits that accrue areas, bititwouldbesurprisingif the tourism
locally-in the communities that are directy value did not exceed the value of alternative
affected by the establishment of protected uses for the most popularparks. It is important
areas. This section considers some specific to note that this economic rationale for main-
examples. taining the potected areas is of little consola-

tion to local residents who have been denied
Costs borne by local people access to the protected area resources but

receive littlef any-benefit from tourism or
Expenditures from the nathonal budget for ayohrfr fcmesto

pr~~~~'ZnZ2Zr~~~~~ any other form of compensation.protected area management represent direc 
costs. While these direct costs are usually Benefitsreceivedbylocalpeople
bome at a national level, sometimes with
intemational support, other costs-indirect Royal Ctitwan National Park
costs and opportunity owts-tend to be bome ROS aivan provided one of the first and
locally by communities in and around pro- most widely-reported examples of local eco-
tected area boundaries (Wells 1992). Indirect nomic benefits from a part These benefits
costs include the economic damage to local have to be considered in the context of consid-
communities which are attnrbutable to the erable costs and hardship, however, including
existence of the protected areas. In the low- the wildlife depredations described above.
landTerai, for example, wildlife depredations Foll massive and rapid immigation fom
frequently lead to injuries, fatalities, and crop Nepars hills into the lowland Terai region,
damage near parks. In Royal Chitwan National about 260,000 people occupied 320 villages
Park, large mammal populations dramatically around the national park boundary by 1980.
increased as a result of protection by the Roy)'al This population has continued to grow rapidly
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(Mishra 1984). Local communities which were excluded when the park was established
preceded the park had used the area to collect in 1976, but lands used for livestock grazing
fuelwood, graze livestock, and collect tall and forests providing timber and fuelwood
grasses for use in construction. The forced have since been subject to use restrictions,
relocation of several villages from inside the which have generated considerable local con-
proposed park area generated considerable troversy. Local suspicion and resentment
local hostility and mistrust. Many communities. towards the park intensified when an army unit
close to the park now suffer an acute lack of took over law enforcement in 1979.
fuelwood and grazing land. Annual numbers of tourists increased from

To mitigate some of these hardships, more a handful in the early 1960s to more than
than 100,000 villagers are permitted to collect 11,000 by 1989, mostly trekkers- In contrast to
tall grasses for ouse constructionand thatch- Chitwan, the local economic benefits from
ing from the park once a year. There are few tourism in Sagamartha National Park are
locally-available alternatives to these grasses, considerable, and tourism has been the driving
and none of the alternatives is affordable to force behind a rapid expansion of the local
the villagers. The total value of all grass prod- economy- The Sherpa involvement in tourism
ucts removed from the park-net of permit mainly consists of employment as guides and
costs and an imputed labor cost-generates an porters, and income from providing food,
estimated $250,000 (NRs 5.5 million) for the lodging,, clothing, equipment, and handicrafts.
local economy (Lehmkuhl, Upreti and Namche Bazaar has become the tourist center
Sharma 1988). Significantly, these grasses have in the national park. A few dozen lodges have
been available for several years only inside the been constructed here, many with private
national park, with supplies outside having financing from outside the region. New build-
been exhausted. ings include not only tourist lodges but grocery

Although the benefits to the local economy stores cariyng a variety of imported supplies,
from the grass program are considerable, the numerous tea shops, a bank, and a telegraph
national park imposes considerable costs on office-a scene of apparently unbounded
local communities. Local people have not been small-scale capitalism. A somewhat poor and
directly involved in tourism, and they appear remote rural society has rapidly become com-
to have little choice but to continue riskdng paratively affluent and cosmopolitan, with
penalties by using the park to graze livestock considerable economic aspirations. In contrast,
and collect fuelwood. Without the presence of the villages away from the most populartrails
the army, it seems unlikely that Chitwan would in the park have changed little.
have survived to the present However, pres- These local benefits are not being achieved
sure on the park seems likely to increase unless without cost. For several years, intemational
alternative approaches can be found to miti- concern has been expressed over reports of (a)
gate the negative local people-park interac- extensive deforestation within the park to
tions, attributable to the imbalance of local satis the energy demands of tourists, and (b)
costs and benefits. deteriorating sanitation and rapidly accumulat-

ing quantities of litter and pollution left by
Sagpmnatha National Park climbing expeditions and trekkers. Not surpris-

Sagarmatha National Park includes the ingly, rapid changes have also taken place
within the Sherpa society, which neverthelesshighest peaki m the world, as well as several e ty,

other peaks over 6,000 meters. Important appears remarkably cohesive and resilient
cultulral and religious sites are located inside In an attempt to reduce fuelwood consump-
cultural pand. rheligious ss arlocated i0Sidera tion, climbing expeditions and agency trekkers
the park. The park has about 3,000 Sherpa in Sagarmartha have been required to be self-
residents, whose ancestors settled in the area e in krse sne1 Colleton of
about 400 years ago. The Sherpa settlements fallentimberorewo has be limited to

- . ~~~~fallen timber for fulelwood has been limited to
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local people, who must obtain a permit from patible with the parkes conservation objectives.
the park authorities before cutting trees for
house construction. Implementation of these Annapwna Conservation Area
regulations has not been closely monitored,
and the top'ic -remains controversial. As Te260sur ioee naun

and the topic remains controversial. AS Conservation Area is arguably the most geo-
fuelwood prices continue to rise, some reports g 
claim continued high deforestation rates, while . a

oterdspteths.Threos sarea in the world. About 40,000 people of
otersodispue evidencethis. Ther be do diverse ethnic backgrounds inhabit the area,

reasonable evidence tha consid e dwhere agriculture and trade have flourished
tation has taken place Just outside the park

tation has taken place just outside the park for hundreds of years. Most of the people are
boundaries.

Park authorities regard excessive tourism as poor, rural farmers. Tourism has grown rap-
causing substantial environmental degradation. idl1, and 40,000 foreign trkkers n'ow visit the

At ps,w rt hetarea each year, leading to a proliferation ofAt presetor, they ave tte peris small tea shops and lodges along the trails.

tio over visitors. Visas and trekking permits The Annapurna region. has experienced
are issued from the Department of Immigra- d
tion; permits for trekking peaks below 6,000 deated with tovrism which are broadly similar
meters are issued by the Nepal Mountaineer- a-ed w eth an-those bdescrib at

.. .. , ~to-i£ less severe- than-those descnbed at-
mg Association, and expeditions to higher Sagarmatha. Concem over this situation led to
peaksare authorized by the Ministry of Tour-
isa World Wildlife Fund-UiS and the King a directive from the king in 1985 to improve
Mahen-ra Trust for Nature,conservation ~ tourist development in the area while safe-Mahendlra Trust for Nature Conservation are

aaithe environment. Tiiistask was given
preparing a project to address the pollution g

to -the King Mahendra Trust for Nature C:on-issue, based on their pronmising model in the t t
.servationNepar's preeminent nongovern-Annapurna region (descrbed below). -Na p -
mental organizzation.In the Sagarmatha case, the local costs of men Mssria dcsont

- . ~~~~~The lfuts sures and discusions- with
protected area tourism are apparently being

-- ~~~~~~~~~~local people revealed thiat establishment of a
borne by the ecosystem-in terms of defores-
tation and accumulation of litter-whilethe .national park would. cause local resentmenttation and acmlonof Iitter-while the
human health hazard associated with ~ and hostility s r to that seen elsewhere inh uman hcalt hazard associated with mappro- 
p-lte waste disposal has yet to be measured. ] Nepal, based on the fear of substantial. localpriate waste dfisposal has yet to be measured.
Local people certainly bear costs as a result of rt and hardship, combined with skepticism
protected area regulations that restrict their about possible future local economic benefits.

.- An alternative was clearly needed. Specialuse of natural resources protected by the-park, Anatiemvental ledrto thedeStebian
legislation eventually led to the establishment

but these opportunity costs appear relatively
of the multiple-use Annapurna Conservation-minor in compardson to the economic gains
Area in 1986, permitting hunting, collection of

from tourism.
forest products, the use of visitor fees for localThere is a continuing need to reconcfle the. 

Sherp. n l ddevelopment, and the deiegation of manage-
Sherpas. natural desire forimment authority to the village level. The objec-standards with the ability of the Khumbu

tive of the Annapurna Conservation Areaecosystems to support continued growth mi
tourim. Tis isue equies crefu conider Project is to help the inhabitants, particularly

torsm.bi ssereu-earflosie- the region's poor farmers, maintain control
-ation of (a) the ris to the Sherpa economy

ation of a) heriss oteheacnw over their environment High priority has beenshould visitor numbers decline; (b) whether g
there are local mechanisms to recogn ize and 

visiting trekkers and to increasing the local
respond: to lervels of envirortmental degrada- e-noi beeisfovoiim.economic benefits from tourism.tion before they become critical; and (c) to
what extent continued, and virtually uncon- - a - s . - . the
trolled, development within the park is com- Annapuma Conservation Area Project has
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made considerable progress in (a) motivating fits are commensurate with local costs. In
a skeptical local population to participate in Nepal, the experience of the innovative
naturl resource management,. (b) achieving a Annapurna Conservation Area Project corre-
significant improvement in environmental sponds with that of similar participatory initia-
conditions, and (c) generating local economic tives in other countries. These results suggest
benefits. One of the most tangible economic that it is possible for projects to establish local
benefits comes irom the visitor entry fee of institutions to promote economically viable
$8.00 (NRs 200), which generates more than and ecologically sustainable activities in or
$200,000 annually for the project-a unique around protected areas in certain circum-
arrangement in Nepal and virtually unknown stances. This essentiafly means establishing
elsewhere except in the case of private re- systems of local economic incentives which
serves. bring local benefits into line with local costs.

Local lodge owners have benefittecd substan- But such initiatives can be time-consuming,
tially from the Project Training programs have complex, and expensive, usually requirng
helped them upgrade the quality of service, national and local political support, specific
standardize menus and prices, and improve legislation, highly-sldlled management, and
standards of sanitation and waste disposal. great sensitivity to local decisionmaking pro-
Substantial new investment in lodges and tea cesses (Brandon and Wells 1992; Wells and
shops has taken place in the areas where the Brandon 1992).
project has been active. But the sigaificant
economic benefits from tourism have not been Condlusion
distnbuted widely. It is unclear, for example,
whether the poor farmers, who comprise the The argument that economic benefits from
vast majority of the local population, will protected area tourism should provide an
benefit. On the other hand, it is not evident adequate incentive for effective management
that these farmers are being harmed by the of Nepal's parks is intuitively attractive. It
protected area and the increasing number of appears to be incorrect, however, and two
tourists. further economic arguments appear to be

contributing factors. Frst, probably only a very
The people-park equation small proportion of the total economic value

The relationship with local people may be - of protected area tourism has been realized
the least tractable problem confronting pro- inside Nepal, despite the obvious economic
tected areas in Nepal, as well as in many other unportance of tourism to the country. As a
countries. Efforts to minize human impacts result, the value of tourism and-by infer-
on parks have historically focused on patrol- ence-of the parks appears to have been
lng by guards and the imposition of penalties substantially underestimated and a less-than-
to discourage encroachment and illegal activi- optimal investment made in park management
ties. Most national parks reflect this emphasis, Second, many of the problems facing Nepal's
which clearly places a considerable economic protected areas arise from significant imbal-
burden on local communities, forcing them to ances between economic costs and benefits at
bear the indirect and opportunity costs of the local levels-in communities close to par
protected areas while receiving few economic boundaries. A failure to correct these local
benefits, cost-benefit imbalances could lead to a wors

Recognition is growing that successful ening of these problems, eventually maldng the
management of protected areas ultimately parks less attractive to tourists. The result
depends on the cooperation and support of could be a reduction in the citically-important
local people-by establishing appropriate employment and foreign exchange generated
economic incentives to ensure that local bene- from tourism.
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To begin addressing the first problem, a reevaluate government policies and current
study of the economics of nature tourism in levels of expenditure in these areas. The sec-
Nepal should be undertaken to estimate the ond problem requires emphasis on increasing
value of this form of tourism, construct de- the benefits to and mitigating the costs borne
mand curves for protected area tourism, pro- by people living near parks, -an approach
vide guidance for setting direct fees and pioneered by the Annapurna Conservation
charges to tourists at optimal levels, and to Area Project.
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ible 24-1. Estimate of Twit Expenditures in Nepal Atudable
to the ProtectArea Network (1988)

Vkorsto Nepal - required io Indicate ihe puwpose of thdr vidt In one ot fne categories lie total number of peopl selecting each
cate"oy In 18 were fIolb (1):

PlCu= . 290,775
Ihft & Mountainering 36,937

Butnn 12,008
Offci 9,781
Oil-er 4442

Tol number of foreign visitor in 198B 265,943

Mis k *11os to prolected areas are in ibe first WD of thz categories (pleawrel and Uktg Jr Mountainlnf Ibeir pendhra8
while in Nepl can be roughly estimated as folows

Reason ghen for visit to Nepal Total

Mounlalieering
and trekicun Pleasure

1. Principal reas for visit (from above) 36,937 200,775

2. Esimated number of protected aream ss (2) 34,425 -18,750

3 Avrag klgtb of stay in Nepal (3) 25* dys 5.9 days

4. Avenge per capita daily expenditure On
food and beveragms acwmmodation, local NR 536 NR 1,034
nrmporaidon, handrnfts, etc. (3) (S2430) 

5. GnuS tourwst cpediurc attributable to NR. 476.1 NR 114A NR 590.5
protected am Pies 2x3x43 (millions) (1) (552) (526-8)

- CLaages factor for inpons of goods and
saviec (4) 6-79 66.7%

7. Nei tourist expnditure asttibutable to paf,s tR 158.7 NR 38.1 NR 196.8
ine S less J (millios)(S) (S72) (S1.7) (89)

Notes and sources

(1) Mdinity of Tourism (1989
(2) Adapted from ERL (1989), Gurung (1990) & Nimistry of Touism (199)
(3) Lngth of sly and expenditure data from Nepal Rastra Bank (1989)
(4) Nepa Raswin Bank (1989)
(5) The total estimatc of tourist xpenditurs attributable the protected area network in

1988 - Nfi 196.8 million or S89 miMion - is equivalent to NR 250 minion (SS million)
in 199091 prices

(6) Monetry values have been converted at the 1987R8 average exchange rate of 2206
NR to Si (32. in 1990191)
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Table 24-2 Trekking Fees and Enty Fees for Selected Protected Areas (1988)

Trkkdngfees (a) Park entiyfees

National parks:

Sagarmartha 852,900 - 1,403,790 (b)

Langtang 694,320 985,320 (b)

Royal Chitrwan - 6,2250,000 (c)

Annapurna Conservation Area 3,065,460 7,358,300 (b,d)

Total NR 4,612,680 15,997,410

Equivalent to $209,000 $725,000

Notes:
a. Trekking fees are collected from visitors to areas in the Himalayas which correspond

roughly-but not exactly--to the protected area boundaries.
b. From Gurung (1990).
c. Chitwan receives about 25,000 visitors annually and the entry fee is NR 250 (ERL 1989)-
d. These fees go directly to the Annapurna Conservation Area Project.

Table 24-3. Depanment of Nafional Parks and dLiWe Conservadon Budget

(NRs thousands) 1982183 1987/88

Headquarters 4,057 1,8_4

National parks 4,792 5,598

Wildlife reserves 3,760 2,938

Hunting reserves 338 602

Hatisar 3,019 6,561

Central zoo 1,257 2,517

Subtotal 17,223 20,100

Royal Nepal Army 18,170 63,635

Total 35,393 83,735

Source: Ministry of Forests and Soil Conservation, 1988.
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The Economic Feasibility and Ecological Sustainability
of the Bonaire Marine Park Dutch Antilles

Jan C. Post

TH MAJOR CAUSES OFLOSS OFBIODiVERSIY are habitat
destruction and overexploitation of plant and animal
species. In such cases, alternative uses or short-term
profits are considered more attractive than long-term
sustainability of the natural ecosystem. If, for whatever
reasons, the decision is taken to preserve the habitat and
protect the species therein, it often appears difficult to
enforce protection, which includes preventing people
from exploiting a resource, the preservation of which they
consider to be of less benefit to themselves than the
exploitation they intend.
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Official establishment of protection and manl- reefs), which would in any case offer limited
agement becomes a lot easier when it can be scope for fisheries production.
demonstrated that the glong-term) economic In those marine protected areas that are
benefits accrumg from the protected area are
greaer than the financial benefits to individu- attractive for marine ecotourism, most of
als from destructive exploitation. Enforcement the visitors are divers who tend to spend
of -regulations at the local level is g[eatly facfimore time and money than in terrestrialOf regulations at the local level iS greatly failCiI-predaasbcuetynedme
tated when it can be shown that the would-be lproteces and because they needs. mre

local senrvices and because they are less
exploiters also profit drectdy or i zrirectly from mobile.
protection of the area. Ideally, evey protected
area should become ecological sustainable
and economically feasible for the community The Bonaire Marine Park Case Stdy
and for the individual so that everybody com- T
plies voluntarily with the regulations pertain- The World Bankistroegiy adoudle to
ing to the protection of the protectd area.

-Few protected areas have reached that nmclude more biodiversity conservation pro-
stage. Tbis case study descIbes an example of jects in its lending program Because govern-
a protected area that comes close, the Bnaie ments are often reluctant to borrow for pro-
Marine Park. jects that do not have a satisfactory rate of

return, the Bank is inmterested in investigating

SNome Diffirences -Sthe economics and ecological susabity of&- weeu _wariue ~t,d. protected areas. Most conservation activities
- Ketwreell Me Potccted Areasave so far been on lind, but recentlthe Bank

and Terrestrial Protected Areas has started iarine biodivesity conservation
activities as well. The Bonaire Marine Park

There are afew differences between marine was chsen as the first case study to investigate
andterrestril protected areas,whichfavorably these parameters in the marime realm- For
influence the chances of maine protected details on the study, see van't Hof (1992);
areas to become economicaly and ecologclly Scura and vant Hof (1993); and Dixon, Scura,
sustainable compared with terrestrial pro- and van't Hof (1993).
tected areas: Bonaire is made up of two islands-Bonaire

andKlein Bonaire-wth an area of 112 square
The opportunity costs of marine protected miles. Klein Bonaire is a small coral cay dose
areas are in general much lower than for to the ma ildand. Bonaire belongs to the
terrestrial protected areas. This means that Dutch Antilles and is situated 55 miles off the
there is less conflict of interest in establish- oDast of Venezuela. It is sparsely populated by
ing a manne protected area. People usually about 11,000 inhabitants. The southeastern
have no need to convert underwater habi- part is flat with salt pans and a flaiingo col-
tats for food production (except for as yet onyr, the rest is hiy. It has a dry climate, rocky
very limited mariculture enterprises), nor to soil, and practically no inland water, conse-
harvest coral for buiding purposes or fuel, quently there is hardly any agiculture. The
and, being land dwellers, they do not physi- island is exposed to the northeast trade winds.
cally occuPy the marine environment. Be- The north and eastern shores are steep and

- sides, as is the case with rain forests, the inaccessible, and they are exposed to heavy
most biodiverse marine areas are in wave action. The southern and western shores
oligotrophic waters' (for example, coral are sheltered and largely accessible by road.

Well-developed fringing reefs are found
around the whole of Bonaire and around lUein

Oigotrmophic waters have low levels of nutrients.
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Bonaire, a small island in the lee of the main Revitaization
island.

Bonaire's extraordinary marine biodiversitY In early 1990, efforts to revitalize the park
and ideal conditions for diving were first dis- met with success. New grant money in the
covered by the famous diving pioneer Hans amount of some $400,000 was obtained from
Hass in 1938. Ever since, the- island has kept the Netherlands for a three-year period stubect
this reputation, as is manifested in the words to certain oonditions, one of which was that the
that appeared some years ago on every car park would be made self-lancing. A new
license plate: Drves Pamdise- institutional structure to manage the park,

consisting of a management committee includ-
History of the Bonaire Marine Park ing the government, the Antilles National

Parks Foundation, and the private sector was
Before the establishment of the Bonaire established and, finally, a user fee of $10 was

Marine Park in 1981, several ordinances had introduced in January 1992, which is to cover
been issued to protect marine life around salaries and operational expenses to run the
Bonaire. The most important one was a ban on park
spear fishing in 1971. The rapid development Thus far, the Bonaire Marine Park sounds
of the diving industry prompted the island like a suacess story, but how successful is it
government to support the development of an really? Who benefits from the park? Who
island-wide marine park in the late 1970s. pays? And is exploitation of the park sustain-

The World Wilde Fund for Na- able? Does the local population benefit from
ture-Intemational in the Netherlands, the the park or only foreign travel agencies? Does
Dutch government, the government of the the reef start to crumble under the fippersof
Netherlands Antilles, and voluntary assistance xcessive numbers of marine ecotourist?
brought together $319,000 for a three-year These questions are at the basis of the study
period to set up the park, and the park was conducted by Scura and vanet Hof (1993), and
successlly established and run for three the foilowing is based on their findings.
years. The idea was to make the park self-
financing through the introduction of a user Costs of the Bonaim Marine Park
fee system. However, when this was proposed,
protests by a major U.S. diving magazine Three different kinds of costs can be diin-
threatening to reconsider the favorable reviews guished:
it had given of Bonaire as a diving destination
caused the Bonaire government to shy away * direct costs, such as salaries for park war-
from implementation. With the initial funds dens
exhausted and no more income, the park went
broke in 1984 and joined the infamous cate- *direct costs
gory of 'Paper Parks." * opportunity costs

This sounds more tragic than it was in
reality however, because by that time most The direct management costs of the park
users of the park, in particular, the diving tour are estimated to amount to some $150,000 per
operators, had become so convinced of the year- With an annual number of visitors of
necessity to protect the marine environment about 18,000 and an admission fee of $10,
that the most essential measures to ensure its these costs will easily be covered. Indirect
protection were carried out on a voluntary costs, such as damage done by divers to private
basis by the users of the part On Bonaire it propert, such as fishing gear, are difficult to
became almost socially unacceptable to engage quantiify and are probablyvery small. Opportu-
in activities harmfil to the reef and its fauna. nity costs include, among others, the value of

foregone output from extractive use of re-
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sources in the protected area (fishing, coral hotels and dive operations are completely
mining) or the foregone benefits of conversion foreign-owned, 24 percent of the work force
of the site for an alternative use. hese issues are foreign workers, and Bonaire has hlberal
have been dealt with in the section, Some laws regarding repatriation of funds and free
Differences between Marine Protected Areas exchange of currency. Consequently, a large
and Terresil Protected Areas, and would be part of the earnings from diving tourism leaves
low in Bonaire. the country. Nevertheless, without diving

tourism, Bonaire would lose the mainstay of its
Benefits economy.

Two major kinds of benefits have been Economic Feasibility
distinguished: financial (pivate) and economic tof he Bonaire Marine Park
(public) benefits. The gross revenue of activi-
ties asocitd with dive-based tounrsm by the It is clear that with a gross revenue of $21
private sector is currently estimated at $21 million asoated with dive toism, the yearly
million, about half of the 1985 estimated total cost of $150,000 to ram the park and the very
gross domestic product (GDP) of the island, minor opportunitycosts are snal compared to
$439 million The island government of the benefit. Fmancial seems
Bonaire benefits from the Bonaire Marine ensured by the successful inmroduction of a
Park mainly through collection of various yearjy admissionfee of $10 per der.
taxes. It is, however, difficult to disaggregate It seems strange that it took so long before
the dive-based components. The direct taxes this obviously beneficial measure was taken,
which the government levies on diving touists and that a press campaign had been mounted
has been estimated to amount to $340,000 in agamst it. It Ilustrates the fact that the notion
199L of newsrcity of hiy-diverse intact ecosys-

Employment generated directly by the tems has not yet become commonplace
Bonaire Marine Park (dive-operating hotel, Throughout humnkind's history, the free
restaurant, park staff) has been estimated at a avaflability of such ecosystems has been taken
minimum of 516 jobs, some 11 percent of for granted. However, a survey conducted.
Bonaires labor force. Induding related activi- under this study found that an astonishing 92
ties in the tournsm industry would elevate this percent of the divers on Bonaire agreed that
figure considerably. T.he figures have been the fee was reasonable and were willing to pay.
based on the official tourism statistics, which Approximately 80 percent of those surveyed
indicate that onlv 36A percent of all tourists were even wiling to pay double that amount,
were divers. Data generated by this study, 40 percent were willing to pay $30, and 16
however, show this percentage to be much percent were wlling to pay $50. How could a
higher (up to 80 percent) which means that magazine claiming to represent that same
easily 20 percent of Bonaire's labor forc could group of divers be?
be di-rectly employed by the exostence of the
Bonaire Marine Parlc The Ecologicl Sustainability

In order to promote simiar models else- the Bonal Mstinark
where, it is important to show that benefits of
protected areas accrue to the local economy. e b hv l -
and local people. Often the complaint is heard a ihe econtbexts the ai.o nati-o

cancfe in the conteirt of the aim of national
that most of the benefits are reaped by foreign p

hotelcompaies ad forign tvel aencie parlcs and protected areas (the preservation ofhotel companies and fore trvel ac ecosystems) if these benefits are generated in
where tourit buy most of the services by way a wa whc detosteeosse.Tee- , . s .~~~~~1~ a way which destroys the ecosystem There-
of vouchers. In the case of Bonaire, this is
largely true as well. At least 50 percent of the fore, an attempt has been made to assess the
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ecological sustaiability of the Bonaire Marine Carrying Capacity
Park and its carrying capacity for diving tour-
isnL little experience eists so far m this field. Perhaps the most difficult question to ad-

Two different approaches were used in the dress is: "What is acceptable in terms of diver-
study: induced damage? Based on a comparison

between the number of dives made at a diving
* A survey of 79 divers was taken regarding site that does not yet show signs of wear and

the perception of resident and visiting the number of dives made at two sites that do,
divers on changes that had taken place over a "critical level" of 4,500 dives per site was
time in the Bonaire Marine Park- .established The total 'diveable" coastline of

* A photoanaysis was done of coral cover Bonaire and Klein B3onaire is 52 kilometers. A
between sites under heavy divmg pressure reasonable space between moorings would be
and sites that-received little visitatioL 600 meters, since divers seldom venture more

than 300 meters from a buoy. The park could

The majority of the divers rated the present therefore have a theoretical number of 86
condition of the reefs high, both fo.rhealth and diving sites, which would yield a theoretical
coverage of corals and for fish life- Comyer- c ing capacity of 387,000 dives a year.
cial species like turtles, lobsters, groupers, and However, the distribution of diver is not even,
barracudas, however, were generallyfound to - and many divers are shore divers, having
have become less abundant, while algae were access to the buffer zones m between the
found to have increased. This points to some buoys. It therefore seems more realistic to set

pressure from perhaps spear and other types the nying capaty at half the theoretical
of fishing and to an increase in nutrient input numer, which meansi 90,000 to 2010,000 di
into the coastal water. A decrease in coral per year. Considering the yearly i in
coverage was also noted (67 percent of respon- divimg toursm, this capacity could be reached
dents). Overall, 81 percent of the more eWperi- as soon as 1995.
enced divers believed that certain species had Although the estimate of the carying ca-
become less abundant while 57 percent felt paciy is crude and speculative, itdemonstrates
that certain species had become more abun- the urgent need for the establishment of a
dant. The results of the survey have to-be good monitoring system and agreement with
treated wvith caution however, since people thepark committee (the government, Antilles
have a tendency to think things were better in National Parks Foundation, and the tousm
the past, and since observation varies with industry) concerning a polic with respect to
experience and interests. further development of diving tourismi

Inl the photoanalysis, a comparison was - One other factor of importance to the
made between three heavily-dived sites and sl 3 of the park is the quality of the
three comparable sites that were much less coastal water, which could be influenced nega-
visited. Pictures were taken at all six sites and tively by the sewage being generated in in-
computer-analyzed for percentage of live coral creasing quantities by coastal developmenL
cover and species diversity. The results show a Eutrophication of the water is one of the
significant imnpact of recreational diving on the major causes of coral mortality. In particular,
coral communities in some of the heavily-ed seepa from the septic tanks could be a prob-
sites, but the extent of the impact is limited to lem, and indeed many divers have noticed a
the immediate vicinity of the mooring buoys. reduction invisibility over the past fewyears.
The impact extends to more than 100 meters T p problem merts investigation;
but less than 260 meters' distance from the based on the results, strict regulations-in
buoys. Species diversity appeared to ncrease pcular, conceriig the disance of septic
at intermediate levels of stress. tanks from the edge of the water or concerning

the collection and treatment facilities-should
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be established for the treatment and disposal Bibliography
of sewage.

Dixon, . A., L E Scura, and T. van't Hof.
Conclusion 1993. "Meeting Ecological and Economic

Goals: Marine Parks in the Canibbean."
The Bonaire Marine Park provides a good Ambio XXII(2-3):117-125.

example of an area where biodiversity conser- Scura, L E, and T van't Hof. 1993. "Eco-
vation and economic development have been nomic Feasibility and Ecological
mutualy reinforcing. The park seems thus far Sustainability of the Bonaire Marine Park.
to be ecologicay sustainable, and institution-- Environment Department Divisional Work-
ally functioning well, while at the same time ing Paper 1993-44. Washington, DtC.:
constituting the mainstay of the island's econ- World Bank.
omy. Close monitoring of the health of the vanit Hot 1992. "Bonaire's Marine Park: The
reefs as a function of the number of divers is Story behind the Success." Ocean Realn
necssary to set eventual limits, whereas strict (December):75-78.
poltution control is essentiaL
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The Economics of Managing Fisheries and Tourism
in the Great Barrier Reef Marine Park

Wendy Craik

T- E GREAT BARPWER REEF MARNE PARK covers all of
the Great Bamrer Reef except for a small part north of
the tip of Cape York Peninsula. Its area of 350,000
square kilometers makes it the largest protected marine
area in the world and, after Greenland, the second largest
protected area of any kind. The reef, including all of its
900 islands, is inscnbed on the Australian National Estate
Register and the World Heritage List and is the first area
in the world to be designated a "Particularly Sensitive
Area."
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The ecological and hence economic value of endangered green turde (Clzdonia mydas) and
the Great Barrier Reef for tourism and recre- loggerhead turtle (Careua careua).
ation lies in the fact that it is the largest acces- The Great Barrier Reef has not been inten-
sible, relatively pristine system of corals and sively used for human subsistence, unlike other
associated life forms anywhere in tne world. coral reef systems in the world. Apart from
The Great Barrier Reef is not a continuous some very small areas, the Great Barrier Reef
barrier, but rather a broken maze. of coral is still in pristine condition compared with the
reefs, some with coral cays. Some 2,900 indi- majority of reef areas and has not been unduly
vidual reefs, including 760 fringing reefs, lie affected by human activity (Kelleher 1990).
within the.formally defined area known as the The reef .also has outstanding educational,
Great Barrier Reef Region. These reefs range historical, and cultural values.
in size from less than 1 hectare to more than The protected status of the reef does not
100 square kilometers, and in shape from flat imply that commercial or other human activi-
platform reefs to elongated nibbon reefs. In ties are prohibited. Rather, its status ensures
some places, the reefs are separated by chan- that human use is held at levels which are
nels of no more than 200 meters in width, ecologically sustainable. In consequence,
while elsewhere they may be as much as 20 commercial activities can be developed with
kilometers apart. Most reefs are submerged, the confidence that the natural qualities of the
with some being exposed at very low tide. reef that give it commercial value wil not be

The individual reefs of the Great Barrier degraded with time.
Reef are composed of the accumulated re- As with the general trend in Australia,
mains of plant and animal calcium carbonate tourism in North Queensland has grown rap-
skeletal material, and they support a veneer of idly in recent years, with occasioial hiccups.
living plants and animals. There are some 300 There is no doubt that the weather and the
reef islands or cays; 87 of them are perma- natural environment are tl* features that
nently vegetated. There are about 600 conti- attract visitors to North Queenland. Foremost
nental or high islands, often with fringing reefs among the natural environment features is the
around their margis. Great Barrier Reef. For Australian tourists,

The Great Barner Reef Region provides seeing the Great Barrier Reef is generally the
habitat for a great many forms of marine life. second most important reason for visiting
There are an estimated 1,500 species of fish North Queensland (after. the weather), and
and about 350 species of hard, reef-building international tourists come to North
corals; more than 4,000 mollusk species and Queensland primarily to see the Great Barrier
over 400 species of sponge have been col- Reef (Vanday 1988).
lected. Other well represented animal goups A recent Gallup Poll (October 26-27,1991)
include anenomes, marine worms, crustaceans, reported that 71 percent of Australians say
and echidnoderms. This great diversity of life they will be likely to take a holiday in the next
forms, especially. in the endemic species, two years, and the Great Bamer Reef was the
makes it an area of enormous scientific impor- favorite destination (mentioned by 29 percent)
tance. abovethe Gold Coast (20 percent), Tasmania

The reef has developed over several million (19 percent), and Kakadu National Park (18
years on the northeast continenta! shelf of percent) (Bulletin 1991).
Australia The reef and its adjacent mainland Commercial. fishing, by contrt, has not
coastline provide unique habitats and breeding grown markedly in recent years. Poor prices
sites for several endangered species, including and higher costs have contnbuted to a reduc-
the dugong (Dugog duigon) and saltwater tion in the number of vesls in the major
crocodMe (Crocodilus porosus), and contain flshery, the prawn fishery. Commercial reef
nesting grounds of world significance for the line fishing has increased slightly in-terms ofo

effort and catch, and the remaimng fisheries
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are small (aquarium, net, and crab) and fairly The Great Barrer Reef Marine Park
stable or subject to boom and bust (e.g.,
trochus, beche-de-mer). Recreational fishing, Fortunately, a marine park was established
on the other hand, increased in terms of effort, in the Great Barrier Reef Region before the
although catch per unit effort appears to have recent expansion of tourism. Fishing and
declined. tourism developments in the park are subject

to innovative management with the aims of
The Need for Management preventing unacceptable impacts of tourism

and of ensuring a long-term sustainable part-
Maine areas may be particularlyvulnerable nership- between fishing and tourism and

to the negative effects of tourism and fishing in environmental protection. The marine park is
that they are traditionally considered to be one of the world's first attempts at managing a
"commons"-or common resources-and large ecosystm on an ecologically sustainable
development in marine areas is not usualy basis. The marine park is attempting to dem-
closely controlled. Individuals operating in the onstrate that good ecology is good economics.
marketplace are normally assumed to act in a The Great Barrier Reef Marine Park is a
way that will maimize their returns on invest- multiple-use protected naural area, fitting the
ments over a usually fairly short period of definition of Category VII of the dcasscation
time. Private corporations will generally have system used by the IUCN-World Conservation
an obligation to their shareholders to act Union. It also meets the criteria for selection
similarly, within the constraints of socially and management as a Biosphere Reserve
acceptable behavior, and government agencies (Category IX), although it. has not been for-
may have equivalent motivations. It follows mally proposed or established as one.
that such individuals and institutions have a The Great Barrier Reef Marine Park was
strong incentive to externalize cost and to established under federal legislation. The
internaze benefits as much as practicable. Great Barrier Reef Marine Park Act 1975
That is to say, they have an incentive to maxi- provides the legal basis for management of the
mize utilization of the free" or common reef It has some novel and critically important
resources. In the case of the Great Barrier provisions in relation to the establishment,
Reef, these common resources are the air and control, care, and development of a marine
the water, their natural qualities, their pollu- park in the region. They include the foilowing:
tion assimilative capacity, and their scenic
vistas, wildlife habitat, and the wildlife itselt * Establishment of the Great Barrier Reef
such as corals, fish, whales, and birds. Marine Park Authority (hereafter referred

Before and since Garrett Hardin's essay to as the Authority) consisting of three
The Tragedy of the Commons,"- there has members, one nominated by the

been sufficient study to demonstrate conclu- Queensland government and two by the
sively that these incentives worL Conse- federal government The Authority has a
quently, the usual long-term effects on the staff of about 100, most of whom are lo-
commons of the uncontrolled operation of the cated in Townsville.
f ree market is that the commons are destroyedfreemarket 1 isthatthe commoness ofthis-fact, * Establishment of a Consultative Commit-

(Hardn 198). Gnera awaenessof tis ~tee, an interest group or govermment agency
even in. the absence of a clear perception of th at least arof its goemenon--- . - ~~~~~~~~~with at least a third of its bmembers nomi-the processes involved, has led to demands by n b... ... ... . , - ......... nated by Queensland, the others bRy thethe public, particularly in the past two decades,r --7 ~~~federal govermnent, with- one Authorityfor the right to participate in decisions affect- f g
ing the commons, and for governments to representative.
protect these public properties. * Specification of the Authoriys functions:

recommending areas to be included in the.
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marine park, carrying out or arranging for War II (ATIA 1984). In the last 10 years, the
research, preparing zoning and manage- number of international airports serving the
ment plans, establishing education and Great Barrier Reef has gmwn from I to 4, and
management programs, and anything imci- the charter vessel fleet from 135 to 299; reef
dental to these functions. platforms now number 19, where 10 years ago

. Giving the Authority power to perfom its none existed; island resort establishments now
Giving the Authority power to perfom . .number 26 compared with 19 in 1976; bedfunctions in cooperation with Queensland

- ~~~spaces increased from 785 in 1976 to 2,059 inor itS agencies.. 1988; and speedboat usage of the Great Bar-

* Prohibiting drilling or mining in the marine rier Reef Region has grown from 15,000 boats
park, except for approved research pur- in 1979-80 to 24,000 boats in 1991. In 1988,
poses. 900,000 visitor nights were spent at. Great

* Providing that the Act, including the zoning Barrier Reef resorts (Australian Bureau of
plans and regulations made underiipre, aStatistics 1989). -It is estimated that some
over conflicting provisions of all state legis- 1 million people per year visited the reef on
lation and all federal legislation, except in tourist boats in the mid-1980s, involving 1.2
relation to the navigation of ships and air- million person-days. Three- hundred thirty
craf. thousand people made boat trips which were

directly associated with seeing corals and
marine life (Hundloe and others 1988).

- -The Value of the Great Barrr Reef The growth rate in the numbers of interna-
The Great Barrier Reef has a variety of tional visitors to Australia, more than 200
The Great Barrier Reef has a varietd of percent between 1982 and 1987, was exceeded

-values economic, ecological, culturaL, educa- - in the Great Barrier Reefwith some 4percent
tonal, and historic. Measuring the economic of international visitors co to the Great
value of tourism on the reefs and islands of the Barrier Reef in 1979s80, increasing to 16
Great Barier Reef is not a simple exercise.

Gros incme fom turis in his rea n lercent (224,000 visitors) in 1986-87, com-
pared with a Queensland total of 35 percent

s1987 88pwas estuiated to be $2b9 million; and (Australian Bureau of Statistics 1988).
gross expenditure from private boating (which Domestic visitors to the reef region still
includes recreational fishing) in 1987-88 was outnumber international visitors. Including
estimated to be in the order of $100 mlllion. mainland accommodation establishments
Additionally, tourism expenditures on the **Additionally, tourism expenditures on the (from which most visitors make trips to the
mainland related to the Great Barrier Reef reef itself), a comparison of domestic and
were estmated at between $85 milion and intemational visitor nights by region is shown
$600 milion. Thus, taking mflation into ac- inle2.
count, direct tourism and recreation income The economic contnbution of foreign tour-
and expenditures in the Great Barrier Reef in ists to the economy is greater per head than
1991 were probably in excess of $500 mlllion. domestic tourists; a domestic tourist spends
Using a multiplier of 2.2 (Driml 1987) suggests $156 per trip, compared with $1,121 for foreign
the direct and indirect economic impact of tourists (1981482 data); 26 "average overseas
tourism and recreation to be in excess of tourist trips" are required to create a job,
$1 billion (Driml 1988, unpublished data). This where 247 a e domestic tourst trps"
can be compared with commercial fishing are required (Department of Sport, Recre-
estimates, updated for inflation, of approxi- ation and Tourism 1985).
mately $400 milion in direct impacts alone TheeconomicvalueoffisingintheGreat
(DrimI 1988, unpublished data).Thurim t the GrpublisheddatBarrir Rf is Barrier Reef Marine Park is also not easy to
maTedrim to thae ireased 40-fold since Wod eestimate. Estimates of parameters for the two
mated to have increased 40-fold smnce World
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main commercial fisheries are displayed in A major innovation being introduced in the
Table 26-2. rezoning of the Cairns Section of the marine

The recreational and speedboat fishery can park is the No-structures Sub-Zone. This
be accessed by any of the 24,000 speedboats subzone overlies approximately 22 percent of
registered in coastal Queensland. They catch the reefs in the Cairns Section. Its principal
around 4,000 metric tons of fish per year. The purpose is to ensure that a proportion of those
charter vessel fleet contains about 300 boats, parts of the reef that are near centers of hu-
and their catch is unknown (many of their man population and are therefore subject to
vessels are primarily large-capacity tourism heavy human use do not end up dotted with
vessels). The value of the recreational fishery permanent or semipermanent structures. The
is estimated to be in the vicinity of $200 million public feels very strongly about this issue.
per year. Vanclay (1988) found that 77 percent of tour-

ists interviewed in a survey were opposed to
Management in the Marine Park more "development" on the Great Barrier

Reef. Ihis finding parallels the public concern
The structure of management is shown in about excessive coastal development on land.

Table 26-3. The main plank of marine park Tourism may occur under permit within all
management is zoning. The concept of zoning zones except those designated as preservation
was introduced as the best solution to resolv- and scientific research zones, that is, in 99.8
ing the dual goals of protection and multiple percent of the marine park. All tourist pro-
use by possibly conflicting activities. Through grams and facilites within the marine park
the use of zoning, conflicting activities arc require a permit. This requirement allows the
separated, areas are provided that are suitable Authority to assess each proposed tourist
for particular activities, and some areas are operation individually in terms of its suitabil-
protected from use. Levels of protection within ity.
the park vary from almost complete absence of A spatial regulation management measure
restriction on actiNity in some zones to zones that relates particularly to tourism is the ability
within which almost no human activ'ities to declare Reef Appreciation Areas or Special
penmitted. The only activities that are prohib- Management Areas in zones in which fishing
ited throughout the park are oil exploration, and collecting are normally permitted. These
mining (other than for approved research provisions allow up to 20 percent of the area of
purposes), littering, spearfishing with scuba a reef to be declared a so-called look don?t
gear (except for the commercial lobster fishery take area to complement the provision of
in the Far North Section), and the removal of tourism facilities.
large specimens of certain species of fish. lTawling is permitted in the General Use A

There are three types of zones, whose zone (about 80 percent of the park), and line
names reflect the kinds and levels of human fishing is permitted in over 95 percent of the
use that are permitted within them: park. Some fisheries, for example, -collecting

fisheries, require a permit and cannot be
General Use Zones. Most human activities conducted in national parks or m mor restric-
(other than mining) are permitted, at levels tive zones.
which are ecologically sustainable. When assessing a permit application, the

* Narional Park Zones. Activities are permit- factors considered indude the followig:
ted which do not remove living resources, or * T o o t z

X * ~The objectives of the zone to be used or
which remove only small quantities entered.

- Preservation or Scientific Researr:h Zones.* Preeratonor Scientific ResearchistheZon es.a * The orderly and proper management of the
Scientific research is the only activity al zn ob se retrdzone to be usee or entered.

-lowed.
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- The conservation of the natural resources of in the marine park An estimate of the cost of
the marine park. management in the marine park is provided in

* The existing use and amenity, as well as the Table 264.future or desirabl use andamenity,For field management of the marine park
area and adjacent areasn (day-to-day management), the cost has fluctu-

area and adjacent areas. ated over the years and has not klept pace with
* The size, extent, and location of any pro- the growth in tourism usage of the mari-ne

posed use in relation to any nearby use. park, estimated to be increasing at about 10
- *The ikely ffect of an propsed us on jpercent per year and recreational fishing at- The likcely efffiect of any proposed use on

adjoining and adjacent areas and any possi- about 5 to 7 percent per year. See Table 26-5.
ble effects of the proposed use or entry on
the environment.

* The proposed means of access to and egress While not wishing unnecessarily to restrict
from any use and the adequacy of provision tourism development, the Authority's foremost
for aircraft or vessel mooring, landing, responsibility is to ensure that the facilities and
parking, loading and unloading. activities are not causing impacts on a scale

that could lead to unacceptable long-term
Effort to prevent unacceptable ecological iamage. To this end, the Authority undertakes

impact is paramount in the Authority's man- considerable effort to assess and m.anage
agement of tourism development. The types of tourist programs and facilities. The Authority
activities that may be associated with fishing- expects tourist operators also to care for the
or reef-based tourism operations and that may environmenz that provides their liveliood.
have biophysical impacts include discharge of Further, the government has adopted a policy
waste, litter, and fuel physical damage to rees called userpays This policy is based on the
from anchors; people snorkeling, diving, and philosophy that people who benefit from the
reef walking; disturbance of fauna (especially use of a public good or property, especially for
seabirds); and overfishing or collecting All of commercial purposes, should contribute to the
these may be managed to some extent by cost of managing or protecting that property.
education, incentive, design, prohibition, or The application of this policy to the Great
limitation. Barrier Reef would lead to the tourism indus-

Proponents of large-scale developments or try's being asked to contribute to the cost of
those which have the potential to produce protecting it. This cost amounts to about $15
impacts may be required to prepare Environ- million per year. In considering this issue, the
mental Impact Statements or Public Environ- government has recognized that it retains a
ment Reports. Through environlmental impact re bo,si3ility to provide core funds to protect
assessments, the potential impacts can be the reef over and above contributions from the
identified and steps can be taken to prevent or tourism industry and from other industries.
mitigate the impacts. Often the prevention of One "benchmark" option being considered is
impacts is a matter of adopting the appropriate that the government would maintain its pres-
design and operational guidelines. ent core funding via appropriations, with any

revenue from user pays being devoted to in-
The Cost of Mana ent cr--easing management costs.

Such increases in costs are inevitable if the
As for estimating the econonuc value of reef is to be protected. Experience has shown

activities in the marine park, the cost of man- that the cost of protecting a natural resource
agement of the marine park is also difficult to increases at about the same rate as use in-
estimate precisely because there are a number creases. Use of the reef is likely to continue to
of agences with management responsibilities increase into the indefinite future. The threats
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to the reef that must be defined and managed to bring a variety of new challenges. For exam-
include physical damage from anchors and pie, it will be important for innovative planning
construction, reductions in water quality from to be able to forecast changes in tourism de-
sewage discharge and runoff from agricultural mand in aggregate and particularly in terms
and industrial areas, the effects of fishing, and, of nature-related tourism. The past is not
perhaps, infestations like crown-of-thorns necessarily a good guide to the future. Tourist
starfish. fashions change, exchange rates change, tech-

No industry depends more on maintenance nology changes. All these factors, and others,
of the natural qualities of the reef than the have to be considered in forecasting and plan-
tourism industry. The Authority will want to ning for sstainable tourism.
work closely with the industry in planning, The task is a challenging one. Management
research, and management aimed at protecting of the Great Barrier Reef Marine Park is an
the Great Barrier Reef forever. international obligation and an obligation to

While the Great Barrier Reef is the best- future generations to which all the users of the
managed large marine ecosystem in the world, reef and the tourism industry in particular can
we cannot be complacenL The future is certain contnbute and from which they will benefit.
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Table 26-1. Comparison of Domestic and Insematonal Vrsitor Mghts by Region

Domestic ('000) International ('000)

Cairns-North Reef 5750 860

Townsville 3020 500

Mackay/Whitsundays 2760 150

Rockhampton/Gladstone 3760 470

Sugar Coast (Bundaberg) 4010 280

19,300 2,260

Source: Courier Mail 1986, cited in Craik 1988.

Tabe 26-2 Commercial Fishing

TMaW Line

No. of Primary Vessels 954 250
(1963- potential)

Prawn catchtiger, banana, kingreef fish, mack-
erel,
endeavour prawns

Approximate catch
(metric tons 1990) 7,000 4,000

Estimated direct and indirect value of commercial fishing: $400 million per annum.

Table 26-3- The Hieraichy of Management of the Great Barrier Reef Marine Park

Strategic Plan (GBRWHA)

Great Barrier Reef Marine Park Act

Zoning Plan (Section)

ZonestSubzones (reef, group of reefs, seabed)

Area Statement (regional group of reefs)

Management Olans (reef/island/use)

Designated Areas (reef or part of)

Permits (individual activities)
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Table 26-4 Cost of Manne Pac Mamagemena 1989-90 (millons of $)

Cost

Great Barrier Reef Marine Park Authority

Commonwealth appropriation 93

Receipts for service 0.8

Queensland contribution to day-to-day management of the marine
park 2.2

Queensland Marine Parks NIA

Queensland Fish Management Authority N/A

Queensland Department Primaxy Industries N/A

Coastwatch 0.9

Australian Fisheries Service N/A

TOTAL 132

N/A = Not available.

Table 26-S Management Expenditure mn Great Banier ReefaMine Park

Uni epndiure-
Year (section ofpark) Total apendwe) Total area (kA) ($/k=2)

1981182 (Capricornia) 300,456 12,000 25.04

1982/83 665,720 12,000 55.48

1983/84 (Cairns) 1,355,590 47,000 28.84

1984185 2,283,900 47,000 48.59

1985/86 (Far Northem) 2,754,024 130,000 21.18

1986/87 3,384,994 130,000 26.04

1987/88 (Central) 4,025,927 207,000 19.45

1988/89 4,886,006 344,000 14.20

1989/90 5,035,017 344,000 14.64

1990/91 6,264,517. 344,000 18.21
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The Economic Impact of National Parks
in Victoria, Australia

Geoffrey C. Wescott

VICroRIA Is ATJSTRAnLLS SECOND SMALLEST S
(22.8 million hectares) but has the second largest popula-
tion (approximately 4 million people). The capital,
Melbourne, is located in the center of the state (Figure
27-1). Examples of most of Australia's major ecosystems
are found within the state's boundaries-including
deserts, alpine country, large estuaries, forests, plains,
and a spectacular coastline.

The authorwould lie to thank the various officers in the IOGmI govermment areas
surrounding both arcas for their great assistance in accessing the data in the
reporL Particuar thanks are also due to the Royal Automobile Cub of Victoria
(RACV) officers who provided access to records and to Don Saunders and many
other officers of the Department of Conservation and Baimrimment (DCE) for
their help. Thank you to MsI R Dewar for typing the manuscript and Mr. P.
Forsyth for doing the diagrams.
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The state's 31 national parks cover 10 per- More importntly, the state government
cent of the state and encompas approxmately established the Land Conservation Council in
85 percent of the 15 plant communities in the 1970 in response to the dispute. This little
state. In Australia, state governments run the heralded Council became the state's public
national parks (Wescott 1991) because of the land planning body for the next twenty years.
peculiarities of the Australian constitution. Essentially the Council produced descriptive
Victoris national park system is the second study reports for each area, collating all avail-
most extensive (Tasmania's is more extensive) able data. The public then had 60 days to
in Australia and one of the most representa- suggest how the land should be used. Next, a
tive park system in the world. set of pmposed recommendations were pub-

This chapter, though, is not concerned with lished -recommending land designations, in-
the biophysical or natural features of a park cluding national parks, for specific areas. The
system but rather with the impact of national public had a further 60 days to comment on
parks on the economy of local communities these recommendations before a set of final
neighboring national parks. The chapter wfll recommendations was published -and for-
attempt to quantify this impact by using a warded to the government This process and its
series of indicators to compare the changes outcomes are fully explained in the Counci's
over approximately a decade associated with a 1988 Statewide Review (Victorian Land Con-
long established park (Wilsons Promontory servation Council 1988).
National Park) and a relatively new park The net result of Land Conservation Coun-
(Grampians National Park) declared in 1984 cii activity and the increased community sup-
(Figure 27-1). port for nature conservation was a 15-fold

Before giving a portrait of each park and increase in the area of national parks declared
then comparing the chosen economic indica- in Victoria between 1968 and .1990 (Wescott
tors, a brief history of the Victorian park 1991).The Grampians National Park was one
system is in order to place the two parks in park added during this time.
context

The Grampians
History of the Victorian Park System a ild Wisons Promontory

National Parks
The fist national park in Victoria, Tower

Hill, was declared in 1892, although the This chaptercomparesaseresofidicators
Ferntree Gully area was known as the "Na- between a long established national park
tional Ebrk' from 1882. Two substantial areas (Wilsons Promontory, declared 1898) and a
were declared in 1898 (Wllsons Promontory recently established national park (Grampians,
and Mount Buffalo), and there was a sporadic declared 1984) to determine whether the
and slow increase m parks up to 1968 (all declaration of a new park resulted in any
locations shown in Figure 27-1). substantal ncrease economc actvty in the

In 1968, there were 20 small national parks suoutning area.
in Victoria, covering 150,000 hectares or 0.7 Wilsons Promontory forms the southem
percent of the state (Ovington 1980). In the most tip of the Australian mainland and hence
following year, though, a major controversy is exposed to storms and high winds in winter
broke out over a plan to subdivide the Little months. It is a spectacularly beautful area of
Desert for agriculture. There was nothing 49,000ohectaresdominatedly ateoutcrops
unusual about this proposal at the time, but it - from sea level to the highest peak at 755 me-
awakened the community's growing interest in ters This mountainous granite outcrop is
nature conservation and the proposal was joined to the mainland by a flat sandy isthmus.
defeated and a small national park (Little The area has been Joined to Tasmania regu-
Desert) declared (Figure 27-1).
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larly in the past, the last "land bridge" was species, one-third of Victorian mammal and
severed about 12,000 years ago- (Vrictorian reptile species, and several endangered or
Department of Conservation, Forests and threatened species of both plants and animals.
Land 1987)- The area is extensively roaded (from past

The vegetation is very diverse-ranging forestry use), although there are still many
from small pockets of rainforest to grasslands rugged and remote areas.
and coastal heathlands, but predominantly Recreational activities are centered at Hails
forests and woodlands. A fifth of Victoria's Gap (Figure 27-3) on private land su nded
plant species are found here (858 species). by the park and to a lesser extent at Zumstein's
There are 34 species of mammals and 233 camping area inside the park. There are sev-
species of birds (92 resident; 82 regular mi- eral small settlements nearby, with the major
grants), with 19 species of native fish recorded towns being Stawell, Ararat, and Horsham.
as welL Although the area was seasonally The area is also popular with South Anstra-
inhabited by aborigines and grazed and burnt lians, as Adelaide is a relatively easy four- to
by European settlers, little evidence of human five-hour drive to the west -
impact is now present except for various park
facilities. Comparison of Economic Indicators

The nearest town to "The Prom," as it is Betwen the 'ro National Parks
affectionately known, is Foster (Figure 27-2),
a smaHl community to the north The single There has been no previous study diectly
road into the park leads down the westem side comparing the two areas although there have
of the promontory for approxumately 40 kilo- been attempts to studyvarious factors in each
meters to Tidal River (Figure 27-2), where the park independently (see Victorian National
viSitor center, lodg, and formal camping area Parks Semce 1984; Victorian Department of
are locateL The only other built structures are Conservation, Forests and Land 1987).
thxe lighthouse at the southernmost tip and This study looked at the areas immediately
someradio andtelecommunicationbeacons on surrounding each park out to a radius of ap
Mt. Oberon. The main recreational actities proximately 40 to 50 kilometers (Figure 27-2
are swimming on the beautiful beaches, bush and Figure 27-3) depending on the location of

alking, and nature study. -nearby towns and local government bound-
The Grampians National Park is a similar aries. Existing reports (Victorian National

distance from Melbourne as the Prom (am- Parks Service 1984; Victorian Department of
proximately 250 kilometers) and by compan- Conservation, Forests and Land 1985, 1987)
son is completely surrounded by private land were used, and were updated where possible
(rather than sea) and has multiple entry points with information obtained directly from the
(Figure 27-3)_ The park is 167,000 hectares in managing agency (the Victorian Department
area. of Conservation and Environment) along with

The spectacular scenery in this park is due published local government reports (Shire of
mainly to the uptbrusted sandstones that rise Stawell 1989; Budge and Asciates 1991).
up to almost 1,000 meters in the middle of the In addition, data were colected for three
vast flat westem plains of Victoria. These enomic activity indicators (subdivision
ranges spread for 85 kilometers from north to permits, planning permits, and building per-
south and up to 45 kilometers east to west mits) direy from the one local government
(Victonan National Park Service 1984). The authority surrounding Wilsons Promontory
rainfall varies considerably with altitude and and the eight in the Grampians study area
the temperature can vary from below freezing (Figure 27-3). Finally, accommodation statis-
in winter to above 400C in summer. The park tics were extracted from the comprehensive
contanms nearly one-third of Victoria!s plant annual guides published by the state's major
species, almost one-half of Victorian bird
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motorist& organization (the Royal Automobile ing sites or rooms in these parks.The data were
aub of Victoria). aggregated to one area for Wilsons Promon-

Data were collected for the period 1978 to torv (Figure 27-2) and three zones (northeast,
1988 and more recently where possible- A full southwest and north) in the Grampians (Fi-
census of the whole countnr occurs each five ure 27-3). Rather than present these data
years (1981-19S6-1991). but as the data for the individually, three tables (27-2, 27-3, and
last census are yet to be published, population 27-4) have been produced for the aggregated
statistics have been omitted from this chapter data.
as have been preliminarv information from Although not conclusive, there does appear
Shire of Stawell (1989) and Budee and Associ- to be a trend evident in Table 27-4 The data
ates (1991). for the Wilsons Promontory area show little

Figure 274 summarizes the data published change over the period 1978 to 1991 in any
in the Wilsons Promontory management plan indicator despite the increase in park visitaion
(Victorian Department of Conservation- seen in Figure 27-4. In the Grampians study
Fores and Land 1987) on park visitation area, 37 new hotels/motels or camping areas
rates. Over 400,000 visitor days are recorded to have been added, with an increase of over 700
the Promontoryeachvear,with most ocurring beds or sites between 1978 and 1991 Ten of
in the summer school holidays (Decem- these establishments, providing an additional
ber-February). There has been steady grwth 248 bed/sites, were added in the sixyears prior
in day visitors and in lodge occupancy rates to park declaration (July 1, 1984), and 27
(around 5 percent per year) over the past establishments,wi399 bedsites, were added
decade. but little change in camping nights in the seven years since declaration.
from 1979/80 onwards (Victorian Department Therefore, there was growth evident in the
of Conservation, Forests and Land 1987), Grampians area and not the Promontory mi
which .may be due partially to no increase in this period. and that growth was more rapid
campine sites and accommodation units over after the decation of the Grampians Na-
the studv period. tional Park than before its decaration.

The Grampians estimated visitation rates When this trend is traced back to the pre-
have climbed from 352,000 visitor days in 1970 aggregated data, it can be seen that although
to 1.21 million in 1982 calculated to be a camping areas and sites have changed little
growth rate of 11.1 percent peryear (Victorian over the total period, there has been a substan-
National Parkls Senice 1984). If this estimated tial increase in. hotel/motel beds, especially
rate had been sustained, there would have since the declaration of the park This inease
been 3 million isitor days bv 1991. The actual has been concentrated in Stawell and Halls
data (Table 27-1) show the estimate to be Gap in particular.
substantially incorrect. as there were 1.44 Table 27-5 shows the number of planning
million visitor davs in 1990. The difficultv with permits, building approvals, and subdivision
all these data is that there are over 20 entry approvals over the study period in the Wilsons
points to the Grampians National Parkw, hich Promontory study area (a single Shire, South
makles data collection and analvsis a risky Gippsland). Table 27-6 shows the aggregated
exercise. data for the same features for the Grampians

Accommodation figures were collected by study area (the Shires of Ararat, Mount
individual locality from the accommodation Rouse, Wimnmera, Arapiles, and Dundas).
guides published bv the Royal Automobile The Wisons Promontory data (Table 27-5)
Club of Victoria. The data collected for each show no decisive patterns except to demon-
vear from 1978 to 1991 (where available) were strate some increase. in all three indicators
for the number of hotels. motels, guest houses from 1984 to 1988. The Grampians data (Table
(including number of beds); number of cara- 27-6) show a substantial increase in the num-
van and camping parks and number of camp- ber of planning permits issued per year since
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1984. The number of building approvals shows number of day visitors have apparently not
a variable pattern with no clear trend, while been responsible for any noticeable imcrease in
the number of subdivisions has increased accommodation or building approvals in the
rapidly from a low base in 1984, although a smrounding areas, it appears that these people
similar rate had occurred in 1978 and 1979. are on day trips to the park but are not living

The Wilsons Promontory data include the or staying in the area.
town of Foster, while Stawell and Ararat When these figures are used as a "contror
(much bigger towns) were excluded from the for the recently established Grampians Na-
Grampians data; this probably explains the tional Park there is some evidence from the
difference in absolute number. In the period Grampians study area's figures to suggest Ihat
1984 to 1988, the number of planning permits declaration of the park has brought an increase
in the Promontory area increased approxi- in economic activity to the surrounding area.
mately 50 percent while in the Grampians the Despite the recorded visitation rate increasing
increase was over 100 percent. Consequently, little (Cible 27-1), there has been a significant
the declaration of the Grampians National incease in both planning permits granted and
Park may have had some influence on these the number of hoteUmotel beds available
figures, but the data would need to be re- surrounding the park. This growth has been
checked and reanalyzed to substintiate this . concentrated in the township of Halls Gap and

If the deaegateddata for the Grampians the immediate surrounding area. Incidentally,
are examined for the number of planning this increase does draw into question the
permits issued by locality, the rise shown from accuracy of the Grampians park visitation
1984 to 1988 can be almost entirely attnbuted figu.res
to increases in the Hails Gap area and, to a Overall this study has shown, within a lm-
lesser extent, the Dunkeld area. Again the ited scope of prelimiaiy indicators, that there
influence of the declaration of the national- has been some economic benefit in terms of
park is apparent, although furtier study is increased tourism corresponding to the deda-
warranted. ration of the Grampians National Park. This

im-provement was built on an already solid
Conclusion base and so it is tempting to suggest that the

declaration of the Grampians as a national
The various indicators of economic activity park has accelerated the rate of increase. To

for the WVlsons Promontory study area, the confirm or deny this hypothesis, a more com-
long established national park, show little prehensive study is to commence shortly with
change for the period 1978 to 1991 except for a greater range of mdicators, an extended
a moderate increase in day visitors and in number of parks, and an attempt to begin to
planning applications lodged. As the increased attach dollar estimates to these indicators.
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Table 27-1. Actual Vitsitation Rates to Grampians
National Parl 1977178-1990

Year - -iordays

1977178 932,650

1979 936,850

1980 1,027.403

1981 NIA

1982 1,209,870

1983 N/A

1984 N/A

1985 N/A

1986 1,301,730

1987 1,369,582

1988 1,356,080

1989 1,411,453

1990 1,442,956

Estimated from calibrated traffic counter;
T Le Gassick, pets. comm-

N/A = Not available.

Table 27-2. Number ofAccommodadon Establishmens for Tabks 27-3 and 2 7-4
Area

- -s- - Grampians
P*omL sur-

Year rounds Northeast West North Total-
1978 8 (135) 16 (240) 1 (6) 5 (66) 26 (312)
1979 4 (76) 15 (239) 1 (6) 8 (93) 24 (338)
1980/81 5 (131) 16 (261) 1 (6) 9 (123) 26 (390)
1981/82 5 (124) 16 (303) 2 (18) 10 (166) 28 (487)
1982183 4 (66) 19 (269) 1 (6) 12 (129) 32 (404)
1984 6 (121) 19 (340) 3 (18) 14 (212) 36 (570).
1985 7 (133) 22 (333) 3 (18) 15 (244) 40 (595)
1986 9 (127) 21 (314) 4 (25) 17 (266) 42 (605)
1987 10 (127) 23 (299). 4 (25) 18 (268) 45 (592)
1988 9 (124) 26 (324) 4 (21) 24 (349) 54 (694)
1991 10 (188) 27 (407) 6 (31).. 27 (402) 60 (840)

Note Figures in parentheses show the number of rooms.
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Table 27-3. Numberof Camps and CaravanAreas (number of sites)

Area

WdoU s ', Grmpians
PIwL. sur-

Year rounds Northeast West North Total
1978 5 (795) 5 (519) 2 (52) 8 (1,172) 15 (1,743)-
1979 5 (765) 5 (519) 2 (52) 9 (1,190) 16 (1,761)
1980/81 5 (815) 5 (529) 2 (52) 8 (1,097) 15 (1,678)
1981/82 6 (890) 5 (544) 3 (58) 8 (1,104) 16 (1,706)
1982/83 6 (890) 5 (544) 3 (58) 8 (1,104) 16 (1,706)
1984 6 (905) 5 (544) 2 (52) 8 (1,137) 15 (1,733)
1985 6 (885) 5 (544) 2 (52) 9 (1,195) 16 (1,791)
1986 7 (875) 5 (448) 2 (52) 9 (1,111) 16 (1,611)
1987 7 (870) 5 (463) 2 (52) 9 (1,165) 16 (1,680)
1988 6 (790) 6 (604) 2 (52) 11 (1,316) 19 (1,972)
1991 7 (794) 5 (544) 2 (46) 11 (1,272) 18 (1,862)

Note: Figures in parentheses show the number of rooms.

Table 27-4 Total Number of Establishmens (no. of units/sites)

Area

sZdsonsGWiIso?zs ~~Grampian
1'oflL sur-

Year rounds Notheast West North Total
1978 13 (930) 21 (759) 3 (58) 13 (1,238) 41 (2,055)
1979 9 (854) 20 (758) 3 (58) 17 (1,283) 40 (2,099)
1980/81 10 .(946) 21 (790) 3 (58) 17 (1,220) 41 (2,068)
1981/82 . 11 (1,014) 21 (847) 5 (74) 18 (1,270) 44 (2,193)
1982Z83 10 (956) 24 (813) 4 (66) 20 (1,233) 48 (2,110)
1984 12 (1,026) 24 (884) 5 (60) 22 (1,349) 51 (2,303)
1985 13 (1,018) 27 (877) 5 (60) 24 (1,439) 56 (2,386)
1986 .16 (1,002) 26 (762) 6 (77) 26 (1,377) 58 (2,216)
1987 17 (1,017) 28 (762) 6 (77) 27 (1,433) 61 (2,272)
1988 15 (914) 32 (928) 6 (73) 35 (1,665) 73 (2,666)
1991 17 (982) 32 (951) 8 (77) 38 (1,674) 78 (2,702)

Note FSigures in parentheses show the number of rooms.
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Table 27-5. Local Govemment Data for the Wdsons Promonwory Study Area

Number of
plamungpermits Number of Number of

Year lodged building approvals subdivisions lodged

1978 104 -192 64

1979 98 230 66

1980 84 268 51

1981 123 217 51

1982 92 260 49

1983 71 329 55

1984 114 222 52

1985 121 349 -48

1986 131 346 69

1987 143 306 66

1988 164 363 68

Table 27-6. Local GovernmentAggregated Data for the Grampions Study Area

Number of Number of Numberof
Year panngpeis ued buildingpermitsissued subvisions approved

1978 30 -134 23

1979 41 101 18

1980 45 121 10

1981 30 119 14

1982 45 115 12

1983 48 137 11

1984 49 134 6

1985 62 144 -12

1986 54 169 17

1987 74 147 21

1988 118 117 22.

Cities of Ararat and Stawell have been omitted because the permits are probably not related to
the establishment of national parks and the numbers were so great as to distort any trends in the shire
data. Number of building approvals excludes nondwellings as far as possible (ie., excludes machinery
sheds, solid fuel burners, etc.).
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Figure 27-2. The Wilsons Promontory Study Area
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Figure 27-4. Total Annual Visitors
vwwi -to Wilsons Promontory, 1958-87
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